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Abstract
Film studies scholarship has long acknowledged the centrality of stars to Classical
Hollywood cinema. Studied from a variety of perspectives, a broad picture of the
important role they play within the Hollywood studio system and more widely in
society has been built up over the past three decades. While much has been written
about stars’ commercial utility and exploitation as well as their representational and
ideological significance, very little research has examined the way in which they
function aesthetically within the Classical Hollywood cinema form itself.

The

critical literature recognises that the star is one of Classical Hollywood’s most
important exchange values, and that studios exploited audiences’ deep affinity for
particular actors by designing their films as star vehicles to showcase them and thus
ensure each film’s consumption. Film studies scholarship nevertheless still lacks a
comprehensive analysis of the commercial-aesthetic interface between the film
product and the audience: the star vehicle itself, in which Hollywood had to put the
star on show for the audience’s pleasure.

Seeking to address this gap in the literature by taking the 1930s RKO Astaire-Rogers
musicals as a case study, this thesis conducts a detailed formal, performative and
structural analysis of this group of films to explore how they have been aesthetically
organised as star vehicles to display Astaire and Rogers to the audience in the most
effective and satisfying ways possible. A fine grained examination of the aesthetic
elements and techniques used across these films provides an insight into how
systematically they have been designed to showcase Astaire and Rogers’ personae
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and talent to their fans, indicating that the fundamental logic underpinning their form
and function is primarily that of star display. The thesis outlines an extensive
vocabulary and grammar with which to describe the star aesthetics of Astaire and
Rogers’ display, including both their song and dance numbers and the everyday light
comedy, romance and dramatic scenes in which they appear. In identifying common
stylistic strategies and devices employed to ensure star display, the terms of this
analysis also provide the basis for examining other genres. More broadly, the thesis
proposes that film studies consider a model of the Classical Hollywood cinema form
in which narrative is accorded a less dominant role.

Through its commercial-

aesthetic analysis of the Astaire-Rogers star vehicles, the thesis argues for an
understanding of the form organised less through a poetics of narrative than through
a poetics of star display.
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Introduction
Gable, Cagney and Cooper, Garbo, Crawford and Davis, Temple, Astaire and
Rogers. When one thinks of the ‘golden age’ of Hollywood during the 1930s one
thinks of stars such as these. This is not surprising. Hollywood meant stars and stars
meant Hollywood. Discovering early on in its history that the drawing power of
certain ‘picture personalities’ could be used to sell films to its audiences, Hollywood
moved quickly through the 1910s and 1920s to exploit this fact commercially by
making the star an increasingly important part of its product and business practices.
By the 1930s, the star had become firmly established as the industry’s central
commodity.

While Hollywood’s films also offered audiences the pleasures of

engaging stories, fascinating characters, exotic settings and spectacular sights, the
star was the primary attraction around which it organised itself across all levels of its
industrial operation. In the era of full vertical integration, studios featured stars in
their film productions, distributors foregrounded their personae in their marketing
campaigns and exhibitors used them to promote, advertise and draw audiences to the
box office. As its preeminent attraction and exchange value, the star was not only
the face of Hollywood but the primary product it sold to its audience. Each of the
studio system’s sectors played an important role in this but none more so than the
production sector through the making of the films in which the stars appeared – star
vehicles. Specifically designed to showcase the star’s persona to the audience, the
star vehicle represented the interface between the film product and its customers, the
object with which Hollywood concluded the business transaction it had been
negotiating with them in its various marketing and advertising strategies. It was the
crucial site where Hollywood put the star on show in the film to warrant the price of
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the ticket just purchased and to generate repeat business for the star’s next release
and the studio’s continuing prosperity.

The Star as Commodity
The star’s centrality to Classical Hollywood cinema has been widely acknowledged
by film studies scholars. As Robert C. Allen says, ‘the movie star has been one of
the defining characteristics of the American cinema’.1 This is particularly so with
regard to stars’ historical, economic and industrial importance. The star’s historical
rise as a commodity and its commercial integration into all levels of Hollywood’s
business operations in the form of the star system has been well documented.
Scholars such as Eileen Bowser, Catherine Kerr and Janet Staiger have discussed in
some detail the conditions surrounding the emergence of the star as a commodity
following the industry’s transition from handcrafted to mass produced films during
the nickelodeon boom of 1906–07. 2 This work has described how the industry’s
dramatic shift in 1908 from primarily ‘representations of actual events’ to ‘the story
picture’3 requiring actors to become a major component of the film product created
in films what Bowser calls an ‘actor-centred universe’.4 As the industry’s systems of
production, distribution and exhibition became more stable, efficient and regularised,
1

Robert C. Allen, “The Role of the Star in Film History (Joan Crawford),” in Film Theory and
Criticism, eds. Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen, 6th ed. (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 2004), 606.
2
Eileen Bowser, The Transformation of Cinema: 1907–1915 (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London:
University of California Press, 1990); Catherine Kerr, “Incorporating the Star: The Intersection of
Business and Aesthetic Strategies in Early American Film,” Business History Review 64, no. 3 (1990):
383–410; Janet Staiger, “Seeing Stars,” in Stardom: Industry of Desire, ed. Christine Gledhill
(London and New York: Routledge, 1991), 3–15.
3
“How the Cinematographer Works and Some of His Difficulties,” Moving Picture World, 18 May
1907, 148, quoted in Robert C. Allen, “Vaudeville and Film 1895–1915: A Study in Media
Interaction” (PhD Thesis, The University of Iowa, 1977), 213; for more detail and the reasons behind
this shift, see Robert C. Allen, Vaudeville and Film 1895–1915: A Study in Media Interaction, 212–
220; Tino Balio, “A Novelty Spawns Small Businesses, 1894–1908,” in The American Film Industry,
ed. Tino Balio, rev. ed. (Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 10–16, 20–
22; and Janet Staiger, “Blueprints for Feature Films: Hollywood’s Continuity Scripts,” in The
American Film Industry, 174–175.
4
Bowser, The Transformation of Cinema, 88, 93–98, 98–102, 252.
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companies’ stock actors were shown on a routine weekly basis at the local theatre,
providing audiences with the opportunity to become familiar with them and closely
attached to their particular personalities.5 From 1910 on there was, as Kerr says, a
‘sudden explosion of audience interest in film players’.6 While initially this caught
the industry unawares, it soon realised that the astonishing attachment audiences had
for certain actors or ‘picture personalities’ could be used to promote and help sell
their films. As Richard deCordova argues, the picture personality was ‘recognised as
a viable means of product differentiation, as something that could be ... advertised to
increase business for a particular film’,7 the result being, to use Staiger’s phrase, that
‘personality exploitation took off’.8

Initially responding to audience demands for the names of actors who had until then
appeared in films largely unbilled, companies started providing exhibitors with lobby
cards displaying the photographs and names of the actors appearing in their films,
slides listing the names of the lead actors to be shown at the beginning of films, and
slides of favourite actors to be shown between reels to promote their next
appearance.9 Companies also advertised their stock actors in their brochures and the
trade papers, eventually taking out advertisements which promoted only their most
popular picture personalities.

Exhibitors placed advertisements in their local

newspapers which featured the star’s name alongside the production company’s

5

Scott Simmon, “1910: Movies, Reform and New Women,” in American Cinema of the 1910s:
Themes and Variations, eds. Charlie Keil and Ben Singer (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and London:
Rutgers University Press, 2009), 29–30; Jennifer M. Bean, “Stardom in the 1910s,” in Flickers of
Desire: Movie Stars of the 1910s, ed. Jennifer M. Bean (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and London:
Rutgers University Press, 2011), 13–14.
6
Kerr, “Incorporating the Star: The Intersection of Business and Aesthetic Strategies in Early
American Film,” 383–410.
7
Richard deCordova, Picture Personalities: The Emergence of the Star System in America (Urbana
and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 50.
8
Staiger, “Seeing Stars,” 10.
9
Ibid., 9–11.
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brand-name, and sold souvenir postcards of stars to patrons.10 In response to this
burgeoning interest in stars, trade papers created columns to answer fan’s queries,
publish photographs and run stories about them. 11 Newspapers introduced Sunday
pages devoted to the movies and profile columns about the stars were syndicated
across the country.12 At the same time, numerous fan magazines sprang up entirely
dedicated to stars. These offered production companies other important avenues to
market their stars by providing further opportunities to advertise a star’s next film
appearance or publicise them by supplying the trade papers, newspapers and fan
magazines with photographs and story profiles. 13 In 1911, the trade periodical,
Motography (formerly Nickelodeon), noted the star’s growing importance, saying
that they ‘constitute one of the most valuable assets in the film-maker’s treasury. …
It is doubtful if the film-maker has any other resource so potent to attract the
public’.14 By 1913 the star had become central to the industry. As Charlie Keil says:
credit titles commonly appear within films … studios raise the
importance of stars in the promotion of films to an unprecedented
level, through advertising campaigns, contests in magazines, the
sale of novelty items bearing the likeness of stars, and the
coordination of personal appearances, interviews, and profiles. A
new era of high-profile contracts and lavish salaries confirms the
centrality of stars to the film industry.15
By the mid to late 1910s the star had become the industry’s key commodity and
exchange value, and secured ‘the business’s understanding that it was the movie star
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Bowser, The Transformation of Cinema: 1907–1915, 106–119.
Eileen Bowser, “1911: Movies and the Stability of the Institution,” in American Cinema of the
1910s, 51.
12
Richard Abel, “G. M. Anderson: ‘Broncho Billy’ Among the Early ‘Picture Personalities,” in
Flickers of Desire, 29–41; Richard Abel, “1912: Movies, Innovative Nostalgia, and Real–Life
Threats,” in American Cinema of the 1910s, 73.
13
Bean, “Stardom in the 1910s,” 3–4; Anthony Slide, Inside the Hollywood Fan Magazine: A History
of Star Makers, Fabricators, and Gossip Mongers (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2010),
11–31; Adolph Zukor, The Public Is Never Wrong (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1953), 201–202.
14
“The Value of Stars,” Motography, March 1911, 322, quoted in Abel, “G. M. Anderson: ‘Broncho
Billy’ Among the Early ‘Picture Personalities,” 33.
15
Charlie Keil, “1913: Movies and the Beginning of a New Era,” in American Cinema of the 1910s,
95.
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who would sell its products’.16 Show business entrepreneurs such as William Fox,
Marcus Loew, Jesse L. Lasky and Adolph Zukor who had moved into film
production from backgrounds in penny arcades, nickelodeons and small-time and
‘big-time’ vaudeville realised that stars were the ‘preeminent motion picture
attraction’17 to which audiences were drawn, and placed the star at the centre of the
industry’s development and eventual adoption of the multi-reel feature film as its
standard product.18 Zukor built his production company, Famous Players, and its
feature films almost entirely around an ‘illustrious stable’ of top-line stars, including,
notably, screen idols Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, using their huge
popularity and attraction value to market and sell his films to both exhibitors and
fans.19 As Zukor himself said, ‘A star is more important than the play, for the people
know the star and do not commonly know the play’. 20 Stars drew audiences to
bigger and better products shown in bigger and better theatres. This allowed for a
marked increase in ticket prices and higher volume consumption due to larger seating
capacity, resulting in bigger profits.

This business model provided production

companies with a reasonable amount of commercial predictability, based on the
star’s previous box-office performance, around which they could plan, budget and
estimate the income of future productions and generally economically stabilise their

16

Jeanine Basinger, The Star Machine (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2007), 18.
Bean, “Stardom in the 1910s,” 14.
18
Robert. C. Allen, “The Movies in Vaudeville: Historical Context of the Movies as Popular
Entertainment,” in The American Film Industry, 78–80. Explaining that small-time vaudeville was in
response to the collapse of the nickelodeon business, Allen says it was a mixed programme of films
and vaudeville acts, offering entertainment in larger, better theatres but still at an affordable price. It
was called small-time vaudeville to distinguish it from the ‘big-time’ vaudeville circuits of Keith,
Proctor and others; Zukor, The Public Is Never Wrong, 11, 36 –40; Richard Koszarski, An Evening’s
Entertainment: The Age of the Silent Feature Picture: 1915–1928 (Berkeley, Los Angeles and
London: University of California Press, 1990), 63–68.
19
Tino Balio, “Struggles for Control, 1908–1930,” in The American Film Industry, 109–119;
Koszarski, An Evening’s Entertainment, 69–72.
20
Adolph Zukor, quoted in Ben Singer and Charlie Keil, “Movies of the 1910s,” in American Cinema
of the 1910s, 22.
17
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operations.21 This stability in turn allowed them to attract much needed financial
capital from outside, allowing them to expand into other industry sectors and begin
to transform themselves into vertically integrated companies during the late 1910s
and early 1920s. 22

As Jennifer Bean sums this period up, the business had

‘developed into a cinema in which stars became the American film industry’s gold
standard, its determining economic and aesthetic factor’.23

By the 1930s early Hollywood had fully developed into a modern, vertically
integrated and corporately sophisticated industrial machine which was structurally
organised around and driven by the star.24 The star system underpinned all three
sectors of the industry. With a star’s appeal to a particular audience creating a
commodity which could be packaged, marketed and sold to a pre-existing and
largely guaranteed target audience, the star system established itself as the primary
means of financially and operationally stabilising the business.

As Tino Balio

describes it:
At the production level, the screenplay, sets, costumes, lighting,
and makeup of a picture were designed to enhance a star’s screen
persona, which is to say, the image of a star that found favor with
the public. At the distribution level, a star’s name and image
dominated advertising and publicity and determined the rental price
for the picture. And at the exhibition level, the costs of a star’s
salary and promotions were passed on to moviegoers, who
validated the system by plunking down a few coins at the box
office.25
As Balio makes clear, the star was commercially central to classical Hollywood
cinema at all levels of its operation. Danae Clark identifies the star’s part in the
21

Singer and Keil, “Movies of the 1910s,” in American Cinema of the 1910s, 22–23.
Sean P. Holmes, “The Hollywood Star System and the Regulation of Actors’ Labour, 1916–1934,”
in Film History 12, no. 1 (2000): 99; Balio, “Struggles for Control, 1908–1930,” 119–122.
23
Bean, “Stardom in the 1910s,” 21.
24
Balio, “Struggles for Control, 1908–1930,” 122–131.
25
Tino Balio, Grand Design: Hollywood as a Modern Business Enterprise, 1930–1939 (Berkeley,
Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1993), 144.
22
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economic life cycle of Hollywood in similar terms, saying that ‘from a capitalist
perspective, stars are a means (a commodity) to an end (the reproduction of
capital)’.26 Most importantly, Balio identifies the key role the classical Hollywood
film played in this, pointing directly to the fact that ‘the typical product of the studio
system was a “star vehicle,” a movie constructed around the appeal of one or more
particular stars and sold on that basis’. 27 Hollywood’s primary business was the
production of star vehicles and it was upon these that the industry’s operation so
heavily rested.

The Star Vehicle
The star vehicle was important to Hollywood in two fundamental ways. Firstly, it
provided what was essentially a star product: not only a film that exploited the star
by making them its primary feature, but also a persona whose appearance in that film
could be used to market it. Principally organised around the star’s persona, the star
vehicle provided the distribution and exhibition sectors with the raw material from
which they created the various forms of star imagery they required to publicise and
advertise the star and their film to the audience. This included such things as stories
about the narrative property, profiles about the particular stars cast, interviews with
them about their roles, production stills, glamour shots, press books, photographic
poster art and movie trailers. As with the star vehicle, this star imagery was also
organised around the star’s persona. While the various forms of star imagery used to
market the star and the film they were appearing in were directly related to the film’s
particular narrative themes, character roles and iconography, these elements provided
a backdrop against which the star’s persona was foregrounded, thus ensuring what
26

Danae Clark, Negotiating Hollywood: The Cultural Politics of Actor’s Labor (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1995), 4.
27
Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 155.
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Thomas Harris calls the ‘perpetuation of the star stereotype’.28 As Richard Jewell
observes of this marketing strategy, ‘In their advertising and publicity campaigns for
“A” pictures, the studios gave prominence to the star.

Story, genre, producer,

director and supporting players generally took lesser positions than the key
performer’.29 The star’s image was used to stimulate audience interest in the films in
which they featured, thereby ensuring the purchase of a ticket at the box office and
consumption of the film product.

Secondly, while the star vehicle importantly provided the distribution and exhibition
sectors with the star product, it was at the point of its consumption that it played its
most important role. The star vehicle delivered what the studio’s marketing had
teasingly promised and what the audience had paid to see – whole, continuous,
moving images of the star walking, talking and performing on screen in the film.
Charles Wolfe points to this in his discussion of the use of star imagery in
Hollywood’s publicity campaigns, in particular photographic imagery, saying that
such imagery serves to ‘whet our appetite for moving images yet unseen’ of the star,
which only the film can provide.30 Discussing Hollywood’s marketing of its stars as
characteristically incomplete in their presentation, John Ellis argues that
on the simplest level, through the presentation of the star in photos,
writing, and radio, the elements of the star’s person are offered to
the public, but in discrete bits and without movement. The promise
of these various presentations is that the film performance will
present the completeness of the star.31

28

Thomas Harris, “The Building of Popular Images: Grace Kelly and Marilyn Monroe,” in Stardom:
Industry of Desire, 41.
29
Richard B. Jewell, The Golden Age of Cinema: Hollywood 1929–1945 (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishing, 2007), 251.
30
Charles Wolfe, “The Return of Jimmy Stewart: The Publicity Photograph as Text,” in Stardom:
Industry of Desire, 92.
31
John Ellis, “Stars as a Cinematic Phenomenon,” in Film Theory and Criticism, 600.
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The star vehicle’s commercial obligation was to deliver moving images of the star in
the most effective ways possible, in order to ensure that the audience took maximum
pleasure from the star’s appearance on screen for the duration of the film. Once the
audience had paid for their ticket to see the star’s film, Hollywood had to make
certain that the film put the star on display in the most aesthetically favourable and
entertaining way possible, so that the pleasure of that experience would persuade
them to buy a ticket for the star’s next release in order to repeat the experience.
Audiences expect to see the star persona to whom they have become attached
featured prominently and effectively; the star system is, according to Harris, ‘based
on the premise that a star is accepted by the public in terms of a certain set of
personality traits which permeate all of his or her film roles’.32 As Hollywood’s
crucial point of sale, the star vehicle had to therefore offer characteristic views of the
star’s persona and talent.

Despite widespread understanding in the literature that the star is one of Classical
Hollywood’s most important exchange values, that audiences were drawn to films
largely because of their deep affinity for particular actors and that Hollywood
specifically designed its films as star vehicles to exploit this, there is remarkably
little written about the star vehicle’s crucial importance to the industry. In particular,
there are very few analyses of how it was aesthetically constructed to put the star on
show in the most effective and pleasurable ways possible.33 That Hollywood’s films
served primarily to display its stars has been generally noted by film studies,

32

Harris, “The Building of Popular Images: Grace Kelly and Marilyn Monroe,” 40.
For the literature that does discuss the star vehicle, see Richard Dyer, Stars, 2nd ed. (London:
British Film Institute, 1998); Cathy Klaprat, “The Star as Market Strategy: Bette Davis in Another
Light,” in The American Film Industry, 351–376; Balio, Grand Design; Charles Affron, Star Acting:
Gish, Garbo, Davis (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1977); and Paul McDonald, Hollywood Stardom
(Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013).
33
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particularly in the literature which locates the star in its historical, economic and
industrial contexts and especially when discussing the industry’s exploitation of the
star through publicity, advertising and other methods of marketing. Most often,
however, the star vehicle’s role is discussed in general and indirect terms, assuming
that its showcasing function is so obvious and its aesthetic strategies and techniques
so self-explanatory that no direct comment or sustained analysis is required.34 Thus
an article on Mary Pickford usefully focusses on and traces the ‘star practices’ and
‘star discourses’ that were consolidated and woven around her persona but typically
does not address how her star vehicles contributed to this.35 In an article on Gary
Cooper which asserts that ‘“Coop” rose quickly from studio-assigned roles in
program pictures to star vehicles carefully tailored for him’, the discussion is limited
to how this was broadly done narratively across his numerous films rather than any
close analysis of how this was aesthetically done within them.36

Only a few scholars have directly discussed the star vehicle’s showcasing function
and described some of the basic ways the star was put on display. In his early work
on the production of the star image, Richard Dyer identified how Classical
Hollywood cinema matched the film’s characters and story situations with the star’s
persona and performance skills:

34

See, for instance, the recent volumes in Rutgers University Press’s Star Decades: American
Culture/American Cinema series, such as Jennifer M. Bean, ed., Flickers of Desire: Movie Stars of the
1910s, (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and London: Rutgers University Press, 2011); Patrice Petro, ed.,
Idols of Modernity: Movie Stars of the 1920s, (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and London: Rutgers
University Press, 2010); Adrienne L. McLean, ed., Glamour in a Golden Age: Movie Stars of the
1930s, (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and London: Rutgers University Press, 2011); and Sean Griffin,
ed., What Dreams Were Made Of: Movie Stars of the 1940s, (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and
London: Rutgers University Press, 2011). Where the star vehicle’s role is discussed in these volumes,
descriptions of how it aesthetically functioned are typically glossed over and limited as the focus
remains primarily on the discursive construction of stars.
35
Christine Gledhill, “Mary Pickford: Icon of Stardom,” in Flickers of Desire, 43, 43–68.
36
Corey K. Creekmur, “Gary Cooper: Rugged Elegance,” in Glamour in a Golden Age, 68, 66–83.
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The vehicle might provide a character of the type associated with
the star (e.g. Monroe’s ‘dumb blonde’ roles, Garbo’s melancholic
romantic roles); a situation, setting or generic context associated
with the star (e.g. Garbo in relationships with married men, Wayne
in Westerns … ); or opportunities for the star to do her/his thing
(most obviously in the case of musical stars – e.g. a wistful solo
number from Judy Garland, an extended ballet sequence for Gene
Kelly – but also, for instance, opportunities to display Monroe’s
body and wiggle walk, scenes of action in Wayne’s films).37
Discussing how 1930s Hollywood would as a matter of course cast a star in a
particular lead role that embodied their personality traits to ensure that the film
narratively, and thus naturally, would serve as a star vehicle for them, Cathy Klaprat
observes that
the standard practice was to cast the star as the protagonist. The
goals and desires of the protagonist generally motivate the causal
logic of the action and, consequently, the structure of the narrative,
the components of which included plot, the behaviour of the
characters in their relationship to the star, as well as the settings for
the action. Thus, we can see that if the protagonist was constructed
by the traits and actions of [the] star ... then the narrative was
structured by the star.38
Tino Balio has detailed how the studios often wrote or rewrote a film’s character role
to fit the star’s persona. Analysing the Bette Davis star vehicle, Jezebel (1938), he
describes how Warners rewrote the original play’s character and ‘through four
screenplay drafts’ transformed the part into a ‘headstrong heroine’ which in the final
film more closely ‘fit Bette Davis’s screen persona as a vamp’.39 Balio and Dyer
have also indicated some of the ways in which the star vehicle was stylistically or
formally organised around the star. In his description of how the star affected all
levels of the industry, Balio suggests that at the production level the ‘screenplay,
sets, costumes, lighting, and makeup of a picture were designed to enhance a star’s
screen persona’. With regard to lighting displaying the star to advantage, he cites the
37

Dyer, Stars, 62.
Klaprat, “The Star as Market Strategy: Bette Davis in Another Light,” 369.
39
Balio, Grand Design, 166.
38
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collaboration between MGM’s Greta Garbo and cinematographer William Daniels:
‘Working with Garbo on her first U.S. picture, The Torrent (1926), Daniels was able
to capture Greta Garbo’s unique features, and after Garbo became a star, she had it
written into her contract that the cinematographer on all her pictures would be
Daniels’. 40 Dyer provides a similar list, noting that a star’s vehicles contain
continuities of iconography (e.g. how they are dressed, made-up
and coifed, performance mannerisms, the settings with which they
are associated and so on), visual style (e.g. how they are lit,
photographed, placed within the frame) and structure (e.g. their
role in the plot, their function in the film’s symbolic pattern).41
Analysing some of the formal and performative ways in which Rudolph Valentino is
put on show in The Son of the Sheik (1926), Dyer says ‘He is always the most
important element in the composition, whether because of the way he is placed, or
because of his eye-catching costumes, or because of the intensity of his
movements’.42 Charles Affron, in his study of Hollywood stars Gish, Garbo and
Davis, has discussed in more formal detail how some of these stylistic elements –
camera, costume, lighting and performance – were organised in particular ways
within their films to make sure they were the focus of attention and provide the
audience with as much pleasure in their display as possible.

He explores, for

example, how lighting, costume and performance were orchestrated in intricate ways
to delay Garbo’s star entrance in The Temptress (1926), giving her eventual, full
appearance as much star impact as possible.43 More recently, Paul McDonald has
written on the star vehicle, arguing that an ‘analysis of film stardom must include …
consideration of how stardom is produced on-screen’. He says that ‘intensifying the
visibility of the actor is fundamental to the work of the star performance so that the
40

Ibid., 144, 96–97.
Dyer, Stars, 62.
42
Richard Dyer, Only Entertainment, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2002), 118.
43
Affron, Star Acting, 91–95.
41
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star becomes an attraction’ within the film that the audience can see and enjoy. He
also points to elements including the script, cinematography, lighting, editing and
acting being involved in what he calls the ‘spectacularization of the star’ to ensure
that they are foregrounded and ‘shown off as a film’s key performing asset’.44

However, while the existing literature broadly points towards the importance of the
star vehicle and identifies some of the ways in which it was narratively and
stylistically constructed by Classical Hollywood, it is either too general or focuses on
only one aspect of the star vehicle’s construction.45 Where work has been done on
the specifics of how the star vehicle worked, this has tended to centre on narrative
rather than stylistic or aesthetic aspects, focussing in particular on how Hollywood
manipulated the narrative’s character roles to fit the star.46 Little has been said about
how the narrative itself, its structure, plot and scenes, were organised and shaped to
showcase the star to their best advantage. Where scholars have discussed the star
vehicle’s use of stylistic elements to display the star, this has often been at either too
broad or too sporadic a level of analysis.47 There has been little detailed examination
of exactly how camera, editing, lighting, costume and set design were specifically
used to showcase the star. As yet, no comprehensive and detailed account of how
the star vehicle was organised around the star has been undertaken. Using the
existing literature as a broad framework within which to conceptualise the star
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vehicle, this thesis aims to provide a more complete and in-depth analysis of how
Classical Hollywood cinema organised its films to display its stars through a close
reading of the RKO 1930s Astaire-Rogers musicals.

Theoretical Models
The thesis argues that the primary goal of Classical Hollywood cinema was less the
presentation of stories than the entertainment of the audience with attractions such as
stars, spectacle and sensationalism. In this, the thesis departs markedly from film
studies’ dominant model of Classical Hollywood cinema, which has held it to be a
fundamentally narrative medium. As Edward Branigan says, ‘Since at least 1907
narrative has been the dominant mode of filmmaking as well as the principal source
of examples for writers exploring the ontology, epistemology, aesthetics, and
ideology of film’.48 This has generally been the case since the 1950s and 1960s as
film studies institutionally took form and developed as an academic discipline. From
the formalism of Rudolf Arnheim and the realism of Andre Bazin through the
semiotics of Christian Metz and the feminism of Laura Mulvey to the neo-formalism
of David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, much of film studies has either explicitly
or implicitly assumed a narrative understanding of Hollywood cinema.

49
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itself as the history of narrative cinema.50 As Tom Gunning has summarised, ‘The
history of early cinema, like the history of cinema generally, has been written and
theorized under the hegemony of narrative film’.51

This model has been most fully and formally articulated by David Bordwell, Janet
Staiger and Kristin Thompson in their influential The Classical Hollywood Cinema,
and David Bordwell in his Narration in the Fiction Film, works that conceptualise
Classical Hollywood cinema as being fundamentally narrative in nature.52 In this
model, Hollywood cinema’s central task is the presentation of narratives to its
audience. Industrially and stylistically, Classical Hollywood cinema is seen as being
shaped and governed by what Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson call its narrative
‘dominant’, the logic to which all other impulses, elements and systems within its
form are made subordinate: ‘In Hollywood cinema, a specific sort of narrative
causality operates as the dominant, making temporal and spatial systems vehicles for
it’. 53 Narratively determined as such, its form is held to be classically coherent,
narratively linear and diegetically closed.

Its style and techniques are seen as

functioning primarily to meet the aims of storytelling and to ensure narrative clarity.
The modes of engagement and forms of pleasure it offers its audience are taken to be
principally narrative, residing in the diegetically immersive realism of its
storyworlds, plots and characters. In this model, ‘Hollywood movies are vehicles for
50
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the presentation of stories’ with their ‘cinematic “language”’ functioning ‘both to
deliver narrative information in a clear, concise and dramatically effective fashion
and to engage viewers actively in the on-screen happenings’.54

Issues of ‘excess’ – ‘aspects of the work which are not contained by its unifying
[narrative] forces’ – such as stars, spectacle and technical virtuosity are
acknowledged in this model. 55 Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson subsume such
attractions under the term ‘artistic motivation’, recognising those moments of
spectacle and virtuosity that occur in Hollywood films that attract attention.
However, spectacular sets, costumes, lighting effects and ‘byzantine camera
movements’ where ‘only a discerning minority of viewers might take notice’ are
considered ‘casual splendors’, either serving Classical Hollywood’s cinema’s
narrative dominant in some way or as minor, isolated anomalies which distract from
the real task at hand – telling stories.56 As Bordwell argues, ‘On the whole, classical
narration treats film technique as a vehicle for the syuzhet’s [plot] transmission of
fabula [story] information [original emphasis]’. 57

While providing a formally

coherent and useful range of concepts and categories with which to analyse film, on
which this thesis draws in its analysis of the star vehicle, this model provides very
limited opportunities to examine Classical Hollywood cinema in other than narrative
terms, implicitly rejecting the possibility that its films might also be constructed
around the other attractions it offers. As Yvonne Tasker comments, ‘Despite the
sense in which popular cinema is and has long been a spectacular, indeed sensational
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tradition, it is nonetheless the case that contemporary film culture tends to value
narrative over spectacle’.58

Some scholars have more recently questioned this model’s narrative assumptions.
Film historians and theorists such as Elizabeth Cowie, Murray Smith and Richard
Maltby, for example, argue that Hollywood cinema is not a primarily narrative
object, that it is characterised by features which offer its audiences more than just
narrative pleasures. As Cowie argues, ‘classical narrative is only one aspect of, and
is not synonymous with, classical Hollywood’.59 Smith argues that ‘The norms of
narrative classicism ... are compromised and interrupted by other forms of interest:
the drive towards comedy (and other emotions), the display of stars, the impetus
towards sheer spectacle’. 60 Maltby also points directly to these other forms of
interest, arguing that ‘narrative functions as part of the provision of pleasure in
cinema entertainment not as the point of it ... It is every bit as hard to imagine a
movie without spectacle or performance, without special effects or a star, as it is to
imagine a movie without a story’.61

These scholars and others suggest that a different model of Hollywood cinema is
required if such attractions and pleasures are to be taken into account and a more
accurate understanding of its form provided. Some have identified that this needs to
be tied to Hollywood’s economic and industrial realities, in particular to its
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commercial imperative. Patrick Keating argues that ‘given that Hollywood made
films to make money, it would seem that Hollywood had every reason to include as
many different attractions (both narrative and non-narrative) as possible’.62 Cowie
identifies the same determining imperative. Pointing to Hollywood’s ‘package’
approach to filmmaking where the story is but one element of the film package
amongst others, she asserts that, ‘For the Hollywood studios narrative or storytelling
is secondary to the aim of profit’.63 McDonald has more recently made the same
argument with regard to star studies, calling for an approach that pulls film studies
away from ‘modes of thinking derived from literary studies’ by integrating it with
what he calls ‘industry studies’, locating the study of stardom within the actual
business practices of Classical Hollywood to account for it more accurately. 64
Maltby in particular frames Hollywood cinema in this way.

He proposes a

‘commercial aesthetic’ model of Hollywood which explicitly acknowledges that its
commercial imperative is to make money through the provision of satisfying
entertainment to its audience, and that this is aesthetically expressed in its products
and practices. Throughout its history, he maintains, ‘Hollywood’s essential business
has remained the same: entertaining its audience, producing the maximum pleasure
for the maximum number for the maximum profit’. Maltby argues that ‘Hollywood
movies are determined, in the first instance, by their existence as commercial
commodities’ and thus must be analysed as such.65

This thesis’s analysis of the star vehicle and its display of the star is situated within
this commercial aesthetic model of Hollywood cinema, ‘advancing a form of
62
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analysis’ which McDonald suggests ‘can be described as the symbolic commerce of
stardom’. 66 This model allows the thesis to acknowledge Classical Hollywood
cinema’s underlying commercial drive, and with it the crucial importance of the star
as a central attraction and a commodity for its business activities. Most importantly,
it allows the thesis to conceptualise Classical Hollywood cinema as being
aesthetically organised less around the presentation of narratives than around the
presentation of stars and to analyse its movies as star vehicles, the dominant purpose
of which, it argues, was to put the star on show for the entertainment of its audience.

The Astaire-Rogers Musical
The thesis situates its analysis of the star vehicle in the 1930s. This period offers
examples of Classical Hollywood cinema that are typical of both its industrial
structure and product.

As has often been noted, this was the ‘golden age’ of

Classical Hollywood cinema, a period during which the industry was firmly
established as a modern, vertically integrated and relatively economically stable
business.67 As both form and production practice, the Classical Hollywood mode of
production was standardised across the industry, and the star system was fully
developed as a mode of exploitation which, if it did not structurally underpin the
industry, certainly paralleled and informed it at every stage of production,
distribution and exhibition.68

The thesis’s analysis focuses on the musical from this era. The genre provides the
clearest example of the star vehicle in operation, thereby offering important insights
66
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into its broader use in Hollywood cinema of the 1930s and beyond. As Jane Feuer
writes, ‘The musical is Hollywood writ large’.69 Within the musical, it is especially
obvious that the star commodity which must be put on display is principally the
actor’s song and dance skills around which their star persona has been built. Rick
Altman argues that ‘more than in any other genre, the musical calls on actors to play
themselves’. 70

What the audience most wants to see is the star persona’s

characteristically talented performance of a song and dance number rather than their
portrayal of a particular character. Andrew Klevan notes, ‘Musicals provide the
starkest reminder that our engagement with a performer’s art is as important as our
identification with a character’.71 The musical has a clear commercial aesthetic brief
to ensure that its stars are seen demonstrating their talent. Indeed, this function can
be seen most baldly in the musicals’ narratives where the stories are often written
and characters created to fit as closely as possible the professional song and dance
backgrounds and skills of the star and provide them with multiple opportunities to
perform. Warners’ backstage musicals 42nd Street (1933) and Gold Diggers of 1933
(1933) revolve solely around the auditioning, rehearsing and eventual staging of a
show, allowing the film’s stars, Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, to show off their
skills. While RKO’s musicals Roberta (1935) and Swing Time (1937) are less stagebased, they are set in entertainment-type social worlds which motivate the numbers
that the film’s stars, Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, perform.72 As an especially
transparent example of the star vehicle’s functions, the musical provides the
opportunity to more clearly examine how the form is organised around the star at a
number of levels which might not be as evident in other genres where the films
69
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might appear organised more around the presentation of narrative and character to
the audience than around the star. In addition to this, the musical’s functioning as a
star vehicle at the larger, structural level of its narrative suggests that this logic may
also be operating at other formal and performative levels within the film.

Astaire and Rogers were regarded by industry, fans and critics alike as not only the
most popular song and dance performers of the genre but also amongst the top
Hollywood stars across the period. As Balio says, ‘RKO’s Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers were the most popular team of the decade ... In 1935, Fred and Ginger made
it to the [annual exhibitors’] top-ten polls, where they remained until 1937’. 73
Within the RKO musicals, their status as stars and exploitable commodities is clear.
The series also offers particularly successful examples of the studio’s exploitation of
them in the star vehicle as one box-office success led to another. Of the eight films
they made together as stars between 1934 and 1939, all but the last two made money.
The early films in the series were especially profitable, returning revenues so
substantial that they were largely responsible for underwriting RKO’s commercial
viability and development during the decade. Richard Jewell writes, ‘The team of
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers … was rapturously embraced by the movie-going
public almost overnight. ... The studio had finally stumbled upon a ticket to class and
cash that would sustain it for years to come’.74 Most importantly, the same star
commodities being successfully exploited across several films in the series points to
a general standardisation of the films’ form, in particular the repeated and thus
normative set of studio production practices, elements and techniques used to display
73
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the two stars. Adam Knee observes that while there was some variation in the films
to maintain interest as the series developed, they ‘continued largely to adhere to the
moneymaking patterns established by their predecessors, with consistent casts,
production personnel, visual styles, choreographic approaches, and narrative
formulae’.75 The consistency of the production team involved and the repetition of
the various devices employed across the series therefore provides the opportunity to
identify the key commercial-aesthetic strategies, elements and techniques commonly
used by the studio in the construction of the star vehicle.76

Fred and Ginger made nine musicals together at RKO during the 1930s: Flying
Down to Rio (1933), The Gay Divorcee (1934), Roberta (1935), Top Hat (1935),
Follow the Fleet (1936), Swing Time (1936), Shall We Dance (1937), Carefree
(1938) and The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle (1939). Eight of these can be
regarded as the RKO Astaire-Rogers series of musicals, those films which were
specially designed as star vehicles for them. While Flying Down to Rio was the first
of their musicals together, they played support roles to the film’s stars Dolores Del
Rio and Gene Raymond. Their performances found widespread favour with
audiences, and the film set them on the road to stardom as a duo, but it did not
feature them as stars and is therefore not typical of the series. The Gay Divorcee was
specifically created as a star vehicle for them and thus marks the beginning of the
series proper. Of the eight films in the series, the thesis focuses on the first six, from
75
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The Gay Divorcee to Shall We Dance, what Leo Braudy identifies as the ‘basic
Astaire-Rogers series’.77 The final two films, Carefree and The Story of Vernon and
Irene Castle, are less characteristic, for several reasons. Although Shall We Dance
turned a profit, ‘familiarity with the plot formula’ was according to Balio, ‘causing
audiences to shrink’.78 In a strategic effort to mitigate against audience overexposure
to the series and keep it going, there was a break of sixteen months before the next
film, Carefree, was released, rather than the six to seven months which had typified
the release schedule of the previous films. Whereas in the previous films, Fred
always played a professional entertainer, in Carefree he played a psychiatrist while
Ginger played a radio singing star. Catherine Jurca observes that Fred left behind the
established role which in their preceding musicals had ‘integrated and legitimated the
numbers, deriving them from the intrinsic properties of the role, as well as the unique
talents of the star’.79 In addition to this, the film departed from the series’ generic
roots. As Arlene Croce and others have noted, ‘Carefree is more screwball comedy
than musical’.80 It does feature them singing and dancing but its wacky plot and
humour have more in common with the studio’s screwball comedy of the same year,
Bringing Up Baby (1938). The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle was the last and
‘least characteristic picture in the series’.81 It marked a distinct generic break with
the series’ formula.

While it too contained singing and dancing, it was

fundamentally a dramatic biopic focussing on the famous American husband and
wife dance team of the 1910s. Unlike the previous six films, Fred and Ginger played
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‘real’ historical people rather than characters tailored to match their star personas. In
addition to this, none of the music or dances was original, naturally limiting the
opportunity for Fred and Ginger to do what they did best. These last two films were
the first in the series to lose money and in that respect also not typical of the
successful star vehicles preceding them.82

The Astaire-Rogers Star Commodity
Working within the commercial-aesthetic framework outlined above, which
understands Classical Hollywood cinema as an enterprise that was fundamentally
motivated and shaped by business aims, the thesis’s analysis of these films assumes
that, like the rest of the industry, RKO recognised the fact that stars were the central
commodity value it had to exchange with the audience and that the crucial
mechanism by which this was done was through its films showcasing its stars to the
satisfaction of their fans. As Jeanine Basinger reminds us, ‘Whatever the x factor
might be, it had to show up on the screen’.83 Thus, the thesis’s analysis of the films
is based on their having been constructed around Fred and Ginger’s special star
qualities, traits and skills that were celebrated and advertised in their publicity and
marketing, and examines how these were clearly put on show for the pleasure of fans
and the studio’s continuing box office success. Acknowledging that their star image
was carefully cultivated and managed by RKO to ensure maximum audience appeal
as other studios did with their stars, this thesis takes Fred and Ginger’s personae and
talent as already formed by RKO and other circulating discourses.84 In doing so, it
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focuses on the construction of the star vehicle around their established star image, a
known star commodity that the studio needed to satisfyingly deliver to the audience
via their films. Indeed, while broadly identifying those key aspects that comprised
their personae and talent as a star product, the thesis’s primary aim is to show in
close, formal detail how and in what ways the films were designed as star vehicles to
achieve this affect.

Most notably, one of the key aspects of Fred and Ginger’s star personae and talent
that audiences responded to and wanted to see on-screen throughout the series was
their singing and dancing, in particular their dancing. First seen performing together
in Flying Down to Rio’s big set piece number, ‘The Carioca’, where Hermes Pan
reported that at the film’s premiere ‘people got up and cheered’,85 what fans wanted
to see was the originality, spontaneity, versatility, skill, grace, effortlessness and
highly polished levels of virtuosity with which they performed their dance numbers.
This aspect of Fred and Ginger’s star image was widely celebrated and exploited in
the star discourses publicising and promoting them to the movie-going public. This
is especially evident in fan magazines from the period.

A 1935 fan letter to

Photoplay, for example, captures the general appeal and dance talent of Fred and
Ginger and suggests wanting to see more of it, saying ‘Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers are the king and queen of screen musical romances! The world’s greatest
team, and no exception! Each is dynamic alone; together they are sensational. Long
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may they live and dance!’. 86 Feature stories and behind-the-scenes interviews
similarly praised and promoted Fred and Ginger’s dancing expertise, often pointing
directly to the qualities that characterised their special talent.

In a Screenland

interview with Ginger on the set of Follow the Fleet, for instance, the reporter
describes Fred and Ginger rehearsing a number, recounting that:
They met and parted, they twirled and swayed ... feet twinkling in
patterns more and more intricate ... now they faced each other,
matching tap for tap with such exquisite precision, such thistledown lightness, such unbelievable harmony of rhythm that you felt
the blood mounting to your head in excitement that anything
should be so perfect’.87
Such articles also focused on the professionalism and hard work that underwrote
Fred and Ginger’s dance performances, usually making much of the time and effort
spent creating and rehearsing their numbers.

As one profile on Fred reported,

‘Practice makes perfect – and Fred Astaire practices. He rehearsed nine weeks
before he made one dance shot for “Roberta”’.88 These qualities were also often the
focus of standalone photographs and captions. Underneath one example, a half-page
photo of Ginger rehearsing while Hermes Pan watches her, the caption states that
‘Shapley, fast-stepping Ginger Rogers rehearses for some new dance pyrotechnics in
the next Rogers-Astaire film musical, “Never Gonna Dance.” Hermes Pan, dance
director of RKO, helps the serious Ginger toe the line’.89

Needless to say, the appeal and attraction value of this aspect of Fred and Ginger’s
star image was fully exploited in RKO’s marketing and advertising campaigns to
draw fans to their films. In its Roberta Campaign Book, for example, the sample
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materials on offer to theatre managers such as photos, posters, lobby cards,
newspaper ads and throwaways heavily focussed on the duo and their dancing talent,
trumpeting their appearance in the film in such terms as the ‘King and Queen of
Dance unite in the Empress of Musical Shows!’ and ‘New dance sensations by the
stars of Gay Divorcee’. 90 Sample publicity copy again celebrated their dancing
expertise. Describing some of the qualities that were the hallmarks of their dance
performances, such as range, skill, dynamism and grace, one piece proclaimed that
‘They do steps for every mood. A novel number, in which they are heard talking
with their feet is done to “I’ll Be Hard to Handle” as a breath-taking, pulse-tingling
number. In another sequence they sway and whirl with incredible grace to the
beautiful strains of “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes”’.91 Other publicity copy emphasised
Fred and Ginger’s professionalism and work ethic, with such titles as ‘How a Big
Dance Scene is Filmed’ and ‘How Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Rehearse Their
Dances’.92

The other key aspect of Fred and Ginger’s star image that audiences were attracted to
was their particular star personae. What fans first saw in Flying Down to Rio and
wanted to see displayed in their following star vehicles was Fred’s characteristically
clever, witty, casual and charming personality alongside Ginger’s, which was
typically smart, wholesome, independent and feisty. As a Photoplay review of Fred
in The Gay Divorcee described him, ‘Smart, suave, polished Mr Astaire is America’s
challenge to England’s claim for the world’s best “smoothies”’. 93 A Screenland
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profile of him celebrated similar qualities, highlighting ‘the humor airy as his
footwork, the casual manner, the gay good will, the debonair charm’.94 Of Ginger’s
personality, a Silver Screen piece said that ‘When a casting director wants a girl who
... personifies youth and pep and that old joie de vivre, he immediately sends for ...
Ginger ... she has got more vim and vigour and healthy vitality than a kindergarten of
kiddies’,95 while in Modern Screen an article called “Should the Husband Pay All the
Bills?” pointed up her spirited, independent, practical nature, with Ginger replying,
‘“I’m all for equality in domestic affairs ... I do feel that marriage is a partnership
from first to last, and whoever heard of a partnership where only one is responsible
for expenses?”’.

96

‘Good comedy’ or ‘chuckling comedy sequences’ also

characterised their film performances,97 and the humorous side of Fred and Ginger’s
personae was also emphasised by either reporting the various pranks each would play
on crew and other actors or by recounting a quip or joke that they had made. A
Hollywood news round-up piece recounted Fred insisting on having a stand-in on
set, but the director saying it would not do him any good because nobody could
dance and move like him. ‘“I know”’, he quipped, ... ‘“but I just want someone to
pant for me”’.98 Similarly, in an interview discussing the hard work and long hours
involved in rehearsing, Ginger is quoted joking ‘“You know ... I’d like to take a nice
little vacation – digging mines, for instance”’.99
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Both of their personae were also more broadly characterised by and thus
representative of what might be called an American sensibility, one which saw itself
as a modern, progressive, democratic, classless nation in opposition to the old, staid,
hierarchical, class-based nations of Europe. In accounting for what made them so
appealing to audiences, Adam Knee argues that Fred and Ginger ‘projected the
image of a distinctly modern American couple, not only in their style but in their
implicit social attitudes, which, while not radical, nevertheless had a modern
openness and progressiveness. For all their onscreen perfection and success, there
was a welcoming, ordinary, non-exclusive dimension to their star images’.100 Peter
William Evans also points to this general sense of Americanness that Fred and
Ginger embodied, arguing that they not only epitomised notions of refinement and
glamour but also egalitarianism and progressiveness, conveying what he calls the
‘democratic informality’ or ‘sense of the American commonplace’ which marked
‘the country’s imagined identity’ and its distinctive place in the world.101 Of Fred,
he comments ‘The sophisticated and classy metropolitan concealed within him not
only comedic and Baudelarian reserve but also the clear-sightedness of the ordinary
individual’, 102 while of Ginger he states she embodied a ‘glamorous, affirmative
version of the “New Woman,” who came into being on the first waves of twentiethcentury feminism, who could vote, work, divorce’ and had the ‘wit, energy, and selfconfidence of a career woman’.103 These broader aspects of Fred and Ginger’s star
image were a constant theme in the star discourses publicising them. In the Shall We
Dance Campaign Book, for example, Fred’s biographical copy emphasised his
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‘democratic credentials’104 by portraying him as a regular, unpretentious guy: ‘He
gets along well with the top-liners and the stage hands as well’ and ‘resents being
called cultured unless you grin when you say it’. 105 Ginger was often framed in
terms of the egalitarianism of the modern American everyday ‘Working Girl
Type’,106 an independent career woman who, though socially mobile and successful,
eschewed social airs and graces and remained an unaffected, down-to-earth, girlnext-door. As a profile piece in the Shall We Dance campaign book states, ‘All the
renown that has poured upon her since her screen debut have had but little real effect
on the real Ginger’.107

It was these key aspects of Fred and Ginger’s star image that the discourses
celebrating and selling them implicitly promised would be shown in the films. Thus,
the commercial-aesthetic imperative to showcase those trademark aspects of their
personae and skills to the satisfaction of the audience was the primary motivation for
the star vehicles’ formal, performative and structural design around them.

Thesis Approach, Focus and Structure
The thesis’s analysis of how the films have been constructed to showcase Fred and
Ginger assumes three other key things. Firstly, it assumes that the films were
designed to give their presence on-screen maximum visibility. Being presented more
prominently than other elements is one of the most basic but key functions of a star
vehicle. The star must be seen, conspicuously, so as to ensure that they are on full
view and attention is consistently trained on their display rather than other objects
104
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and actors. McDonald argues that ‘if stars are to have any value they must at least be
visible’ in films, requiring what he calls their ‘spectacularization’.

Formally

highlighting the star’s presence so that they are the most notable attraction within the
film and thus readily and continually available for the audience’s viewing pleasure is
a central function of the star vehicle. 108 Analysing how Fred and Ginger’s films
were formally organised to ‘spectacularize’ them is therefore a key focus of the
thesis.

Secondly, the thesis assumes that the films were principally designed performatively
to make Fred and Ginger look like stars, appearing at all times as the most appealing
and talented actors performing on-screen.

Hollywood films had to favour the

performative presentation of their stars’ personae and talent over other actors to not
only ensure that these were on display to fans but to also ensure the maintenance of
their star status and safeguard their continuing attraction value to fans.

As

McDonald says, ‘Compared to their fellow performers, stars are presented in ways to
appear more fabulous, compelling, marvellous, extravagant, incredible, dazzling,
stunning and exciting’.109 The thesis also takes this performative presentation as a
principal focus, examining how Fred and Ginger were shown to best advantage.

Thirdly, the thesis assumes that the films were organised to make sure that Fred and
Ginger were presented on-screen in ways that provided the audience with the greatest
entertainment pleasure possible. It assumes that because they were almost constantly
on-screen that the films were engineered to ensure that Fred and Ginger gave
continual enjoyment to fans throughout the entire duration of each film’s screening.
108
109
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In doing so, the thesis takes account of their commercial-aesthetic logic and of the
influence of vaudeville on Hollywood in describing how the films were designed as
entertainment products. The thesis examines the extent to which the films drew on
the vaudeville tradition’s emphasis on variety and the building of performance to
ensure constant audience interest and an intensification of affect. 110

Brooks

McNamara reminds us of Hollywood’s debt to vaudeville, saying that although ‘the
old forms of live popular entertainment began to fade away in the early twentieth
century, much traditional material continued to live in the motion picture’.111 As
Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson state, ‘the early vaudeville structures held on for
some years, partly because filmmakers had been trained under them’.112 It is from
this vaudevillian rather than narrative perspective that the thesis explores how the
films have been constructed to present Fred and Ginger to maximum entertainment
affect.

Given the limited work that has been done on how the Classical Hollywood film was
organised to showcase its stars, the primary goal of this thesis is to conduct an indepth analysis of Fred and Ginger’s films. In a discussion about the director’s craft
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of staging and shaping actors’ performances in the studio system, Bordwell says that
there were no film schools to teach this skill. ‘Directors picked it up through
observation, informal advice, and trial and error. … They seldom talked about it to
outsiders; one finds almost no written records of the schemas guiding staging. We
can reconstruct them only through watching the movies’.113 The same can be said of
other craft areas such as set design and lighting and camera and editing, and more
widely about the studios’ design of star vehicles. Thus, the thesis’s aim is the
reconstruction of what might be called the RKO ‘Star Vehicle Production
Handbook’, recovering those schemas, practices and techniques contained within it
through watching the films. This requires the very close and necessarily repetitive
analysis of the films to make visible what escapes observation by Classical
Hollywood being ‘an excessively obvious cinema’. 114 As Bordwell reminds us,
‘even scholars have difficulty attending to the minutiae of technique. As we watch a
film, we absorb its images but seldom notice how they’re lit or composed’.115

The thesis takes account of the design of these films at a number of aesthetic levels –
formal, performative and structural – to provide both a broadly scoped and fine
grained analysis. It reverse engineers the films, separating levels, elements and
techniques out from one another in order to more fully explain how they functioned
as star vehicles. By individually examining how these various aspects operated and
the extent to which they contributed to Fred and Ginger’s display in the films, the
thesis aims for a comprehensive insight into how systematically they were designed
by RKO to meet the audience’s demand for star display.
113
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While the thesis separates out the films’ individual aesthetic features, several of the
same examples from the films are re-visited throughout the discussion as it moves
from one level or device to another, showing that many of the films’ elements and
techniques worked in concert and, more often than not, simultaneously performed
the same function to make certain Fred and Ginger were on display. The examples
serve to indicate how multi-levelled and mono-functional the films were in their
design, the layered, reiterative use of their structural, performative and formal
components to put Fred and Ginger on show at all times demonstrating more broadly
that the overriding commercial imperative to do so determined all aspects of their
aesthetic organisation.

In separating out the films’ aesthetic aspects, the thesis attends to the films’
presentation of Fred and Ginger in both their song and dance numbers and the nonmusical or everyday light comedy, romance and dramatic scenes in which they
appear. In addition to showing that Fred and Ginger’s display was not limited to the
numbers that focused almost exclusively on them, but extended equally to the
everyday scenes in which they performed with other actors, the thesis also identifies
the common stylistic strategies and techniques employed to ensure their constant star
display across the films’ different generic elements.

In doing so, the thesis develops an extensive analytical vocabulary with which to
describe Fred and Ginger’s presentation in the films. Such an analysis requires
putting aside an understanding of the Classical Hollywood form as a product
principally constructed to tell stories and instead adopting one that sees it primarily
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designed to display stars. The thesis conducts a generally neo-formalist analysis of
the films, drawing on many of the analytical concepts and terminology established
and used by David Bordwell, Kristin Thompson, Noel Carroll and others to examine
the film form. 116

However, while this neo-formalist approach, primarily that

represented by Bordwell and Thompson, has typically been directed towards the
explication of how Classical Hollywood style serves narrative, the thesis’s use of it is
not. It understands style as being orientated more towards the display of a film’s star
or stars. Consequently, when discussing aspects of mise-en-scene, cinematography
or editing in the films, the focus is not on how they advance the story or express
character psychology but how they work to put the star on show. Equally, when
discussing the films’ narrative elements, attention is centred not on how plot,
character goals, obstacles and actions progress the story but rather how they have
been engineered to serve the display of their stars. While these narrative elements
are clearly in evidence in the films, the thesis does not privilege them over the films’
stylistic components but treats them rather as another resource that studios
manipulated to put their stars on display.

In most cases, the established concepts and terminology already developed through
neo-formalist film studies serve the thesis’s analysis of the films. Where they do not,
the thesis provides its own terminology to capture more directly the elements or
techniques being used and their star display function. For example, the term ‘spatial
elevation’ is used to describe how the set has been designed to physically lift Fred
and Ginger above other actors and set details in order to make them prominent, while
‘spatial encirclement’ refers to how it has been organised to withdraw actors and
116
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props from their immediate vicinity to focus attention on them. Others terms include
‘performative admiration’, which identifies the way the films’ numbers have built
into them a watching, appreciative audience to frame Fred and Ginger’s
performances as notable and praiseworthy.

Similarly, the term ‘performative

parading’ is adopted to refer to those singular moments of star spectacle that have
been designed into scenes to ensure that their personae and qualities are on full
display. The thesis also draws on the standardised craft techniques, terminology and
technical information contained in production manuals to supplement and ground the
analysis of the films in the industry’s filmmaking practices, many of which were
established during the Classical Hollywood period and continue to inform the
contemporary film industry. 117 Where possible, the analysis draws on stories,
articles and interviews in trade papers and professional craft journals from the period
that discussed some of the principles and methods employed by the studios in the
production of their films.118

With regard to the terminology used to refer to the films’ stars, the thesis refers to
them as Fred and Ginger. To some extent, this confirms what Edward Gallafent
notes, that ‘among the famous star couples of the ‘thirties and ‘forties, they are the
only pair (still) popularly known by their first names’.119 Calling them by their first
names, however, is done for other reasons. Firstly, it marks a break from the current
model used to understand Classical Hollywood cinema, one which in its assumption
117
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of narrative primacy when employed to analyse a film typically refers to the actors’
character names rather than the actors’ themselves.120 Referring to the stars directly
by their first names in the thesis analytically acknowledges that the films were
organised around them rather than the characters they played and their narrative
journey.

Secondly, it recognises that while Fred and Ginger played particular

characters in their films that the scripts were written to ensure that their personae
were clearly visible in these roles to ensure audience identification with the stars.
Gallafent notes that the Astaire-Rogers ‘films themselves encourage us to think of
the names of their stars’, suggesting that ‘characters are given names, or use
contractions of names, which seem to mimic the syllabification of Fred and Ginger’
(for example, in The Gay Divorcee, Guy and Mimi, in Roberta, Huck and Lizzie, in
Follow the Fleet, Bake and Sherry).121 Lastly, referring to them as Fred and Ginger
acknowledges the close relationship that the audience had with them in fan
magazines and other discourses outside the films, that what fans were attached to,
fascinated with and wanted to see displayed in the films was Fred and Ginger.

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part One is made up of three chapters, and
focuses on a detailed formal analysis of the key stylistic elements and techniques
used to present Fred and Ginger on screen to ensure they are always on show. It
demonstrates the multiple ways that the films are organised around the basic task of
making certain that the duo can be seen clearly and prominently, and that their
characteristic star skills and personae are visible at all times on-screen. Chapter One
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analyses how the films’ scenographic aspects of set design, lighting and costume are
used, and how elements ranging from set space and décor to costume styles and
accessories have been organised to work together to privilege Fred and Ginger’s
presentation in the films. Chapter Two explores how the staging of Fred and Ginger
and other actors in the films is manipulated, and how Fred, and Ginger and their
supporting actors have been placed, blocked and positioned within the films’ settings
to concentrate interest on the stars. Chapter Three discusses the ways that camera
and editing contribute to this same objective, analysing how camera framing and
position, shot duration and coverage, are used to direct attention to Fred and Ginger
and establish their prominence in the films.

Part Two contains two chapters, and centres on an examination of the performative
aspects and devices employed to present Fred and Ginger as the films’ stars. It
focuses on how the films’ numbers and scenes have been constructed to favour the
display of their star personae and skills, describing the numerous ways in which they
have been designed to make sure that the trademark personalities and talent are on
show. Chapter Four analyses how the films’ numbers have been organised to present
them as highly skilled song and dance performers so that their renowned virtuosity is
on full display. Discussing how Fred and Ginger perform the majority of numbers
while others’ performances are limited, and the staged moments of spontaneity and
admiration that have been built into the performances, the chapter shows that the
numbers have been engineered to privilege Fred and Ginger’s talent. Chapter Five
describes how the films’ scenes have been similarly structured around Fred and
Ginger’s star personae so that the particular traits that make them so appealing are
constantly to the fore. It identifies how such devices as contrasting characterisation
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and casting, the favouring of their actions and dialogue over supporting actors, the
built-in parading of their personae and the affirmation of their special star status by
other performers have been systematically designed into the scenes.

Part Three has two chapters, and addresses how the films have been structurally
organised to ensure Fred and Ginger’s presentation provides constant pleasure to the
audience and is exploited to maximum affect. It analyses how the films have been
engineered at various levels to protect their attraction value from becoming stale
throughout the duration of each film, as well as intensifying key moments of their
star display. Chapter Six focuses specifically on the key methods employed to keep
the star pleasures they offer their audience fresh and interesting throughout. It
identifies how the films draw heavily on a vaudevillian aesthetics of variety and
rising action to ensure that Fred and Ginger provide new and increasingly more
affective pleasures to the audience. Chapter Seven looks at how the films are
organised around a principle of delay, the primary aesthetic strategy used in the films
to exploit key moments of star presentation. The chapter analyses the ways in which
the desired presentation of certain Fred and Ginger attraction events, such as their
star entrances and when they first dance, are withheld to heighten anticipation of
these moments to increase the pleasure of their eventual display.

Taken together the three parts provide a comprehensive case-study analysis of Fred
and Ginger’s films and their commercial-aesthetic display. By examining in detail
how they have been organised to formally, performatively and structurally ensure
that Fred and Ginger are clearly visible at all times; that their star personae and skills
are always on show; and that they constantly offer entertainment pleasure throughout
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each film, the thesis explains how RKO systematically designed the films at multiple
levels and in a myriad of ways to showcase Fred and Ginger in the most effective
and satisfying ways possible to their fans. It demonstrates how deeply the films’
textual economy has been shaped by Classical Hollywood cinema’s wider industrial
economy, in which the commercial realities and logic of selling stars to audiences
motivated the aesthetic form of the film product itself.

In doing so, the thesis offers a framework and terminology for examining how other
genres have been organised as star vehicles. In its identification of common stylistic
elements, techniques and strategies used within and across both the films’ numbers
and scenes to ensure Fred and Ginger’s display as stars, the thesis’s general analysis
could be productively applied to the analysis of other films. While the various
aspects, devices and tactics described here may be used differently in other genres’
showcasing of stars, the thesis’s identification of the key methods by which RKO
organised the films to present Fred and Ginger offers a useful set of principles and
terms with which to analyse how other films have been similarly or differently
organised to meet the same overriding commercial-aesthetic aim: the display of stars
to fans at the box-office.

More broadly, the thesis proposes that film studies consider a model of the Classical
Hollywood cinema form in which narrative is accorded a less dominant role.
Through its analysis of the Astaire-Rogers star vehicles, the thesis argues for an
understanding of the form organised less through a poetics of narrative than through
a poetics of star display. By firmly grounding its analysis of these films in the
historical and industrial contexts of how Classical Hollywood cinema actually
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operated as a business enterprise and showing how they were organised primarily as
entertainment rather than narrative products, the thesis calls for the use of a similar
model and approach by films studies to provide it with a more balanced and
complete understanding of the Classical Hollywood form.
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PART 1
The Star on Display
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1

Scenography
Part One is a detailed analysis of how the six Astaire-Rogers films have been
formally organised as star vehicles to put Fred and Ginger on show. Classical
Hollywood had to deliver on the ‘invitation to cinema’ it made to the audience by its
partial display of the star in its promotional and marketing efforts and to provide in
its films ‘a more complete (moving, talking) image of the star’.1 Ronald L. Davis
reminds us that ‘Audiences flocked to the theaters more to see their favorite stars
than to watch realistic performances’.2 What they wanted to see was their favourite’s
characteristic traits and talents permeating the film. As Henry Jenkins and Kristine
Brunovska Karnick argue, the audience’s ‘fascination with film stars cannot be
reduced to the actor’s abilities to convey character psychologies’. It also engaged
with ‘those aspects of [star] performance which are expressive, sensual, connotative,
affective and pleasurable ... the distinctive sound and “feel” of a particular
performance ... idiosyncratic ways of speaking and moving, eccentric facial and
bodily gesture’. Classical Hollywood entertainment, they say, ‘depends upon this
pleasure in [the] pure performance’ of the star.3

Providing these pleasures to the

audience demands that Hollywood first and foremost make its stars highly visible onscreen so that the qualities they embody can be seen and appreciated by them. This
requires what Paul McDonald calls the ‘spectacularization of the star’, where ‘the
1
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formal elements of film are used to construct distinctions between the hierarchy of
performers’ and other elements so as to ensure, in Christine Gledhill’s phrase, their
‘ubiquitous visibility’ throughout the star vehicle.4 Following McDonald, what we
might call formal spectacularisation, Classical Hollywood called ‘emphasis’. In a
1934 issue of American Cinematographer, in an article entitled “The ‘Language’ of
Design”, camera operator L. Owens Huggins wrote that ‘Emphasis is the artprinciple by which the eye is first carried to the most important feature in any
composition ... Emphasis is a most important tool, enabling us to single out one
object among many and center the attention on that’.5 As Balio reminds us, since
‘the entire production process revolved around stars’, that ‘most important feature’
was the star. This was certainly the industry’s understanding of its aesthetic brief.6
As cinematographer Karl Struss recounted: ‘When I was sent to Rome by MGM – to
take over the shooting of Ben Hur [1926] – Irving Thalberg said to me “Karl, I don’t
care what scheme of lighting you use, my stars have to be beautiful”. You see, that’s
all they were interested in. What they were selling was stars’.7 Cinematographer
Gregg Toland put it another way: ‘The best angle, the most appropriate lighting for
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the scene, may have to be discarded in favor of the particular angle or light value
most flattering to a star or principal. Such photo-flattery often means the subjugation
of realism to personality’. 8 Part One argues that the principal job of Fred and
Ginger’s films was to formally make them the most visible actors on-screen,
guaranteeing that the star personae and skills which audiences had seen in previous
performances, followed in fan magazines and newspaper stories, and that the studio’s
publicity and advertising campaigns had promised would be shown in their next
release, were indeed available to be looked at and appreciated.

A key role in achieving this is played by the films’ mise-en-scene or scenographic
elements: set design, lighting and costume, those features of the films’ visual style
which include the background or setting against which the actors appear, their
illumination within that setting and what they wear when performing in it. Given, as
Gledhill argues, that ‘stars reach their audiences primarily through their bodies’, this
chapter argues that these scenographic aspects have been systematically organised to
formally ‘spectacularize’ or ‘emphasise’ Fred and Ginger’s presence in the numbers’
and scenes’ settings, clearly and consistently picking them out to ensure their
visibility throughout the star vehicle.9 From the films’ use of set space, set features
and tonal range to planes of lighting, backlighting and frontal lighting through to
choices of costume tones, patterns, styles, details and accessories, Fred and Ginger
are placed front and centre at all times so that fans could take pleasure in the
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personae and talents of the performers hailed as the ‘King and Queen of the Musical
World!’.10

Set Design and Space
As a formal element used to spectacularise Fred and Ginger, space ‘might not
immediately strike us as one of the contents of the frame ... but space is a vital
expressive element at a film-maker’s disposal’.11 The films’ settings are designed to
emphasise Fred and Ginger either by elevating them within the space of a scene or
by encircling them with vacant space to isolate them and give them more visual
salience. ‘Isolation for emphasis is an established technique’ on the stage and is used
to the same effect in the films.12 Elevation focuses attention on Fred and Ginger
through the simple use of sets to lift them physically above the other actors and set
features. Encirclement performs the same function by surrounding them with flat,
open, or empty space to separate them from other actors, sets and props. Vertically
and horizontally made more prominent in these ways, attention is directed to and
trained on them.13

Spatial elevation and encirclement occurs most obviously in the theatrical settings
where they perform their numbers: the performance spaces of vaudeville theatres,
Broadway stages, nightclubs and dance halls. Whether through the raised and open
10
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stage of a traditional theatre or the flat and open performance area of a nightclub
dance floor, these settings already perform the spatial focussing functions that the
films’ set design requires. They provide the ready-made means to focus attention on
the performer either by using a raised theatre stage to lift them into clear view above
a scene’s wider theatrical environment or by placing them in a flat and open
performance space which sets them apart from the distractions of their surroundings.

In Fred’s ‘Top Hat, White Tie and Tails’ number in Top Hat (1935), for example, the
film’s set design takes advantage of the traditional theatre stage to both elevate and
encircle him. Performed in a large Broadway-type theatre setting, the theatre stage is
used to make Fred, together with the chorus line of dancers with whom he performs,
highly visible across shots. In the opening wide shot at the beginning of the number,
a wide raised theatre stage elevates Fred and the dancers above the audience and
orchestra into the centre of the shot. The stage’s open space surrounds Fred and the
dancers, separating them from the background so that they are the main focus of
attention (Fig. 1.1). When Fred takes centre stage to perform solo, the flat and empty
stage space is increasingly used to encircle him and focus attention exclusively on
him (Fig. 1.2) and what one fan letter described as his ‘hypnotizing foot action’.14

14

Naidine Geberin, fan letter in “The Audience Talks Back,” Photoplay, May 1934, 16.
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Fig. 1.1 Theatre stage used to elevate and lift
performers above audience and orchestra to
ensure visibility in ‘Top Hat, White Tie and
Tails’.

Fig. 1.2 Flat, open and empty stage space used
to encircle and focus attention on Fred in the
number.

In Ginger’s ‘Let Yourself Go’ song number in Follow the Fleet (1936), the set
design utilises a ballroom stage to lift her into clear view. The opening wide-shot of
a crowded ballroom of dancers tracks into a long-shot of the stage, showing Ginger
walking across the raised stage in the far middle-ground of the scene to take up
position by the microphone and perform her number (Figs. 1.3 – 1.4). Raised into
the centre of the shot above the crowded dance floor in the foreground, Ginger is
made the most prominent figure in the scene. This is especially clear in a later wideshot, in which Ginger sits above a sea of bodies (Fig. 1.5). Spatially elevated in this
way by the film’s set design, Ginger’s visibility is ensured and puts on show the
‘spirited entertainment’ that her persona embodied.15

15

Photo caption underneath image of Ginger in naval-type uniform and captain’s hat saluting the
camera, in “The Audience Talks Back,” Photoplay, May 1934, 16.
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Fig. 1.3 Raised stage used to elevate…

Fig. 1.4 …and pick Ginger out of the crowd in
‘Let Yourself Go’.

Fig. 1.5 Ginger set above a sea of bodies.

The flat and open performance space of a nightclub dance floor is used to encircle
and focus attention on Fred and Ginger in their ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ number from
Swing Time (1936). The nightclub’s generously proportioned dance floor dominates
the number as a set design element. The rest of the set is designed around its wide
expanse, while the flat, glassy floor is devoid of any detail that might distract from
their performance. The dance floor’s empty performance space has pushed the other
actors and extras to the far back and sides of the scene, creating a physical gulf
between them and the stars. The film’s set design opportunistically uses the dance
floor setting to mute and eliminate potentially distracting set features, details and
other performers from the scene (Figs. 1.6 – 1.7). The overall effect is to spatially
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spotlight Fred and Ginger, focussing the audience’s attention solely on their ‘pure
performance’ as dancers and providing them with what Arlene Croce has described
as ‘Two minutes and 45 seconds of unspeakable delight’.16

Fig. 1.6 Flat, open, empty space of dance floor
used to push set design elements and other
actors into background of scene to mute
potential distractions in ‘Waltz in Swing Time’.

Fig. 1.7 The space is used to spotlight and
focus attention on Fred and Ginger.

Elevation and encirclement also operate in numbers performed in the films’ nontheatrical, everyday settings.

In these scenes set in parks, beachside resorts,

gentleman’s clubs or hotel apartments, the films’ set design takes advantage of
everyday stage-like structures and spaces that both elevate and encircle Fred and
Ginger, or else arranges a scene’s set to create a flat, open and empty encircling
performance space around them.

In the ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day (To Be Caught in the Rain)?’ number from Top Hat
the film’s set design makes use of a park bandstand (Figs 1.8 – 1.9). Drawing on an
architectural performance structure which closely matches that of a theatre stage with
its raised stage area and open performance space, the set design lifts Fred and Ginger
physically and visually, ensuring that they are not obscured and the audience’s
16

Arlene Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book (New York: Outerbridge and Lazard,
1972), 107.
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attention is not distracted by the trees, bushes, low shrubs, flower beds and winding
path that surround the bandstand. It also exploits the bandstand’s flat open floor
area. The chairs and music stands that would normally occupy this space have been
purposefully cleared away in order to create a large and empty performance space.
Removing these set dressing elements from the immediate vicinity not only provides
Fred and Ginger with an area in which they can perform but also distances them
from the surrounding set in the background. Although the bandstand’s pillars and
props are stylistically novel, the space around Fred and Ginger pushes these set
elements to the sides and the background plane, muting their prominence and
focussing attention on Fred and Ginger.

Fig. 1.8 Everyday stage-like structure used to
elevate and…

Fig. 1.9 …encircle Fred and Ginger to
maximise their visibility in ‘Isn’t This a
Lovely Day (To Be Caught in the Rain)?’

While both presentation techniques are used together in certain situations,
encirclement is the most favoured form of spatial focussing employed. In Follow the
Fleet, the film’s set design takes advantage of a navy ship setting for the numbers
‘I’d Rather Lead a Band’ and ‘We Saw the Sea’. The ‘I’d Rather Lead a Band’
number demonstrates the set design’s somewhat obvious exploitation of the natural
spatial features of the ship setting, in particular its creation and use of the flat, open
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and empty space of the ship’s deck to surround and focus attention on Fred (Fig.
1.10). The ‘We Saw the Sea’ number demonstrates the more subtle and precise but
no less effective use of space to encircle and focus interest on Fred in a setting in
which he must perform with others. In this number, the set design and arrangement
of the actors work in concert to create the encircling space around Fred, subtly
separating him from the close proximity of the other actors (Fig. 1.11).17

Fig. 1.10 Set design’s exploitation of setting’s
natural spatial features to encircle and focus
attention on Fred in ‘I’d Rather Lead a Band’.

Fig. 1.11 Creation of encircling space around
Fred to separate from other actors and direct
interest to him in ‘We Saw the Sea’.

Spatial encirclement is also displayed in numbers performed in everyday private
settings, such as Fred’s ‘Needle in a Haystack’ number from The Gay Divorcee and
his ‘No Strings (I’m Fancy Free)’ number from Top Hat, both of which are set in
hotel apartment rooms.

In these numbers the room’s set and props have been

designed to mark out distinct performance areas in which Fred is encircled by flat,
open and empty space when performing. In ‘No Strings’ an open expanse of parquet
floor has been created in the middle and foreground area of the set between and in
front of the room’s two sitting areas for Fred to dance in (Fig. 1.12). In ‘Needle in a
Haystack’, a similar open performance area – again a bare parquet floor – has been
17

The arrangement or staging of actors in the films to make Fred and Ginger visible is discussed in
detail in the following chapter, ‘Chapter 2: Staging’.
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created in the foreground in front of the fireplace and lounge sofa for him to perform
a tap dance routine (Fig. 1.13). Both spaces isolate Fred from any distracting set
props such as chairs or tables, which are pushed away and strung around the sides
and back of the set, minimising their interest. Spatially spotlighted in these ways, the
films formally deliver to the audience a clear view of, as a Photoplay piece described
him, ‘the world’s best hoofer’.18

Fig. 1.12 Set design creates performance space
area in hotel room to encircle Fred in ‘No
Strings (I’m Fancy Free)’ in Top Hat…

Fig. 1.13 …and in ‘Needle in a Haystack’ in
The Gay Divorcee.

Set Features and Details
The strategy of minimising competing elements of set design described in the
previous section extends to the films’ set features which exhibit an ‘economy of set
details’ that have been ‘pared down … to direct maximum attention onto the
performer[s]’.19 As Ellen Spiegel has observed, the films’ sets were ‘simple enough
to act as backdrops for the dance sequences, which were after all what the public
came to see, and to highlight the costumed, elaborately-decorated bodies’.20 Simple,

18

Caption accompanying a double page photo spread featuring Fred’s previous dance performances,
in “An Outline of Astaire,” Photoplay, April 1937, 42–43.
19
Noel Carroll, Theorizing the Moving Image (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), 84; Jenkins and Karnick, “Acting Funny,” 154. Jenkins and Karnick’s comment is made
with specific regard to vaudeville performers.
20
Ellen Spiegel, “Fred and Ginger Meet Van Nest Polglase,” Velvet Light Trap 10 (Fall 1973): 19.
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minimalist, uncluttered, modern, art-deco style sets that do not distract attention
unduly from Fred and Ginger with too much detail and ornamentation characterise
many of the films’ numbers and scenes.21

This approach is evident in Fred’s ‘Top Hat, White Tie and Tails’ number in Top
Hat. The number is performed on a large and open Broadway-type theatre stage,
bare of any set dressing features or details, ensuring there is nothing to distract from
Fred’s performance. The set design does, however, make use of the theatre stage’s
background set wall or backdrop curtain. Painted on it is a view of part of the Eiffel
Tower soaring up into the air surrounded by large, billowy clouds. At the back of the
stage floor in front of the tower is a series of lamp posts which descend in size as
they recede into the background of the scene (Fig. 1.14 – 1.15). The tower is only a
simple, stylised outline and the clouds a mere suggestion. The lamps are similarly
designed, with unadorned round globes sitting atop featureless thin poles. While the
backdrop serves to support the stage-based number’s Paris setting and its high life
theme, its abstract, art-deco style simplicity primarily serves the needs of the film’s
set design, creating a setting for Fred that does not detract from his performance.
Representational details have been pared back and minimalised to create a
background that demands only passing interest, leaving Fred as the number’s major
attraction.
21

Lucy Fischer discusses the art-deco style and its influence on the set design of Fred and Ginger’s
films in her analysis of Top Hat and Swing Time, saying that in these films an ‘Art Deco sensibility
informs the spaces in which the characters reside, work, and perform’, see Lucy Fischer, Designing
Women: Cinema, Art Deco and the Female Form (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003),
124–131. For the influence of the Art Deco movement, or the Modern or the Style Moderne as it has
also been termed, on set design in Classical Hollywood cinema, see Juan Antonio Ramirez,
Architecture for the Screen: A Critical Study of Set Design in Hollywood’s Golden Age, trans. John F.
Moffitt (Jefferson, North Carolina and London: McFarland and Company, 2004), 179–205.
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Fig. 1.14 Art-deco style simplicity of theatre
stage backdrop in ‘Top Hat, White Tie and
Tails’…

Fig. 1.15 …designed not to detract from Fred’s
performance.

This aesthetic strategy is especially evident in Fred and Ginger’s impromptu ‘Never
Gonna Dance’ number at the end of Swing Time. It is set in a deserted nightclub, the
Silver Sandal, which is novel, stylish and quite spectacular in design. It has two
levels, an upper foyer area and a lower dance floor. Twin curving staircases lead
from the foyer past ranked dining tables on either side to the dance floor below. The
set’s background walls and ceiling twinkle with small points of light, implying a
lofty night sky setting. This is echoed in the reflective tablecloths and the single
glowing table lamp that sits on each table (Fig. 1.16 – 1.19). While attention is
undoubtedly drawn to the novelty and spectacle of the set as a whole, nothing in it is
sufficiently stylish or spectacular in its detail to attract continuing interest. As
Fischer notes, the ‘club reflects Art Deco’s simplicity’.22 The design is characterised
by a modernist, art-deco understatement, using simple, clean flowing, curvilinear
lines and small, restrained touches of detail. This minimalism meets the film’s
storyworld requirements for a modern 1930s world of high society fashion and
sophistication, but the design is principally motivated by the functional need to

22

Fischer, Designing Women, 126.
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effectively foreground the number’s stars. The unfussy nature of the art-deco style
limits the amount of set detail and minimises any points of interest that might
compete too strongly with Fred and Ginger.

Fig. 1.16 Modernist art-deco style used in
nightclub set for ‘Never Gonna Dance’.

Fig. 1.17
Art-deco style’s simple, clean,
flowing lines…

Fig. 1.18 …and lack of design detail and
ornateness controls and minimises …

Fig. 1.19 …set features and details which
might distract from Fred and Ginger.

This minimalist set design aesthetic also operates across the everyday, ‘real’ world
settings of the films in scenes located in the hallways and corridors of the ritzy
resorts and hotels that Fred and Ginger inhabit. In The Gay Divorcee, when Fred
goes to meet Ginger in her hotel room after she has mistakenly identified him as her
divorce co-respondent, he is seen in a modern, minimalist hotel hallway leading to
Ginger’s room (Fig. 1.20).

The hallway set is characterised by a large and open
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expanse of grey carpeted floor and off-white walls. The background wall of the
hallway has in its middle a large translucent window featuring the thin, stylised
silhouette of some large-leaf plants and a stark, bare bush. On either side in the
corners of the back wall of the hallway are two tall and thin light stands, each
featuring a small bank of lights. On the right-hand side of the hallway, set slightly
back and hidden against the wall and archway pillar leading to Ginger’s door, sits a
stark modern couch. The set is characterised by a sleek, modern, art-deco style
which is used not only to create a convincing everyday high society setting but
functionally to train attention on Fred in the scene. Attention will naturally be given
to the hallway to gain an impression of the location Fred is situated in but, finding
nothing of major significance to hold it, interest will quite quickly shift to focus on
Fred as the major element on display. The same aesthetic strategy is repeated in Top
Hat, when Ginger goes looking for Fred’s hotel room to complain about him waking
her up (Fig. 1.21). Once again, the art-deco set design severely limits the range of
features and details, minimising points of interest that might compete with Ginger’s
presence.

Fig. 1.20 Minimalist set design in The Gay
Divorcee focuses attention on Fred.

Fig. 1.21 Minimalist set design in Top Hat
focuses interest on Ginger.
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A similar minimalist set design aesthetic is used to privilege Fred and Ginger’s
display in some of the films’ less high society settings, such as Fred’s first
appearance at the beginning of Swing Time.

Having finished performing a

vaudeville act on stage, he rushes down some stairs to a dressing room below. The
stairs have a clean and simple curvilinear design, with the steps and handrails lacking
any form of ornamentation. The wall behind is generally featureless, displaying only
an air vent and a fire extinguisher. On the right-hand wall hangs a phone (Fig. 1.22).
As the camera tracks back and pans slightly left to follow Fred to his dressing room,
a fire hose can be seen attached to the opposite wall (Fig. 1.23). Aside from the
shadows cast by the stair’s handrails, these are the only significant set features and
details. Absent is any of the clutter that would typically be found in such a setting:
chairs, storage boxes, rubbish bins or posters, or any detail that might mask Fred or
draw the eye away from his display as the film’s main attraction.

Fig. 1.22 Scenically sparse stair and hallway
set provides clear and full view of Fred which…

Fig. 1.23 …ensures his visiblity and puts him
on display as the film’s star in Swing Time.

Set Décor and Tone
The set design’s use of tone in the films’ set décor also works to ensure Fred and
Ginger’s visibility. David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson state that because the
‘filmmaker usually wants to emphasize ... human figures, setting may provide a more
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or less neutral background, while costume helps pick out the characters’. 23 By
predominantly using tones with a generally low contrast range, the films’ ‘chalky
colored sets’, as Juan Antonio Ramirez describes them, provide the opportunity to
use high contrast blacks or whites in Fred and Ginger’s costumes so that they will
stand out against the tonally and graphically less distinct sets.24 ‘The greater the
contrast in a visual component’ such as tone, the more the visual intensity of that
component, and consequently its visual salience, increases.25

The films’ aesthetic exploitation of the contrasting graphic qualities of greys and
blacks is vividly evident in Fred’s ‘No Strings’ number in Top Hat, performed in
Edward Everett Horton’s hotel apartment. The apartment’s décor is a mix of grey,
light grey and off-white. The walls are a light grey, decorated with an off-white
mural. The cabinets and low shelves along the walls are off-white and the lounge
suite, side tables and other chairs are a mix of light grey and off-white. The carpet
rugs are off-white and the parquet floor is a pattern of light and dark-grey. Against
this decor of middling to light greys Fred and Horton are picked out by their black
dinner suits; against a generally lighter background like this ‘black elements will
become prominent (Fig. 1.24 – 1.25)’.26 The tones in the scene fall across the lighter
middle of the grey scale, with each tone only a shade darker or lighter than its
neighbour, providing no strong levels of reflection or luminance and thereby lacking
any sort of contrasting graphic distinctiveness. The strong, dark blacks of Fred’s and
Horton’s dinner suits, on the other hand, stand out, graphically projecting into the
23

David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, Film Art: An Introduction, 8th ed. (New York: McGrawHill, 2008), 122.
24
Ramirez, Architecture for the Screen, 192.
25
Bruce Block, The Visual Story: Seeing the Structure of Film, TV and New Media (Boston and
Oxford: Focal Press, 2001), 9–12, 41, 93–100; Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art, 144.
26
Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art, 144.
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foreground so that Fred and Horton are the most distinct visual elements in the scene.
When Fred moves away from Horton to dance, the set’s purpose as a tonally neutral
graphic backdrop is evident.

Fig. 1.24 Middle grey set décor in hotel
apartment in ‘No Strings’ in Top Hat allows…

Fig. 1.25 …Fred to wear high contrast black
costume to pick him out in scene and number.

Numerous examples of the set design’s technical and aesthetic exploitation of the
contrasting graphic qualities of greys and blacks are evident across the films.

In

Fred and Ginger’s ‘Pick Yourself Up’ number in the dance school scene in Swing
Time and in their ‘Smoke Gets in Your Eyes’ reprise number towards the end of
Roberta (1935), the general décor of each scene’s set is an overall middling grey,
ranging from grey to light grey to off-white (Figs. 1.26 – 1.27). The predominant
use of middle greys in these sets allows for the use of stronger and more contrasting
tones in the choice of Fred and Ginger’s costumes, which are primarily black. In
‘Pick Yourself Up’ Ginger wears a black dress and black shoes while Fred wears a
black jacket with tails and a pair of black grey-striped pants and black shoes. In
‘Smoke Gets in Your Eyes’ Ginger wears a black evening dress and Fred wears a
black dinner suit. The choice of tone creates a neutral décor, so that the strong
contrasting blacks make Fred and Ginger the most noticeable graphic elements in the
scene.
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Fig. 1.26 Graphically neutral décor in ‘Pick
Yourself Up’ in Swing Time allows use of
contrasting blacks in Fred and Ginger’s
costumes to make central focus of number.

Fig. 1.27 Graphically neutral décor in ‘Smoke
Gets in Your Eyes’ in Roberta and use of
contrasting black in Fred and Ginger’s
costumes to make central focus.

The use of middle greys also allows for the use of strong, bright whites to favour the
stars. Like strong blacks, strong whites stand out sharply against middle greys and
off-whites because of their graphic distinctiveness and solidity, projecting into the
foreground and dominating the image. Bordwell and Thompson claim that ‘In most
black-and-white films, light costumes or brightly lit faces stand out’.27 In addition to
its strong contrasting qualities, white’s much higher levels of reflection and
luminance make it the most eye-catching element amongst the greys and blacks of a
scene, as the audience ‘usually look[s] at the brightest area of the frame first’. 28
Examples of the films’ exploitation of the contrasting graphic qualities of greys and
whites is most obvious in the choice of tone used in Ginger’s clothes. In many of
their big set piece numbers Ginger wears an all-white costume, such as the sparkling
evening gown she wears in their climactic ‘The Piccolino’ number in Top Hat.
Performed on a stylised dance floor in the middle of a piazza where other dancers are
gathered around watching, the general décor of the scene, including the other actors
and their costumes, is characterised by middle grey tones. The dance floor’s pattern
27
28

Ibid.
Block, The Visual Story, 93.
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is a mix of dark and middle grey tones. Both the crowd in the background and the
buildings behind them are characterised by grey and light grey (Fig. 1.28 – 1.29).
Against such a low-contrast and graphically neutral decor, Ginger stands out as the
most graphically distinct element by wearing the whitest and brightest tone in the
scene. While other areas of interest might be scanned and inspected – the star pattern
on the dance floor for example – attention is eventually and naturally drawn back to
focus on Ginger’s dress because of its higher level of contrast, luminance and thus
visibility.

Fig. 1.28 Low-contrast, graphically neutral
décor in ‘The Piccolino’ in Top Hat provides
opportunity for…

Fig. 1.29 …higher contrasting white to be used
in Ginger’s costume to make her graphically
distinct and focus of attention.

Other examples of the set design’s intentional use of neutral tones in the décor of
settings to allow Ginger to wear contrasting white costumes include ‘Cheek to
Cheek’ in Top Hat and ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ in Swing Time (Figs. 1.30 – 1.31). A
more subtle example of the use of contrasting whites afforded by a set’s use of lowcontrast, middling greys is evident in Fred’s ‘Needle in a Haystack’ number from
The Gay Divorcee (Fig. 1.32). The predominance of middle grey tones in the hotel
room decor allows for the use of a stronger and more contrasting tone in Fred’s
costume: the whiteness and brightness of his shirt contrasts starkly with the neutral
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greys, projecting him forward as the most distinct and dominant element. The effect
is to graphically capture attention and focus it on him and nowhere else.

Fig. 1.30
Neutral set décor and use of
contrasting white in Ginger’s costume in
‘Cheek to Cheek’ in Top Hat.

Fig. 1.31
Neutral set décor and use of
contrasting white in Ginger’s costume in ‘Waltz
in Swing Time’ in Swing Time.

Fig. 1.32 Subtle, focussed use of contrasting
white against tonally neutral set décor of
‘Needle in a Haystack’ in The Gay Divorcee.

Planes of Lighting
The scenography of the films also draws heavily on lighting to focus audience
attention on Fred and Ginger to ensure their clear display. ‘In cinema, lighting is
more than just illumination that permits us to see the action. Lighter and darker areas
within the frame help create the overall composition of each shot and thus guide our
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attention to certain objects and actions’.29 Creating contrasting planes of lighting in a
scene is one of the simplest and most common ways to focus attention on Fred and
Ginger. As Patrick Keating explains, lighting gives ‘hierarchy to the space, giving
graded emphasis to the various components of the scene’.30 In almost every scene in
the films the lighting has been designed to create at least two broad areas of lighting
in the set, one lit at a higher level than the other. The more highly lit area is
determined by where Fred and Ginger are positioned. This most often takes the form
of a scene’s foreground plane being more brightly lit than its background plane, the
foreground plane normally being the one where Fred and Ginger perform.31

These contrasting planes perform two basic functions. The more obvious is that the
more brightly lit foreground plane is used to capture attention. The plane’s higher
level of illumination makes it the primary plane of interest in the scene, and attention
is naturally drawn to the elements within it, the eye being ‘naturally attracted to the
highlight areas in a frame’.32 Privileged by the plane’s brighter level of light, interest
is focussed on Fred and Ginger. While the more brightly lit foreground plane works
to literally highlight their presence in a scene, the less brightly lit background plane
reinforces this by doing the opposite.

Simply by being less bright than the

foreground, the background plane becomes less visually distinct and therefore does
29

Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art, 124; Patrick Keating discusses the suggestion that guiding the
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30
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not draw attention to itself. Its lower level of illumination is designed to soften and
mute a scene’s background details as potential points of interest which might take
attention away from the foreground plane and Fred and Ginger.33

The use of contrasting planes of lighting to focus attention on Fred and Ginger
operates most obviously in the films’ performance numbers. In his ‘I Won’t Dance’
number in Roberta, for example, Fred performs an impromptu dance routine on the
dance floor of the Café Russe. The floor is in the foreground while the band and the
café’s patrons occupy a raised terraced area in the background of the scene. Initially,
the light levels for the whole café scene are the same, but when Fred starts his
number the lights in the background of the set are dimmed, creating two planes of
illumination and making Fred more visible (Figs. 1.33 – 1.34). Lit at a markedly
lower level, the band, the patrons watching Fred and the set’s design details in the
background plane have a visibly more muted presence and do not attract attention as
Fred does. The ‘Let Yourself Go’ number in Follow the Fleet uses contrasting
planes of lighting to similar effect (Figs. 1.35 – 1.36).

Fig. 1.33 Contrasting planes of lighting in…

33

Fig. 1.34 …‘I Won’t Dance’ from Roberta

Ward, Picture Composition for Film and Television, 178.
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Fig. 1.35 Contrasting planes of lighting in…

Fig. 1.36 …‘Let Yourself Go’ from Follow the
Fleet.

The technique is used more subtly in other numbers, such as Fred and Ginger’s ‘I’ll
Be Hard to Handle’ number in Roberta. Set in the same café setting as Fred’s ‘I
Won’t Dance’ number discussed above and following Ginger’s rehearsal of a song,
the couple perform an impromptu dance (Figs. 1.37 – 1.38). While the distinction
between the contrasting planes of lighting is more subdued, the difference between
them is most discernible in the background plane where the bar, barmen, bass player
and background set features such as the stair pillars are lit at a noticeably lower level.
Visually softened in this way, the scene’s background elements are made less
prominent and attention thrown onto Fred and Ginger in the foreground.

Fig. 1.37 Contrasting planes of lighting in…

Fig. 1.38 …‘I’ll Be Hard Handle’ from Roberta.
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The same technique operates across many of the films’ everyday scenes. Numerous
examples are evident in The Gay Divorcee. In the film’s introductory Paris nightclub
scene where Fred is dining with his friend (Edward Everett Horton), the lighting
design around the dining table setting creates two planes, with Fred and Horton more
brightly lit than the other diners in the background (Fig. 1.39). This is most evident
when comparing the higher level of light on Fred’s face with the lower level of light
on the face of the male extra seated at the table above and behind him.

Fred and

Horton’s tablecloth is also discernibly brighter than the one in the background.
When the scene cuts to focus attention on Fred (Fig. 1.40) the extent to which his
foreground plane is more brightly lit is apparent.

Fig. 1.39 Contrasting planes of lighting…

Fig. 1.40 …in nightclub scene from The Gay
Divorcee.

The technique is also employed in the following customs scene where Ginger,
escorted by a customs officer, arrives at the dock looking for her Aunt, played by
Alice Brady (Fig. 1.41). Ginger’s position by the customs gate in the foreground of
the scene is lit more brightly than the extras at the customs desk in the background
behind her. This is especially marked in the medium close-up of her (Fig. 1.42).
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Fig. 1.41 Contrasting planes of lighting in…

Fig. 1.42 …customs scene from The Gay
Divorcee.

Occasionally, the arrangement of foreground and background is reversed.

In

Ginger’s ‘Let Yourself Go’ number in the ballroom in Follow the Fleet, the sea of
dancers in the foreground are lit less brightly than Ginger on stage in the background
(Fig. 1.43). Because elements in the foreground are more noticeable than elements
in the background, the extras in the foreground of the scene naturally attract attention
rather than Ginger.

However, the scene’s lighting design – along with other

focussing devices such as spatial elevation – has rectified this situation by ensuring
that the background plane is more brightly lit than the foreground to draw attention
to Ginger instead. 34

34

Patrick Keating discusses the fact that Hollywood cinematographers would also use three
contrasting planes of lighting at times, favouring lower lit foreground and background planes to
contrast with a higher lit foreground plane which would create a broad spotlight effect the scene.
Keating, Hollywood Lighting, 155–156.
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Fig. 1.43
Reversed contrasting planes of
lighting in ‘Let Yourself Go’ from Follow the
Fleet.

Backlighting
Backlighting, where a ‘figure can be separated from its background by backlighting
its edge’, is also a common Hollywood lighting technique used to make Fred and
Ginger highly visible.35 According to the cinematographer on many of their films,
David Abel, it is ‘one of the most important secrets of modern cinematographic
lighting’.36 Backlighting refers to lighting directed from the back, top or sides of the
set towards a subject in the foreground area of a scene. Its purpose is to light the
back and/or side of the subject with a strong, intense light which diffuses against
their body and creates a rimming effect around them. This outlines and highlights an
aspect of the subject’s body – for example, their hair, head, neck, shoulders or
arms. 37

One of backlighting’s functions is to create distinct foreground and

background planes in a scene and thus a sense of depth and realism. Its primary
function, however, is to separate the foreground plane from the background plane in
a scene and thus help pick out important foreground elements such as the actors.
35

Ward, Picture Composition for Film and Television, 170.
David Abel, “Here’s How,” in American Cinematographer, July 1934, 126. Abel was
cinematographer on all six of the films discussed here expect for Roberta, the second in the series,
which was photographed by Edward Cronjager.
37
Abel, “Here’s How,” 126; Kris Malkiewicz, Film Lighting: Talks With Hollywood’s
Cinematographers and Gaffers (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1986), 92–93; Bordwell and
Thompson, Film Art, 126.
36
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Most cinematographers in Hollywood ‘used backlighting because they believed that
it could separate an actor from the background’ to make them prominent. Without
backlighting, actors in the foreground run the risk of merging into the background
and becoming less noticeable.38 Consequently, backlighting is used extensively in
the films to ensure that Fred and Ginger are picked out from a scene’s background
elements so they can be clearly seen and displayed.

Backlighting is most noticeable in the films’ closer shots of Fred and Ginger. In a
scene in The Gay Divorcee set in a beachside resort outdoor dining area, Ginger sits
at a table set against terraced railings and other tables and chairs (Fig. 1.44). In the
medium close-up of her, backlighting separates Ginger from this background. A
strong light source has been pointed at her back, diffusing and rim lighting her head
and shoulders with a thin outline of light at the top and side of her hat, around her
hair and along her shoulders. In the ballroom scene in Follow the Fleet where
Ginger sings her ‘Let Yourself Go’ number (Fig. 1.45), she stands at the front of the
stage with the band playing behind her. In the medium close-up of her, she is
separated from the band in the background by the backlight’s creation of an outline
of light along the top of her captain’s cap, the hair on the left side of her face and
across the top of both shoulders. In a scene set at night on the deck of a ship in Shall
We Dance (1937), a medium close-up of Fred shows that the top of his head and hair,
the left side of his head and hair, his left ear and his left shoulder are backlit (Fig.
1.46).

In another close shot from Roberta, in a scene where Fred has been

conducting his band and suddenly sees Ginger, he is backlit so the top of his hat,
shoulders and arms are rim lit and outlined in the shot (Fig. 1.47).
38

Keating, Hollywood Lighting, 4, 156, 162–163.
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Fig. 1.44 Backlighting of Ginger in The Gay
Divorcee.

Fig. 1.45 Backlighting of Ginger in Follow the
Fleet.

Fig. 1.46
Dance.

Fig. 1.47 Backlighting of Fred in Roberta.

Backlighting of Fred in Shall We

As a technique to make Fred and Ginger more visible in numbers and scenes,
backlighting is used across all shot sizes and almost constantly in the films. In a mid
two-shot from their ‘Night and Day’ number set in a pavilion at night against a
moonlit beach in The Gay Divorcee, for instance, both backlighting and side lighting
are used to highlight Fred and Ginger and pick them out from the background set
(Fig. 1.48). In what is a profile mid two-shot, both Fred and Ginger’s heads are
almost entirely rim lit and outlined. The back and top of Ginger’s hair, for example,
is lit as are her forehead, cheeks, nose and chin. Side lighting has outlined their
shoulders, backs and arms. The overall effect is to trace the outline of their figures
with a thin, intense pencil of light and almost cut them out of, and separate them
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from, the rest of the shot and its background. Backlighting is evident in a long twoshot of them later in the film when they dance together in ‘The Continental’ (Fig.
1.49). Ginger’s hair, the top of her right arm, her back and hip and Fred’s forehead
are rim lit and outlined, again separating them from the background and
foregrounding their performance.

Fig. 1.48 Backlighting in M2-S from The Gay
Divorcee.

Fig. 1.49
Backlighting in L2-S in ‘The
Continental’ from The Gay Divorcee.

The importance of backlighting in displaying Fred and Ginger is not to be
underestimated. Where the tonal range of their costumes, faces or hair might get too
close to the tonal range of the sets and risks them merging into the background of the
scene, backlighting protects against this. Its effectiveness is evident, for instance, in
a mid two-shot from a scene set in Central Park from Shall We Dance (Fig. 1.50).
Fred and Ginger sit on a grassy knoll in the foreground with a stretch of grass, trees
and bushes in the background. Fred’s jacket is similar in tone to some of the
background, in particular the grass behind them. His hat is also similar to the darker
tones of the bushes behind his head. Ginger’s jacket is also close in tone to the grass
behind (as is her hair and the bushes in the background). The danger of these aspects
of their costumes merging into the background accounts for the strong application of
backlighting here. In a medium close-up of Ginger in a beachside pavilion from The
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Gay Divorcee, backlighting similarly prevents her merging into the scene’s
background (Fig. 1.51). Sitting and leaning against a pavilion column, the tonal
range of her face, hair, shoulders and costume almost match exactly the tonal range
of the column and set behind her. Without backlighting she would merge into the
scene’s set and background.

Fig. 1.50 Backlighting protecting against
costumes merging into similar background
tones in Shall We Dance.

Fig. 1.51 Backlighting ensuring Ginger’s hair,
skin and costume tones do not merge into same
tones of background set in The Gay Divorcee.

Frontal Lighting
Frontal lighting is also used to make sure that Fred and Ginger are the centre of
interest. As we have seen, contrasting planes of lighting are used to highlight their
presence in a scene by ensuring that the plane of action which they occupy – usually
the foreground plane – is lit more brightly than other planes. Within this plane
frontal lighting is also used more selectively to favour them. ‘Directing the viewer’s
attention, emphasizing what is important in the frame, is an essential part of the
lighting treatment’.39 As Hollywood cinematographer, Jordan Cronenweth, says, if
‘there are a lot of elements in the composition besides the subject, you may need to
lead the eye to the subject. You can do that with light. You can create certain

39

Ward, Picture Composition for Film and Television, 173.
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selectivity within the composition with lighting’.40 Combinations of various light
sources – mainly key and fill lights – and their directional qualities, along with the
manipulation of light levels and contrast ratios, allows for the more discriminating,
exact use of lighting to privilege Fred and Ginger visually. From the use of dramatic
spotlight effects to the more subtle uses of key to fill light ratios, selective frontal
lighting is designed to train attention exclusively on them.

The most dramatic use of selective frontal lighting occurs in the form of traditional
theatrical spotlighting in some of the films’ numbers.41 In both ‘The Continental’
from The Gay Divorcee and ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ from Swing Time, Fred and
Ginger perform their routine in a bright beam or pool of light that selectively
encircles them and picks them out of the rest of the scene, which is lit at a much
more subdued level. In both cases, Fred and Ginger are lit more brightly to focus
attention on them. In ‘The Continental’ this is very dramatic (Fig. 1.52). The high
contrast ratio between the spotlight trained on Fred and Ginger and the level of light
used to illuminate the rest of the set almost plunges the chorines on either side of
them into darkness.

The contrast ratio used in ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ is less

dramatic but equally effective (Fig. 1.53). Fred and Ginger dance in a pool of bright
light while the surrounding set and actors are in shadow. The effect of the spotlight
in both is to mute the presence of those elements which might distract attention from
Fred and Ginger.

40

Jordan Cronenweth quoted in Malkiewicz, Film Lighting, 16.
For the historical and technical development of selective lighting generally and the spotlight in
particular in Classical Hollywood cinema, see David Bordwell, Janet Staiger and Kristin Thompson,
The Classical Hollywood Cinema: Film Style and Mode of Production to 1960 (London: Routledge,
1985), 223–227, 273–275, 343.
41
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Fig. 1.52 Dramatic theatrical spotlighting in
‘The Continental’ from The Gay Divorcee.

Fig. 1.53 Theatrical spotlighting in ‘Waltz in
Swing Time’ from Swing Time.

In some everyday settings where the storyworld situation requires very dark or
subdued lighting, a spotlight is used to illuminate Fred and Ginger and rescue them
from what in some cases is a sea of black. In a nightclub scene in Shall We Dance,
Ginger is dining and dancing with her fiancé on the dance floor. After they return to
their table, the lights are dramatically lowered, plunging the nightclub into near
darkness in anticipation of some entertainment. Though the direction in which
Ginger and her fiancé went after the dance gives a rough sense of their whereabouts
in the scene, it is not clear where they are. Announcing the nightclub has been
graced by her special presence (her character is a Broadway star), a spotlight is
suddenly switched on. It searches across several tables to find Ginger, who stands in
response to patron applause (Figs. 1.54 – 1.55). Here, the primary function of the
spotlight has been to pick Ginger out of the scene’s swathes of darkness by simply
making her visible.
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Fig. 1.54 Spotlight dramatically picks…

Fig. 1.55 …Ginger out in nightclub scene from
Shall We Dance.

Spotlighting is obvious in such settings. Less noticeable is its use in more normally
lit sets, where it is employed to pick Fred and Ginger out from the busy detail and
clutter in wide shots and large group shots. In a scene from Roberta set in a café
nightclub, Fred is conducting his band. The scene opens with a wide shot. It begins
on the café’s dance floor with couples dancing in the foreground. In the background
is a kitchen door through which a waiter has just entered with some food. He walks
screen right, motivating the camera to follow him and pan right to the stage where it
finds Fred conducting his band (Figs. 1.56 – 1.59). The scene is well lit, allowing all
of the setting’s features and details to be seen. The pan from left to right is designed
to guide attention to Fred, but the scene is so busy with action and detail – couples
dancing, waiters walking, set design features and decoration, band members and so
on – that his presence may not be immediately obvious. To guard against this a
spotlight has been trained on Fred to make him the most brightly lit element in the
scene and pick him out.
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Fig. 1.56 Spotlight effect used with panning…

Fig. 1.57 …shot in café scene from Roberta…

Fig. 1.58 …to ensure Fred is picked out…

Fig. 1.59 …from its busy action and detail.

In a scene on the deck of a navy warship in Follow the Fleet, Fred and his navy band
stand to attention before playing a number for the officers and their wives. Covered
in a wide shot, the scene is busy with people (Fig. 1.60). The officers and their
wives take up the bottom foreground of the shot, with some sitting and some
standing. In the middle-ground stands Fred with his band and other sailors grouped
around and behind them. In the background directly above stand another group of
sailors. With such a large number of people in the shot, and the fact that all its major
planes are occupied by various groups, the scene is crowded with detail. Add to this
that Fred is amongst the large group of sailors in the middle-ground, that they are set
a long way back from the camera and the fact they are all wearing exactly the same
white uniform, it is difficult to distinguish Fred in the scene without picking him out
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in some way. This has been done in part by the lighting design’s use of contrasting
planes of illumination to direct attention to Fred in the middle-ground, with the
foreground and background planes being lit less brightly. To guarantee that Fred is
picked out, a spotlight has also been selectively directed to light him a little more
brightly than everyone else.

Fig. 1.60 Selective spotlight effect used to pick
Fred out from others in scene from Follow the
Fleet.

Fig. 1.61 Spotlighting used to focus attention
on Ginger set against background of action and
movement in scene from Shall We Dance.

Spotlighting is also used to help concentrate attention when the scene is busy with
movement. In a scene from Shall We Dance, Ginger boards an ocean liner to find to
her surprise that Fred, who is pursuing her, is also on board. In a single mid-shot,
Ginger stands frozen to the spot and stares off camera at him (Fig. 1.61). In the
middle-ground and background are other passengers, some standing waving to
people on the dock, some arriving on board and being escorted to their cabins. The
shot is busy with the movement of a ship about to embark, but the action risks
distracting attention from Ginger. Contrasting planes of illumination ensure that her
foreground plane is the most brightly lit, but her body and face have been lit more
brightly still, either through the use of a spotlight or a focussed key light. Against
her black costume and the darker lighting and tones of the background planes,
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Ginger shines more brightly than any other element in the shot. While attention may
be momentarily distracted by the action behind her, the brighter level of lighting with
which she has been lit draws it back to her as the main attraction.

Other examples of selective frontal lighting are evident across the films, particularly
in the two-shots that Fred and Ginger share with other supporting actors. In these,
the harder, more intense, more tightly focussed and therefore more obvious forms of
spotlighting seen above are not so readily on display.

Spotlighting of a sort,

however, understood as strong primary lights or key lights selectively directed
mainly at Fred and Ginger in a scene in combination with the use of weaker
secondary lights or fill lights, continues as a lighting design strategy. ‘By combining
key and fill ... lighting can be controlled quite exactly’.42 Here, the lighting is less
about the use of highly intense and narrowly focussed beams of light being trained
exclusively on them than it is about contrast ratios between key and fill lights being
used to favour them.43 In a scene from Roberta, where Randolph Scott’s character
meets Ginger’s for the first time and she toys with him, a two-shot shows how the
key and fill lights and the contrast ratio between them privilege Ginger. The shot is
an over-the-shoulder two-shot, with Scott on the left of frame with his back to
camera and Ginger on the right looking amorously up at him (Fig. 1.62). The key
light is coming from camera left and is directed at Ginger, casting its shadows on the
left side of Ginger’s nose and cheek. It also provides a backlight or side light for
Scott, hitting the side and back of his head and the back of his jacket. There is no

42

Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art, 127–129.
Hollywood cinematographer Lee Garmes discusses lighting contrast ratios with regard to Marlene
Dietrich, saying ‘If the scene average light level was 100 ft candles then Dietrich would be lit with
110 ft candles so that her face was the significant part of the frame’, quoted in Ward, Picture
Composition for Film and Television, 180.
43
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key light used to light the right side of his face, shoulder and arm facing the camera.
He is lit, as is Ginger, by a fill light coming from camera right. Its function is to fill
in and soften the hard shadows cast by the key on Ginger’s face as well as to light
Scott.44 The contrast ratio between the key and fill lights is quite distinct, making
sure that Ginger is the more brightly lit figure in the shot and thus its focus.45

Fig. 1.62 Contrast ratio favouring Ginger over
Randolph Scott in Roberta.

Fig. 1.63 Contrast ratio highlighting Fred in
Swing Time.

In a scene from Swing Time in which Fred explains to the bride’s father why he
failed to turn up to the wedding on time to marry his daughter, the lighting is
similarly manipulated to favour Fred. In a mid two-shot of the father and Fred in the
family’s living room (Fig. 1.63), Fred is primarily lit by a key light coming from
camera left which also functions as the father’s backlight. A fill light coming from
camera right softens the shadows on Fred’s face and doubles as the primary source of
illumination for the father. The contrast range between the lights is marked, with
Fred’s face more brightly lit, visually prominent and the shot’s centre of interest.

44
45

Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art, 127–129.
Malkiewicz, Film Lighting, 39–48.
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Costume Tones and Patterns
Costume is one of the key elements used by Hollywood cinema to present their stars,
used as objects of difference and attraction to mark them out from others and draw
attention to them.46 As Deborah Landis puts it, ‘Costumes occupy prime real estate
in nearly every frame of film’.47 One of the simplest and most effective ways to
make Fred and Ginger the most visible elements in a scene is to design their
costumes so they contrast in either tone or pattern with other actors’ costumes. As
previously discussed, the set design’s use of middle grey tones allowed for
contrasting blacks and whites to be chosen for Fred and Ginger’s costumes so that
they graphically stood out against them. The same tactic is employed to distinguish
them from other actors.

In Roberta, Fred and Ginger wear black costumes to

contrast against the grey costumes of others on several occasions. In Ginger’s first
appearance in the film, in a scene in Madame Roberta’s fashion house with co-stars
Irene Dunne and Randolph Scott, Ginger is the only one wearing black (Fig. 1.64).
Dunne and Scott both wear variations of grey, so that Ginger stands out dramatically
in her star entrance scene. Black is used in a later scene to keep attention on Fred
when, following a mid two-shot conversation between him and Scott, Scott’s old
girlfriend suddenly arrives and is welcomed by him. In a mid three-shot, Fred stands
on the left of frame while Scott stands in the middle with his back to Fred talking
animatedly to his girlfriend on the right of frame (Fig. 1.65).

Here, Fred is

seemingly marginalised in the scene as Scott turns his attention to his girlfriend.
Fred’s black costume, however, makes him graphically dominant in the shot. The
46

Carroll, Theorizing the Moving Image, 84.
Deborah Nadoolman Landis, Dressed: A Century of Hollywood Costume Design (New York,
Harper Collins, 2007), xviii.
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story and compositional focus of the scene may have moved elsewhere, but his more
prominent visual presence in it continues to draw attention, ensuring his visibility as
the star.

Fig. 1.64 Ginger’s black costume makes her
stand out in scene from Roberta.

Fig. 1.65 Fred’s black costume makes him
stand out in scene from Roberta.

White, of course, is also used as a contrasting tone. At the beginning of a scene from
Shall We Dance, Ginger exits a lift to arrive in the foyer of a nightclub. Covered in a
group long-shot, it is a busy scene (Fig. 1.66). Two nightclub employees stand at
attention on either side of the foreground. Ginger stands in the middle-ground while
a woman walks past her. Ginger’s lawyer and fiancé follow behind her in the near
background while some other patrons who have also exited the lift are in the far
background. Aside from Ginger, everyone is wearing a black suit or evening gown,
making the overall costume tone black and the scene generally dark. Ginger is also
wearing a black evening gown, but over the top of it she wears a contrasting white
feather jacket, ensuring that she is not lost in a sea of black costumes and that interest
is instantly drawn to her as the scene’s central attraction. In comparison to Ginger,
white is only used so fully this way once or twice in Fred’s costumes, determined
mainly by the fact that in many scenes he is characteristically costumed in suits,
often black dinner suits. In the final dance number from Shall We Dance (Fig. 1.67),
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however, he dances with a chorine of girls wearing black evening gowns. Fred wears
a white silk shirt to make him stand out against them.

Fig. 1.66 White costume picks Ginger out from
other actors in black in Shall We Dance.

Fig. 1.67 White costume picks Fred out from
other actors in black in Shall We Dance.

Contrasting costume pattern performs similar functions.48 In a nightclub scene from
Shall We Dance, Ginger dances with her fiancé on a crowded dance floor. In a wideshot, they dance in the foreground while other couples dance behind them. Everyone
on the dance floor, including Ginger’s fiancé, is wearing black. Ginger, however,
wears a boldly patterned black and white dress which contrasts starkly with the
uniform black of the other costumes, ensuring that she is the most noticeable (Fig.
1.68). In the street scene in Swing Time, where Ginger makes her first appearance
and meets Fred, a misunderstanding leads to Ginger being told off by a policeman in
front of interested passers-by. Almost everyone in the scene – pedestrian extras,
actors, supporting actors and Fred – wears relatively indistinct and uniform black or
grey coloured costumes (the policeman’s uniform and Fred’s morning suit are
notable but are generally black and grey-black in tone). In comparison, Ginger
wears a distinctively patterned costume, a matching light-grey jacket and cape outfit

48

Block, The Visual Story, 9–12; Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art, 144.
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with large check patterns on it (Fig. 1.69), making her the most interesting element in
the scene to watch.

Fig. 1.68 Distinctive costume pattern picks
Ginger out of crowd in Shall We Dance.

Fig. 1.69 Costume pattern picks Ginger out of
crowd in Swing Time.

Such a distinct use of costume pattern is generally reserved for Ginger, but it is used
to the same effect in Fred’s ‘Bojangles of Harlem’ number from Swing Time. In this
number, Fred dances with a large group of chorus girls on stage where he is either
placed in the foreground and set against them or joins up with them to perform
extended formation routines. The problems posed here for Fred’s visibility are more
accentuated than those posed for Ginger in the nightclub dance floor scene from
Shall We Dance. Performing with so many others, and at certain points merging
with them, the danger is that Fred will become lost in the crowd, especially as the
nature of the number calls for loose long-shots and wide shots to cover its action. To
guard against this the chorines are dressed in either black or light grey costume
dresses which are uniform and absent of distinctive patterning. In contrast, Fred
wears a dark grey jacket with a white polka dot pattern on it, ensuring he is not lost
sight of (Fig. 1.70). Contrasting patterns are employed on a subtler and smaller scale
elsewhere in the films. In the first scenes from Roberta, most of the band, including
Fred and Randolph Scott, wear generally mid-grey to dark grey costumes. Fred is
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subtly picked out, especially against Scott, by the contrasting pattern in his costume,
which has a distinct check woven into it (Fig. 1.71). In comparison to Scott’s plain
jacket, Fred’s offers something interesting to scrutinise and focus on, softly
spectacularising and foregrounding his performance rather than Scott’s.

Fig. 1.70 Contrasting costume pattern ensures
Fred’s visibility in ‘Bojangles of Harlem’
number from Swing Time.

Fig. 1.71
Interesting contrasting costume
pattern draws attention to Fred rather than
Randolph Scott in Roberta.

Costume Style, Elements and Details
Of course, costumes work to pick Fred and Ginger out simply by being stylistically
more distinct and noticeable. ‘Costumes may be quite stylised, calling attention to
their purely graphic qualities’ and design aspects and thus the actor wearing them. 49
This is especially evident in the costumes Ginger wears in the films which are the
most stylistically novel, fashionable and showy.50 In a scene from Shall We Dance,
where Ginger discusses her travel plans with her manager (Jerome Cowan) and
housemaid, the glamorous novelty of her sequined dress makes her the stand out
attraction in the scene (Fig. 1.72). Cowan and the housemaid are both dressed in
black and wearing relatively unremarkable and subdued costumes, he a black dinner
49

Bordwell and Thompson, Film Art, 119.
James Naremore’s discussion of theatrical performance as being characterised by forms of
ostentation to mark it off from the everyday counts costume ostentatiousness or distinctiveness as one
of the key ways in which the actor is foregrounded as a performer. James Naremore, Acting in the
Cinema (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1988), 2–27.
50
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suit and she a slightly stylized South East Asian housemaid’s uniform.

In

comparison, the spectacle of Ginger’s costume almost literally outshines them. Its
radiant luminosity and the novelty of its design draw attention to her, as do the
sequined material’s shimmering sheen and the strings of sparkling beads which drop
from Ginger’s waist to overlay it. In a scene from The Gay Divorcee, Ginger’s Aunt
(Alice Brady) counsels Ginger about her relationship with Fred (Fig. 1.73). Brady
wears a stylish grey and lightly patterned, but not especially noteworthy, evening
dress. Ginger, on the other hand, wears a highly stylised, flowing white negligee
with wispy white shoulder ruffles and two long black ribbon ties that drop down the
front, exuding high chic fashion and sophisticated glamour.51

Fig. 1.72 Glamorous novelty costume makes
Ginger stand out and central attraction in Shall
We Dance.

Fig. 1.73 Beauty and novelty of Ginger’s high
fashion negligee makes her centre of attention
in The Gay Divorcee.

The novel, haute couture costume options available to Ginger are, of course, not so
readily available to Fred. In this regard, his costume palette is more restrained and
limited. Nevertheless, costume choices are made for him in the films that mark him
out from others and point to him as the one to watch. In Swing Time he is picked out
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Peter Evans discusses the sartorial privileging of Ginger over the supporting female actors with
regard to Helen Broderick in Top Hat, saying ‘No icon of glamour, the secondary female wears
sensible clothes denied the chic fantasy sartorialism of the leading female,’ in Peter William Evans,
Top Hat (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 98.
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from other supporting actors by being the only person wearing a morning suit. In a
scene where Fred tries to buy a train ticket to New York, his highly formal costume
distinguishes him very clearly from those around him who wear normal, workaday
suits and coats (Fig. 1.74). The novelty of its relatively archaic style and costume
elements such as white spats (seen in other shots), pin stripe pants, jacket with tails,
vest and so on prompts curiosity and invites a scrutiny which centres attention on his
presence in the scene. In those scenes where Fred is confined to wearing the same
generic costumes and colours as others – generally grey pants and jackets or suits
during the day and black dinner suits in the evening - costume distinction is made at
the level of suit style and other costume elements. In an early scene in Roberta (Fig.
1.75), Fred and Randolph Scott both wear mid-grey outfits, but Fred’s white boater
contrasts starkly with Scott’s black derby, and his striped pattern tie contrasts with
Scott’s tartan pattern. Fred wears only a shirt underneath his jacket, showing part of
the front of his off-white shirt and most of his tie. Scott wears a knitted vest under
his which covers up his white shirt so that only its collar and the top of his tie can be
seen. Fred’s jacket is neatly buttoned whereas Scott’s is not. Seemingly small
costume elements and details and their arrangement like this combine together and
build one upon the other to clearly distinguish Fred from others and in doing so help
focus attention on him.52
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Hollywood director Howard Hawks discusses the need to distinguish one actor from another in
large groups like this by similarly varying his actors’ costumes in the western, Red River (United
Artists, 1948), pointing specifically to the use of hats. Landis, Dressed, 170.
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Fig. 1.74 Formal costume and its novelty marks
Fred out and draws attention to him in Swing
Time.

Fig. 1.75 Small costume elements and details
work to distinguish Fred from Randolph Scott
and focus attention on him in Roberta.

Costume distinctions become especially important when Fred and other actors in the
scene all wear black suits. In the gambling table scene in Raymond’s Club in Swing
Time, where Fred gambles against the nightclub’s owner, Raymond, several costume
differences are used to help distinguish Fred’s black dinner suit costume from those
worn by the other actors (Fig. 1.76).

At first glance, all four wear seemingly

identical black dinner suits, but on closer inspection it is apparent that Fred is
differently costumed. While the others wear more traditional single-breasted three
piece suits and small, stiff, conventional bow ties, Fred wears a double-breasted
dinner suit, a large, soft, flamboyant riverboat gambler styled tie and a white
carnation in his lapel (Fig. 1.77).
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Fig.1.76 Fred distinguished from others wearing
black dinner suits by wearing different styled
suit and white carnation in Swing Time.

Fig. 1.77 Fred further distinguished from others
in the scene by wearing a different type of bow
tie.

In the opening nightclub scene of The Gay Divorcee Horton and Fred both wear
formal dinner suits (Figs. 1.78 – 1.79). While almost exactly the same – singlebreasted black jacket and pants, white shirt and bow tie – Fred’s jacket lapels are
sharp, pointed and wing-like in design and shape and taper dramatically to his waist.
Horton’s lapels, on the other hand, are less angular and straight. They are softer in
their line and curve slightly as they drape thinly from his neck to broaden out
towards his waist. The subtle but distinct difference in the lapel style and shape of
each actor’s jackets serves to mark Fred as modern, suave and vital and Horton as
old-fashioned, conservative and staid. Fred’s are sharp, active, exuding an art-deco
sensibility that invokes the dynamism of modernity, while Horton’s are soft and
limp, conveying tradition and summoning up the lethargy of a previous period.
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Fig. 1.78 Subtle difference between the lapel
style of Horton’s dinner suit and…

Fig. 1.79 …Fred’s marks Fred as the film’s star
in The Gay Divorcee.

Costume Accessories
Costume elements and details also function as focusing devices to attract audience
attention to the films’ stars. Costume accessories such as broaches and bracelets are
frequently added to Fred and Ginger’s costumes, functioning as markers of
difference from other actors’ costumes but also acting as focusing devices to ensure
their visibility. Unsurprisingly, the opportunities for the use of these devices in more
available to Ginger than Fred, in the different types of jewellery she wears.
According to Sheridan Morley, Ginger would add ‘little bows and flashing jewels all
over ... just to make sure she’d be noticed by the camera’.53 In a scene with Ginger
and Jerome Cowan on a hotel balcony at night from Shall We Dance, for example,
Ginger wears a black evening dress (Fig. 1.80). At the centre of the dress, attached
to its neckline, sits a large broach. It is a substantial piece of jewellery, the novelty
of its particular design and the spectacle of its twinkling stones working to prompt
curiosity and invite closer inspection. Just as important is that as Ginger moves her
body slightly while talking it catches the light, drawing attention to the brightest area
in the frame and to Ginger. As the scene proceeds and attention is drawn away by

53

Sheridan Morley quoted in Fischer, Designing Women, 127.
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the manager’s dialogue and movements, the sparkling of the broach recaptures
attention and pulls it back to Ginger.54 Another broach, along with other accessory
pieces, is added to Ginger’s costume in Fred and Ginger’s ‘Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes’ reprise number in Roberta (Fig. 1.81). Wearing a sleek black evening dress,
Ginger is accessorised by four separate pieces of jewellery: a bejewelled head-cap,
an unusually designed jewel encrusted broach on the neckline of her dress and two
wide-banded heavily jewelled bracelets on her arms.

The design novelty and

sparkling spectacle of each piece attracts scrutiny, all of them operating as focusing
devices to capture audience attention and direct it to look at Ginger. There is a lot of
dynamic detail in the background of the medium long two-shot for Fred and Ginger
to contend with. Although contrasting planes of illumination have been used to
lower the band’s presence in the background, they are positioned quite close behind
Fred and Ginger so that any movement they perform threatens to take attention away
from them. The bowing movements of the violinists on either side of them in the
near background are especially dynamic and potentially distracting, but Ginger’s
costume and accessories mitigate against this by commanding attention.

54

Block, The Visual Story, 132; Peter Ward says, ‘Regardless of size, a small moving, light, bright
object will grab greater attention than a large static object,’ the static object here being Cowan. Ward,
Picture Composition for Film and Television, 82.
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Fig. 1.80 Broach used as device to capture and
focus attention on Ginger in Shall We Dance.

Fig. 1.81 Jewellery accessories used to direct
attention to Ginger in Roberta.

The option of using accessories like this in Fred’s costumes is very limited. While
he does wear a signet ring in many of his films and an occasional tie clip that catches
the light, they tend not to function as prominently and powerfully as the larger and
more noticeable accessory pieces that Ginger wears.

The accessory most

consistently used as a focusing device in Fred’s costumes is a white carnation, the
less ostentatious but equally prominent and effective equivalent to Ginger’s
broaches.

Because white is such a graphically powerful colour, the carnation

provides one of the brightest, most distinct and eye-catching elements in his costume.
In a scene between Fred and Horton in Top Hat, both wear black dinner suits (Fig.
1.82). Fred wears a white carnation to help distinguish him from Horton. Their
collars, vests and cuffs and Fred’s carnation are the brightest graphic elements, but
Fred’s carnation is the most distinctive and therefore eye-catching costume element
on display. In a scene in Roberta where Fred and Randolph Scott are interviewed by
a reporter, Scott also wears a carnation, but it is much less eye-catching because it is
not white, and does not focus attention nearly as effectively as Fred’s (Fig. 1.83).
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Fig. 1.82 White carnation used to focus
attention on Fred in Top Hat.

Fig. 1.83 White carnation used as focussing
device for Fred in Roberta.

The films’ scenographic elements of set design, lighting and costume have been
carefully organised to clearly showcase Fred and Ginger. From the use of spatial
encirclement and elevation, minimalist set design aesthetic and limited décor tonal
range to maximise their visibility to the use of contrasting lighting planes,
backlighting, selective frontal lighting and lighting ratios to pick them out of the
crowd through to the use of costume tones, patterns, styles and accessories to also
focus attention on them, Fred and Ginger are consistently and systematically
formally favoured in both their numbers and scenes to ensure they are prominently
and constantly on display throughout the star vehicle.

In doing so, the studio

scenographically safeguarded their visibility as stars in these films and delivered to
the audience the particular personae, talent and pleasures that Fred and Ginger
embodied.
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2

Staging
The previous chapter focused its analysis on the various stylistic elements and
techniques of set design, lighting and costume used to maximize Fred and Ginger’
visibility as stars to the audience. Chapter Two looks at the films’ staging of actors
in these settings, examining which settings Fred and Ginger have been placed in,
where and how they have been positioned and the ways other actors have been
organised around them.

As David Bordwell has argued of what he calls an

‘unassuming art’, staging – the placement and movement of actors in the scene – has
largely been neglected by film critics and theorists, due to cinema’s early rejection of
its theatrical roots as it strove to define itself as a distinct art form. Yet, as he says, in
‘studio systems, staging was the foundation of the director’s craft … At every instant
… cinematic staging delivers the dramatic field to our attention, sculpting it for
informative, expressive, and sometimes simply pictorial effect’.1 Thierry Jousse also
points to the importance of staging, saying that parallel to the construction of the
plot, ‘there is a whole technique, or rather an art, of impregnation, of the directing of
bodies, of choreography, of the occupation of space, of natural movement which
remains irreducible to the script’.2 As one of the primary aesthetic means by which
Hollywood presented its actors ‘in various spatial, pictorial and rhythmic
combinations’ on-screen to the audience, this chapter argues that the films’ staging
elements and devices have been organised in ways that formally highlight and
privilege Fred and Ginger to make certain that they are clearly and constantly on
1

David Bordwell, Figures Traced in Light: On Cinematic Staging (University of California Press:
Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 2005), 8.
2
Thierry Jousse, quoted in Bordwell, Figures Traced in Light, 13.
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show as the films’ stars. 3 Strategies and techniques, including separate staging,
withdrawn staging, centre staging, foreground staging and frontal staging, are
employed to focus attention on them, guaranteeing that the ‘spirited gaiety, the
irrepressible charm, and the emotional depth that became the trademarks of their
collaboration’ were on full display to fans.4

Separate Staging
One of the key staging or blocking strategies used to ensure Fred and Ginger are the
ones primarily on display is simply to ensure that there are no other actors or extras
in the scene to divide attention. Across the films the narrative action is carefully
scripted and choreographed so that at key moments they are able to perform by
themselves, eliminating all distractions and allowing the audience to focus solely on
their performance of ‘some of the most exciting dances and delicious comedy and
songs you ever listened to’.5 This is most obvious in their numbers. Commenting on
the fact that Fred and Ginger always end up in either a gazebo or on a terrace alone,
choreographer Larry Billman says that ‘It was a device to frame their dance. Rather
than getting lost in very complicated sets or crowds of people they found places like
th[ese] where they could dance’.6 In ‘Night and Day’ from The Gay Divorcee and
‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day (To Be Caught in the Rain)?’ from Top Hat, for example,
the narrative action is designed across two or three scenes to ensure Fred and Ginger
leave crowded locations to arrive at others where they are entirely alone. In ‘Night
and Day’, Ginger runs away from the crowded hotel restaurant to avoid Fred seeing
3

Barrett Hodsdon, “The Mystique of Mise-en-scene Revisited,” in Continuum 5, no. 2 (1992): 74.
John Mueller, Astaire Dancing: The Musical Films (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010), 65.
5
“Ginger Rogers and Her Fascinating Dress,” Silver Screen, July 1934, 9.
6
Larry Billman, “Special Features: Commentary,” in Top Hat, (United States of America: Turner
Entertainment Co. and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., 2006), DVD.
4
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her. He chases after her, following her to a deserted pavilion by the sea where they
sing and dance together alone (Figs. 2.1 – 2.4).

Fig. 2.1 In The Gay Divorcee, Ginger…

Fig. 2.2 ...leaves a busy hotel restaurant…

Fig. 2.3 …with Fred following behind to join
her in a…

Fig. 2.4
…deserted pavilion where they
perform ‘Night and Day’ completely alone.

In ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’, Ginger leaves the crowded hotel and busy streets of
London to arrive at some stables to eventually go riding in a park. It starts to rain
and she takes shelter in an empty bandstand. Fred, who has been following her in a
Hansom cab, joins her where they perform the number together alone (Figs 2.5 –
2.8).
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Fig. 2.5 In Top Hat, Ginger leaves a busy…

Fig. 2.6 …hotel to go riding in the park…

Fig. 2.7 …and takes shelter in an empty
bandstand in the park where…

Fig. 2.8 …Fred arrives to join her and perform
‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’ alone.

Separate staging of Fred and Ginger also occurs within the same location where the
number is performed. In these scenes, their actions are choreographed to move them
well away from the potential distractions of other actors and extras. In ‘Cheek to
Cheek’ from Top Hat, they start dancing together on a crowded Venetian hotel dance
floor while Fred sings to Ginger. As Arlene Croce notes, while ‘we drink all this in,
they’re dancing farther and farther away from the crowd … until, at the conclusion
of the song, an orchestral crescendo takes them over a bridge, onto a balcony and
into the big dance’ where they perform the routine entirely alone (Figs. 2.9 – 2.12).7

7

Arlene Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book (New York: Outerbridge and Lazard,
1972), 66; Edward Gallafent makes a similar observation about the choreographed withdrawal of Fred
and Ginger in the number to the private, isolated, heaven-like space of the terrace, suggesting that its
function is to visually register the ‘transcendent effect of the dance’ on their relationship. Edward
Gallafent, Astaire and Rogers (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 39.
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Fig. 2.9 In ‘Cheek to Cheek’ from Top Hat,
Fred and Ginger slowly dance away…

Fig. 2.10 … from the busy dance floor full of
other actors…

Fig. 2.11 …to a separate, empty space where
they can perform the number alone…

Fig. 2.12 …and avoid the distracting presence
of others.

In ‘Slap That Bass’ from Shall We Dance, Fred sings an impromptu song with some
sailors in a ship’s engine room and then performs a dance routine. Initially he sits on
the side of the set listening to them. Unable to resist the beat, he jumps up into the
middle of the group and starts singing. When he finishes singing and begins his
dance routine, he throws away his jacket and progressively dances backwards and
away from the sailors to the set space behind where a large expanse of empty floor –
which also spatially encircles him – provides the opportunity for him to perform the
routine entirely isolated from them, free from any performative competition and
distraction (Figs. 2.13 – 2.16).
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Fig. 2.13 In ‘Slap That Bass’ from Shall We
Dance Fred’s dance performance…

Fig. 2.14 …is choreographed to move him
away from the space of crowded sailors…

Fig. 2.15 …and place him in an open, empty
space where…

Fig. 2.16 …he becomes the number’s sole
feature of interest.

The same staging strategy is employed in the films’ everyday scenes, where the
narrative action is similarly organised so that Fred and Ginger leave other actors to
arrive at a setting where they can perform alone, providing the audience with the
opportunity to focus on Fred’s ‘glamorous … exciting, vivid, witty’ persona and
Ginger’s ‘peppy, buoyant, radiant and utterly lovely’ personality.8 In Top Hat, for
instance, Ginger is staying in a Venice hotel apartment with her friend, Madge
(Helen Broderick). Fred is also staying in another apartment in the hotel with his
friend, (Edward Everett Horton). Ginger, thinking Fred is Broderick’s husband and
8

“Biographies – Fred Astaire,” RKO Pictures, Shall We Dance Campaign Book, 1937, reproduction
of original by Turner Entertainment Co. and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., 2006; Virginia
McDowell, fan letter in “The Stars Will Write to You,” Silver Screen, October 1934, 11.
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is cheating on Broderick by trying to woo her, decides to charge upstairs to Fred’s
apartment and confront him. Rather than take Broderick for moral support, Ginger
leaves her in the hotel apartment and goes to meet Fred alone. Horton is also in the
apartment, having a bath and therefore indisposed to receiving guests. This allows
Fred to have a passing conversation with him but then leave the bathroom to meet
Ginger in the living room of the apartment alone (Figs. 2.17 – 2.20).

Fig. 2.17 In Top Hat, both Ginger and Fred
appear in scenes with other actors…

Fig. 2.18
…and are
withdrawn from them to…

Fig. 2.19
scene…

Fig. 2.20 …where only they are on show.

…meet together alone in another

choreographically

Early in Follow the Fleet, Fred sees Ginger for the first time in a crowded ballroom
singing. When she finishes, she exits the busy ballroom and enters an empty hallway
leading to her change room. Fred follows her into the hallway, attracts her attention
with a tin whistle and they embrace. Despite the setting being a busy nightclub full
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of people on-stage and back-stage, nobody walks past them. They are entirely alone
while they talk and catch up (Figs. 2.21 – 2.24).

Fig. 2.21
Fred (foreground) and Ginger
(background) choreographically withdrawn
from a crowded ballroom scene…

Fig. 2.22 …to the empty space of a hallway
scene in Follow the Fleet which allows them
to…

Fig. 2.23 …perform completely alone and…

Fig. 2.24 …be the sole focus of interest.

The same careful scripting of Fred and Ginger’s narrative actions not only operates
across scenes but also within them. A simple example occurs in a scene from Shall
We Dance. Set on an ocean liner, Ginger, along with other passengers, takes her dog
for an evening walk on deck. Fred tries to get close to Ginger by paying to take
someone else’s dog for a walk. After several turns backwards and forwards across
the deck together in time to the music, Fred and Ginger walk to the far right side of
the ship to the railing. They leave behind the throng of other passengers and their
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dogs to find an empty part of the set, separated from the other actors so they can
perform the rest of the scene alone (Figs. 2.25 – 2.28).

Fig. 2.25 Fred and Ginger walk their dogs…

Fig. 2.26 …on deck with other passengers…

Fig. 2.27 …in the scene and move within it to a
separate, empty…

Fig. 2.28 …space where they are alone in Shall
We Dance.

Withdrawn Staging
A refinement, or rather a reverse, of the strategy is instead to withdraw other actors
and extras from around Fred and Ginger so they become the primary focus of
attention.

‘This type of actor “choreography” is a frequent controller of

composition’ in Classical Hollywood films. 9 This is evident in numbers such as
Fred’s ‘Bojangles of Harlem’ from Swing Time and Fred and Ginger’s ‘Let’s Call the

9

Peter Ward comments on this staging device with regard to John Ford’s use of it in Stagecoach
(Wanger-United Artists, 1939). Peter Ward, Picture Composition for Film and Television, 2nd ed.
(Oxford: Focal Press, 2003), 81.
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Whole Thing Off’ from Shall We Dance. Set in a nightclub theatre, Fred initially
performs ‘Bojangles of Harlem’ with a large chorus line of girls. Approximately a
third of the way through the number the chorus line exits, leaving Fred on his own to
perform a virtuosic tap dance routine in time with three large rear-projected shadows
of himself on the set wall behind (Figs. 2.29 – 2.32). In perfect time with his
movements, the shadows magnify and accentuate his skills: whether watching Fred
perform on the stage or on the set wall behind, attention is focused wholly on Fred’s
performance.

Fig. 2.29 Chorus line of girls withdraw…

Fig. 2.30 …from stage space to leave…

Fig. 2.31 …Fred to perform his solo routine
alone…

Fig. 2.32 … in ‘Bojangles of Harlem’ from
Swing Time.

‘Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off’ begins with Fred and Ginger roller skating along a
Central Park pathway busy with other skaters floating and flying by. In need of a
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rest, they skate into a rotunda area to sit on a bench. Children skate around the
rotunda but as Fred and Ginger skate in they skate out, leaving the whole rotunda to
Fred and Ginger where they then perform their number (Figs. 2.33 – 2.36). The
number has been scripted to establish a convincing busy Central Park mise-en-scene,
which is then emptied so that only Fred and Ginger are of interest.

Fig. 2.33 Fred and Ginger skate into a…

Fig. 2.34 …park rotunda full of skaters who…

Fig. 2.35 …are scripted to skate off and
withdraw from the scene so Fred and Ginger…

Fig. 2.36 …can perform ‘Let’s Call the Whole
Thing Off’ alone in Shall We Dance.

In other numbers the actors do not leave entirely but are more subtly withdrawn to
the outside or edge of the number’s immediate performance area. In Fred and
Ginger’s solo dance routine ‘The Continental’ in The Gay Divorcee, for instance, the
number begins with a crowd of couples on the dance floor. Fred and Ginger skip
down some stairs in the background to join them.
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Although they are initially

swallowed up in the sea of bodies, the other couples begin to move apart to allow
Fred and Ginger to make their way to the front and centre of the dance floor. As
they begin their routine, the couples move farther apart to give them more space, and
then stop dancing completely to watch in admiration, retreating to the far edges of
the set to give the floor over entirely to Fred and Ginger (Figs. 2.37 – 2.40). The
staged withdrawal of the extras picks Fred and Ginger out of the crowd, and removes
the extras as possible distractions from the immediate performance space of the
number, allowing the audience to see that their ‘routines are top!’.10

Fig. 2.37 In ‘The Continental’ in The Gay
Divorcee, the crowd slowly parts to…

Fig. 2.38 …make space for Fred and Ginger on
the dance floor and…

Fig. 2.39 …eventually withdraw to the far
edges and…

Fig. 2.40 …background of the set so they are
the main attraction.

10

Film review of Top Hat, in “The Shadow Stage,” Photoplay, May 1935, 52.
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Ensuring that the presence of other actors and extras is minimised while Fred and
Ginger perform is not limited exclusively to their dance numbers.

The same

techniques are employed in many of the films’ everyday scenes. In the customs hall
scene from The Gay Divorcee, the carefully staged, large scale blocking and
withdrawal of actors and extras occurs in the scene so that Fred and Ginger are
eventually left alone together. In the initial shots of Fred and Horton and then
Ginger and her Aunt (Alice Brady) used to establish the setting, it is shown as a very
busy, bustling place, with passengers walking about, attended by customs officials
(Fig. 2.41 – 2.44).

Just before Fred and Ginger meet, these actors are slowly

withdrawn from the scene, leaving only one or two passengers and a porter to walk
by in the background (Figs. 2.45 – 2.47). When Fred and Ginger actually meet, all
other actors and extras are completely withdrawn. In the long two-shot, mid twoshots and medium close-ups used to cover their exchange, no one can be seen
standing nearby or in the background, leaving attention focused exclusively on them
(Figs.2.48 – 2.50).

Fig. 2.41 In the customs hall scene from…

Fig. 2.42 …The Gay Divorcee, actors and…
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Fig. 2.43 …extras are systematically…

Fig. 2.44 …withdrawn so that when Fred…

Fig. 2.45 …and Ginger meet for the first…

Fig. 2.46 …time there are no other actors…

Fig. 2.47 …to provide possible distractions…

Fig. 2.48 …and stop the audience focusing…
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Fig. 2.49 …their entire attention on them…

Fig. 2.50 …and their performance.

Withdrawing all other actors and extras entirely from scenes in the films is common
practice. Sometimes the ensemble nature of a scene requires that Fred and Ginger
perform with other supporting actors. However, two or more ‘people in a frame can
quickly lead to a “divided interest” composition unless one of them is made more
dominant’.11 Consequently, in these scenes, once the other actors have served their
narrative function and become unnecessary to the scene, one or more of them is
withdrawn to leave Fred and Ginger to perform typically with only one actor,
ensuring as few actors as possible appear in the scene who might draw attention
away from looking primarily at Fred and Ginger. In The Gay Divorcee, for example,
Fred hopefully asks Horton’s butler if the phone call he has just taken is from
Ginger, which it is not. Horton then arrives to advise Fred to forget her and come
with him to a beachside resort to lift his spirits. Closely following Horton’s arrival,
the butler is withdrawn under the narrative pretext that Fred will throw a magazine at
him for making light of Fred’s romantic predicament if he does not leave (Figs. 2.51
– 2.54). It would have been as appropriate for the butler to remain in the scene,
either sympathetically listening, tidying up or mixing drinks in the background.

11

Ibid., 199.
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This, though, would have provided another unnecessary attention-dividing presence
in the scene.

Fig. 2.51 In scene from The Gay Divorcee…

Fig. 2.52 …when Horton arrives the butler…

Fig. 2.53 …is choreographically withdrawn to
remove his attention-dividing presence…

Fig. 2.54 …so more attention can be devoted to
Fred’s presence.

A similar example occurs later in the film when Ginger joins Alice Brady for dinner
in a hotel restaurant. Prior to Ginger arriving, there is an exchange between Brady
and the waiter (Eric Blore). When Ginger arrives, apart from pulling the seat out for
her, Blore quickly exits the scene without giving her a menu as expected and as he
did for Brady, even though he has one in his hand (Figs. 2.55 – 2.58). Star display
takes priority over narrative logic and continuity. The primary function is to get
Blore out of the way so attention is focused on Ginger and the gorgeous dress she
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wears. Having Blore in the scene asking questions and generally fussing about
would only detract from this aim.

Fig. 2.55 In scene from The Gay Divorcee…

Fig. 2.56 …Blore withdraws when Ginger…

Fig. 2.57 …arrives to ensure attention is…

Fig. 2.58 …focused primarily on her.

There are ‘far more subtle and powerful passages of staging’ like this to ensure Fred
and Ginger’s visibility. 12 Early on in Roberta, Fred and his band are in a train
compartment travelling to Paris. Shot in a general medium long-shot, Fred sits on
the left seat in the middle of several band members while other band members sit on
the right along the other seat and stand in the doorway. It is a busy, densely packed
scene. Initially, Fred is squeezed up against and overlapped partly by the other
actors sitting either side of him. He risks merging into the crowd and his presence
becoming just one of the guys. To stop himself being masked he leans forward into
12

Bordwell, Figures Traced in Light, 8.
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the middle of the scene, ostensibly under the guise to see how much money they
have all managed to put in the centrally placed hat (Figs. 2.59 – 2.60). Defeated by
the fact there is almost no money in the hat, the actors on either side lean back in
their seats so Fred can be seen more clearly (Figs. 2.61 – 2.62).

Fig. 2.59 In Roberta, Fred masked and lost in
crowd of actors…

Fig. 2.60 …leans into middle of scene to make
himself more prominent.

Fig. 2.61
help…

Fig. 2.62 …make Fred more prominent in the
scene.

Other actors lean back to further

In a scene in Shall We Dance, Ginger opens the adjoining door to Fred’s hotel room
and unexpectedly discovers Fred with an old girlfriend (Ketti Gallian).

Fred

immediately moves to the door to explain things, followed by Gallian who wants to
meet Ginger. Framed in a medium long three-shot, Fred stands on the right of frame,
Ginger in the middle. Gallian enters the shot and moves to the left of frame to lean
against a side table (Figs. 2.63 – 2.66). Framed in the middle, wearing a costume
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with white, eye-catching palm trees decorating the front of it and a strong, selectively
focussed primary source light trained on her from the left, Ginger is the central
feature of this shot. As Gallian walks towards Ginger, she approaches Ginger on an
angle that if continued would partly mask her and block her key light, throwing a
shadow over Ginger from the neck down and dulling the brightness of the white
palm tree design on her costume. To avoid obscuring Ginger, Gallian moves to the
left of frame to lean against the side table, ensuring Ginger remains entirely visible
and on full display.

Fig. 2.63 In Shall We Dance, as Fred’s ex
girlfriend walks towards…

Fig. 2.64 …Ginger she moves to the left to
avoid masking her…

Fig. 2.65 …and then to the far left to lift her
shadow off…

Fig. 2.66 …Ginger to make sure she is on full
and luminous display.
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Centre Staging
One of the simplest and most obvious staging techniques used to spectacularise Fred
and Ginger is to place them at the centre of a scene and its shots. As Bordwell states,
‘Centering an element in the composition is the easiest way to … attract the viewer’s
attention’.13 Across a shot there is a hierarchy of space. Centre staging or centre
framing favours positioning elements in the middle third of the shot. It is regarded as
the best place to frame things of importance, allowing figures and objects to be seen
clearly by comparison to them being placed close to the edges of the frame in the left
and right thirds, where there may not be enough frame space to graphically separate
them from the edges and thus distinguish them as elements worthy of close attention.
Objects can also be partly masked or sliced off by the frame’s vertical edges,
drawing attention away from them by calling attention to the camera frame’s edges
and the film’s representational mechanics and artifice. The middle third area of the
shot is the prime place to position and frame things of significance because elements
placed in the middle of the frame have more visual saliency than those placed on
either side. ‘Important characters and actions draw our eye because they occupy the
center of the screen’.14 Centre staging is used at every opportunity by the films to
present Fred and Ginger, guaranteeing their visibility and signalling to the audience
that they are the films’ centre of attention.

Nowhere is centre staging seen more clearly than in their numbers. In ‘Night and
Day’ from The Gay Divorcee the audience is directed to look primarily at Fred and
13

David Bordwell, On the History of Film Style (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England:
Harvard University Press, 1997), 165; Noel Carroll, Theorizing the Moving Image (Cambridge and
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 84.
14
David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and Kristin Thompson, The Classical Hollywood Cinema: Film
Style and Mode of Production to 1960 (London: Routledge, 1985) 227, 50–51.
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Ginger because of their consistent centred positioning in the scene’s shots. Set in a
deserted beachside pavilion, a wide-shot frames them in the middle of the set and
shot (Fig. 2.67). Centred staging and framing indicates that this is where attention
should be directed, not at the stylish art-deco table and chairs and other potentially
distracting props arranged around the margins of the frame. Even in the scene’s
tighter long shots, which move closer to Fred and Ginger but also closer to the set
and its details, centre framing continues to focus attention on them. In the long shots
of Fred and Ginger on the dance floor and steps (Figs. 2.68 – 2.69) attention might
be given to the glowing lanterns, decorative lattices and ornamental bowls of fruit
but they remain of secondary interest. The power of centre framing to hold interest
is very important when Fred and Ginger are brought very close to set dressing and
props details, as they are when they dance to the far right of the set next to a
decorated pillar and table and chairs on the right of frame (Fig. 2.70). Although in
close view and relatively prominent, their distracting presence is mitigated by Fred
and Ginger’s centre position because ‘centred film compositions, either static or
moving, draw our attention away from the frame edge’.15

Fig. 2.67 Consistent centre staging of Fred and
Ginger across the number’s shots places…

15

Fig. 2.68 ...Fred and Ginger in most graphically
visible and prominent middle third area of…

Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson, The Classical Hollywood Cinema, 55.
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Fig. 2.69 …the frame to ensures they are the
centre of attention and not the surrounding…

Fig. 2.70 …set and prop details in ‘Night and
Day’ from The Gay Divorcee.

Centre staging is especially effective in ensuring Fred and Ginger are the principal
centres of interest in numbers they perform in with other actors.

In Fred’s

impromptu ‘Slap That Bass’ number from Shall We Dance set in a ship’s engine
room, he initially performs with a group of sailors. In a group long-shot, Fred is
positioned centre frame (Fig. 2.71). Four to five sailors, including a bass player in
the foreground, stand on the left of frame and three others on the right. Staging the
scene in this way makes full use of the shot’s hierarchy of space to ensure that Fred
is given prime position. Attention may be given to the sailors during the number, but
their marginalised visual positions means that it is drawn primarily to Fred. The bass
player’s dynamic movements, for instance, might catch the eye but his position on
the far left signals that he is of secondary interest. The same use of centre staging
working to the same effect is evident in Ginger’s café set ‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’
number from Roberta. Her dominant centre position in the opening shot (Fig. 2.72)
makes her its privileged point of interest, directing the audience to bypass the
trombone player on the left and bass player on the right as features worthy of any
sustained attention.
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Fig. 2.71 Centred staging ensures audience look
past actors on left and right of frame to Fred in
‘Slap That Bass’ from Shall We Dance.

Fig. 2.72 Centre position directs attention to
Ginger and not the trombone and bass player in
‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’ in Roberta.

The power of centre staging to focus attention on Fred and Ginger and almost ‘frame
out’ things next to them is especially necessary in the films’ everyday scenes. In
many numbers they perform largely in open spaces and alone, but in everyday scenes
they are often surrounded by other actors and set features jostling for attention.
Centre staging is used extensively in these scenes to make certain that attention is
focussed on Fred and Ginger. The need for centre staging is underlined in a scene
from Swing Time, set in the film’s Silver Sandal nightclub. Fred and Ginger sit at a
dining table and then leave to find the nightclub’s manager (Figs. 2.73 – 2.76).
Sitting at the table, they are covered in a loose mid two-shot. When they get up and
exit camera left there is a cut to a high-angle wide-shot of the nightclub which shows
a large patterned back wall, row upon row of other tables and diners in the middleground, the orchestra in the foreground and people on the dance floor camera right.
Cutting to such a large and busy wide-shot, Fred and Ginger are entirely lost in the
density of the scene’s features and details. As the camera follows them walking up
the stairs, however, they are carefully kept centre frame to ensure they remain the
focus of the scene.
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Fig. 2.73 Centre staging of Fred and Ginger…

Fig. 2.74 …makes sure they are not lost in…

Fig. 2.75 …the busyness and clutter of a …

Fig. 2.76 …nightclub scene from Swing Time.

Numerous examples of centre staging being used in everyday scenes to specifically
privilege Fred and Ginger over mise-en-scene details and other actors can be seen
across the films. In the customs scene from The Gay Divorcee, Ginger helps Alice
Brady with her luggage while two customs officers watch on. In a four-shot (Fig.
2.77), the customs officers are on the far left of frame, Ginger is in the middle and
Brady on the far right. It is a busy scene, dense with the detail and action of a
customs hall. Travelling trunks, unpacked clothes and a gift basket dress the scene in
the middle-ground and foreground. The officers look on and react with gestures of
impatience and exasperation as Brady fusses with her belongings. Ginger’s central
position in the shot demands that the audience should not be overly distracted by its
details and actions and focus on her. In the opening scene of Swing Time, Fred
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dances off stage to join the rest of the dance troupe at the end of a stage performance.
Initially coming to rest on the far right of a crowded group shot he quickly tries to
exit backstage but is pulled back into the middle of the group to take up the scene’s
centre position (Fig. 2.78). Despite being pressed by so many actors on either side in
the shot, and despite wearing exactly the same costume as the other dancers, the
privileging function of centre staging singles Fred out as the one to watch.

Fig. 2.77 Centre staging of Ginger demands
looking mainly at her in scene from The Gay
Divorcee.

Fig. 2.78 Centre staging of Fred picks him out
of crowd in scene from Swing Time.

Centre staging is supported and reinforced by other staging elements and techniques.
The ‘relationships expressed and patterns created in the positioning of the actors’ can
also play an important part in graphically directing attention to the centre of the
scene and Fred and Ginger.16 The beginning of Fred’s nightclub number, ‘Bojangles
of Harlem’, from Swing Time has him performing with a large chorus line of girls on
stage. Characteristically, Fred is positioned in the centre of the opening wide-shot,
but he is initially towards the back of the scene. As he begins a solo tap routine, the
chorus form two rows, one on either side of the wide-shot, which lead from the
foreground to Fred in the background (Fig. 2.79), the two rows creating strongly
16

John Gibbs, Mise-en-scene: Film Style and Interpretation (London and New York: Wallflower
Press, 2002), 17.
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converging lines of perspective which lead to a vanishing point centring on Fred.
Creating a vanishing point on screen and placing it near or behind the actor ‘helps
keep … attention in place on the actor’.17 Staging the chorus in this way produces a
graphic effect which funnels attention to Fred. A less obvious example occurs in an
everyday scene from Roberta where Fred and his band seemingly casually sit around
waiting outside Madame Roberta’s fashion house. The opening wide-shot of the
scene (Fig. 2.80), however, shows the careful staging of not only Fred but also the
actors around him to ensure his visibility. Fred is again placed in the middle of the
scene, in the middle-ground. To augment this centre staging, the positions of the
other actors have been orchestrated to arrange them so that they lead the eye to
where Fred is in the centre of the shot. In the foreground on the far left and right of
the frame an actor is prominently positioned, one sitting on a large drum case and the
other sitting on a bass case. Behind each of them is arranged a slightly irregular line
of other actors leading to the middle of the shot and Fred. Their staging creates
converging lines of perspective leading to a vanishing point centred on Fred, again
producing a graphic funnelling effect pointing to his display.

17

Bruce Block, The Visual Story: Seeing the Structure of Film, TV and New Media (Boston and
Oxford: Focal Press, 2001), 22–23, 16–23; Ward, Picture Composition for Film and Television, 43.
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Fig. 2.79 Actors arranged to create graphic
funnelling effect to direct attention to centre of
shot and Fred in ‘Bojangles of Harlem’ in Swing
Time.

Fig. 2.80
Actors create subtle graphic
funnelling effect to focus attention on Fred at
centre of wide shot of in Roberta.

The staging of actors is also used to create frame-within-a-frame effects in scenes.
‘A frame within a frame emphasizes the principal subject by enclosing it with a
secondary frame’ to focus attention more tightly towards the centre of it. 18 In a
ballroom scene in Follow the Fleet, Fred and Ginger walk from her backstage
dressing room back into the ballroom.

A long-shot shows them entering the

ballroom through a beaded doorway (Fig. 2.81). They and the door are framed in the
centre of the shot in the background. On the left of frame in the middle-ground
stands a sailor with his back to camera. Against the wall on the right, a man and
woman stand talking. In the foreground on the far right sits a sailor with only his
shoulders in shot. The door creates an obvious frame-within-a-frame around Fred
and Ginger, selectively isolating them as the key point of interest and directing
attention to them.19 The actor on the left of frame and the actors on the right of
frame create additional graphic borders within the shot, narrowing the field of vision
and tightening the focus of the shot.

The dark costumes the actors wear also

18

Ward, Picture Composition for Film and Television, 88.
With regard to elements such as doorways, windows and curtains being used in staging to create
what he calls ‘aperture framing’ devices to frame and focus attention on actors, see Bordwell’s On the
History of Film Style, 179–181.
19
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contribute to this, softening the distinction between the edges of the camera frame
and the actors so that they are regarded as the edges of the frame. In a mid three-shot
in Ginger’s apartment in Shall We Dance (Fig. 2.82), the black costumes of Ginger’s
maid and her manager (Jerome Cowan) produce the same effect, creating a smaller
frame within the camera’s frame, and creating in effect a close-up of Ginger.

Fig. 2.81 Actors arranged to create a framewithin-a-frame effect to focus attention on Fred
and Ginger in Follow the Fleet.

Fig. 2.82 Actors used to create frame-within-aframe effect to focus attention on Ginger in
Shall We Dance.

Foreground Staging
Another fundamental staging technique used to privilege Fred and Ginger is to place
them in the foreground of a scene and shot.

Of the three general planes –

foreground, middle-ground and background – the foreground plane is the most
important. It separates elements in its plane from those in the planes behind, and is
the most conspicuous plane in which to place elements to give them visual weight
and prominence.

Actors and elements that might have equal presence in the

foreground plane are made smaller and weaker when placed in the middle or
background planes. ‘Because onscreen space tapers towards the lens, the foreground
figures fill up more of a plane than do the background’ figures and details, thus
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dominating the frame.20 The placement of Fred and Ginger in the foreground plane
is very evident in their numbers. In the early, tentative part of their ‘Never Gonna
Dance’ number from Swing Time, set in the deserted Silver Sandal nightclub, they
are placed immediately in front of the set, partly ascending one of its staircases.
Once the dance gets properly underway, they perform in the scene’s foreground
space well forward of the set, occasionally gliding back to the stairs behind (Fig.
2.83). This pulls them away from being positioned directly against the sweeping artdeco spectacle of the twin staircase set, ensuring that they, and not the set, are on
show. A similar staging occurs in their ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’ number in Top
Hat. Of all the films’ sets, this bandstand is the most ornate and detailed. Its design
is stylistically distinctive and visually arresting, simulating a traditional English
Victorian-style bandstand while giving it a contemporary art-deco look and feel.
Most eye-catching are its pillars, echoing a form of wrought iron lace-work and
patterning. The music stands, too, and their smooth art-deco lines and distinctive
music motif design vie for attention. Walking and then sitting together at the back of
the bandstand at the beginning of the number, Fred and Ginger are placed in the
same background plane as the set’s pillars, railings, chairs and music stands. When
they begin to dance, however, they move into the foreground of the set space (Fig.
2.84). The set’s features and decorative details fall away into the background and
become secondary to Fred and Ginger’s now dominating visual presence.

20

Bordwell, On the History of Film Style, 181, 163–221; Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson, The
Classical Hollywood Cinema, 200, 215–216, 222.
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Fig. 2.83 Foreground staging gives Fred and
Ginger more visual weight than the set in
‘Never Gonna Dance’ from Swing Time.

Fig. 2.84 Foreground staging ensures they
dominate and not the ornate set in ‘Isn’t This a
Lovely Day?’ from Top Hat.

Foreground staging is also used to privilege Fred and Ginger when performing with
other actors in numbers. In ‘Shall We Dance’, Fred dances with several chorines on
a nightclub stage (Fig. 2.85). Fred’s placement in the foreground separates him from
the actors behind, making him taller than the chorines either side of him by the
height of his head and the length of his calf, and twice the size of the chorines in the
far background. In Fred’s ‘I’d Rather Lead a Band’ number from Follow the Fleet,
he is again placed in the foreground and the sailors in the background (Fig. 2.86).
His separation from and visual dominance over them is especially important in this
scene because they are all wearing the same white navy uniform costumes. Without
foreground placement, Fred runs the risk of graphically blending with the other
actors into a mass of white navy uniforms.21

21

Peter Ward makes the same observation with regard to Fred’s number ‘Top Hat, White Tie and
Tails’ in Top Hat where he and the chorus line wear the same costume. Ward, Picture Composition
for Film and Television, 61.
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Fig. 2.85 Foreground staging makes Fred
bigger and more dominant than chorines in
‘Shall We Dance’ from Shall We Dance.

Fig. 2.86 Foreground staging picks Fred out
from other sailors wearing same uniform in ‘I’d
Rather Lead a Band’ from Follow the Fleet.

Foregrounding is also used extensively across the films’ everyday scenes. In a scene
from Shall We Dance set on the deck of an ocean liner, Fred and Ginger take an
evening walk alone and are placed in the immediate foreground of the scene (Fig
2.87), so that the set’s features recede into the distance as a generalised backdrop for
their display. Foreground staging is more commonly used to favour Fred and Ginger
over other actors in everyday scenes. In a crowded New York street scene from
Swing Time, they stop to talk when crossing the road (Fig. 2.88). It is a busy and
dynamic scene, with Fred and Ginger in the foreground, pedestrians crossing the
road with them in the middle-ground, and people on the other side of the street in the
background. The hierarchy of visual planes and the recessionary qualities of the
middle and background planes ensures that Fred and Ginger are the most enlarged
and thus favoured elements in the scene. ‘The closer actors come to the camera, the
more frame area they occupy and the more they block the action behind them’.22

22

Bordwell, On the History of Film Style, 174.
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Fig. 2.87 Foreground staging make Fred and
Ginger dominant visual element in everyday
scene from Shall We Dance.

Fig. 2.88 Foreground staging ensures Fred and
Ginger are dominant over other actors in scene
from Swing Time.

The same foregrounding strategy is used in small group shots.

Supervising a

rehearsal of his show in Shall We Dance, Fred sits with a group of girls waiting to
rehearse (Fig. 2.89). He is separated from the girls and made the primary focus of
interest by occupying the immediate foreground plane.

The use of foreground

staging like this with just one other person in the shot can be seen in a two-shot of
Ginger and supporting actor, Harriet Hilliard, from Follow the Fleet (Fig. 2.90). As
Bordwell puts it, a ‘figure in the foreground is an eye-catcher’.23 Foreground staging
signals who the star is and who to watch.

Fig. 2.89 Foreground staging makes Fred more
visually prominent than the actors in the
background in scene from Shall We Dance.

23

Fig. 2.90 Foreground staging makes Ginger
more visually dominant than the actor in the
background in scene from Follow the Fleet.

Bordwell, Figures Traced in Light, 82.
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Most of these examples are characterised by deep staging where the foreground
plane is distinctly separate and relatively distant from the planes behind. Much
shallower foreground staging is also used to visually privilege Fred and Ginger. This
generally takes the form of figure overlapping in scenes and characterises tight group
shots or two-shots featuring either Fred or Ginger with another supporting actor or
actors. In these the foreground and middle-ground planes are typically brought much
closer together and in some cases seem to almost merge into one, resulting in a less
obvious but no less effective form of foregrounding. As Rudolph Arnheim says,
overlapping creates a ‘distinction between dominating and subservient units’ which
signals a ‘scale of importance lead[ing], by way of two or more steps, from
foreground to background’.24 In Ginger’s ‘Let Yourself Go’ number in Follow the
Fleet, she stands in a row on stage with three chorus girls (Fig. 2.91). There is little
obvious deep stage separation between Ginger and the chorus girls, but Ginger’s left
shoulder and arm overlaps the two girls next to her as she sings and sways.
Although Ginger is standing only one or two steps in front of the girls, the
overlapping creates fore and middle-ground planes between them. In a scene from
The Gay Divorcee where Ginger meets Alice Brady in the customs hall, Brady
introduces Ginger to the customs officers and holds Ginger close to her. In a mid
two-shot of them (Fig 2.92), Ginger is positioned next to but slightly in front of
Brady so that her left shoulder and side of her body partly masks and overlaps
Brady’s right shoulder and side of her body, as Brady actually has Ginger clutched
close to her body with both arms around her. Even though they are in such close
proximity to one another, the overlapping of their bodies creates a discernible

24

Rudolf Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception: A Psychology of the Creative Eye, rev. ed. (Berkeley,
Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1974), 124.
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foreground and background in the shot, with Ginger occupying the most privileged
position.

Fig. 2.91 Overlapping used to privilege Ginger
over other actors in ‘Let Yourself Go’ from
Follow the Fleet.

Fig. 2.92 Subtle overlapping used to privilege
Ginger over Alice Brady in scene from The Gay
Divorcee.

In a mid two-shot of Fred and Victor Moore’s character, ‘Pops’, on a New York
street in Swing Time, Fred and Moore are in the foreground plane of the shot (Fig.
2.93). Within this plane Fred overlaps Moore with his right shoulder and arm,
making him the foregrounded body element in the shot. In a mid two-shot in the
customs hall scene from The Gay Divorcee (Fig. 2.94), Fred and Horton stand almost
shoulder-to-shoulder together, Fred’s left shoulder casting a shadow on Horton’s
right shoulder, indicating that Fred’s body is overlapping Horton’s. This simple
overlapping places Fred as the shot’s foremost figure of importance and interest.
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Fig. 2.93 Overlapping used to privilege Fred
over Victor Moore in scene from Swing Time.

Fig. 2.94 Subtle overlapping privileges Fred
over Edward Horton in scene from The Gay
Divorcee.

Frontal Staging
Frontal staging is the other key staging technique employed to ensure Fred and
Ginger are the actors most on show. Frontal staging refers to the positioning of
characters directly facing the camera so that they are on full display. In contrast, the
positioning of other actors in relation to the camera is generally indirect, facing away
from it with either their backs or profiles visible. There are three basic positions with
regard to frontal staging in a scene. Frontality is where actors generally face the
camera completely front on so that the whole front of their body and face are shown.
Half frontality is where they stand side on or in three-quarter profile to the camera,
and non-frontality is where they stand with their backs to it.

As Ward says,

‘Individuals in the group may be active or passive in their relationship to the overall
composition. Staging people with their backs to camera or in three-quarter profile
weakens their importance’.25
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In a scene from Roberta, Fred and Ginger enter a room to talk to Randolph Scott’s
and Irene Dunne’s characters.

In a long four-shot which covers them walking

through a door (Fig. 2.95), Fred and Ginger are in the centre of the shot in the
middle-ground facing directly towards camera.

Scott and Dunne are in the

foreground on either side of the frame facing Fred and Ginger with their back to
camera. Fred and Ginger are staged frontally and Scott and Dunne non-frontally.
The effect is clear. Fred and Ginger’s bodies, faces and clothes can be clearly and
fully seen, but Scott and Dunne’s cannot, their body positions presenting very little
to look at.

Attention moves immediately past Scott and Dunne to the more

interesting dynamics of what Fred and Ginger have to display – bodies, gestures,
faces, expressions, costumes and costume accessories. 26 With their backs to the
camera and orientated towards Fred and Ginger, Scott and Dunne also provide a
double over-the-shoulder shot, suggesting that the audience is roughly in the same
position as they are, looking at Fred and Ginger. They function as a sort of scopic
relay device, directing attention and interest through them to Fred and Ginger. As
Bordwell states: ‘the direction of other people’s gazes are virtually universal triggers
for attention’.27 In addition to the shot’s use of centre staging, as well as the use of
Scott and Dunne to create a graphic frame-within-a-frame effect, the manipulation of
frontal staging reinforces Fred and Ginger as the centre of attention. A scene from
Shall We Dance in which Ginger’s fiancé (William Brisbane) finds Fred in her
apartment sees the same combination of frontal staging options being employed.
Here, however, it is done without the benefits of centre staging and graphic staging
effects. In a mid three-shot (Fig. 2.96), Brisbane stands on the left of frame in the
26

David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, Film Art: An Introduction, 8th ed. (New York: McGraw–
Hill, 2008), 152–153.
27
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foreground with his back to camera and Ginger and Fred stand in the middle-ground
facing the camera. With nothing of interest to look at with regard to Brisbane
attention is drawn to Fred and Ginger. 28 Because of where he has been positioned,
the over-the-shoulder shot situates the audience next to him looking at the stars,
directing them to do the same.

Fig. 2.95 Frontal staging of Fred and Ginger
and non-frontal staging of Scott and Dunne puts
Fred and Ginger on display and not them in
scene from Roberta.

Fig. 2.96 Frontal staging of Fred and Ginger
and non-frontal staging of Brisbane puts them
on display and not him in scene from Shall We
Dance.

With frontality such an ‘eye-catcher,’ a combination of frontal and non-frontal
staging to ensure Fred and Ginger are on full display and the centre of attention is a
constant in the films’ everyday scenes and – as examples from Follow the Fleet, Top
Hat, Shall We Dance and The Gay Divorcee show (Figs. 2.97 – 2.100) – is especially
evident in the films’ two-shots.29

28
29
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Fig. 2.97 Frontal and non-frontal staging in
two-shot from Follow the Fleet.

Fig. 2.98 Frontal and non-frontal staging in
two-shot from Top Hat.

Fig. 2.99 Frontal and non-frontal staging in
two-shot from Shall We Dance.

Fig. 2.100 Frontal and non-frontal staging in
two-shot from The Gay Divorcee.

Other combinations of frontal staging are also used. Most common is the use of
frontality and half-frontality which can be seen in almost every scene. In the scene
from Roberta where Fred and his band wait while Randolph Scott’s character visits
his Aunt, Fred sits with some band members. In a tight group shot (Fig. 2.101), Fred
sits on a step in the middle of them, front on to the camera while the band members
sit side-on and in profile. Part of the fronts of their bodies can be seen but their faces
are in profile, orientated towards the centre of the shot. Fred’s frontal position
allows the audience full access to him and his expressions and personality. In
profile, the band members’ half-frontal positions hide half their faces and features,
offering less with which to engage. The other notable aspect of their staging is that
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they face across the frame to converge their looks on Fred. In doing so, they help to
direct the audience’s line of sight should it stray, relaying it through their half-frontal
body and face orientation back towards him. The arrangement of their bodies also
creates a subtle graphic funnelling effect. In a scene in Horton’s law office in The
Gay Divorcee (Fig. 2.102), Horton stands on the left of frame, Ginger sits in the
middle and Brady sits on the right. Ginger is staged frontally while Horton and
Brady are both staged half-frontally, facing inwards to Ginger’s middle position.
Ginger’s frontality puts her star personae, body and costume on full display. Their
half-frontality effaces them. As in the previous example, the subtle placement of
Horton and Brady a few steps further forward in the foreground than Ginger creates a
graphic funnelling effect to guide attention to her.

Fig. 2.101 Staging Fred frontally and actors
half-frontally ensures he is on full display and
not them in scene from Roberta.

Fig. 2.102 Frontal staging of Ginger and halffrontal staging of Horton and Brady favours her
full display over them.

This combination of frontality and half-frontality is characteristic of two-shots
featuring Fred or Ginger with another actor. In examples from The Gay Divorcee,
Roberta, Follow the Fleet and Top Hat (Figs. 2.103 – 2.106), the contrast between
Fred and Ginger’s flat on, frontal position and the supporting actor’s side-on, half-
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frontal position is very marked, illustrating very clearly that the films’ staging design
and intent is to put Fred and Ginger, and not others, on full display.

Fig. 2.103 Frontal and half-frontal staging in
two-shot from The Gay Divorcee.

Fig. 2.104 Frontal and half-frontal staging in
two-shot from Roberta.

Fig. 2.105 Frontal and half-frontal staging in
two-shot from Follow the Fleet.

Fig. 2.106 Frontal and half-frontal staging in
two-shot from Top Hat.

Often, of course, a mix of frontal, half-frontal and non-frontal staging positions will
be used in scenes. All three options are used in a ship scene from Shall We Dance.
As Fred and Ginger descend some stairs frontally from the top right of frame, three
other passengers on the bottom left wait and watch (Fig. 2.107). The two men on the
left are positioned non-frontally and half-frontally and the woman next to them nonfrontally. Staged indirectly to the camera, they are of no competing interest to the
fully displayed sight of Fred and Ginger. This same basic mix of staging positions is
evident in the scene where Ginger arrives in the nightclub theatre to watch Fred’s
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show. In a long four-shot, she is accompanied by her fiancé, lawyer and manager
(Fig. 2.108). Ginger is positioned frontally in the middle of the shot, while their
position and orientation is in staging deference to Ginger’s superior star status and
the requirement for her to be fully seen. The use of frontal, half-frontal and nonfrontal staging is a common staging strategy in the films, its aim once again being to
make certain that Fred and Ginger are principally on show to the audience and no
one else.

Fig. 2.107 Frontal, half-frontal and non-frontal
staging in scene from Shall We Dance.

Fig. 2.108 Frontal, half-frontal and non-frontal
staging in scene from Shall We Dance.

Just as the films’ scenographic elements have been carefully organised to clearly
showcase Fred and Ginger, so too have their staging aspects. The strategies and
devices of separate, withdrawn, centre, foreground and frontal staging have been
utilised in simple but highly effective ways to formally emphasise and put Fred and
Ginger on display in the numbers and scenes. Whether performing entirely on their
own through their scripted retreat to a separate location or space within a setting or
through others’ withdrawal from their immediate vicinity, whether placed in the
centre and foreground of shots while others are placed at the sides and in the
background, or whether positioned exclusively frontally while others generally are
not, other actors’ presence in the films are muted and Fred and Ginger’s is pointed up
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to ensure they are the centre of attention at all times and their performances and
personae always on show.
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3

Shots
In addition to the use of scenography and staging to formally guarantee Fred and
Ginger’s visibility throughout the star vehicle, the films also draw heavily on
cinematography and editing to meet the same aesthetic goal. As Jurgen Muller and
Jorn Hetebrugge say, Classical Hollywood’s ‘Camera and editing strategies were
wholly concentrated on showing the stars to their best advantage and removing
anything that might stop moviegoers identifying with their heroes’.1 Charles Musser
argues that ‘In many films, the use of close-ups does not simply allow us to better
understand the story. Editing and close-ups are also used to give opportunity to look
at stars. Certain moments and gestures are meaningful only in terms of a star’s
persona, not merely in terms of the story itself’. 2 Chapter Three analyses those
aspects of camera and editing that the films have used to present Fred and Ginger in
the films, including different shot sizes and positions, the way they have been cut
together and organised to cover numbers and scenes, as well as their more subtle
formal or technical qualities. It argues that these elements – camera framing and
position, shot duration and coverage, soft focus and depth-of-field – have also been
systematically organised to spectacularise Fred and Ginger’s presence in the films
and ensure their constant display to the audience.

1

Jurgen Muller and Jorn Hetebrugge, “Shadows”, in Movies of the 20s and Early Cinema, ed. Jurgen
Muller (Koln and London: Taschen, 2007), 17–18.
2
Charles Musser, “Rethinking Early Cinema: Cinema of Attractions and Narrativity,” The Cinema of
Attractions Reloaded, ed. Wanda Strauven (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006 ), 411.
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Shots: Framing
Christine Gledhill reminds us that ‘Photography, and especially the close-up, offers
audiences a gaze at the bodies of stars closer and more sustained than the majority of
real-life encounters’.3 Thus, camera framing plays a central role in the star vehicle’s
effective and pleasurable display of stars to their fans. Using ‘variable framing’, as
Noel Carroll calls it, ‘the director assures that the spectator is attending where and
when she should’. Changing frame size to make the subject larger or smaller in the
frame, framing elements in or out from around the subject, or moving the camera to
another position in the set and seeing the subject from a different viewpoint, all
provide the films with some of the most effective techniques with which to
emphasise Fred and Ginger’s presence.4

In the ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day (To Be Caught in the Rain)?’ number from Top Hat,
a wide-shot shows an ornately designed and decorated park bandstand where Ginger
takes shelter from the rain. Fred arrives in the foreground driving a Hansom cab to
join her. The camera tracks in as he climbs down and follows him to form a loose
long-shot at the steps. There is a cut to a long two-shot of Fred in the foreground and
Ginger in the background, following Fred to Ginger and then both of them as they
walk along the back of the bandstand. Ginger sits down. As Fred sits next to her,
the camera tracks in from a standing long two-shot to a sitting long two-shot. There
is a cut to a loose mid two-shot and Fred starts singing. When they move to another
seat the shot follows them and then tracks in to a tight two-shot which is held for the

3

Christine Gledhill, “Signs of Melodrama,” in Stardom: Industry of Desire, ed. Christine Gledhill
(London and New York: Routledge, 1991), 210.
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duration of the song (Figs. 3.1 – 3.8). Framing being ‘the process of selecting a part
of a view in order to isolate it and so give it emphasis’, these shots become
increasingly closer and tighter to ensure that Fred and Ginger are picked out of the
scene and their performance the sole centre of interest. 5 Once the wide-shot
performs its basic scene-setting function, the track in and the shots following it work
to incrementally increase the stars’ size in the frame so that they can be seen more
closely and distinctly. The mid two-shot (Fig 3.6) is particularly motivated by the
need to get close to Fred and Ginger. The song requires an expressive performance
from them that relies heavily on their small and subtle uses of gestures and facial
features which the mid two-shot shows in detail. Especially important is the shot’s
change of camera position to the right. In the preceding long two-shots, of Fred
standing and then sitting next to Ginger, (Figs. 3.4 – 3.5), the camera is placed fronton to the set and them, so that when they talk and look at each other, they are in
profile or three-quarter profile. Moving the camera further around to the right of the
set allows them to be framed more frontally and seen directly face-on, ensuring that
they are on full display and every expression is clearly visible. ‘The more the
camera angle approaches full face, the more facial expression is gained’. 6 The
tighter framing of the shot also works to incrementally frame-out and minimise the
presence of many of the set’s potentially distracting design features, including the
music stand which was prominently positioned in front of Fred and Ginger in the
previous shot. In this way, the film clearly puts on display the personae to which

5
6

Roy Thompson, Grammar of the Shot (Oxford: Focal Press, 1998), 60.
Ibid., 164.
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fans were attracted: Fred’s ‘likeable, happy-go-lucky’ manner and Ginger’s ‘feisty
yet arrestingly vulnerable’ personality.7

Fig. 3.1 Once scene established, use of…

Fig. 3.2 …increasingly closer and tighter…

Fig. 3.3 …shots across the number…

Fig. 3.4 …and a change of camera…

Fig. 3.5 …position from the front…

Fig. 3.6 …to the right of the set increases...

7

John Mueller, Astaire Dancing: The Musical Films (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010), 9.
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Fig. 3.7 …Fred and Ginger’s size, frames out
distracting set detail and ensures…

Fig. 3.8 …they are on full display in ‘Isn’t This
a Lovely Day?’ from Top Hat.

The beginning of Ginger’s ‘Let Yourself Go’ number from Follow the Fleet displays
a similar use of framing and camera position.

A wide-shot shows a ballroom

crowded with couples dancing in the foreground and middle-ground, with Ginger
and a band performing on stage in the far background. As Ginger starts singing, the
camera tracks in and settles on a long-shot of her. When she sings the chorus, there
is a cut to a medium close-up of her (Figs. 3.9 – 3.14). The opening wide-shot
performs an initial scene-setting function, but then tracks in, motivated by the need
to pick Ginger out. The dancers in the bottom foreground half of the frame and the
band in the background behind still make the shot too busy to focus on her without
distraction and her gestures and facial expressions are still too far away to see
clearly. Cutting to the medium close-up frames out these elements and allows
Ginger’s expressive performance to be seen in more detail.

‘The audience’s

attention is drawn to the face so completely that it precludes all other information
and concentrated on only facial characteristics’. 8

The shot’s change of camera

position to the left also frames out the band members behind her, placing her against
the neutral and less distracting band piano and presenting her more frontally.
8

Thompson, Grammar of the Shot, 134.
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Fig. 3.9 Track in from establishing…

Fig. 3.10 …wide-shot of ballroom…

Fig. 3.11 …to a closer long-shot…

Fig. 3.12 …of Ginger picks her…

Fig. 3.13 …out of busy scene in ‘Let Yourself
Go’ from Follow the Fleet.

Fig. 3.14 Medium close-up and change of
camera position frames out distractions in
scene.

Shots focussing on Fred and Ginger are also evident in everyday scenes. In the
ballroom scene from Follow the Fleet, they enter the ballroom from backstage to find
a table and talk. A group long-shot shows them walking through a door to join
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people standing either side and sitting in the foreground at tables.

They walk

forward into the shot to create a medium long two-shot which then tracks right with
them to an empty table. They sit, and alternating medium close-ups of each show
them talking (Figs. 3.15 – 3.22). The long-shot quickly establishes the setting. Their
walk forward into a tighter shot gives them more visual weight and prominence. The
track right to their table is carefully framed, focussed and timed to minimise the
disruptive presence of other couples sitting at tables in the near foreground. The
medium close-ups and their different positions are motivated by the need to see their
features and expressions in detail, to avoid presenting them in three-quarter or full
profile and to frame-out the distractions of a sailor and an empty chair in the
foreground from their immediate performative vicinity.

Fig. 3.15 Increasing use of tighter…

Fig. 3.16 …shot sizes to frame out…

Fig. 3.17 …set features and details and…

Fig. 3.18 …and other actors…
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Fig. 3.19 …to make sure Fred and Ginger…

Fig. 3.20 …are the sole centre of interest…

Fig. 3.21 …in ballroom scene from…

Fig. 3.22 …Follow the Fleet.

These techniques are especially important in privileging Fred and Ginger in
ensemble scenes with other actors. In the opening scene of Swing Time, Fred plays
craps in his dressing room with his vaudeville dancing buddies while waiting for his
pants to come back from the tailor’s. A loose group medium long-shot shows Fred,
his six dancing buddies and his sidekick (Victor Moore) arriving with his pants. This
is followed by a mid two-shot of Fred and Moore, another medium long group-shot
and then a medium close-up of Fred only (Figs. 3.23 – 3.26). The first group
medium long-shot establishes the scene, but it is crowded with seven other actors
crammed into it. With attention divided amongst all the bodies and action, Fred’s
presence and performance runs the risk of being lost. The cut to the closer mid twoshot of Fred and Moore addresses this by showing Fred in more detail and framing
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out most of the other actors. The return to the medium long-shot shows Fred putting
on his pants but with him moving ever closer to the edge of the frame and other
actors standing up and masking him. This motivates the cut to the medium close-up,
which picks him out of the scene and reasserts his prominence. The mid two-shot
and medium close-up have also been placed further around to the right of the set to
shoot Fred more face on.

Fig. 3.23 Fred’s presence and performance…

Fig. 3.24 …strategically asserted in…

Fig. 3.25 …scene busy with other actors
through the use of…

Fig. 3.26 …medium close-ups and change of
camera position to right in Swing Time.

If the gestural and facial-based performance nature of song numbers and everyday
dialogue scenes are characterised by closer, tighter mid-shot type framing, other
aspects of Fred and Ginger’s personae and talent require different framing. The
dance numbers are physical and whole-bodied in nature, needing wider, looser
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framing to fully capture their performance. In addition to feet and legs, Fred was
reputedly the first American tap dancer also ‘consciously to employ the full
resources of arms, hands, and torso for visual representation’.9 Wider, looser, head
to toe long-shot framing characterises their dance numbers, showing Fred and
Ginger’s entire bodies and the number’s overall choreographic shape and pattern,
ensuring that nothing of their skills and performance is missed. Larry Billman
comments that ‘when Fred danced the camera kept him in full figure and moved with
him so that we could always understand the physicality of the complete number’.10
Certainly, this was the intention of the films’ cinematographer, David Abel. A 1936
American Cinematographer article reported his approach to the numbers: ‘Full figure
shots are taken … There are no cut-in close-ups’, so as to ‘carry the natural beauty,
grace and rhythmic flow of physical movement in complete and unadulterated value’
to the audience.11 Apart from a medium long two-shot of Fred and Ginger and a
medium close-up reaction shot of Ginger leading into it, their ‘They All Laughed’
dance number from Shall We Dance is covered entirely in two long take panning and
tracking long-shots. As Fred throws Ginger into a spinning movement across the
floor, the full arc of the movement created by their bodies is on show, as is the
stylish way they execute it. At the end of his throw, Fred strikes an elegant finishing
pose by extending an arm and pointing a foot while Ginger gracefully spins away
from him with hands held delicately in the air and feet placed perfectly on the floor
9

Ned Wayburn, quoted in Peter William Evans, Top Hat (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 20.
Larry Billman, “Special Features: Commentary,” in Top Hat, (United States of America: Turner
Entertainment Co. and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., 2006), DVD; Henry Jenkins and Kristine
Karnick make the same observation with regard to the physicality and stylised movements of comedy,
saying set pieces were often shot ‘from a more distant camera position to preserve the comic
performance’s integrity’, see Henry Jenkins and Kristine Brunovska Karnick, “Acting Funny,” in
Classical Hollywood Comedy, eds. Kristine Brunovska Karnick and Henry Jenkins (New York and
London: Routledge, 1995), 153.
11
Harry Burdick, “David Abel Evolves New Technique,” American Cinematographer, July 1936,
288.
10
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(Fig. 3.27). In other parts of the number the long shot shows their athleticism and
balance as they leap into the air with hands outstretched and pivot on one foot to
mirror each other’s movements (Fig. 3.28), while in others their timing is on display
as they dance in unison with feet, legs, arms and heads in the same positions as they
move from one dance step to the another (Fig. 3.29). Elsewhere, pure dancing skill
is on show as they circle around the floor together and Ginger spins like a top under
Fred’s arm while he tap dances alongside her at the same time (Fig. 3.30).
Appreciation of how skilfully they coordinate the different parts of their bodies and
dance techniques into one accomplished coherent whole – a ‘poem in grace and
harmony’ – rests on seeing their bodies in full figure.12

Fig. 3.27 Long-shot framing allows us to see…

Fig. 3.28 …all of Fred and Ginger’s bodies…

12

Film review of dance performance in Roberta, “What’s New on Screen,” Hollywood, May 1935,
34.
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Fig. 3.29 …and the whole range of skills and
talent being simultaneously...

Fig. 3.30 … used in their performance of ‘They
All Laughed’ from Shall We Dance.

Fred’s solo tap dance routine in ‘Top Hat, White Tie and Tails’ from Top Hat is
covered entirely in long-shot. Fred performs his routine with a cane. As he tap
dances he also deftly taps the point of the cane down on the floor to integrate it with
his footwork, and twirls it around in the air to punctuate a step or move (Figs. 3.31 –
3.34).

The performance requires the audience to see what Fred is doing

simultaneously with the cane and his feet, showing how he brings the rhythm and
timing of each aspect of the performance into one perfectly sequenced tap dance
routine.

Fig. 3.31 Long-shot shows...

Fig. 3.32 …how skilfully Fred…
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Fig. 3.33 …integrates his cane into his solo tap
dance routine…

Fig. 3.34 …from ‘Top Hat, White Tie and
Tails’ from Top Hat.

The use of long-shots is also motivated by another important impulse – to display the
authenticity of Fred and Ginger’s dancing skills. Discussing Buster Keaton’s use of
the long-shot to show to the audience that his stunts were not fake, Noel Carroll
suggests that ‘the long-shot is used to demonstrate that the represented actions are
authentic rather than synthetically contrived through editing’.13 A close-up of Fred
or Ginger’s feet performing a piece of virtuoso dancing, for example, might not
actually be of Fred or Ginger’s feet, whereas a long-shot shows it is unmistakably
them moving with such skill and elegance around the floor and executing the
perfectly timed footwork with such dexterity. As Harry Burdick reported, ‘No tricks
are used. What Astaire does on the screen, he does before Abel’s camera – and Abel
captures it’.14 Demonstrating and authenticating that it is them performing, the longshot serves to showcase what highly talented dancers they are, particularly when they
perform something which is clearly difficult. At the end of The Gay Divorcee Fred
and Ginger reprise ‘The Continental’ and waltz arm-in-arm up and over the breakfast
table twice, the long-shot very clearly showing them stepping in tandem up onto the
13

Noel Carroll, Comedy Incarnate: Buster Keaton, Physical Humor, and Bodily Coping (Oxford:
Blackwell Publishing, 2007), 78.
14
Burdick, “David Abel Evolves New Technique,” 293.
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chair, the table and then down the other side onto the other chair to land faultlessly
on the floor and continue their dance (Figs. 3.35 – 3.38). From the beginning of the
long-shot to its end, their performance is one continuous, unfolding, ‘as live’ piece of
action, drawing attention to what they physically and technically accomplish as
dancers and showing off the breathtakingly high level of skills required to pull off
such a spectacularly risky routine.

Fig. 3.35 Long-shot framing authenticates Fred
and Ginger’s…

Fig. 3.36 …audacious and virtuosic set piece
dance move up…

Fig. 3.37 …and over the breakfast table in their
‘Continental Reprise’…

Fig. 3.38 …number from The Gay Divorcee as
real.

Wider, looser framing is also used to display Fred and Ginger’s bodies in the
everyday scenes. Although closer, tighter mid-shot framing tends to be the default in
these scenes, there is also a need to see their whole bodies in full in order to show
them off in their costumes. In their numbers Fred and Ginger’s entire costumes are
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constantly on exhibition, showing how sophisticated and glamorous they look. In the
everyday scenes the full presentation of costumes is necessarily fragmented by closer
framing, but long-shots are strategically used at certain points to display them in full
costume.

Often this is done when Fred and Ginger first appear in a scene. In Shall We Dance,
Ginger takes her dog for an evening walk on a ship’s deck. The scene opens with a
close-up of a passenger’s small dog and tracks back past other passengers walking
their dogs to form a panning long-shot of Ginger walking hers in the foreground
(Fig. 3.39). The shot shows Ginger’s entire costume, a chic and stylishly tailored
long black evening gown worn with a tight fitting bolero white silk jacket and pair of
high heel shoes. The head-to-toe framing allows each part of the costume’s design to
be seen, as well as putting Ginger on show. The costume has been designed to
display Ginger to advantage and the long-shot shows how it accentuates her slender
figure and makes her look sophisticated and elegant. In the scene from Swing Time
where Fred pleads for Ginger’s forgiveness by picketing outside her hotel door, there
is a cut from the hotel hallway to the inside of Ginger’s room where she makes her
first appearance in the scene. She is initially framed in the foreground in a medium
long-shot, looking at Helen Broderick’s character standing on a chair in the
background encouraging Fred through a window above the door. Here, the shot
establishes the scene’s new environment. However, when Ginger moves to the door
and helps Broderick down, a long-shot shows her in full (Fig. 3.40), together with the
very novel trench coat-style dressing gown she is wearing. Cinched in at the waist, it
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shows off her figure and makes her look classy and moderne. Both scenes put on
show what Silver Screen identified as the ‘slimmest waist of this generation’.15

Fig. 3.39 Establishing long-shot used to show
Ginger’s costume off in full in scene from Shall
We Dance.

Fig. 3.40
Establishing long-shot shows
Ginger’s whole outfit in scene from Swing
Time.

Although obviously less spectacular than Ginger’s, long shots are used in the same
way to show Fred’s costumes and how debonair he looks in them. ‘Considered one
of America’s best dressed men’, according to a 1937 Hollywood article, this was an
aspect of Fred’s persona that was frequently commented on and celebrated in fan
magazines.16 In a scene from The Gay Divorcee Fred exits a hotel lift into a hallway,
looking for Ginger’s room. The opening long-shot both establishes the new location
and shows Fred in full figure (Fig. 3.41). It allows the audience to appreciate how
his elegant tailoring makes him look trim, suave and sophisticated. The same longshot framing is used to the same effect in Top Hat when Fred appears for the first
time in a restaurant scene where Ginger is dining with Helen Broderick. Cutting

15

Caption accompanying photograph of Ginger posing in bathing suit with surfboard, in Silver
Screen, May 1934, 15.
16
Hugh Daniels, “Fashions for Men,” in Hollywood, July 1937, 30–31. While Fred’s costumes may
have been less spectacular than Ginger’s, the way he dressed was often described in detail, clearly
constructing Fred as suave and sophisticated but also reflecting fans’ interest in his sartorial style and
elegance. As Daniels wrote: ‘FRED ASTAIRE injects his personality into his clothes. Note his handloomed vicuna jacket, white Oxford shirt with buttoned down collar, spitalfield tie, English foulard
sports kerchief in his pocket and his perfectly tied tie’.
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away from them, a long-shot shows Fred entering the restaurant looking for them
(Fig. 3.42). Although the shot is composed with another diner at a table in the
foreground, it is carefully organised so that the middle is left clear to frame Fred, so
that he and his costume are on full display.

Fig. 3.41 Opening long-shot in scene from The
Gay Divorcee shows Fred’s costume in full.

Fig. 3.42 Long-shot designed to ensure the
audience can see Fred’s entire costume in scene
from Top Hat.

When Fred and Ginger appear in a scene and their costume is not initially seen in
full, long-shots are strategically placed elsewhere in the scene. In Top Hat Ginger
enters the hotel lobby and walks to the reception desk to talk to the hotel concierge.
During her approach and conversation her costume is partially masked by other
people, with only her upper body shown in mid-shots and medium close-ups. When
she finishes her conversation and walks away from the desk, a cut to a long shot
shows off the whole ensemble (Fig. 3.43). When Fred appears in the scene, a full
view of his costume is masked first by the hotel’s stair landing railings and then by
the mid two-shot in which he tells Horton that there is a phone call for him in his
room. When Fred then skips down the stairs, a long-shot follows him to the bottom
so that he can be seen in full costume (Fig. 3.44).

That these long-shots are

specifically motivated by an imperative to show the costumes off in full is
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underscored by the fact that in both cases there is no pressing need to set the scene,
since the hotel lobby’s layout has already been established in previous shots. Both
long-shots could have been mid-shots or medium long-shots, and their use indicates
that they are motivated by the intention to display Fred and Ginger’s costumes and
thus them as the film’s main attractions.

Fig. 3.43 Strategic use of long-shot framing to
show Ginger’s costume in full in scene from
Top Hat.

Fig. 3.44 Strategic use of long-shot to show
Fred’s costume in full in scene from Top Hat.

Sometimes long-shots are used in a scene to show off a costume despite it having
already been seen in full. Often this is done when the costume is especially novel or
spectacular and has not been presented long enough on screen to be seen properly
and full pleasure taken in it. In the café scene from Roberta which immediately
follows Ginger’s rehearsal of the song ‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’, Fred and Ginger sit
on some steps and talk about the old days when they were boyfriend and girlfriend.
They then get up and walk over to the side of the dance floor where they continue
talking. When they stand, there is a cut from the mid-two shot which has been
covering their conversation on the steps to a long two-shot which pans right with
them to the side of the dance floor, allowing Ginger and her costume to be seen in
full (Figs. 3.45 – 3.48). Ginger’s very novel and stylish pant suit has been seen in
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full earlier in the scene when Ginger skips down the stairs to join Fred, but not for
long enough for full pleasure to be taken in its overall style and design. The shot is
in part motivated by the need to show them moving from one part of the set to
another, but its principal purpose is to show off the costume again in its entirety.
This is demonstrated by the shot being held for their entire conversation until they
move to the centre of the dance floor to dance. Long-shots are normally used in
conversation scenes only briefly to establish the actors’ geographical position.
Seeing Fred and Ginger up close is on this occasion less important than seeing her
costume in full, appreciating its original form-fitting design and how it shows off
Ginger’s figure to advantage.

Fig. 3.45 Following their conversation on café
steps…

Fig. 3.46 …exclusive long-shot framing of
conversation at side of dance floor…

Fig. 3.47 …designed to show off the novelty
and spectacle of Ginger’s pant suit outfit…

Fig. 3.48 …and how good she looks in it in
scene from Roberta.
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Shots: Coverage
The way shots are organised and edited together provides the films with further
formal opportunities to spectacularise Fred and Ginger and ensure their visibility. As
Richard Maltby notes, ‘In combination with framing and composition, editing …
modulates audience interest from the general to the particular, and emphasizes
significant details’.17 Decisions about which shots are placed where, when and for
how long provide the films with some powerful strategies and techniques to
emphasise Fred and Ginger’s presence. Shot coverage most obviously favours Fred
and Ginger in their numbers, where it is typically focused only on them: no cutaways
or reactions shots of another subject are used in the scenes while they sing or dance.
As John Mueller has observed, Fred ‘determined not only how the camera would be
positioned, but also how the dance sequences would be cut, editing them to preserve
the integrity of the dance and effectively preventing the intrusion of cluttering and
disorientating inserts in the dance sequences’ such as cutaways and reaction shots.18
In ‘Night and Day’ from The Gay Divorcee and ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’ from Top
Hat, when there is a cut from one shot to another the camera remains on them. In
‘Night and Day’s’ evening beachside pavilion setting there are no separate cutaway
shots of a silvery moon, moonlit beach or any other aspect of the setting to add more
romantic colour and mood (Figs. 3.49 – 3.50). In ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’ there
are no cutaway shots of dark clouds, flashing lightning or rain, even though they
would be motivated by the thunderstorm taking place around them and the number’s
theme (Figs. 3.51 – 3.52).

17
18

Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 333.
Mueller, Astaire Dancing, 27–29.
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Fig. 3.49 In ‘Night and Day’ from The Gay
Divorcee, no cutaway shots are used.

Fig. 3.50 All shots used in the number feature
them and nothing else.

Fig. 3.51 In ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’ from
Top Hat…

Fig. 3.52 ...all shots used are of them.

Even in numbers where they are performing in front of other people and there is
stronger motivation for cutting to the watching audience or accompanying band, the
shots are almost always of them. Fred’s ‘Top Hat, White Tie and Tails’ number
from Top Hat is performed in a Broadway-type theatre. Despite ample opportunity
for motivated shots of appreciative audience members or the conductor and players
in the orchestra pit, the coverage remains wholly on Fred’s performance from when
he first steps onto the stage to the final curtain (Figs. 3.53 – 3.54). Only then is there
a cut to a shot of Horton and others in a theatre box clapping wildly. Fred and
Ginger’s nightclub dance performance of ‘They All Laughed’ from Shall We Dance
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similarly offers multiple opportunities for separate cutaway shots of others – the
scene’s supporting character actors, other nightclub patrons, the band leader and
band – watching them appreciatively, but none of these are taken up (Figs 3.55 –
3.56); while other actors may occasionally appear on the edges or in the background,
all shots covering the number are focussed on Fred and Ginger, maintaining the nonnarrative integrity of the number and their status as performers rather than cutting
away to other actors and events to progress the plot.

Fig. 3.53 Despite theatrical motivation to
cutaway to appreciative audience members and
others in Fred’s…

Fig. 3.54 …‘Top Hat, White Tie and Tails’
number from Top Hat, the camera remains
solely focused on him.

Fig. 3.55 Shots of appreciative audience in
nightclub setting of ‘They All Laughed’ from…

Fig. 3.56 …Swing Time not used in preference
for shots which remain on Fred and Ginger.

When numbers do cut away from them performing, it is often to show Fred watching
Ginger perform a song number, as in ‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’ in the Café Russe
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scene in Roberta or when he sees her for the first time singing ‘Let Yourself Go’ in
the ballroom scene in Follow the Fleet. Sometimes there may be a cut to a shot of
one of the supporting actors, as with Eric Blore as he watches Fred and Ginger’s
fancy footwork in ‘Pick Yourself Up’ in the dance school scene in Swing Time, or
when there is a cut to Fred’s sailor buddies watching him and Ginger show their stuff
in their ‘Let Yourself Go’ number in the dance competition scene in Follow the
Fleet. These cuts happen only occasionally, sparingly and briefly, and usually only
near the beginning or towards the end of a number.19 The weight of the camera
coverage across Fred and Ginger’s numbers is overwhelmingly devoted to showing
them to the exclusion of anything or anyone else.

Coverage favouring Fred and Ginger also occurs at the level of individual shots
within numbers. This is especially so with regard to their dance performances where
long duration shots are used to highlight their skills. As Hermes Pan noted, ‘we used
to strive to shoot a dance as one performance and we did, many times. Poor Fred
and Ginger, it nearly killed them’.20 Long duration shots perform a similar function
to the films’ exclusive use of long-shots to put their whole bodies on display, by
displaying their performance skills through a sequence of several different
movements for a sustained period, ‘the duration of the shots emphasizing the
complexities of a sustained performance’. 21 While ‘few of … the dances are
presented in a single shot … the number of shots is almost always small’.22 More
choreographically complex and challenging because of their extended nature and the
19
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21
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need to maintain a faultless performance throughout, these long duration shots
demand a virtuosic, highly accomplished performance which is worthy of
admiration.

In ‘Night and Day’ in The Gay Divorcee, the dance is covered in twelve shots.
While several are brief, shot six in the sequence is 39 seconds long, shot nine 29
seconds and shot eleven 35 seconds. (Figs. 3.57 – 3.59). In each of these shots Fred
and Ginger put together several perfectly coordinated, timed and polished dance
movements, all requiring a high level of skill in their execution.

Fig. 3.57 Strategic use of long duration shots to
show that…

Fig. 3.58 …Fred and Ginger are highly skilled
…

Fig. 3.59 …dancers in ‘Night and Day’ from
The Gay Divorcee.
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For most numbers, the long duration shot is the dominant mode of coverage. Of the
five shots used to cover ‘Pick Yourself Up’ from Swing Time, for example, shot one
is 17 seconds, shot two is two seconds, shot three is four seconds, shot four is three
seconds and shot five is one minute and 36 seconds. Shot one, the first long duration
shot with which the number begins, is a promise of things to come. Shot five, the
long duration shot which the number ends with, delivers on this promise as they
faultlessly spin, whirl and tap dance their shoes off for over a minute and a half
around the dance floor (Figs. 3.60 – 3.61).23

Fig. 3.60 Long duration shots to display Fred
and Ginger’s dancing skills…

Fig. 3.61 …in ‘Pick Yourself Up’ from Swing
Time.

Nowhere is this preference for long duration shot coverage seen more clearly than in
the several numbers where only one shot is used to cover the whole dance. Fred and
Ginger’s dance turn in ‘The Piccolino’ in Top Hat and their ‘Waltz in Swing Time’
routine in Swing Time are covered with only one long duration shot – two minutes
and six seconds and two minutes and 35 seconds respectively (Figs. 3.62 – 3.63).
That only one shot is used displays dance skills of the highest order, especially in
23

The preference for long duration shot coverage is also evident in such numbers as ‘Never Gonna
Dance’ from Swing Time and ‘Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off’ from Shall We Dance where only two
shots are used to cover the whole sequence. In ‘Never Gonna Dance’, shot one is two minutes and 30
seconds and shot two is 25 seconds. In ‘Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off’, shot one is one minute and
39 seconds and shot two is 37 seconds.
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‘Waltz in Swing Time’ which in its mix of ballroom, tap and ballet is technically
more complicated.24

Fig. 3.62 Only one long duration shot used to
cover the entirety of ‘The Piccolino’ from Top
Hat.

Fig. 3.63 Single long duration shot used to
cover whole of ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ from
Swing Time.

Coverage focused primarily on Fred and Ginger is, of course, not possible in the
everyday scenes which they must share with other actors, since the delivery of basic
story and plot information requires that others must also be seen saying and doing
things. The placement and duration of shots across a scene, however, provide the
films with several formal coverage options with which to emphasise Fred and
Ginger’s presence and assert their star status. Consequently, a range of techniques
are used in the coverage of a scene to ensure Fred and Ginger are in some way
favoured.

Some of the most effective of these techniques simply involve giving them the first
shot, the first tight shot or the only tight shot in a scene. Alternatively, they might be
given the tightest shots or the largest number of tight shots in a scene, particularly at
the beginning of the films when they make their first on-screen appearance. When
24

The other notable instance of long duration shot coverage is Fred’s ‘Needle in a Haystack’ number
in The Gay Divorcee, where he tap dances, spins, whirls and ballet leaps around the room and over the
furniture to perform the entire routine in one long duration shot lasting almost two minutes.
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Fred makes his first appearance in The Gay Divorcee’s opening Paris nightclub
scene, he is privileged over Horton who is also appearing for the first time.
Following a novelty act of chorus girls performing a finger puppet routine on stage, a
medium-long four-shot shows a concession girl serving a table of patrons, panning
left and tracking back as she climbs some stairs but then leaving her to continue
tracking dramatically back past Fred’s head and shoulder to end on a close-up of his
hand dancing with a finger puppet on the table. There is then a cut to a mid-shot of
Fred. This is followed by a mid-shot of Horton on the other side of the table dancing
with his finger puppet, after which there is a cut to a close-up of his hand and the
puppet which then slowly tracks out to a medium-long two-shot of them both sitting
at the table (Figs. 3.64 – 3.71). The coverage privileges Fred over Horton here in
two key ways. Firstly, he is given primacy in the scene by appearing in the first two
shots. Secondly, his introductory coverage is distinctly different from Horton’s.
Whereas the opening two shots are visually dramatic and dynamic, directing
attention inward to Fred as the scene’s centre of interest, the static mid-shot of
Horton and the more measured tracking-out from the close-up to the medium long
two-shot draw attention outward and away from him to indicate that he is not the
focus of the scene. The more dynamic and spectacularising coverage that Fred
receives here, which Noel Carroll would call a ‘form of cinematic ostension’, has the
effect of visually marking him out as more special than Horton. 25 A simpler
coverage of the scene, cutting straight from the novelty act on stage to a medium

25

Noel Carroll, Engaging the Moving Image (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2003),
37.
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long two-shot of Fred and Horton at their table, would not have picked Fred out so
dramatically and distinctly.

Fig. 3.64 Dynamic track back from…

Fig. 3.65 …nightclub patrons to…

Fig. 3.66 …a close- up of Fred and…

Fig. 3.67 …then a mid-shot privileges …

Fig. 3.68 …Fred’s presence over Horton’s…

Fig. 3.69 …and clearly marks Fred…
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Fig. 3.70 …as the star in the opening…

Fig. 3.71 …scene from The Gay Divorcee.

A different type of coverage is used to meet the same objective when Ginger makes
her star entrance in the film’s following customs hall scene. While the ‘the lingering
glamor shots of the twenties and thirties’ might be emblematic of Classical
Hollywood, Maltby notes that close-ups ‘were comparatively rare, used mainly as an
emphatic device’.26 Here, Ginger is given the tightest framing in comparison to all
the other actors, including Fred. When she first arrives in the hall looking for her
Aunt (Alice Brady) she appears in a long-shot followed by a medium close-up (Figs.
3.72 – 3.73). This is the first time anyone in the scene is given such a tight close-up.
The change of shot size is also dramatic: cutting directly from the previous long shot
without a transitional intermediate mid-shot makes Ginger’s enlarged image pop like
a flashbulb on screen. The abruptness of the change of shot size along with its
magnifying effect creates a visual dynamic which draws attention to itself formally,
an ‘ostentatious visual gesture’ which spectacularises Ginger’s presence and
foregrounds her star status.27

26

David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and Kristin Thompson, The Classical Hollywood Cinema: Film
Style and Mode of Production to 1960 (London: Routledge, 1985), 201; Maltby, Hollywood Cinema,
333.
27
Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 332–340, 376.
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Fig. 3.72
When Ginger makes her first
appearance in The Gay Divorcee in the…

Fig. 3.73 …Custom’s scene she is given the
scene’s first tight shot, a medium close-up.

This status is reiterated in the subsequent exclusive use of the medium close-up to
cover her in the scene. When Fred and Ginger first meet a little later and discuss the
problem of how to free her dress which is caught in a travelling trunk, the scene is
mainly covered by long two-shots and loose mid two-shots. Ginger, however, is also
given two medium close-ups whereas Fred is not (Fig. 3.74 – 3.79). This exclusive
use of the medium close-up stamps her with the mark of stardom and allows her to
be seen more closely.

Fig. 3.74 Ginger’s star status in…

Fig. 3.75 …the film is reinforced by…
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Fig. 3.76 …the continuing and exclusive…

Fig. 3.77 …use of the medium close-up…

Fig. 3.78 …which visually stamps her…

Fig. 3.79 …with the mark of stardom.

Giving Fred or Ginger the first opening shots in a scene is common throughout the
films. In the hotel corridor scene outside Ginger’s room in Swing Time, where Fred
and his buddy (Victor Moore) walk up and down protesting her unfair treatment of
Fred, the scene opens with a tracking back close-up of Fred’s feet. The camera tilts
up to a mid-shot of him to reveal the corridor and Moore in the background (Figs.
3.80 – 3.83). In addition to being given the first shot in the scene, Fred is also
privileged by the visually arresting shot used to reveal him.
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Fig. 3.80 Fred is dynamically given the…

Fig. 3.81 …first shot in scene from…

Fig. 3.82 …Swing Time which both focuses
attention on…

Fig. 3.83 …his presence and privileges him as
the star.

In Top Hat, in the scene following Fred and Ginger’s ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’
number, Ginger returns to her hotel apartment to change. The scene opens with a
tight mid-shot of Ginger as she enters the apartment door, stamping her as the most
important actor in the scene which follows with Eric Rhodes (Figs. 3.84 – 3.85).
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Fig. 3.84
being…

Ginger privileged in Top Hat by

Fig. 3.85 …given the scene’s opening first shot.

In other situations, Fred and Ginger are favoured by being given the only single
shots. In the seaside resort scene in The Gay Divorcee when Ginger, Horton and
Alice Brady sit at a table talking about Ginger’s divorce arrangements, Horton and
Brady’s performances are only ever covered by a three-shot while Ginger’s
performance is presented in medium close-up (Figs. 3.86 – 3.89).

Fig. 3.86 Ginger privileged by being…

Fig. 3.87 …given the only single shots…
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Fig. 3.88 …in a scene from…

Fig. 3.89…The Gay Divorcee.

Similarly, in a scene in Top Hat, Horton and Helen Broderick’s performances are
covered only in a three-shot while Fred’s is also presented in single tight mid-shots
(Figs. 3.90 – 3.93), punctuating his status and putting his persona on closer display
than theirs.

Fig. 3.90 Fred’s star status in scene…

Fig. 3.91 …from Top Hat given more…

Fig. 3.92 …visual weight than other actors…

Fig. 3.93 …through exclusive use of singles.
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Where other actors also have their own single shots, tighter framing is used to place
the emphasis on Fred and Ginger over others in the scene. This form of tighter
framing is more commonly used for Ginger. In a short scene between Ginger and
Helen Broderick in Swing Time, both are initially covered in a long two-shot but
when it comes to their singles Ginger is favoured with a tight mid-shot while
Broderick is given a mid-shot (Figs. 3.94 – 3.97).

Fig. 3.94 Ginger privileged over…

Fig. 3.95 …Helen Broderick by being…

Fig. 3.96 …given tighter framing…

Fig. 3.97 …in scene from Swing Time.

In a scene between Ginger and Eric Blore from Shall We Dance, Ginger is similarly
privileged. Following a medium long two-shot of them, Blore is covered in tight
mid-shot while Ginger is covered in medium close-up (Figs. 3.98 – 3.101), again
giving her more visual weight and providing a closer view of her persona.
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Fig. 3.98 In scene from Shall We Dance…

Fig. 3.99 …Ginger’s shot is framed…

Fig. 3.100 …more tightly than…

Fig. 3.101 …Eric Blore’s.

The other key coverage technique used to place emphasis on Fred and Ginger’s
presence in a scene is shot duration, which is weighted towards them. While this
technique is occasionally used in singles of Fred and Ginger, it happens most often in
shots of them with another actor. By holding on a shot which favours Fred and
Ginger without cutting to a reverse shot of the other actor in the shot, or by holding
their shot for longer than the reverse shot used of the other actor, the films give the
stars more screen time.

In an early scene in Roberta set in Madame Roberta’s fashion house, Randolph
Scott’s character saves Irene Dunne’s character from the tantrum Ginger’s character
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throws, only to find himself being seduced by her. The scene, covered with fourteen
shots, is a mix of long three-shots, long two-shots, mid two-shots and mid-shot
singles of each. Although Ginger is favoured in the scene with a two-second and
nine-second mid-shot in comparison to Scott’s one-second and two-second mid-shots
and Dunne’s single five second mid-shot, she is more properly favoured towards the
end of the scene with two longer duration over-the-shoulder shots of her and Scott
where she is positioned frontally to the camera. The first of these, a loose medium
close-up two-shot, is twelve seconds long. The second, a tighter medium close-up
two-shot, is twenty five seconds long (Figs. 3.102 – 3.105). These shots gather
together the divided attention which the scene’s coverage has initially created
through its single shots of each actor to refocus it on Ginger. In comparison to the
generally short duration shots used to cover the characters earlier in the scene, these
shots put Ginger on display for a longer period of time, giving her more visual
weight and allowing us to look at her for longer without distraction.

Fig. 3.102 Over-the-shoulder long duration
shots of Ginger…

Fig. 3.103
Roberta…
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…in the tantrum scene from

Fig. 3.104 …ensure that she is the scene’s…

Fig. 3.105 …dominant focus of attention.

The use of shot duration to ensure that Fred and Ginger are the centre of interest is
seen most vividly in a scene from Follow the Fleet between Fred and Scott. Set in
the locker room of a navy ship as they get ready for shore leave, the scene’s coverage
centres around a shot-reverse-shot conversation between Fred and Scott about a
photograph of Fred and Ginger which falls from Fred’s locker and is picked up by
Scott. Following a close-up of the photo, there is a cut to an over-the-shoulder
medium close-up of Scott and then an over-the shoulder reverse mid-shot of Fred.
This is followed by another over-the-shoulder medium close-up of Scott and then
another over-the-shoulder mid-shot of Fred (Fig. 3.106 – 3.109). The tighter framing
of Scott is outweighed by the fact that the shots of him are of much shorter duration
– five and three seconds – than the fifteen and twenty seconds given to Fred. The
audience spends more than four times as long looking at Fred.
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Fig. 3.106 Despite Scott’s tighter shot size…

Fig. 3.107 …the longer duration of Fred’s…

Fig. 3.108 …shots gives Fred more visual
weight and privileges…

Fig. 3.109 …his presence over Scott’s in a
scene from Follow the Fleet.

Shots: Formal Qualities
Framing and coverage clearly work to favour Fred and Ginger’s star presence in the
films. Perhaps nothing more powerfully focuses attention on them and stamps them
as stars than the star close-up or star shot and its formal qualities. Many star shots
have a glamour look to them which marks them off as different in their formal
quality and style from other shots used in the film. In these, the use of medium
close-up or close-up framing, intensified studio three-point lighting, soft focus,
shallow depth-of-field and stripped-back mise-en-scène all work to spectacularise
and visually privilege the star’s presentation over the other actors.
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In Madame Roberta’s fashion house in Roberta, Ginger is given a star shot defined
by a tighter framing which is exclusive to her in the scene. Randolph Scott and his
Aunt (Helen Westley) are covered in medium long three-shots and mid two-shots
while Ginger is given her own single medium close-up (Figs. 3.110 – 3.115).

Fig. 3.110 While other actors are covered in…

Fig. 3.111 …loose three-shots and two-shots…

Fig. 3.112 …Ginger is given a star shot…

Fig. 3.113 … defined by its tighter framing …

Fig. 3.114 …which clearly signals to us she…

Fig. 3.115 …is the star in scene from Roberta.
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In the scene in Horton’s law office in The Gay Divorcee when Ginger, Horton and
Alice Brady discuss how best to get her a divorce, all three performers have their
own singles, but Ginger is privileged by being the only one given medium close-up
framing (Figs. 3.116 – 3.119).

Fig. 3.116 In scene from The Gay Divorcee…

Fig. 3.117 …both Alice Brady and…

Fig. 3.118 …Edward Horton receive mid-shots
while Ginger…

Fig. 3.119 …receives the tighter medium closeup star shot.

Formal qualities such as lighting are at least as important in the star shot. As Chapter
One discussed, studio three-point lighting is generally used to pick Fred and Ginger
out from their surrounding environment and selectively focus attention on them
through a mix of key, fill and back lighting. The star shot’s tighter framing allows
for a much more focused, intense and vivid use of this, resulting in these shots often
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being lit separately from other set-ups specifically to meet this purpose. 28 Back
lighting in particular is used to rim-light the head, hair and shoulders, not only
separating the star from the background but also giving them a radiating, almost
halo-like appearance, while the key and fill lights together provide the ‘mild shading’
that models their faces and gives them a more rounded, three-dimensional
appearance than other actors.29 This is most obvious in the star shots of Ginger. In
the medium close-up used of Ginger in The Gay Divorcee when she first appears in
the film in the customs scene (Fig. 3.120), the background lighting is flat while
three-point lighting highlights and models her face in the foreground. The use of a
hard backlight to rim-light, outline and separate her from the background and to
catch her hair and make her look ethereal is especially noticeable. In Swing Time,
when Fred pursues Ginger into the dance school where she works and Ginger is
given an interior close-up shot for the first time (Fig. 3.121), she is once again lit
with the same glamourising studio three-point lighting. Generally, ‘skin-smoothing
frontal keys, generous amounts of fill, and halo-producing backlights’ characterise
Fred and Ginger’s close-ups.30

28

John Alton, Painting With Light (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1995),
87.
29
David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, Film Art, 126–129.
30
Patrick Keating, Hollywood Lighting: from the Silent Era to Film Noir (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2010), 132.
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Fig. 3.120 Glamourising studio three-point
lighting marks Ginger as the film’s star in The
Gay Divorcee.

Fig. 3.121 Glamourising studio three-point
lighting marks Ginger as the film’s star in
Swing Time.

Another important formal characteristic of star shots is that they are typically soft in
their detail, as though looking at the star through a gauze or soft focus filter of some
sort. ‘By placing a sheet of gauze over the lens, a cinematographer could make the
entire image appear in soft focus’. 31 This has the effect of giving the image an
otherworldly quality, lifting the star into the realm of the extraordinary in
comparison to the actors around them. The use of soft style or soft filter in these star
shots is especially noticeable in Swing Time in ‘The Way You Look Tonight’, which
Fred sings to Ginger. As Fred plays the piano and sings to Ginger, while she
shampoos her hair in the bathroom, there are several cuts back and forth between
them, showing Fred singing in loose medium close-up and Ginger listening in closeup. While less noticeable in Fred’s shot than Ginger’s, a soft filter is used in both,
creating a smooth and misty look which softens their facial features and details (Fig.
3.122 – 3.123). Here, the cinematography complies with the Classical Hollywood
rules of lens diffusion, where, according to cinematographer John Alton, there was
‘generally no diffusion on long shots or distant views; light diffusion on medium

31

Keating, Hollywood Lighting, 89–92; Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson, The Classical Hollywood
Cinema, 287–293.
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shots; heavy diffusion on close-ups, especially feminine portraits’. 32 The overall
effect is to create soft, polished images which glamourises both of them. This soft
focus treatment is reserved almost exclusively for Fred and Ginger.

Fig. 3.122 Soft filter used to glamourise Fred
and…

Fig. 3.123 …Ginger as stars in scene from
Swing Time.

Star shots are also formally characterised by a shallow depth-of-field which throws
the background into soft focus, blurring any detail into a graphically featureless
backdrop for the star. As Patrick Keating observes, ‘a cinematographer would open
the aperture and reduce the depth of field, keeping the attention on the star’.33 In
Shall We Dance, Ginger watches in surprise as Fred walks past her with a pack of
dogs. Other passengers can be seen in the background of Ginger’s shot but the
shallow depth-of-field ensures that they are no more than a vague blur offering no
detail to pull attention away from Ginger. Similarly, in a medium close-up of Fred
from Swing Time, shallow depth of field puts set details in the background out of
focus to ensure all eyes are him (Figs. 3.124 – 3.125).

32

Alton, Painting With Light, 89. While the use of different lighting techniques such as the soft style
was employed by Classical Hollywood to differentiate its male and female stars, Keating suggests that
a uniformity of lighting treatment was broadly applied to both, due in main to the fact that ‘glamour
was a mandate at all the studios, from Paramount to Columbia’, Keating, Hollywood Lighting, 133;
for a more nuanced and qualified discussion of the soft style and glamour lighting, see also 89–92,
127–133, 146–149.
33
Keating, Hollywood Lighting, 152.
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Fig. 3.124 In medium close up of Ginger from
Shall We Dance, shallow depth-of-field puts
actors in background out of focus to minimise
distractions.

Fig. 3.125 In medium close up of Fred from
Swing Time, shallow depth-of-field puts sets
details in background out of focus to minimise
distractions.

This shallow focus technique is often aided by ensuring that the shot’s background
mise-en-scène is left bare of any distracting elements. Juan Ramirez suggests that
backgrounds in close-ups had to be ‘simplified as much as possible in order to avoid
unwanted competition between inanimate background elements and actors’ faces in
the foreground’. 34 In the scene in Swing Time when Ginger bursts into Fred’s
dressing room to confront him about losing ownership of a band through gambling
(Figs 3.126 – 3.129), the shallow depth-of-field in the close-ups of Ginger throws the
background into soft focus. Parts of a hat and coat stand and aspects of the actors
who could be distinctly seen in the background against the wall in the scene’s earlier
wider shots are now thrown out of focus behind Ginger and their presence softened
and minimised. There are also no prominent set features or prop details on the set’s
walls in the background of the close-ups, and the other actors who were positioned
behind Ginger in the scene’s earlier wider shots have been moved almost entirely out

34

Juan Antonio Ramirez, Architecture for the Screen: A Critical Study of Set Design in Hollywood’s
Golden Age, trans. John F. Moffitt (Jefferson, North Carolina and London: McFarland and Company,
2004), 67.
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of shot to the edges of the frame, to create a near empty background behind Ginger,
ensuring that she is the sole feature of interest.

Fig. 3.126 Background mise-en-scene detail…

Fig. 3.127 …in Ginger’s close-ups stripped…

Fig. 3.128 …back and re-arranged to ensure
she is the…

Fig. 3.129 …only point of interest in scene
from Swing Time.

Tighter framing, intensified studio three-point lighting, soft focus, shallow depth-offield and stripped back background detail are all key properties of the star shot and
are often in play at the same time. As previously discussed, in the seaside resort
scene in The Gay Divorcee when Ginger, Horton and Brady discuss Ginger’s
divorce, tighter framing is used to privilege Ginger (Figs. 3.130 – 3.133).
Glamourising studio three-point lighting is also used in her shot but not in the other
three-shots.

Shallow depth-of-field is also evident in Ginger’s shot with the

background of the resort restaurant blurred to eliminate distracting background
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detail. In the three-shots, depth-of-field is deeper and people can be seen talking,
moving and walking around behind the other performers.

Fig. 3.130 Tighter framing, glamourising threepoint lighting…

Fig. 3.131 …soft filter, shallow depth-of-field
and…

Fig. 3.132 …stripped back mise-en-scene detail
are all formally in play…

Fig. 3.133 …in Ginger’s star shots in scene
from The Gay Divorcee.

Along with their scenographic and staging elements, the films’ cinematographic and
editing aspects have been systematically organised to aesthetically showcase Fred
and Ginger. From the use of closer, tighter framing to focus on their personae and
wider, looser framing to display their skills and costumes through to the use of shot
duration, shot coverage and aspects of the star shot such as soft focus and shallow
depth-of-field that work to privilege them, the ‘photo-flattery’ aesthetic of which
Hollywood cinematographer Gregg Toland spoke is in full evidence.

Formally

favoured in these ways, Fred and Ginger’s personae and talent are clearly and
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consistently foregrounded in the films, ensuring through their ‘ubiquitous visibility’
that the pleasures they offered as stars were wholly on display to the audience for
their enjoyment.35

35

Christine Gledhill, “Mary Pickford: Icon of Stardom,” in Flickers of Desire: Movie Stars of the
1910s, ed. Jennifer M. Bean (New Brunswick, New Jersey, and London: Rutgers University Press,
2011), 47.
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PART 2
The Star in Action
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4

Numbers
Part One provided an extensive analysis of how RKO formally organised Fred and
Ginger’s star vehicles to ensure that they were visually privileged and put on display
as stars, that the personae and talent that the studio had promised was completely
aesthetically transparent to the audience. Part Two is a close examination of how the
films performatively showcased Fred and Ginger. Just as Classical Hollywood had
to formally guarantee the visibility of the star to the audience in its films, so too did it
have to secure this performatively. As ‘intense objects of public fascination’ whose
‘personal magnetism and ability to captivate audiences’ had made them stars,
Hollywood had to make certain that the ‘x factor’ to which fans were drawn was
clearly evident in the star’s performances in their films.1 This required that the star
vehicle be keyed closely to the stars’ personae and talents, ensuring that the pleasures
in pure star performance that Henry Jenkins and Kristine Brunovska Karnick talk of,
and upon which Hollywood economically depended, were clearly on display for the
audience. 2 As Richard Maltby states, ‘Star performances place the most explicit
emphasis on the person of the actor. The commercial imperatives of the star system
require that stars are always visible through their characters’. To meet this demand,
he reminds us, Classical Hollywood ‘engineered a correspondence between star and
role … by which scripts were written specifically to exhibit the already established

1

Richard B. Jewell, The Golden Age of Cinema: Hollywood 1929 – 1945 (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishing, 2007), 251; Jeanine Basinger, The Star Machine (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2007), 10.
2
Henry Jenkins and Kristine Brunovska Karnick, “Acting Funny,” in Classical Hollywood Comedy,
eds. Kristine Brunovska Karnick and Henry Jenkins, 149–167 (New York and London: Routledge,
1995), 152.
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traits and mannerisms of their stars’. 3 The visibility required of the Hollywood
film’s formal system was therefore also required of its performative system, where
the star’s particular personae and talent could be seen through the characters they
played and in the narrative actions they performed. For this reason, James Naremore
says, ‘star performances in movies are often structured so as to give the audience a
chance to appreciate the player’s physical or mental accomplishments’. 4 This is
what we might call, following Paul McDonald, the performative spectactularisation
of the star, where in addition to ‘elements of film form … the actions of the voice
and body are used to hierarchically emphasize and thereby spectactularize the
presence of particular performers’.5 Part Two argues that one of the primary goals of
Fred and Ginger’s films was to performatively favour them, and that the numbers
and scenes were organised so that the special talents and traits that fans loved and
lauded were visible in their performances on-screen.

Following standard Hollywood industrial practice, RKO secured properties that were
written to fit Fred and Ginger’s personae, ensuring that they always played show-biz
characters who inhabited the worlds of entertainment, high fashion and high society
which provided multiple ‘opportunities for the star[s] to do her/his thing’.6 With
numerous occasions for them to sing and dance written into the films, the numbers
were central to putting Fred and Ginger on show, offering the most focussed
opportunity to display what James Naremore calls ‘a mastery, skill, or inventiveness
that is implied in the normative use of the word performance’, functioning to allow
3

Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 384–385.
James Naremore, Acting in the Cinema (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1988), 17, 26–27.
5
Paul McDonald, Hollywood Stardom (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 191.
6
Richard Dyer, Stars, 2nd ed. (London: British Film Institute, 1998), 62.
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for a ‘sort of parading of expertise’.7 The numbers present Fred and Ginger’s star
talents in ‘moments of intense spectacle as what they are – professional entertainers
– rather than representing what they are not – fictional characters’.8 Ranging from
the films’ broad privileging of Fred and Ginger’s song and dance skills to built-in
occasions for staged spontaneity and admiration, Chapter Four argues that the
numbers have been designed at multiple levels to ensure the full presentation of their
talents, showing them off in the best possible light.

Performative Talent
The numbers have been engineered to favour Fred and Ginger’s song and dance
skills in a variety of simple but effective ways. This is most obvious at the broad
structural level of the films. Counting both their duet and solo performances, Fred
and Ginger are either the only ones who perform numbers across an entire film or
else they perform more numbers than anyone else. In Top Hat Fred and Ginger
perform all five of its numbers, in Swing Time they perform all seven and in Shall
We Dance they perform all eight. In The Gay Divorcee, the first in the series, they
perform five out of seven numbers. Of the remaining two, one is a novelty number
performed by a chorus of girls, and the other is a comedy number performed by
Edward Everett Horton and Betty Grable. In Follow the Fleet, they perform seven of
the nine numbers, the other two being performed by Harriet Hilliard. Even in
Roberta, which co-stars Irene Dunne and also functions to showcase her singing
talent, Fred and Ginger perform six of the ten numbers while Dunne performs four.
7

Naremore, Acting in the Cinema, 17, 26–27.
Peter Kramer, “Derailing the Honeymoon Express: Comicality and Narrative Closure in Buster
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They are also almost always the only featured performers who both sing and dance in
the films. Others might sing or dance but they typically do not do both. In Follow
the Fleet Hilliard sings but does not dance; in Roberta Dunne sings but does not
dance. Even when taking into account those Fred and Ginger numbers in the films
where others are given a short solo spot to perform, this favouring of Fred and
Ginger’s broader performance talents still occurs.

In their big number ‘The

Continental’ from The Gay Divorcee, Erik Rhodes, Lillian Miles and Eric Blore also
perform small solo spots. While Rhodes and Miles sing, and Blore performs a small
piece of comic dancing, none of them does both. The same logic operates in their
number ‘Shall We Dance’ from Shall We Dance, where Harriet Hoctor, a ballet
dancer, also performs two solo spots. Once more, Fred and Ginger sing and dance
while Hoctor only dances. Privileged by performing more numbers and made to
look more broadly accomplished by being the only ones to both sing and dance, Fred
and Ginger are made to look performatively more talented than those around them.
A fan letter to Silver Screen praising Ginger registered the intended effect of this
strategy, saying ‘Hats off to Ginger Rogers! Her versatility is amazing. She can act,
dance and sing better than anyone else on screen’.9

Performative Genre and Style
Fred and Ginger are also favoured by the careful choices which have been made
around numbers and their general type, genre and style. In The Gay Divorcee, for
example, Fred and Ginger perform a different type of number from those which
others perform. Their numbers such as ‘Needle in a Haystack’ and ‘Night and Day’
are either solo or duet performances (Figs. 4.1– 4.2) while both the chorus girls’
9

Joan Lampet, fan letter in “Your Telling Me,” Silver Screen, September 1936, 12.
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‘Don’t Let It Bother You’ and Horton and Grable’s ‘Let’s K-nock K-neez’ are group
performances (Figs. 4.3 – 4.4). Several of the chorus girls in ‘Don’t Let It Bother
You’ are shown one at a time as they sing on the rotating stage, but none of them is
singled out as a performer. While Horton and Grable sing and dance in ‘Let’s Knock K-neez’, the number is in fact a chorus line performance which involves
formation dancing and set piece gags.

Horton and Grable bookend what is

essentially an ensemble number focussing on no particular performer for any length
of time. Fred and Ginger’s numbers on the other hand primarily feature them, either
as the sole performers or the only performers singled out, proclaiming their star
status. Choosing to include group numbers to sit alongside Fred and Ginger’s in the
film avoids the sustained display of other performer’s individual talents, which might
equal or upstage Fred and Ginger’s. In ‘Let’s K-nock K-neez’ Grable’s song and
dance talents are shown only briefly and absorbed into the number’s general chorus
line performance.

Fig. 4.1 In The Gay Divorcee, Fred and Ginger
are privileged by performing either solo…

Fig. 4.2 …or as a duet in their own individual
numbers…
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Fig. 4.3 …while other performers are not, by
performing in group numbers which…

Fig. 4.4 …do not single out their – here,
Grable’s – particular song and dance talent.

Genre choices have been made along the same lines. Fred and Ginger’s numbers are
characteristically romantic and dramatic in nature. ‘Night and Day’, for example, is
full of attraction, longing and seduction as Fred earnestly and then desperately
attempts to woo Ginger (Figs. 4.5 – 4.6). ‘Don’t Let It Bother You’, however, is a
light comedy novelty number where the chorus sings in a funny, stereotyped French
accent and ‘dance’ cutely with finger puppets on a specially designed circular table
as the stage revolves, and ‘Let’s K-nock K-neez’ is a comedy number full of witty
song verses, sight gags and light slapstick (Figs. 4.7 – 4.8). Some of Fred and
Ginger’s numbers contain humour, including Fred’s Charlie Chaplin waddle on the
hearth in ‘Needle in a Haystack’, but these are brief moments in larger pieces about
the serious business of love’s vicissitudes. While others perform amusing novelty
numbers, Fred and Ginger do not, and this generic separation of their numbers works
to eliminate the possibility of performative comparison.
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Fig. 4.5 In The Gay Divorcee, Fred and Ginger
are generically favoured by performing…

Fig. 4.6
…primarily romantic dramatic
numbers such as ‘Night and Day’ while…

Fig. 4.7 …others perform the novelty number
‘Don’t Let It Bother You’…

Fig. 4.8 …and the comedy number ‘Let’s Knock K-neez’.

Similar distinctions are made in Roberta and Follow the Fleet. In Roberta, while
Fred and Ginger’s numbers and Irene Dunne’s numbers are individual, they are
markedly different in genre and style. Fred and Ginger’s nightclub numbers such as
‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’ and ‘I Won’t Dance’ are modern jazz-swing pieces marked
by a relaxed, conversational, almost off-key way of singing.

Dunne’s untitled

Russian folk song and ‘Yesterdays’ are classical and traditional-operatic,
characterised by a formal, trained soprano, note-perfect manner of singing. Fred and
Ginger’s numbers are faster in tempo and upbeat, happy and playful in tone whereas
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Dunne’s are slower and poignant, sad and serious. 10 In Follow the Fleet, the
distinctions between Fred and Ginger’s numbers and Harriet Hilliard’s are less
around genre and more around style. Fred’s ‘We Saw the Sea’ and Ginger’s ‘Let
Yourself Go’ are fast paced, cheerful and uplifting. Hilliard’s ‘Get Thee Behind Me,
Satan’ and ‘Where Are You?’ are slow, reflective, melancholy affairs.

A similar separation of Fred and Ginger’s performances occurs within numbers
where other performers have solo spots.

In ‘The Continental’ from The Gay

Divorcee, Ginger’s singing of the song is romantic, jazz-swing and intimate whereas
Erik Rhodes’s performance is comic, mock-operatic and theatrical. Even Lillian
Miles’s performance, which is generically closer to Ginger’s, is stylistically marked
off by being brassy, blaring and theatrical, whereas Ginger’s is soft, crooning and
seductive. In comparison to Fred and Ginger’s romantic-dramatic dancing, Eric
Blore’s short dance spot is comic and clownish. The same performative distinctions
are evident in Harriet Hoctor’s guest ballerina performance in the title number from
Shall We Dance. Fred and Ginger perform romantic, exciting, popular theatre dance
routines while Hoctor performs perfectly executed but sterile, staid, classical high art
ballet pieces. This generic and stylistic separation of Fred and Ginger from others
not only protects them from performative comparison and thus favours them, it also
works to ensure that those aspects which characterise their personae are given broad
expression. Typically performing romantic and popular jazz-based numbers, they

10

Edward Gallafent makes a similar observation with regard to Dunne’s numbers generally being
solemn and backward-looking in theme, lyrics and tone while Fred and Ginger’s are positive and
forward-looking, the difference between them used to contrast the couple played by Fred and Ginger
with the couple whom Dunne and Scott play. Edward Gallafent, Astaire and Rogers (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2002), 27.
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are cast as young, vital and modern, traits reflecting the all-round Americanness of
their star personalities.11

Performative Contrasts
While the numbers work at the broad structural level of the films to contrast Fred and
Ginger with other performers and thus privilege them, this is also done within the
numbers themselves. Where they feature with other supporting actors, extras or
chorus lines, the numbers have been designed to ensure these performances are not
as accomplished so Fred and Ginger always appear the most talented. In their reprise
of ‘A Fine Romance’ at the end of Swing Time, for example, the film’s supporting
cast, Victor Moore, Helen Broderick and Georges Metaxa, begin the song, each
singing a short line of the song’s verse before Fred and Ginger then pick it up and
sing it in full. The song immediately follows a gag where everyone has been
laughing at Metaxa who has been forced into wearing an oversized pair of suit pants.
Consequently, Moore and Broderick sing their lines while still partly laughing,
resulting in a broken, scratchy, off-key, poor quality performance as they resist
breaking up completely.

Metaxa’s singing is a smoother and more tuneful

performance but it is comically interrupted as he drops from tenor to bass to save his
pants from falling down. Together, their performances are fragmented, unmelodic,
comic and inelegant. Fred and Ginger’s is quite the opposite. Once the song begins
they immediately stop laughing and compose themselves, eventually delivering a
performance that is whole, melodic, romantic and polished (Figs. 4.9 – Figs. 4.12).
The supporting actors serve as performative foils to Fred and Ginger. Whereas
11

Peter William Evans, Top Hat (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 19–34; Adam Knee, “Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers: Modernizing Class,” in Glamour in a Golden Age: Movie Stars of the
1930s, 204–213.
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Moore, Broderick and Metaxa sing the song in a basic, straightforward manner, Fred
and Ginger sing it in counterpoint to each other, an altogether more complex and
difficult thing to do.

Fig. 4.9 …Moore and Broderick and …

Fig. 4.10 …Metaxa deliver a poor quality…

Fig. 4.11 …comic performance of ‘A Fine
Romance’ while…

Fig. 4.12 ...Fred and Ginger deliver a polished
and sophisticated one.

Performative contrasts like this are built into the ‘Let’s Begin’ number from Roberta
that Fred performs with his band, some of whom have performance spots. The bass
player, Candy Candido, joins Fred in a comic song duet, and Candido and the band’s
banjo player, Gene Sheldon, dance with Fred in a comic routine. In the duet,
Candido pretends to be Fred’s sweetheart, wearing a blonde wig and assuming a
falsetto voice which slips at one point to bass. The result is a song performance
which is funny but coarse, squeaky and slightly grating in quality. By contrast, Fred
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plays it straight, singing and crooning away romantically in his normal smooth light
tenor. In the dance routine, Candido and Sheldon link arms with Fred to join him
dancing. Fred does a short, on the spot tap routine and spins around on one foot
several times, executed with his usual virtuosity. When Candido and Sheldon copy
him they throw out some rough, unpracticed tap steps and lose their balance while
spinning. Fred does another snappy, on the spot tap routine, effortlessly clicks his
heels high in the air and lands perfectly back on the ground. Ineptly trying to match
him, they end up flat on the floor (Figs. 4.13 – 4.16). Their awkward, clownish
performance is designed for comic effect but primarily functions to point up Fred’s
talent.

Fig. 4.13 Fred’s dance talent made to look…

Fig. 4.14
dance…

Fig. 4.15 …technique which others cannot…

Fig. 4.16 …in ‘Let’s Begin’ from Roberta.
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…accomplished by executing a

The performances of extras and chorus lines are similarly less accomplished. In ‘The
Continental’ from The Gay Divorcee, Fred and Ginger’s dance routine begins with
them joining other couples on the dance floor. As they dance their way through the
crowd to the centre, the extras waltz back and forth in a conventional, restrained
way, displaying a routine competence but no flashes of skill. Fred and Ginger,
however, waltz in a more unorthodox, free and innovative manner, with Fred
breaking out with some ostentatious leg movements and both suddenly switching
from waltz to tap and back. Set against the extras’ stiff, perfunctory dancing, Fred
and Ginger’s performance is lively, creative and born of a singular talent. This is
reinforced by the couples noticing their undoubted skill, stopping in admiration to
watch and eventually surrendering the floor to them. The massed chorus lines of
couples dancing exhibit a similar performative contrast. They dance in formation,
typified by the repetition of basic marching movements, gymnastic actions and
athletic feats. While there are instances of ballroom and jazz dancing these are short
and lead into set pieces where girls are lifted and spun high in the air, leap and
cartwheel into partners’ arms and hop and high kick Charleston-style together (Figs.
4.17 – 4.18). Though competent, these performances are executed in a mechanical
and simple way, never approaching the level of complexity and skill which
characterise Fred and Ginger’s dancing.

In contrast, Fred and Ginger’s dance

routines are a complex mix of styles: ballroom, flamenco, tango and tap, executed
with smooth continuity and a sophisticated mastery of movements and dance steps.
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Fig. 4.17 In contrast to Fred and Ginger, other
performers dance in formation and execute…

Fig. 4.18 …gymnastic feats such as leaping
into partners’ arms in ‘The Continental’.

Performative Mobility
Fred and Ginger are also favoured by the numbers making them more physically
mobile and dynamic than other performers. ‘Endlessly represented in motion’, as
Edward Gallafent has noted, they are in most of the films literally the only
performers in action across a film’s numbers.12 Lacking the opportunity to perform
and not allowed to dance, other performers are presented as relatively static, passive
and dull by comparison.

Fred and Ginger’s performances appear the more

interesting and exciting, suggesting this is the result of their innate vitality.13

Fred and Ginger’s dynamic mobility is also built into the numbers. Where they do
not perform entirely alone in a separate, isolated space, the films ensure that
supporting actors remain still while only Fred and Ginger move around, minimising
any competing movements and creating what Noel Carroll terms ‘movement in
stasis’ to guide the audience’s attention to them. 14 This is evident in Fred and
Ginger’s ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ routine from Swing Time, performed on the large
12

Gallafent, Astaire and Rogers, 6.
Bruce Block, The Visual Story: Seeing the Structure of Film, TV, and New Media (Boston: Focal
Press, 2001), 9–12, 125–137.
14
Noel Carroll, Theorizing the Moving Image (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), 84.
13
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dance floor of a busy nightclub. In the left background of the set is a raised area
where nightclub patrons sit at tables and stand watching. To the right of the set is
another raised area where the band plays, with a crowd of other patrons behind (Figs.
4.19 – 4.20). At the beginning of the number, people have their backs to the dance
floor, talking in groups or busy at the gambling tables behind the band. Alerted to
Fred and Ginger’s performance, they all move forward and jostle to get closer to the
dance floor, gathering on its edges and behind the band. Once they have taken up
their positions and the number is underway, they become ‘more like set pieces than
people: they barely move’.15 The only discernable movement displayed by any of
the supporting actors and extras in the number is that of the band leader (Georges
Metaxa) conducting, the bass player plucking strings and the pianist playing the
piano. Even they remain fixed to the spot, avoiding any large, dramatic movements
that might catch the eye. Their placement in the far background of the shot also
mutes these smaller movements, as does their being less brightly lit. The overall
effect of making everyone else static while only Fred and Ginger move about ensures
that attention is held by them alone.16 ‘In contrast to their staid trappings, Fred and
Ginger are all action and ingenuity’, appearing the most compelling and vital
performers on-screen.17

15

Megan Pugh, American Dancing: From the Cakewalk to the Moonwalk (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2015), 113.
16
Peter Ward, Picture Composition for Film and Television, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Focal Press, 2003), 56.
17
Pugh, American Dancing, 113. Pugh’s comments here are made in reference to Fred and Ginger’s
show stopping solo performance in the ‘Carioca’ from Flying Down to Rio, which employed the same
performative strategy.
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Fig. 4.19 Fred and Ginger made interesting and
dynamic by being the only ones mobile in the
scene while …

Fig. 4.20
…other actors and extras in
background remain static in ‘Waltz in Swing
Time’ in Swing Time.

The same device occurs on a more intimate scale in Fred’s solo ‘No Strings (I’m
Fancy Free)’ in Top Hat. Set in Horton’s apartment, Fred and Horton arrive home,
are waited on by his butler (Eric Blore) and then retire to a lounge suite to discuss
Fred’s bachelor status, with Horton sitting in a lounge sofa on the right of frame and
Fred sitting on the arm of the sofa on the left. Performatively, Fred and Horton’s
actions have been similar up to this point. They have entered the apartment together,
stood and moved about while conversing with each other and Blore, and then walked
arm in arm to the lounge suite. When Fred transitions from talking to singing and
begins performing the number, he becomes markedly more mobile than Horton. He
waves his hands around, stands up and walks to a coffee table behind to
ostentatiously make drinks while singing. He walks back to the sofa and passes
Horton his drink. He then dramatically jumps in the air and walks off the carpet to
the open parquet floor to begin tap dancing around the apartment (Figs. 4.21 – 4.24).
Other than sliding along the sofa to better watch Fred dancing, Horton remains
seated and still during his routine. The effect is to render Horton performatively
mute. He recedes into the rest of the scene, joining the inert set and prop elements
that together constitute what amounts to a still-life background. Fred is the only
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moving element in the shot, drawing attention solely to himself and making his
performance appear particularly dynamic.

Fig. 4.21 Both Fred and Horton are mobile
preceding Fred’s performance of ‘No Strings
(I’m Fancy Free)’ in Top Hat…

Fig. 4.22 …but once Fred starts singing and
dancing, Horton stays seated and still during his
performance…

Fig. 4.23 …to ensure that it is primarily Fred
who captures attention...

Fig. 4.24 …and is presented as the most
dynamic performer on screen.

Performative Range
The impression that Fred and Ginger are broadly skilled is conveyed more
specifically in their dance routines, which have been choreographed by Astaire and
choreographer Hermes Pan with input from Ginger to ensure they can display as
wide a range of dancing skills as possible. Their dance performances exhibit a style
that Peter William Evans describes as ‘eclectic’, embracing ‘ballet, ballroom, tap,
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jazz, and exotic rhythms’ within a single routine.18

As the esplanade dance floor

quickly clears in The Gay Divorcee’s ‘The Continental’, their dancing switches
dramatically back and forth between ballroom, Spanish, jazz and tap (Figs. 4.25 –
4.28).19 This mix of styles is added to when they reappear to perform another routine
in which, as Arlene Croce describes it, they ‘go into their Spanish bit, their
Hungarian bit, their Viennese waltz bit, and finally, into the jazz Continental’.20

Fig. 4.25 Fred and Ginger perform ballroom…

Fig. 4.26 …Spanish…

Fig. 4.27 …jazz and…

Fig. 4.28 …tap in ‘The Continental’.

Their nightclub routine ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ from Swing Time provides another
example.

While generally characterised by an upbeat waltz style dance, it has

18

Peter William Evans, Top Hat (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 20.
Pugh, American Dancing, 93.
20
Arlene Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book (New York: Outerbridge and Lazard,
1972), 36.
19
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distinct tap and ballet style sequences incorporated into it. Stepping onto the floor,
Fred and Ginger perform a fast waltz, which transitions into a ballet sequence
involving leaps and four en pointe arabesque pirouettes. An extended tap sequence
follows before they finish with the same waltz style with which they began.
Switching so proficiently between a variety of different dance styles and the obvious
technical mastery required works to demonstrate the wide scope of Fred and
Ginger’s skills, ensuring that the original and distinctive dancing talent for which
they were celebrated was put on clear show in their films. As a trade paper review in
The Film Daily of their performance in Follow the Fleet commented, ‘Undoubtedly,
the best style-makers the dance has produced since the Vernon Castles are Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers.’21

In some numbers, this distinct performance of one style followed by another is less
marked. Where a particular style dominates, another style’s signature poses or
movements might be briefly quoted and melded together. Fred’s hotel apartment
‘Needle in a Haystack’ routine from The Gay Divorcee, for example, is primarily tap
with moments of ballet woven into it. At the beginning of the routine, Fred briefly
strikes a ballet pose, standing en pointe as he throws his valet his dressing gown. A
moment later he snaps out a burst of tap to frighten him, followed by an extended tap
dance sequence on the hearth and floor. Towards the end of this he performs two
ballet style pirouettes. Shifting back to another tap sequence, he leaps across a sofa
and transitions into three quick ballet-style jumps and twists in the air. After a
spinning movement combining ballet-style pirouetting with tap he leaps lightly onto

Film review of Follow the Fleet, in “Exploiting the Current Films,” The Film Daily, 16th March
1936, 11.
21
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a chair to catch his hat and umbrella to finish the routine (Figs 4.29 – 4.32). These
moments of ballet blended into the tap routine put the range of Fred’s dancing skill
prominently on display.

Aside from the number, according to Variety, being

‘something which he alone elevates and socks over on individual artistry’, it also
puts on show aspects of Fred’s persona which speak to the young, progressive,
democratic values of America that he embodies. 22

While his performance is

choreographed to display his virtuosity, his skill encompassing both tap and ballet
with ease, the choreographic dominance of vernacular tap over classical ballet in the
routine also signifies a clear preference for those popular cultural forms which
represented modern America over those which were hierarchical and characteristic of
old Europe. As Leo Braudy puts it, ‘Astaire and Rogers attack all high art in favor of
the new dancing forms of spontaneity, American style’.23

Fig. 4.29 In what is primarily a tap number…

Fig. 4.30 …Fred quotes ballet-style moves…

Film review of The Gay Divorcee, in “Film Reviews,” Variety, 20th November 1934, 15.
Leo Braudy, “Genre: The Conventions of Connection,” in Film Theory and Criticism, 671. Modern
American popular cultural forms and values versus old European hierarchically rooted ones, in
particular low-art tap versus high-art ballet, was a constant theme in many of the films, informing both
plots and numbers. In Shall We Dance, for example, Fred plays a character who pretends to be a
ballet star but secretly wants to perform tap, eventually revealing himself to Ginger as an
accomplished modern dancer. Ginger plays a Broadway star who cannot stand Fred – because he is a
‘toe dancer’ – until he reveals himself to be an old hoofer like her. While the film’s plot is built
around him wanting to merge modern dance with ballet, the numbers – ‘They All Laughed’ in
particular but also the final ‘Shall We Dance’ number which melds the two – function to reject high
art/old European ways and values.
22
23
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Fig. 4.31 …in his routine in…

Fig. 4.32 …‘Needle in a Haystack’.

The breadth of Fred and Ginger’s technical skills are also consistently put on show.
While each number reiterates a style’s steps to give the dance form and pattern, these
movements are never performed in a straightforward, orthodox way but always with
some form of variation or twist and the addition of other choreographic actions such
as jumps, kicks and spins, extra footwork or a variation of footwork. As John
Mueller observes, ‘What Astaire calls his “outlaw style” is an odd and singularly
unpredictable blend of tap … and ballroom with elements from other dance forms
worked in’. He explores ‘all the possibilities of a dance step – varying it, bending it,
turning it inside out’. 24 ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ begins with a brief conventional
waltz movement but has Ginger jumping and spinning under Fred’s arm three times
(Figs. 4.33– 4.34). They separate to perform matching spins before rejoining to
dance a more traditional waltz movement around the floor. This transitions into Fred
partnering Ginger from behind to perform the waltz backwards instead (Figs. 4.35 –
4.36). They separate again to perform matching spins before rejoining for another
waltz in which Ginger spins four times under Fred’s arm. Before they move into the
ballet section of the dance they waltz around the room, this time tapping as they do.
With these extra steps, they display skills far beyond those normally required of a
24

John Mueller, Astaire Dancing: The Musical Films (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010), 18, 86.
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regular waltz. This even extends to the detail of the spins they execute. When they
separate the first time to perform matching spins they only perform one spin, but the
second time they separate they perform two. When Ginger leaps and spins under
Fred’s arm at the beginning, her first two spins are on both feet and the third is on
one foot (Figs. 4. 37 – 4.38). The second sequence of spins she performs are all on
one foot. The number, like all their numbers, typically proceeds to demonstrate
increasing levels of technical mastery as it develops, its intricate, almost baroque,
choreography revealing ‘the principle of virtuosity’ that underpins such a complex
display of skills and aesthetic.

As Angela Ndalianis argues, ‘The delight in

exhibitionism revealed in displays of technical and artistic virtuosity reflects a desire
of the makers to be recognized for taking an entertainment form to new limits’.25
Designed to put the full range of Fred and Ginger’s skills on show and explicitly
draw attention to their virtuosity as dance performers, the numbers ensured that by
combining Fred’s ‘amazing dance routines with … Ginger’s grand dancing’ that they
delivered to fans what they expected to see: ‘Astaire-Rogers routines [that] are
top!’26

25

Angela Ndalianis, Neo-Baroque Aesthetics and Contemporary Entertainment (Cambridge,
Massachusetts and London, England: MIT Press, 2004), 25.
26
Film review of Follow the Fleet, in “The Shadow Stage: A Review of the New Pictures,”
Photoplay, April 1936, 59; film review of Roberta, in “The Shadow Stage: A Review of the New
Pictures,” Photoplay, May 1935, 52.
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Fig. 4.33 Fred and Ginger’s variation of the
standard waltz in ‘Waltz in Swing Time’…

Fig. 4.34 …through the addition of such things
as leaps and twirls…

Fig. 4.35 …forward and…

Fig. 4.36 …backward waltzing…

Fig. 4.37 …and Ginger spinning on two feet
and then…

Fig. 4.38 …one puts on display their range of
technical skill.

Performative Difficulty
In addition to performative range, performative difficulty is also built into each
number. As John Cawelti observes, ‘one of the pleasures we take in performance
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comes from our recognition of the performer’s great skill at doing very difficult
feats’.27 Consequently, each number has been choreographed to feature several key
moments or sequences where the dance movements Fred and Ginger perform are
challenging, allowing them to appear especially accomplished. ‘Cheek to Cheek’
from Top Hat is a typical example. Early in the dance routine they perform a waltz
which includes a short forward movement together where Fred dips Ginger
backwards, down and back up into a spin. The movement is demanding, requiring
that the dipping action not only be smooth and graceful to integrate it into the waltz
but that Fred control the downward weight and momentum of Ginger’s body so they
are not both pulled off balance as they swing back up into the spin. The movement is
made all the more difficult as they also each pivot on one foot when they spin,
demonstrating the need for the even more precise control of the movement to
maintain perfect poise (Figs. 4.39 – 4.42).

Fig. 4.39 Fred and Ginger display talent by
performing a technically…

27

Fig. 4.40 …and physically difficult dipping
movement…

John G. Cawelti, “Performance and Popular Culture,” Cinema Journal 20, no. 1 (Fall 1980): 8.
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Fig. 4.41 …smoothly and gracefully…

Fig. 4.42 …in ‘Cheek to Cheek’.

Later, dancing side by side to the back of the set, they perform an equally impressive
feat, suddenly and spectacularly dancing backwards at speed to the front of the set
and performing a combined jump and spin in the middle of it to land faultlessly in
sync together and resume dancing together. The movement demands a high level of
technical skill, timing, balance and agility (4.43 – 4.46).

Fig. 4.43 Fred and Ginger run backwards and…

Fig. 4.44 …suddenly jump and spin in midair...
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Fig. 4.45 …to land faultlessly and resume…

Fig. 4.46
Cheek’.

…dancing together in ‘Cheek to

Shortly after this, they perform another difficult set piece movement to finish the
routine. Resuming a basic waltz, they explode into a spectacular leaping movement
in which Fred lifts and rotates Ginger high in the air. The leap requires great
strength from both to achieve the head and shoulder level heights that Ginger
reaches, as she has to launch herself as high as possible into the air while Fred lifts
her further and holds her during the sweeping arc of the movement.

Equally

important, Ginger has to land perfectly balanced on one foot to allow them both to
move seamlessly into the next movement.

In one long shot, they execute this

technically difficult and high risk leap three times, each one transitioning faultlessly
into another movement (Figs. 4.47 – 4.50).

The number, tending towards the

‘hazardous side’ as Fred described one of their other routines, draws attention to the
high levels of technical proficiency required for them to achieve the final, faultless
take.28 It delivers on the promise of dance perfection made by fan magazines, trade
papers and RKO’s marketing copy through their discussion and promotion of Fred
and Ginger’s notable professional work ethic and almost obsessive pursuit of

28

Fred Astaire, Steps in Time: An Autobiography (New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 1981), 176.
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excellence.29 As Ginger was reported saying in one magazine piece, ‘Fred Astaire
and I have several new dances for our next picture, and every minute we are not
working in front of the cameras, we go over to the other stage and rehearse. We’re
both averaging about 6 hours a day at rehearsals’. The film’s numbers are all
carefully designed like this to choreographically spectacularise these aspects of Fred
and Ginger’s personae and dance talent, presenting to fans ‘several duets and dance
routines that are knock-outs … with not a flaw in sight’.30

Fig. 4.47 To cap the number, Fred and Ginger
perform three technically and…

Fig. 4.48 …physically very difficult leaps
where Fred lifts Ginger high into the air…

Fig. 4.49 … to land perfectly on one foot and
move smoothly…

Fig. 4.50 …into the next position in ‘Cheek to
Cheek’.

29

Professional perfectionism bordering on obsessiveness and self-sacrifice was a regular theme in
Fred and Ginger’s star discourse. One profile piece on Ginger reported: ‘“Many a time,” a co-worker
told me, “I’ve seen them remove Ginger’s sandals after a dance sequence and wipe away the blood
where the strap cut into her instep. Without a word of complaint she went right back for more”.
Sarah Hamilton, “Freedom is Glorifying Ginger,” Photoplay, September 1936, 78.
30
Ginger Rogers, “It’s a Crowded Life,” Hollywood, March 1935, 77; film review of Top Hat, in
“Review of the Pictures,” Silver Screen, November 1935, 54-55.
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Performative difficulty is built into the numbers in other ways. Key to these is the
way they are designed to increase in tempo.

The first third of each dance is

performed at a slow pace, the second third at a medium pace and the last third fast.
As Croce has also observed, ‘Solos and tap duets often started in an easy rhythm and
then exploded into double and triple time … The romantic duets would begin with a
slow legato section, perhaps include a staccato repeat for a bit of soft shoe before
building to a stormy climax’. 31 Increasing the pace of a routine as it progresses
introduces a difficulty factor into their dancing which demands the display of ever
higher levels of skill as Fred and Ginger maintain control of their footwork, timing
and balance at much greater speeds. ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day (To Be Caught in the
Rain)?’ from Top Hat begins with some challenge dancing between them in the
number’s empty bandstand location, as they match each other with some relatively
simple side-by-side walking and spinning tap movements at a slow dance pace.
Once Fred realises Ginger can dance as well as he does, they perform an extended
tap sequence at medium pace. In response to some thunder and lightning, their
dancing then dramatically breaks into a fast-paced combined jazz, tap and waltz
sequence. The risk of mistimed, late or even missed steps and movements increases,
and their perfectly proficient and polished performance shows what consummate
dancers they are.

The other key difficulty factor built into numbers takes the form of sets and props.
Many numbers, particularly those situated in everyday locations, are choreographed
to include aspects of their setting such as steps, stairs, machinery, chairs, tables and
other objects. Dancing up and down steps or up and over furniture introduces a
31

Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book, 93.
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further level of performative difficulty into their routines which demands they
demonstrate even higher levels of dancing skill. Set in a dance school, their ‘Pick
Yourself Up’ number from Swing Time is performed on the school’s dance floor,
encircled by a low fence. They perform a mix of tap-based waltz and swing style
dancing, displaying a range of ever more complex steps as the routine builds in
tempo. Towards the end they circle past the fence where, as Megan Pugh describes
it, they suddenly ‘burst into a jagged explosion of limbs. He hoists her over the fence
in a tour jete, a turning leap with legs flung into a scissoring arabesque; does a tour
jete of his own to join her; then lifts her back inside the fence in the same way’ (Figs.
4.51 – 4.54), after which they dance to the other side of the floor to spring arm in
arm over the fence and stride triumphantly off stage.32 Incorporating the fence into
their performance introduces a much more risky level of difficulty, turning the finale
into a virtuosic set piece that puts their superior dancing skills on full display.

Fig. 4.51 Towards the end of their number,
Fred and Ginger display even greater…

32

Fig. 4.52 …heights of dance virtuosity by
performing the difficult task of leaping over…

Pugh, American Dancing, 85.
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Fig. 4.53 … the dance floor’s railings …

Fig. 4.54 …in ‘Pick Yourself Up’.

Staged Spontaneity
Another way in which Fred and Ginger are made to look good as performers is to
present their numbers as if they were unplanned and unrehearsed. As Gallafent
notes, a ‘large number of the dances are apparently invented as they are performed,
whether the setting is a private one … or a public one’.33 Many of their numbers are
constructed as spontaneous affairs, taking ‘advantage of the audience’s strong
response to something it thinks is a spontaneous unplanned part of the performance’
and thus framing them as highly skilled because they can apparently without
preparation perform a routine with complete polish and panache. 34 This staged
spontaneity also importantly gives expression to the discourses of creativity and the
impromptu that characterised Fred and Ginger’s star personae and talents, in
particular Fred’s, delivering to the audience the seemingly innate qualities and skills
that the fan magazines and the studio celebrated and advertised they embodied. As
one profile piece reported, ‘All of his steps are of his own creation’ and that Hermes
Pan ‘has seen him “ad lib” for as long as twenty minutes without repeating a step’.35
33

Gallafent, Astaire and Rogers, 27.
John G. Cawelti makes this point with regard to comedians building ad lib elements into their
performance to give them more impact. Cawelti, “Performance and Popular Culture,” 9.
35
Kirtley Baskette, “My Companion Said: ‘I’d Just Love to Dance With Fred Astaire!’,” Photoplay,
April 1935, 96.
34
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In Jane Feuer’s terms, the numbers have been ‘carefully engineered to give an effect
of bricolage’, where the impression of making do and ‘tinkering’ with the
environment and props immediately at hand ‘lends an irresistible aura of spontaneity
to numbers which in reality’ have been planned and rehearsed.36 One such form of
engineering is to narratively place Fred and Ginger in situations that arise seemingly
by chance or through circumstances over which they have no control, so that their
performances are imbued with a strong sense of the impromptu. Their ‘They All
Laughed’ nightclub number from Shall We Dance provides a good example.
Although Ginger’s manager (Jerome Cowan) wants her to continue dancing for him
in his nightclub, he invites her and her finance (William Brisbane) to dine at his
nightclub to show he has no hard feelings about her retiring from the stage to get
married. Unbeknownst to Ginger, however, he has also invited Fred and Horton to
the nightclub, intending to trick Fred and Ginger into dancing together.

The

narrative makes it clear that Fred and Ginger’s presence in the nightclub is personal
and not professional.

They are not there to perform, but Ginger’s manager

orchestrates events by announcing Ginger’s celebrity presence to the nightclub
patrons, and after she has sung, announcing that she has agreed to dance with Fred
who is also in the audience. They have no alternative but to perform some sort of
routine together there and then. Although their performance is stamped as sprung on
them and highly impromptu in nature, they nevertheless produce a virtuosic, showstopping routine.

36

Jane Feuer, The Hollywood Musical, 2nd ed. (London: The Macmillan Press, 1993), 4–5.
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‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day (To Be Caught in the Rain)?’ from Top Hat also seems to
‘erupt out of the action’.37 While Ginger is riding in the park the weather turns bad,
forcing her to take shelter in the park’s empty bandstand.

Following her in a

Hansom cab, Fred joins her where they perform a highly proficient and polished
dance routine together (Figs. 4.55 – 4.60). Again, the narrative has been arranged to
ensure that nature’s unpredictable vagaries bring them to a place where they can
perform. Caused by an unexpected chance event, their number is framed as an
equally unforeseen spontaneous occurrence.

Fig. 4.55 Unpredictable weather forces…

Fig. 4.56 …Ginger to take shelter…

Fig. 4.57 … and Fred to arrive so as…

Fig. 4.58 …to frame their performance…

37

Ethan Mordden, The Hollywood Musical (New York: St Martin’s Press, 1981), 117.
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Fig. 4.59 …of ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’…

Fig. 4.60 …as a spontaneous one.

Croce comments that ‘the “impromptu” walked-right-into number became a staple of
the Astaire-Roger’s repertory’.38 Many numbers are situated in everyday settings
rather than theatrical ones, implying that they have not had time to prepare, rehearse
and polish a pre-designed dance routine as they would for a professional engagement
and creating the impression that they are making it up. In The Gay Divorcee Fred
performs his ‘A Needle in a Haystack’ number in a hotel apartment, while he and
Ginger perform ‘Night and Day’ in a beachside pavilion. In Shall We Dance, Fred
performs ‘Slap That Bass’ in the engine room of an ocean liner and they both
perform ‘Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off’ in a park rotunda (Figs. 4.61 – 4.62).

Fig. 4.61 In Shall We Dance, Fred performs
‘Slap That Bass’ in an ocean liner engine
room…

38

Fig. 4.62 …and Fred and Ginger perform ‘Let’s
Call the Whole Thing Off’ in a park rotunda.

Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book, 48.
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This sense of the impromptu is reinforced by many of the numbers incorporating into
their choreographic form aspects of the everyday environment that Fred and Ginger
inadvertently find themselves in, what Feuer calls ‘environment choreography’. 39
Their numbers appear to be in direct response to their environment, as its specific
elements seemingly initiate and determine their movements rather than allowing
them to impose a previously planned, prearranged dance on it. While they might
perform the majority of a routine in the open, empty spaces of a particular setting
they also dance within, around and, in several cases, up and over the features and
objects in it such as raised levels, steps, stairs, chairs, sofas, tables and other
elements, visibly registering the shape and structure of the space in the choreography
of the dance. ‘The Continental’ reprise at the end of The Gay Divorcee is set in
Ginger’s hotel apartment. At first they waltz around the apartment floor, spinning
and circling from behind the sofa suite at the back of the set to the front, where they
spin in a stylised arm-in-arm pose. They separate and Fred leaps and spins over the
sofa while Ginger does the same across the floor. They meet at the coffee table and
waltz around, up and over it twice. They waltz to the right and back of the set, and
Ginger steps onto the built-in corner sofa to launch herself into the air and spin back
onto the floor.

They then dance over to the breakfast table and chairs and

dramatically waltz up and over them twice before performing some Charleston-type
moves and nonchalantly exiting the room to finish the number (Figs. 4.63 – 4.68).
The shape and structure of the number corresponds isomorphically to the room, Fred

39

Feuer, The Hollywood Musical, 5.
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and Ginger creating ‘the dance out of the total environment, giving an impression of
spontaneous combustion’.40

Fig. 4.63 Performing in all of the apartment’s…

Fig. 4.64 …open spaces, in and around its…

Fig. 4.65 ...furniture and then on…

Fig. 4.66 …top of the sofas and tables…

Fig. 4.67 …the number choreographically takes
on the shape of the room to suggest that…

Fig. 4.68 …Fred and
performance
of
‘The
spontaneous.

40

Ibid.
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Ginger’s reprise
Continental’
is

This sense of the impromptu is also built into Fred and Ginger’s performances within
the numbers. Many of them begin in a fragmented, tentative way, suggesting they
are working out, almost rehearsing, the dance for the first time and are not quite sure
of what they are doing.41 Often a number will begin with movements which stop
while they seemingly break off and pause to consider the next part of the dance.
This stop-start approach at the beginning of a number might be performed several
times as they test out other steps before performing the number’s more extended
sequences and eventually the whole number with a high level of continuity, polish
and panache. Fred’s ‘Needle in a Haystack’ dance routine from The Gay Divorcee
begins with him getting dressed with the aid of Horton’s valet. He first strikes a
short en pointe ballet dance pose as he throws the valet his dressing gown. He picks
out a tie, walks over to a mirror above the fireplace to tie it on and returns to the
valet, where he snaps out a quick tap step. He takes a tie pin and walks back to the
fireplace during which he feigns a slight dance move by shifting his weight from one
foot to the other. He stands on the hearth, leans on the mantelpiece, pondering and
tapping his knuckles in time to the music. He starts tapping his foot on the hearth,
hears the tap and does some more to test out its surface. He pauses briefly and then
executes a small shuffle movement. He stops and then performs a short tap and spin
movement. Again, he stops for a moment. Finally, as though he has found the style
he wants and tried it on for size, he launches into a more extended and coherent piece
of dancing. As James Harvey puts it, ‘Again and again Astaire makes us feel the
41

As Feuer says, Fred and Ginger ‘would perform their most dazzling footwork under the guise of
rehearsing’, pointing to their rehearsal numbers ‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’ from Roberta and ‘I’m
Putting All My Eggs in One Basket’ from Follow the Fleet. Feuer, The Hollywood Musical, 11. See
also ‘Pick Yourself Up’ from Swing Time, which serves a similar ‘rehearsal’ function under the guise
of teaching, where Ginger, playing a dance instructor, teaches Fred, pretending to be a novice, how to
dance.
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weight and heft and difficulty of movement – all the more to feel the takeoff when it
comes, the lift and buoyancy’.42

The fragmented, improvisational beginning of the

number sets up Fred’s performance as fundamentally impromptu and makes him
look enormously gifted in his ability to conjure such a fantastically inventive and
skilled routine out of thin air.

Staged Admiration
Admiration of Fred and Ginger’s performances is built into their numbers to enhance
their presentation as singularly talented stars. Feuer argues that the Hollywood
musical puts ‘audiences into the film for the purpose of shaping the responses of the
movie audience to the film’.43 This occurs most obviously in numbers performed in
theatres or nightclubs, where an audience watches Fred and Ginger at the beginning
of their performance and applauds them at the end of it. In Fred’s ‘Top Hat, White
Tie and Tails’ from Top Hat, the number begins with a wide shot from the back of
the theatre auditorium showing the audience watching Fred join the chorus line on
stage. At the end of the performance, there is a cut from the stage to several shots of
Horton and the show’s backers in balcony seats applauding enthusiastically (Figs.
4.69 – 4.70). Ginger’s singing of ‘Let Yourself Go’ in Follow the Fleet begins with
a wide shot from the back of the ballroom dance floor showing couples dancing and
watching her perform on stage. As she and her backing singers troop off stage at the
end of the song, another wide shot from the back of the ballroom shows the crowd
clapping appreciatively (4.71 – 4.72). Fred and Ginger’s later dancing of the number
is similarly framed. Performing in a dance competition on the dance floor where
42

James Harvey, Romantic Comedy in Hollywood: From Lubitsch to Sturges (New York: Da Capo
Press, 1998), 126.
43
Feuer, The Hollywood Musical, 26.
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they quickly eliminate the competition, a wide shot at the beginning of the number
shows the ballroom dance floor ringed by patrons. In the long-shot coverage of the
routine, all of them, together with the band, watch with intense interest and
appreciation, all transfixed by Fred and Ginger’s performance. As the routine ends, a
wide shot shows patrons applauding and cheering loudly. As Feuer observes, ‘the
audience in the film is there to express the adulation the number itself sought to
arouse from the film’s audience’.44

Fig. 4.69 In ‘Top Hat, White Tie and Tails’, an
admiring audience shown at the beginning…

Fig. 4.70 …and end of the number to frame
Fred’s
performance
as
talented
and
praiseworthy.

Fig. 4.71 In ‘Let Yourself Go’, an attentive
audience of dancers bookends the beginning…

Fig. 4.72 …and end of Ginger’s performance to
signal she is talented and noteworthy.

44

Jane Feuer, “The Self-reflective Musical and the Myth of Entertainment,” in Genre: The Musical,
ed. Rick Altman (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul: 1981), 170.
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In many of their impromptu numbers set in empty theatrical settings or everyday
locations which have no audience, bands and other actors provide the admiring
audience. ‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’ from Roberta is set in an empty nightclub. As
they begin their routine on the dance floor, the shot shows two barmen leaning on the
bar watching Fred and Ginger intently. When the camera follows them to the left of
the dance floor, the band can be seen in the background playing and watching. As
they move in a circle to the right of the dance floor and round again, a café employee
sitting at a table doing paperwork also watches them (Fig.4.73 – 4.74). This sense of
being looked at by an appreciative audience is made explicit when Fred and Ginger
finish their dance and fall into a couple of chairs. Clapping comes from off-screen.
Fred and Ginger rise and bow. A mid two-shot shows the barmen. More clapping
comes from off-screen and they bow again. A long-shot shows a cleaning woman
(Figs. 4.75 – 4.78). Led by the number’s built-in informal audience, the film’s
audience is similarly encouraged to appraise and applaud their routine as highly
accomplished.

Fig. 4.73 In ‘I’ll Be Hard To Handle’, two
barmen, a band and a…

Fig. 4.74 …café employee watch Fred and
Ginger dance and perform audience role.
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Fig. 4.75 Fred and Ginger’s performance
explicitly appreciated…

Fig. 4.76 …and praised by a shot of clapping
barmen…

Fig. 4.77 …and a shot of a…

Fig. 4.78 …clapping cleaner.

In some numbers, particularly those they perform entirely alone, Fred and Ginger
themselves fill the role of an absent audience, by simply looking at each other in
appreciative, praiseworthy ways. Their ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day?’ routine from Top
Hat begins with both of them playing the role of audience for each other. As Fred,
sitting on a bandstand bench next to Ginger, finishes singing to her, he stands up,
spins and jumps lightly away to walk dance and circle about in front of her. Ginger,
‘at first a spectator’, takes visible notice of his small but deft dance movement,
quickly looking up at Fred with respect for his display of dance skill. She suddenly
falls in behind him, copying him. Fred then ‘becomes the spectator’: he does a
double-take and looks her up and down as she matches his walk dance movements
perfectly, appreciating her timing and technique. Though fleeting and subtle, several
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other moments of mutual admiration are woven into the number. At the end of the
routine, both Fred and Ginger fill the role of an appreciative audience as they sit
cross legged on the edge of the bandstand and shake hands to congratulate and
essentially applaud their star performance together (Figs. 4.79 – 4.82).45

Fig. 4.79 Ginger performs role of admiring
audience by noticing Fred’s dance move…

Fig. 4.80 …and quickly looking up in praise of
his talent in ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day’.

Fig. 4.81 Fred performs the same role when
Ginger begins to dance, looking at her
appreciatively.

Fig. 4.82 Fred and Ginger both perform the role
of an ‘applauding’ audience at the end of the
number by shaking hands.

In their ‘Night and Day’ routine from The Gay Divorcee, it is Fred who primarily
plays the role of an absent audience, constantly watching and admiring Ginger
throughout as she matches his every move step for step. ‘His attention – on her –

45

Evans, Top Hat, 57.
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never wavers … His eyes never leave her’.46 These moments of looking are, of
course, ones of romance tending towards adoration but they are also looks of
approval of Ginger’s dancing skills. At the end of the dance, Ginger looks up in
adoration and wonder at Fred, her look functioning to both register Fred’s star appeal
and applaud the show-stopping routine they have just performed (Figs. 4.83 – 4.84).
As Croce says, ‘the way she gazes up wordlessly at this marvelous man she’s been
dancing with exalts him, her, and everything we’ve just seen’.47 It is in these small
but powerful ways that Fred and Ginger enact the rhetoric of an admiring,
appreciative audience, visibly registering and praising on screen their own skills and
talent so that the film audience will too.

Fig. 4.83 In ‘Night and Day’, Fred looks
adoringly but also admiringly at Ginger and her
dancing talent.

Fig. 4.84 At the end of the number, Ginger
looks at Fred and ‘applauds’ him and the
number they have just performed.

The films’ numbers have been carefully engineered at both broad and detailed levels
to present Fred and Ginger’s song and dance talent to maximum effect. From
privileging their skills by simply performing the majority of numbers or limiting the
performances of others to either singing or dancing, to favouring them with
particular types, genres and styles of numbers through to the building in of
46
47

Harvey, Romantic Comedy in Hollywood, 128.
Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book, 35.
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performative difficulty and moments of staged spontaneity and admiration, the films
ensure that Fred and Ginger’s talent is put on full display and that they are made to
look exceptionally gifted performers, delivering to fans the star performances and
pleasures promised and expected.
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5

Scenes
Just as it was important to make Fred and Ginger performatively visible through the
films’ numbers, it was equally essential to do so through the films’ scenes. As has
already been argued, to ensure that the audience could take pleasure in their
favourite’s star performance, Classical ‘Hollywood studios attempted to “fit” a
property to the image of their biggest stars’.1 In the case of Fred and Ginger’s image
this required putting on show not just their special dancing skills but also their
particular personalities. As Edward Gallafent says of their films, ‘The audience was
intended to take pleasure both in the songs and dances and in what came before, after
and between them’.2 Whereas the numbers were principally about showing off their
song and dance skills, the scenes were largely about displaying those aspects of their
star personae that extended beyond musical talent. In the production of these star
vehicles, Fred and Ginger’s characters were written to fit their personality traits and
the plots ‘made to measure to showcase the special qualities’ they personified. 3
Chapter Five argues that every opportunity has been taken in the scenes to
performatively spectacularise them and ensure their visibility. From elements of
characterisation and casting to techniques of display such as performative mobility

1

Robert C. Allen, “The Role of the Star in Film History (Joan Crawford),” in Film Theory and
Criticism, eds. Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen, 6th ed. (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 2004), 615.
2
Gallafent, Astaire and Rogers (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 7.
3
Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 391; Jurgen
Muller and Jorn Hetebrugge, “Shadows”, in Movies of the 20s and Early Cinema, ed. Jurgen Muller
(Koln and London: Taschen, 2007), 17–18.
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and parading, the scenes have been carefully constructed at a number of levels to
ensure their personae were on show for the pleasure of fans.

Performative Characterisation
Character contrast is key to presenting Fred and Ginger more favourably. Each film
is carefully scripted to ensure that other characters are distinctly different and less
appealing than Fred and Ginger. With each film written to include another couple in
supporting character roles alongside Fred and Ginger, contrasts are made to
spectacularise and point up the stars’ personae, often quite sharply. As Arlene Croce
amusingly comments on the characterisation of The Gay Divorcee, ‘one’s first
reaction is that the two stars have somehow fallen among a gang of mental
incompetents’. 4 Edward Everett Horton and Alice Brady play the other couple:
Fred’s friend Egbert Fitzgerald, and Ginger’s Aunt Hortense Ditherwell. They play
roles which ‘parallel the traditional function of the comic servant in Shakespearean
New Comedy’, providing a ‘staid, boring and befuddled contrast’ to the romantic
leads. 5 Horton’s character plays an old-fashioned, middle-aged English lawyer,
insecure, uptight, bumbling and slow-witted. Brady plays a middle-aged, upper class
English divorcee, loud, forward, eccentric and scatter-brained. Both are drawn as
comic types, their confused and dotty natures generating verbal and visual humour
(Fig. 5.1). In direct contrast, Fred plays the youthful, modern American dancer, Guy
Holden, confident, relaxed, urbane, sophisticated and quick-witted, and Ginger plays
the young, modern, American girl next door he falls for, Mimi Glossop, wholesome,
4

Arlene Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book (New York: Outerbridge and Lazard,
1972), 32.
5
Henry Jenkins and Kristine Brunovska Karnick, “Acting Funny,” in Classical Hollywood Comedy,
eds. Kristine Brunovska Karnick and Henry Jenkins, 149–167 (New York and London: Routledge,
1995), 165.
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independent, steady and sensible. Horton and Brady’s characters make Fred and
Ginger look more youthful, modern, smart and romantically attractive (Fig. 5.2). As
a fan magazine review of the film described them: ‘Edward Everett Horton, Alice
Brady pointed foils’.6

Fig. 5.1 Alice Brady and Edward Everett
Horton play middle-aged, old-fashioned, dotty,
confused characters…

Fig. 5.2
…while Fred and Ginger play
youthful, modern, sensible, quick-witted ones in
The Gay Divorcee.

This young couple-old couple format is typical of the films. In Swing Time, Victor
Moore plays Fred’s old vaudeville buddy, Pop, a rumpled middle-aged card trick
man, a little behind the times, inept and slow. Helen Broderick plays Ginger’s
middle-aged world-weary dance instructor colleague, Mabel. Unlike Brady’s Aunt
Hortense, Broderick’s character is hard-boiled, cynical and wise-cracking, but she
and Moore both play comic types, providing much of the film’s humour (Fig. 5.3).
Moore’s older, shambling, less quick-witted character makes Fred look vital, adept
and debonair while Broderick’s tough, slightly jaded, sarcastic character casts Ginger
in a softer, more feminine and attractive light (Fig. 5.4).

6

“Brief Reviews of Current Pictures,” Photoplay, March 1935, 10.
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Fig. 5.3 Helen Broderick and Victor Moore
play the older comic couple against…

Fig. 5.4 …Fred and Ginger’s younger romantic
couple in Swing Time.

In some films Fred and Ginger are set against a younger couple. While age may not
set them apart as obviously as an older couple, other character traits do. In Roberta,
Irene Dunne plays an exiled Russian princess, Stephanie, working in Paris as a
fashion assistant to her Aunt, while Randolph Scott plays an American ex-footballer,
John Kent, who manages Fred and his jazz band, The Wabash Indianians. Fred plays
the leader and star of the band, American Huck Haines, and Ginger plays Lizzie
Gatz, an old American girlfriend who pretends to be a Polish countess, Countess
Scharwenka, to get work. Dunne’s character is aristocratic, proper, reserved and a
little cool, and Scott’s is old-fashioned, prudish, lumbering and dim.

Ginger’s

character on the other hand is down to earth, informal, outgoing and warm, and
Fred’s is modern, risqué, lively and sharp. As Croce observes, their roles are ‘more
vivid than those of Dunne and Scott’ and ‘the most spontaneous characters in the
film’.7 Dunne may be as beautiful a star as Ginger and Scott may be more ruggedly
handsome than Fred, but the straitlaced, unexciting characters they play ensure that
Fred and Ginger appear the more attractive couple (Figs. 5.5 – 5.6).

7

Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book, 46.
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Fig. 5.5 Irene Dunne and Randolph Scott play a
reserved, old-fashioned, dull couple…

Fig. 5.6 …whereas Fred and Ginger play a
warm, modern, lively couple in Roberta.

Character contrasting also occurs between Fred and Ginger’s roles and other
individual supporting roles such as suitors, admirers and fiancées. Often these are
made on ethnic grounds. Megan Pugh comments that ‘Fred and Ginger often make
fun of the rich folks they mingle with, but they treat foreigners as even more comic.
The couple spars with effeminate Italians, effeminate Latins, effeminate Brits, and
conniving Russians, foils who throw their own homespun charms into relief’.8 In
The Gay Divorcee, Fred’s smooth, romantic American character is placed against
Erik Rhodes’ character, Rodolfo Tonetti, the hired co-respondent in Ginger’s plan to
escape a loveless marriage. Rhodes’s character is drawn as an overblown Italian
stereotype, who drives a funny little Italian car (a cut-down, child-like version of the
stylish British car Fred drives earlier in the film), speaks English with an exaggerated
Italian accent, is highly emotional and sings light opera. He is a stereotyped ethnic
opposite to the all-American traits, norms and ideals that Fred’s character embodies,
and a clown to Fred’s leading straight man role (Figs. 5.7 – 5.8).9 In Swing Time,

8

Megan Pugh, American Dancing: From the Cakewalk to the Moonwalk (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2015), 87.
9
Rhodes played a very similar stereotyped role in Top Hat, Italian fashion designer, Alberto Beddini.
So stereotypically drawn were these characters in the films that according to Ruth Vasey, ‘In 1937
Italy took exception to the comic Italian musician in Top Hat and the ineffective professional co-
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Georges Metaxa plays Ricardo Romero, a slick, selfish, mean, manipulative Latin
American band leader in pursuit of Ginger, the opposite of Fred’s open, wholesome,
all-American, good guy role (Figs. 5.9 – 5.10).

In Shall We Dance, Ginger’s

straightforward, moral, wholesome show girl character, Linda Keene, is pointed up
by Ketti Gallian’s scheming, immoral, European vamp character, Lady Denise
Tarrington, who is intent on getting her claws into Fred despite his telling her he is
‘married’ – the plot having set up the conceit that Fred pretends he is married to
Ginger to put Tarrington off – (Figs. 5.11 – 5.12). The characterisation of supporting
roles like this as typically foreign, and often European, of course, works to point up
the Americanness of Fred and Ginger’s personae in contrast: values such as young
not old, modern not traditional, democratic not hierarchical, dynamic not staid,
adventurous not conservative, casual not formal. They embody and celebrate ‘the
ability of [American] individual energy to break away from the dead hand of society,
class and art’ that old Europe represents.10

Fig. 5.7 Erik Rhodes’ character drawn as an
overblown Italian stereotype in contrast…

Fig. 5.8 …to Fred’s regular all-American
character in The Gay Divorcee.

respondent in The Gay Divorcee and banned both films’. Ruth Vasey, The World According to
Hollywood: 1918–1939 (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press), 143.
10
Peter William Evans, Top Hat (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 19–34; Adam Knee, “Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers: Modernizing Class,” in Glamour in a Golden Age: Movie Stars of the
1930s, 204–213; Leo Braudy, “Genre: The Conventions of Connection,” in Film Theory and
Criticism, 671.
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Fig. 5.9 Georges Metaxa plays a slick, selfish,
mean Latin American character in contrast…

Fig. 5.10 …to Fred’s wholesome, all-American
good guy role in Swing Time.

Fig. 5.11 Ketti Gallian’s scheming, immoral,
vamp character contrasts sharply with…

Fig. 5.12
…Ginger’s straightforward,
wholesome show girl character in Shall We
Dance.

Other minor supporting and bit part roles have also been scripted to be either older,
more conventional, less confident, less sophisticated, less clever, less wholesome,
more comic and, again, often foreign. Many of these traits are combined in one
character. In the customs scene from The Gay Divorcee, for example, E. E. Clive’s
English customs officer character is a comically old, worn, uptight, by-the-book
official who becomes increasingly exasperated as he deals first with Horton’s
confused documentation and then Brady’s eccentricities. In Roberta, Luis Alberni’s
nightclub owner character, Voyda, is a funny, middle-aged, gullible and excitable
Russian who fired Fred’s troupe because he thought he had booked American
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Indians for his club rather than a jazz band. In the opening gentleman’s club scene in
Top Hat, Fred is entirely surrounded by elderly, infirm waiters and stuffy old upperclass Englishmen, and on the ocean liner in Shall We Dance many of the crew are
middle-aged, staid stewards and formal, officer types while the passengers are
middle-aged to elderly, correct, well-to-do high society people.

Once more, the

effect of all this is to ensure that only Fred and Ginger’s characters appear youthful,
modern, democratic, self-assured, smart and vital and thus the most attractive
personas.

Performative Casting
The casting of characters provides the films with another opportunity to portray Fred
and Ginger favourably.

Like contrasting characterisation, contrasting casting is

designed to present them in the best possible light. ‘Such performers are sometimes
situated within older couples, who personify the staleness of old love as a counter to
the freshness of new romance’ that Fred and Ginger personify as a younger couple.11
On his own Fred is not stereotypically handsome. Consequently, the casting of
Fred’s buddy characters in the films are generally made to be less handsome and
appealing. As Fred’s older close friend in several of the films – The Gay Divorcee,
Top Hat and Shall We Dance – Edward Everett Horton acts as a physical foil to
Fred’s appearance. Horton’s dark hair and eyebrows, pasty complexion and almost
sagging, rumpled face is in stark contrast to Fred’s lighter hair and eyebrows,
glowing skin and firm, polished face. While Horton looks unhealthy, worn and
insipid, Fred radiates boyish good health and vitality. The contrast between Horton’s
and Fred’s physique is also marked. Horton’s body is broad, heavy, slow and
11

Jenkins and Karnick, “Acting Funny,” 165.
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awkward whereas Fred’s is lean, light, snappy and easy in movement, so that when
they appear together, Horton’s bigger, thick-boned, lumbering body highlights the
slighter, streamlined grace of Fred’s (Fig. 5.13). The casting of Victor Moore as
Fred’s old vaudeville buddy in Swing Time performs the same function. Moore has
the same colouring and complexion as Fred, but he is balding with a comb-over
whereas Fred has a full (though receding) head of hair. He also has an owlish, round
face whereas Fred has a pleasantly balanced oval face. Physically, he is short, portly
and moves in a stocky, blunt manner while Fred is tall, trim and moves smoothly and
elegantly (Fig. 5.14).

Fig. 5.13 Casting of Edward Everett Horton in
Top Hat favours Fred’s looks and physique.

Fig. 5.14 Casting of Victor Moore in Swing
Time favours Fred’s looks and physique.

The casting of Randolph Scott as Fred’s more youthful friend in two of the films –
Roberta and Follow the Fleet – seems to go against this logic.

Scott has

stereotypical leading man qualities and appeal writ large. Square faced and sharp
jawed, tall and broad-shouldered, he has the rugged good looks and manly body of a
big football athlete. He is almost bear-like in size. Fred on the other hand is oval
faced and softer jawed, shorter and more narrow-shouldered and boyishly good
looking with the slight body of a ballet dancer (Figs. 5.15 – 5.16). Scott’s looks and
physique are indeed rugged and manly, but his casting works to make Fred appear
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the more attractive. Adam Knee argues that while Scott’s ‘impressive physique does
attract women, it is presented as something out of the ordinary (woman repeatedly
comment upon it) in opposition’ to Fred’s ‘physique, which ends up appearing much
closer to the “norm”’.12 Scott’s rough, angular facial features and large, muscleladen, jock type body signals a physically strong and healthy specimen but also
suggests he is not over-intelligent, a case of more brawn than brain. Indeed, John
Mueller describes him as ‘an oafish football player’.13 In comparison, Fred comes
across as softer, smoother, more sophisticated and cleverer. Scott’s bulky quarterback physique and heavy, wooden movements also work to make Fred’s body look
trim and lean, his movements light and elegant, pointing up his natural physical
ability and dancing talent. Overall, casting Scott makes Fred the more appealing
masculine presence on screen.

Fig. 5.15 Randolph Scott’s stereotypical good
looks and large athletic physique function to
point up…

Fig. 5.16 …Fred’s cleverer, more sophisticated
persona and dancer’s physique and talent in
Roberta.

The same casting logic is applied to Ginger and the female supporting roles around
her. Although Ginger is undoubtedly beautiful, careful casting decisions have been
made to make certain she is the most attractive actor on screen. The choice of Alice
12
13

Knee, “Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers: Modernizing Class,” 209–210.
John Mueller, Astaire Dancing: The Musical Films (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010), 89.
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Brady as Ginger’s older Aunt in The Gay Divorcee is an obvious example. Brady
has short, old-fashioned styled brunette hair and generally dark complexion, a fuller
face, chest and body and moves in a quick, erratic, start-stop way. Ginger has
longer, more modern styled blonde hair and fair complexion, a slimmer face, chest
and figure and moves in an easy, flowing way (Fig. 5.17).14 Whereas Brady looks
matronly, Ginger looks in the flower of her youth. Although Helen Broderick is
markedly different from Alice Brady as a type, her casting in the supporting role of
Ginger’s older friend in two of the films – Top Hat and Swing Time – achieves the
same effect. Broderick is a brunette, generally wearing a shorter, conventional hair
style whereas Ginger is blonde and wears a longer, more fashionable hair style.
Broderick has a long, oval, wide-eyed face with weak bone structure whereas Ginger
has a rounder, more pleasantly balanced face with good cheekbones and a firm chin.
Physically, Broderick is reedy, slightly round-shouldered and a little straight up and
down. Ginger on the other hand is trim, square shouldered and shapelier. Broderick
droops and moves in a loose, gangly manner whereas Ginger holds herself upright
and moves around more elegantly (Fig. 5.18). Overall, Broderick makes Ginger look
pretty, feminine and graceful.

14

Ensuring that the female supporting actor was brunette rather than blonde was a commonly used
device to privilege Ginger’s star status in the films. As a Variety film review of Follow the Fleet
noted of Harriet Hilliard’s role in the film, ‘A blonde originally she’s in brunet wig in this film,
presumably in deference to Miss Rogers’, in “Film Reviews,” Variety, 26th February 1936, 15.
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Fig. 5.17 Casting of Alice Brady in The Gay
Divorcee favours Ginger’s looks and physique.

Fig. 5.18 Casting of Helen Broderick in Top
Hat favours Ginger’s looks and physique.

Even in Roberta where Ginger stars alongside another female star, Irene Dunne,
decisions have been made in the casting of Dunne which favour Ginger. Dunne is
also a brunette to Ginger’s blonde. Her hair is tied up short around and behind her
ears in an efficient, no nonsense way whereas Ginger’s hair, while also tied up, is
allowed to play prettily and gently around her neck. Dunne’s face is angular and
sharp, featuring prominent high cheekbones, a pointy nose and strong, almost manly
jaw. Ginger’s face in contrast is oval and smooth, featuring softer cheekbones, nose
and jaw (Fig. 5.19 – 5.20). Physically their bodies are the same height and build,
both displaying trim figures and moving as gracefully as each other, but Dunne’s
movements are tighter than Ginger’s. Generally, Dunne appears a little hard and
cool, more handsome than pretty, a Katherine Hepburn type, while Ginger appears
soft, warm and beautiful. The billing may say Ginger is co-starring with Dunne but
the casting contrasts between them indicate otherwise – Ginger is the star.15

15

Despite RKO regarding Dunne as the bigger star and billing her ahead of Fred and Ginger in
Roberta, a fact reflected in her much more generous contract where she received not only a salary but
also a percentage deal of the film while they did not, the film was designed to clearly favour Fred and
Ginger as its stars through better character roles, dialogue, costuming and performances. As Croce
says, ‘It lets them soar’. Croce, The Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers Book, 46. For details on
Dunne’s and Fred’s contract negotiations with RKO, see Tom Kemper, Hidden Talent: The
Emergence of Hollywood Agents (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press,
2010), 88–89, 151.
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Fig. 5.19 Irene Dunne’s angular, sharper,
handsome looks contrast with…

Fig. 5.20 …Ginger’s rounder, softer, prettier
looks in Roberta.

Older, darker, greyer, taller, shorter, rounder, heavier, plainer, ordinary, everyday
looking actors are cast as foils to Fred and Ginger in minor and bit-part roles.
Whether playing valets, waiters or pedestrians, they are always physically distinct
and less appealing in some way to ensure Fred and Ginger are always presented as
the most attractive looking, vital actors in the films as befits their glamorous star
status.

Performative Action
What Fred and Ginger do in the films in comparison to others is central to
privileging their presence and putting them on show. With Fred and Ginger’s scripts
tailor-made to fit the films’ characters and plots to their star personae and talents, the
films’ story action within and across the scenes naturally serves to favour their
display. As Cathy Klaprat reminds us, Classical Hollywood’s standard practice was
to cast the star in the story’s lead role to showcase them, which ‘constructed by the
traits and actions’ of the star meant that ‘the narrative’ itself ‘was structured by the
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star’. 16 As the narratives’ lead roles, the films’ stories serve to performatively
spectacularise Fred and Ginger not only by ensuring that they have more screen time
than other actors, but also by making them the causal source of all narrative action.
They are given agency while others are not, instantly framing them as the more
dynamic and attractive actors to watch. Fred characteristically sets the films’ action
in train by his character’s falling in love with and pursuing Ginger, causing her to set
the films’ counter action in play as she repeatedly resists his advances while
following her own course of action. As the main characters, they are the primary
‘agents of cause and effect’ in each film’s causal chain of events.17 In the second
scene of Shall We Dance, for instance, Fred initiates the film’s larger romantic action
by declaring to Horton he intends to marry Ginger, a star of the musical stage whom
he has only seen on the cover of a flip book. When he comes calling, she tries to
avoid him because his character is a Russian ballet dancer, a ‘toe dancer’ as she calls
him. At the same time she is intent on pursing her own course of action by retiring
from the stage. Other supporting actors undertake but do not initiate actions, instead
performing actions that are narrowly reactive to Fred and Ginger’s. In Shall We
Dance, the majority of Horton’s actions are in response to Fred’s, in particular by
trying to keep Fred and Ginger apart, while Ginger’s manager, Jerome Cowan,
spends most of the film trying to stop her from retiring by getting them together.18

Individual scenes have also been carefully scripted to ensure that they are the
initiators of the smaller plot action which occurs within and across them. In Follow
16

Tino Balio, “A Mature Oligopoly, 1930–1948,” in The American Film Industry, ed. Tino Balio, rev.
ed. (Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 264; Klaprat, “The Star as
Market Strategy: Bette Davis in Another Light,” in The American Film Industry, 369.
17
David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, Film Art, 8th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2008), 77, 74–
109.
18
Ibid., 93.
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the Fleet, Ginger’s sister, played by Harriet Hilliard, initially a dowdy, brunette
school teacher type with glasses, confides to Ginger she has trouble attracting men,
resulting in Ginger enlisting one of her showgirl friends to transform her into a
beautiful swan. To sabotage Randolph Scott’s relationship with another girl so he
will remain involved with Ginger’s sister, Fred writes a romantic script scene to
rehearse with the character at her home so that when Scott arrives it appears as
though she has cheated on him with Fred. To save the ship Connie owns, Fred and
Ginger come up with the idea of putting on a benefit show that saves the day. In
Roberta, Fred initiates the action which takes him, Scott and the band to Paris and
Madame Roberta’s salon, while Ginger initiates a plan for Fred and the band to get
re-hired by the nightclub owner, and they both persuade Irene Dunne’s character,
Stephanie, to come back to the salon to design clothes and put on a fashion show
with entertainment. Served by the plot in these smaller ways, Fred and Ginger are
consistently given agency within and across scenes, highlighting them as the most
active and attractive actors.

Performative spectacularisation occurs in other ways in the scenes. Incidents in a
film’s scenario can ‘reveal or express the personality or type-of-person of the star’.19
Many scenes are constructed so that Fred and Ginger’s decision on a particular
course of action is objected to in some way by a supporting actor whom they must
override. In Shall We Dance, Ketti Gallian’s character, Lady Denise Tarrington,
arrives at the ballet company that Horton owns to ask him to take her back as the
principal ballerina. He initially says no because her unreciprocated feelings for Fred
had caused problems previously, but then agrees. Fred takes Horton aside and tells
19

Richard Dyer, Only Entertainment, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2002), 79.
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him that if he wants him to stay with the company he will have to ‘get rid of her’
because of the trouble she caused the last time. Horton protests, but eventually
agrees.

The scene functions to provide some basic plot information, namely

introducing us to Gallian’s character and her relationship to Fred, but it has primarily
been designed to make Fred look firmer, stronger and more attractive by comparison
to Horton’s wavering, weak personality. Put on show is Fred’s strength of character,
an aspect of his persona that was often reported on in the star discourses about him.
A profile in the fan magazine Hollywood, for example, described him as ‘Modest,
shy but ready to fight for his right’.20

In Top Hat, following Fred and Ginger’s ‘Isn’t This a Lovely Day (To Be Caught in
the Rain)?’ where Ginger falls in love with Fred, she arrives back at her hotel
apartment to announce to Erik Rhode’s fashion designer character, Alberto Beddini,
that she will not be going to Italy with him. Rhodes strenuously objects, trying to
persuade her several times during the scene not to follow this course of action but is
each time firmly rebuffed and overruled by Ginger. As well as informing us that
Ginger is falling in love with Fred, the scene sets up Ginger’s chosen course of
action to then block it with an obstacle she must overcome, giving Ginger the
opportunity to demonstrate to us her independent, strong-willed persona.

Designed along similar lines, many scenes are also constructed to place an obstacle
in the way of an actual action Fred and Ginger are undertaking towards a particular

20
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goal.21 As Ethan Mordden comments, ‘Everyone is reduced to being obstacles for
Astaire and Rogers so we can enjoy seeing them surmount them’.22 This provides
the opportunity for the ‘parading of expertise’ that James Naremore discusses,
allowing them to demonstrate how much more resourceful, clever and quicker-witted
they are than others.23 When Fred attempts to pay for his train ticket to New York to
make his fortune in Swing Time, his vaudeville buddies arrive to collect on a bet he
has lost with them and take all his money, stopping him from catching the train and
breaking up their dance act.

As the train pulls out and they smugly celebrate

outsmarting him, Fred nonchalantly and good naturedly makes his way to the front of
the platform, sees an opportunity, tips his hat, and suddenly makes a run for it to
jump not the train to New York but a freight train instead. Hanging off the side of a
rail car as he makes his escape, Fred throws a big, triumphant smile and salute to his
now disgruntled, disconsolate buddies (Figs. 5.21 – 5.22). The scene serves to move
the story to New York where Fred will meet Ginger, but it has been scripted to
provide Fred with the opportunity to demonstrate his superior improvisational
abilities and intelligence as he outwits those around him. On show too, as they are in
many other scenes, are Fred’s ‘democratic credentials’. While dressed in a high
society morning suit, he is not above jumping that most democratic form of transport
during the Depression era 30s – a freight train – vividly displaying to the audience
that ‘He’s a regular guy’.24

21
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Fig. 5.21 When his buddies stop him from
catching the train to New York, Fred displays
how much cleverer and…

Fig. 5.22 …more resourceful he is than them
by jumping onto a freight train to New York
instead in Swing Time.

In a scene from The Gay Divorcee set in Ginger’s hotel apartment, Fred and Ginger
want to consummate their romance by joining hotel patrons on the dance floor below
to dance ‘The Continental’. They are forbidden to leave by Erik Rhodes’s character,
Tonetti, who retires to another room to play cards and keep an eye on them. Fred
craftily cuts out the shape of a couple dancing from a magazine (he just happens to
have a small pair of scissors on a chain in his pocket), places it on a gramophone
turntable and positions a lamp behind to mimic the previous shadows of them
dancing on the wall which Rhodes can see. Seeing the shadows, Rhodes happily
continues playing cards allowing them to escape downstairs to dance. The majority
of the films’ scenes are similarly engineered to create the impression that Fred and
Ginger are the only characters who are dynamic, decisive, clever and quick-witted
and thus always come out on top.

Performative Dialogue
Scenes in the films are generally written to favour Fred and Ginger with better,
wittier, more sophisticated dialogue, making them appear as witty as they are
talented with their feet and bodies. Giving them the most amusing dialogue and
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jokes allows them to further parade their greater ‘mental accomplishments’. 25 In
many scenes they have the only funny lines. In an early scene in Top Hat, following
Fred’s introduction to Horton’s eccentric, irascible English valet, Bates, played by
Eric Blore, Fred and Horton retire to the sofa:
Fred:

Where on earth did you ever find him?

Horton: Well, from the Salvation Army as a matter of fact. I sent them a
pair of very old shoes.
Fred:

Oh, I see, and the shoes came back and Bates was in them.

Horton: And he’s been wearing my good ones ever since.
Fred:

Ah, how’s Madge feeling?

Horton: Oh, she’s fine, thanks, Jerry. The climate at the Lido has done
her a lot of good.
Fred:

Oh, that’s fine. It’s too bad she won’t be able to be here for the
opening tomorrow night.

Horton: Isn’t it. She’s heartbroken, really. However, she’s expecting us
to fly down to Italy for a weekend.
Fred:

Fly down to Italy for a weekend? I can’t, I haven’t any goggles.

Horton: Oh, my word, Jerry, you have to go. She’s counting on us. You
see she’s going to have a young friend visit her and I suspect
there’s something in the air. You know Madge and her
matchmaking proclivities.
Fred:

Well, is she expecting me for a weekend or a wedding?

Horton: Well, you can’t tell. You know how wives are.
Fred:

25

No, I don’t. How are they?

Ibid.
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The conversation has been constructed to provide basic plot information, but to also
provide Fred with several funny lines while Horton plays the straight man to Fred’s
quicker, smarter light comic.

A later scene in the film with Ginger and Erik Rhodes has been similarly scripted.
Following a romantic dance with Fred, she returns to her hotel apartment to tell
Rhodes she is no longer going to Italy to model his clothes for him because she has
met Fred, whom she wistfully calls Adam:
Rhodes: Forget this Adam, Beddini demands it!
Ginger: Oh, Beddini does, does he? Alberto, up to the present our
relationship has been purely a business one. But if you start
interfering in my personal affairs, I’ll go back to America and
live on the dole!
Rhodes: Now, Dale, darling, I did not mean to interfere. Go ahead, fall in
love with this Adam. Marry him, but as Mrs Adam what will
you wear?
Ginger: Fig leaves (walks off to get changed into a new outfit).
Rhodes: (answers knock at door) Dale, telegram for you.
Ginger: Read it to me please.
Rhodes: Come ahead. Stop. Stop being a sap. Stop. You can even bring
Alberto. Stop. My husband is stopping at your hotel. Stop.
When do you start? Stop? I cannot understand. Who wrote
this?
Ginger: Sounds like Gertrude Stein.
While Rhode’s performance of Beddini is funny to listen to and watch, he has no
humorous lines to deliver. Ginger is the only one given humorous lines to perform –
the absurdly funny dole comment, the witty fig leaves quip and the smart Gertrude
Stein joke. Rhodes’s lines are written solely to provide necessary plot information,
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while Ginger’s feisty witticisms allow her to display her sharper, more sophisticated
mind. Peter William Evans notes that ‘Her sharp wordplay … registers linguistic
control and an independence of spirit’, the scene’s dialogue also broadly putting on
display one of the key traits that the audience found appealing about Ginger’s star
personality.26

Performative Mobility
Leo Braudy reminds us that there is in these films a ‘collision between the forces of
inertia and stasis and the forces of vitality’.27 As in the numbers, making Fred and
Ginger more mobile than others to present them as the most eye-catching, vital
performers on screen is also built into the scenes.28 An early scene from Shall We
Dance provides an especially vivid example. Ginger, playing a haughty musical
theatre star, arrives at her hotel apartment to find her manager, played by Jerome
Cowan, waiting for her. As Ginger crossly complains to him about her dancing
partner trying to seduce her, the entire scene between them is designed so that she
walks, paces and stamps about the room while Cowan sedately reclines in a lounge
chair (Figs. 5.23 – 5.28). Cowan’s part could have been staged differently to make
him more active, but this would have made Ginger’s presence less dynamic.
Although she appeared briefly in the previous scene, this is her star entrance scene,
designed to ensure that the ‘lively and energetic actress’ is the centre of attention.29
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Fig. 5.23 In scene from Shall We Dance…

Fig. 5.24 …Ginger is made the only...

Fig. 5.25 …actor to move around the…

Fig. 5.26 …room so as to performatively...

Fig. 5.27 …privilege her presence and …

Fig. 5.28 …personae to the audience.

Smaller scale examples of the technique are used to similar effect elsewhere. In
another scene from Shall We Dance, Fred bursts into Ginger’s hotel apartment to
find Cowan and his assistant. They explain that Ginger has left the hotel and does
not want to be found because Fred has another love interest. Fred soon starts pacing
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backwards and forwards in front of the other actors (Figs. 5.29 – 5.32). The scene is
busy with dialogue between Fred and Cowan, with Fred asking questions and Cowan
answering.

Although the dialogue is evenly shared between them, Cowan’s

informationally important lines risk drawing attention to him, and the scene has
another actor who could distract attention from Fred. Fred’s pacing draws interest to
him, away from Cowan and the other actor, who both remain still.

Fig. 5.29 In this scene from Shall We Dance…

Fig. 5.30 …Fred paces backwards and…

Fig. 5.31 …forwards while other actors stand
still so he…

Fig. 5.32 …is made the most dynamic and
interesting actor.

A more understated use of the technique is employed in a scene from The Gay
Divorcee between Ginger and Alice Brady. As Ginger frets about the arrival of Fred,
whom she thinks is her co-respondent, Brady counsels her. Towards the end of the
scene, Brady is given a lengthy piece of dialogue, drawing attention to her rather
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than Ginger. To counteract this, Ginger’s performance is choreographed to turn and
walk to the back of the sofa, pause and then walk back to her spot next to Brady
(Figs. 5.33 – 5.36). Although there is no narrative motivation for her action, it is
performed as though it were the most natural thing in the world. The movement is
designed to make Ginger a mobile element, drawing attention from Brady and subtly
making her the more vital presence in the scene.

Fig. 5.33
talks…

In The Gay Divorcee, as Brady

Fig. 5.34 …Ginger becomes performatively…

Fig. 5.35 …mobile to draw attention and…

Fig. 5.36 …make more vital in the scene.

In scenes in which the supporting actors are required to be mobile, Fred and Ginger
are performatively spectacularised and made more visible than others by leading the
action.

Numerous simple examples can be seen across the films, with many

occurring at the beginning of a scene when Fred and Ginger make an entrance with
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other actors, leading the action while the others follow behind. The beginning of the
ballroom scene from Follow the Fleet, for example, opens with a shot of Fred and his
sailor buddies entering the ballroom together in a tight pack to buy some tickets.
Fred is positioned in front of the sailors and leads the action through the doorway.
He sees the ticket booth and sets off to buy a ticket with his buddies in tow, once
again placed in front of them (Figs. 5.37 – 5.40). Initiating the action throughout,
Fred is made more performatively prominent than the other actors, casting his
persona as singularly self-confident and full of life.

Fig. 5.37 Fred made more visually prominent…

Fig. 5.38
other…

…and performatively active than

Fig. 5.39 …actors by leading the action in…

Fig. 5.40 …ballroom scene from Follow the
Fleet.

In Shall We Dance Ginger, with her fiancé and lawyer following her, exits a lift into
a nightclub to meet Fred who is performing there. She stops momentarily to listen
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over her shoulder to her fiancé protest about meeting Fred, but then heads off again
with both trailing behind (Fig 5.41 – 5.44). Throughout, Ginger is in the foreground
controlling and initiating the action, ensuring she is the more important, dynamic and
attractive performer.

Fig. 5.41 Ginger leads and initiates the action
which makes…

Fig. 5.42 …her more visually dominant and
performatively…

Fig. 5.43 …dynamic than the supporting actors
in…

Fig. 5.44
Dance.

…nightclub scene from Shall We

Performative Parading
In addition to the above, another key technique, performative parading, is used to
spectacularise Fred and Ginger, by presenting them in action solely to show off their
characteristic looks, style and personae. Moments of them parading in front of the
camera are strategically inserted into scenes to provide them with the opportunity ‘to
do her/his thing’, as Richard Dyer calls it, offering to the audience the pleasure of
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pure star performance where their ‘idiosyncratic ways of speaking and moving’, their
‘eccentric facial and bodily gesture[s]’ are on display.30 A notable and complicated
piece of parading designed to specifically emphasise Fred’s physical abilities and
qualities takes place in Roberta. During Fred’s performance of ‘Let’s Begin’ with
his band in the forecourt of Roberta’s fashion salon, he recognises Ginger watching
them from several floors up. He rushes into the building to find her, sliding across
the floor to stop at the lift. It is conveniently in use, forcing him to take the stairs.
Fred instantly leaps, bounds and pulls himself up six flights of stairs to the second
floor where he accosts Randolph Scott about Ginger’s whereabouts. The camera
pans and tracks Fred up through the floors in a single long-shot which runs for
fourteen seconds and in which Fred is the sole focus of attention (Figs. 5.45 – 5.50).
Being paraded here are Fred’s physical qualities, his strength and agility as he leaps
up the stairs at speed, the way he never loses his balance or footing as he skips up the
stairs two at a time, his superb physical condition which is on display when he
reaches the top and conducts a conversation with Randolph Scott without any sign of
having exerted himself. The shot is not strictly necessary in terms of providing plot
information or maintaining the scene’s continuity.

Fred has already been seen

rushing off and into the foyer eager to see Ginger. It would have been technically
easier, as well as cheaper in production time and costs, to simply cut to a long-shot of
the door outside Roberta’s fashion house on the second floor which Fred then rushes
into, either meeting Scott there or knocking on it.31 The shot is solely designed to

30
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put Fred’s physical attributes on show, in particular his superb physical condition
which the Roberta Campaign Book’s publicity copy celebrated in a piece called
‘Fred Astaire is Always Fit to Go Into a Dynamic Dance’, saying that ‘Athletes can
puff and pant to their lungs’ content in the heat of a contest. Astaire has to swirl
through the swiftest dance without even breathing hard’.32

Fig. 5.45 A multi-level, open-sided set and…

Fig. 5.46 …crane shot which follows Fred…

Fig. 5.47 …as he runs, leaps and bounds up…

Fig. 5.48 …several flights of stairs designed…

Movement: The Coming of Sound and the Classical Hollywood Style,” in The Hollywood Industry,
edited by Paul Kerr (London and New York: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1986), 149.
32
RKO Pictures, Roberta Campaign Book, 1935, reproduction of original by Turner Entertainment
Co. and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., 2006.
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Fig. 5.49 …to parade his physical agility…

Fig. 5.50 …and fitness in Roberta.

A technically less complex and more common instance of parading occurs in the
hotel scene from Top Hat when Ginger goes to meet him in his hotel room.
Following a shot of Ginger knocking at his door, there is a cut to a long-shot of Fred
inside wearing an evening suit and exiting a door on the right of the set. Hearing the
knock, he runs across a wide floor and up some steps to answer the door (Fig. 5.51 –
5.54). Framed in long-shot, Fred’s classy style, carefree manner and innate physical
agility as he effortlessly runs across the floor and skips up the steps is put on full
show.

Fig. 5.51 Casually running across the floor...

Fig. 5.52 …and skipping up some steps to…
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Fig. 5.53 …answer the door, Fred puts on
display his…

Fig. 5.54 …innate physical agility and personae
in Top Hat.

Other, less physically active moments of parading are simply designed to show off
his sartorial good looks, easy way of moving and generally relaxed attitude. In The
Gay Divorcee, he exits a lift and walks down a hallway looking for Ginger’s hotel
room. Dressed in top hat, white tie and tails, he walks in an effortless manner with a
hand in one pocket and the other tapping the side of his leg. ‘The epitome of grace
and control, even when not dancing, Astaire was light on his feet and walked to a
rhythm’. 33

On display is the pure spectacle of Fred’s star personae – his

sophistication, dapper appearance, physical grace and casual but confident manner,
everything that is characteristic of his star image.

Similarly designed moments of parading are used to showcase Ginger. In Roberta,
following Ginger’s singing of ‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’ in the Café Russe, she joins
Fred sitting on the stairs at the edge of the dance floor to chat. She is wearing a
spectacularly novel and chicly designed pant outfit which is teasingly seen only very
briefly for the first time at the end of the song as she skips down the stairs. After a
brief conversation about the old days, Ginger suddenly gets up and, with Fred

33

Peter William Evans, Top Hat (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 20.
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following, walks to the right hand side of the stairs and dance floor to a low wall
where she stands and eventually sits. Her walk from the steps to the wall starts front
on to camera but as she walks to the wall she presents the right side of her body. As
she approaches the wall, she turns more towards it and in doing so turns away from
the camera to present her back. She lifts her left foot onto the wall and twists around
to the left when Fred talks to her, presenting her left side. She drops her leg down
and lets it dangle by the toe from the wall for a moment, turning further around to the
left to present a three-quarter view. She then sits on the wall with her legs apart, her
hands on her knees and then waist (Figs. 5.55 – 5.60). From standing up to sitting on
the wall, Ginger has rotated herself completely anti-clockwise, displaying her body
from all sides: front, side, back, side and front again. Nothing in the dialogue
between them narratively explains Ginger’s action. Her action of putting her foot up
on the wall with her back to us is particularly unmotivated and strange.

The

sequence is designed not to advance the story but to parade Ginger and her costume
to the audience. Covered in one long-shot for an extended period of time, Ginger’s
elaborate and somewhat self-conscious 360 degree rotation of her body shows off the
striking novelty and design of her pant suit from all angles and the way it flatters and
displays her trim figure. Also put on show is her modern and adventurous persona,
as the wearing of trousers by women in the 1930s was yet to become acceptable
mainstream fashion.34

34

Naremore, Acting in the Cinema, 90–91.
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Fig. 5.55 In Roberta, Ginger’s walk from the…

Fig. 5.56 …steps to the wall where she…

Fig. 5.57 …stands, turns around and…

Fig. 5.58 …eventually sits with her legs…

Fig. 5.59 …apart designed to parade both the…

Fig. 5.60 …costume she is wearing and her.

Another clear moment of Ginger parading is evident at the beginning of the
previously discussed scene from Shall We Dance when she arrives home to her
apartment to find her business manager waiting for her. Wearing a luxurious fur
jacket over a shiny sequined dress, Ginger walks up the steps of the raised stage-like
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lounge to meet Cowan but stops at the top to parade left and right several times.
Although Ginger has been shown wearing this costume earlier in the scene it has not
been properly seen, obscured by set features and unclear close and wide shots.
Again covered in a long-shot, Ginger’s parading provides a sustained look at the
costume’s design: that underneath the fur jacket her dress is cut to hug her body, has
a split up the middle to the knee and is overlaid with loose strings of sparkling beads
which fall from her waist. These aspects are displayed to full advantage as Ginger
walks back and forth, presenting one side of the costume then the other. The action
makes visible the dynamic movement and dramatic effect of the strings of beads,
swishing around and drawing attention to her figure. Visible, too, is how the risqué
split in her dress flatteringly shows off her legs. Her walk across the top of the steps,
performed almost as though Ginger was a model on a catwalk, ensures that she and
her costume are displayed to best effect, providing the audience with the opportunity
to immerse themselves in the pleasure of Ginger’s presence and how glamorous she
looks.

In many scenes, these moments of parading are less overt, simply taking the form of
an extended piece of walking, following Ginger from one room or part of the set to
another. In The Gay Divorcee, for instance, Fred and Ginger are on the balcony of
Ginger’s apartment. Ginger wears a beautiful, delicate, flowing French designed
negligee. Fred alerts her to the fact that a strange man (Erik Rhodes, playing her corespondent) has suddenly appeared in her apartment. Ginger rushes inside, entering
the apartment lounge from the balcony and walking quickly across the room to her
bedroom to meet him (Fig. 5.61 – 5.64). Ginger has been seen in the negligee earlier
in the scene but mainly alongside Alice Brady and not in action. As the camera
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follows her in long-shot, Ginger is put on sole parade for a period of time so that the
audience can enjoy the pure display of her persona, beauty and costume as she
elegantly glides across the floor with it billowing around her.

Fig. 5.61 Ginger puts on display her costume…

Fig. 5.62 …and herself as she parades…

Fig. 5.63 …from one room to another…

Fig. 5.64 …in The Gay Divorcee.

Performative Affirmation
The sort of performative affirmation which is a feature of the films’ numbers is also
a feature of their scenes. Set in the show-business, high life worlds of theatres,
nightclubs, fashion salons, luxury hotels, resorts and ocean liners, the films take
advantage of these locations to build a rhetoric of deference around Fred and Ginger.
Other actors are shown on the periphery of scenes attending to them in a service
position, the function of which is to consistently point up their importance and
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special status. In several films this function is performed by valets, housemaids and
assistants. In The Gay Divorcee, a valet helps Fred get dressed to go out, offering
him a range of ties to choose from, and in Top Hat a theatre assistant brushes his
costume down before he goes on stage, kneeling on the ground as he does this (Figs.
5.65 – 5.66).

In Shall We Dance, Ginger has a housemaid who waits on her,

delivering messages on silver trays and serving her breakfast in bed (Figs. 5.67 –
5.68).

Only Fred and Ginger are generally attended to like this by valets and

housemaids. In The Gay Divorcee, for instance, Horton’s valet is seen attending to
Fred and not Horton.

Fig. 5.65 Valet attends and defers to Fred in
The Gay Divorcee, signalling and affirming his
special status.

Fig. 5.66 A theatre assistant attends and defers
to Fred in Top Hat, signalling and affirming his
special status.

Fig. 5.67 Housemaid in Shall We Dance
performs acts of service and …

Fig. 5.68 …deference that point to and affirm
Ginger’s special status.
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This rhetoric of deference also takes the form of being waited on by hotel staff who
are seen courteously attending to them, most often either pulling out chairs for Fred
and Ginger or carrying their bags. In The Gay Divorcee, Ginger joins Alice Brady in
the hotel restaurant. The waiter, Eric Blore, who has been talking to Alice Brady,
sees Ginger approaching the table and instantly moves out of the way to pull her seat
out for her. In Top Hat, Ginger meets Helen Broderick at a hotel table where a
waiter pulls her chair out to seat her. In another scene from Top Hat, Fred pulls out
Ginger’s chair for her to then have his pulled out by the maître de, and in a scene
from Shall We Dance the head waiter leads Fred and Horton to a table where he seats
Fred first and then Horton. In Top Hat, bellboys carry Ginger’s cases ahead of her to
a limousine as she checks out of the hotel, and in Shall We Dance bellboys and the
hotel manager (Eric Blore) deliver Fred’s bags to his room and settle him in. Similar
deferential roles are taken by telegram boys or policemen. In The Gay Divorcee, a
telegram boy gratefully beams at Fred when he tips him, and in Swing Time a New
York policeman salutes Fred to acknowledge his gentleman status. Consistently in
the films, only Fred and Ginger are bestowed these honours.

Often performative affirmation of Fred and Ginger’s star status is staged as outright
admiration.

A rhetoric of being watched, or what Charles Affron describes as

‘collective scrutiny’, is built into scenes in which Fred and Ginger draw the interest
and appreciation of others because of the special qualities they alone embody. 35
These diegetic audiences cue the viewer to also look closely and appreciatively at
them. In Shall We Dance, they descend down some ship stairs to the deck below as a
group of couples are about to go up. They courteously defer to Fred and Ginger,
35

Charles Affron, Star Acting: Gish, Garbo, Davis (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1977), 170–171.
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moving aside to make way for them. As they walk past, the couples smile and turn
their heads to watch them pass by. One of the men makes a small bow of the head to
Ginger and looks respectfully at Fred. Another man noticeably looks Ginger up and
down as she passes him, as does one of the women (Figs. 5.69 – 5.70). The direction
of the other actors’ appreciative gazes draws the audience’s attention to them as an
especially handsome couple. 36

Fig. 5.69 Fred and Ginger being watched and
admired by other actors in…

Fig. 5.70 …Shall We Dance acknowledges and
confirms their special status.

Staged instances of performative admiration by others tend to favour Ginger.
Performative admiration of Fred is generally built into and reserved for his everyday,
domestically set dance solos (in his impromptu ‘No Strings (I’m Fancy Free)’
number from Top Hat, for example, Fred is watched by Horton, and in his ‘Needle in
a Haystack’ routine from The Gay Divorcee, he is watched by a valet). In Top Hat,
as Ginger is about to leave the hotel to go riding, she has a brief conversation with
the hotel concierge about her plans and then walks to the doors to catch a Hansom
cab to the stables. As she does the concierge looks after her appreciatively. As she
reaches the doors, a bellboy standing on the left notices and watches her.
36

A

David Bordwell reminds us that the ‘direction of other people’s gazes are virtually universal
triggers for attention’. Bordwell, On the History of Film Style (Cambridge, Massachusetts and
London, England: Harvard University Press, 1997), 164.
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doorman’s assistant standing on the right also notices and watches her, as does a
doorman on the left who salutes and helps her into the cab (Figs. 5.71 – 5.74). All
eyes are on Ginger, the deliberately sustained gazes of the concierge, the bellboy and
the doormen working together to follow her every move and signal that she is an
attraction worthy of being looked at and appreciated. Even though dressed in the
practical and not especially flattering riding outfit of check jacket and jodhpurs,
Ginger can turn heads with her star beauty.

Fig. 5.71 Gazes and looks of appreciation…

Fig. 5.72 …performed by other actors and…

Fig. 5.73 …extras announce and confirm that
Ginger embodies special…

Fig. 5.74 …qualities that mark her as star
worthy in Top Hat.

A similar form of performative admiration is evident in Roberta when Ginger does a
little hop, spin and shimmy across Madame Roberta’s (Helen Westley) fashion salon
onto the balcony to see who is playing the music that makes her want to dance. As
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she does, Westley watches her traverse the room, appreciative not just of her little
routine but also how gorgeous she looks in her chic, form fitting designer outfit.
Shimmying onto the balcony, Randolph Scott makes way for her while repeatedly
looking her up and down admiringly (Figs. 5.75 – 5.76).

Fig. 5.75 Ginger being performatively admired
by…

Fig. 5.76 …Helen Westley and Randolph Scott
in Roberta.

Admiration of Ginger by other actors also takes the form of outright adoration. In
Top Hat, for example, Erik Rhodes follows Ginger onto a balcony and looks at her
intensely and tenderly while asking her to marry him. In a nightclub scene from
Swing Time, Georges Metaxa looks at her longingly and lovingly, completely smitten
by her charms (Figs. 5.77 – 5.78). These explicitly staged moments of star worship
are designed to visibly demonstrate Ginger’s singular appeal and beauty.
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Fig. 5.77 Explicit performative admiration of
Ginger by Erik Rhodes in Top Hat.

Fig. 5.78 Explicit performative admiration of
Ginger by Georges Metaxa in Swing Time.

Fred and Ginger also look admiringly at each other. While Ginger’s regard for Fred
is most frequently on display in their numbers as she observes his dancing skills,
Fred often looks admiringly at Ginger, his eye either caught by her outstanding
beauty or his breath taken away by how stunning she looks in a dress. In the customs
scene from The Gay Divorcee, the action is staged so she is clearly the object of
Fred’s admiration, an attraction he cannot ignore. Walking past, Fred looks at her
repeatedly before ostentatiously finally turning back to help her. This theatrical
piece of head turning makes Fred’s appreciation of Ginger highly visible, spelling
out that she has a unique appeal and beauty worthy of admiration (Figs. 5.79 – 5.82).

Fig. 5.79
In The Gay Divorcee, Fred’s
ostentatious…

Fig. 5.80 …head
admiration of …
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turning

performative

Fig. 5.81 …Ginger signals that she has star
qualities…

Fig. 5.82 …that neither he nor the audience can
ignore.

Like the numbers, the scenes have been carefully designed at both their general and
specific levels to performatively spectacularise and present Fred and Ginger’s
personae in the best possible light.

Privileging them on screen by contrasting

characterisation and casting to make them more naturally appealing, favouring their
actions and dialogue to give them agency and appear cleverer and wittier than
everyone else, and the strategically inserted parading of their personae and
affirmation of their special status by those around them, all put Fred and Ginger’s
dynamic and attractive personalities on show for the pleasure of fans.
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PART 3
Maximising Pleasure
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6

Providing Pleasure
Parts One and Two have shown how the Astaire-Rogers films have been formally
and performatively designed to showcase their stars. Part Three analyses how the
films were constructed to make the most of Fred and Ginger as their principal
attractions, examining how the star vehicle was engineered to both maintain and
maximise the pleasures they offered the audience. Richard Jewell observes that to
the studios, stars ‘represented a scarce and very precious commodity. If showcased
properly, a star could generate revenue for many years’.1 Protecting and exploiting
the star’s attraction value was at the forefront of the industry’s thinking. As the
production head of Twentieth Century-Fox, Darryl Zanuck, stated in 1937 in the
trade paper Variety, ‘This business is one of personalities and we do everything we
can to preserve and build star popularity’.2 To safeguard the ‘tremendous financial
investment’ that a studio made in a star and prolong their popularity and drawing
power, it had to ‘avoid the dangers of exhausting’ an actor’s ‘star value’.3 The studio
had to protect against the star becoming stale and the audience losing interest in
them. Tino Balio suggests that ‘if a studio cast a star in the same role again and
again, it ran the risk of satiating audience demand’, both across their films and just as
importantly within them.4 As Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik remind us, because the

1

Richard B. Jewell, The Golden Age of Cinema: Hollywood 1929–1945 (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishing, 2007), 250.
2
Darryl Zanuck, quoted in Denis Morrison, “Funny Guys Last Longest: Low Mortality in Picture
Biz,” Variety, 30th June 1937, 29.
3
Victor Milner, “Victor Milner Makes Reply to Ernst Lubitsch as to Realism,” American
Cinematographer, March 1938, 94; Paul McDonald, The Star System: Hollywood’s Production of
Popular Identities (London: Wallflower Press, 2000), 55.
4
Tino Balio, Grand Design: Hollywood as a Modern Business Enterprise, 1930–139 (Berkeley, Los
Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1993), 168.
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Classical Hollywood product was an aesthetic one, ‘the industry was faced with an
in-built requirement for a degree of novelty, difference, variation, and originality’.5
As a matter of commercial-aesthetic necessity, Hollywood was compelled to keep its
stars fresh and interesting throughout the star vehicle, aesthetically renewing,
building and intensifying their star performance in order to ensure that they
continued to provide the audience with the affective pleasures they desired to see.
Following Paul McDonald, we might call this affective spectacularisation, where the
star is given further emphasis to protect and enhance their affective impact above and
beyond simply making them formally and performatively visible in the star vehicle.
He notes that while the ‘spectacularization of the actor is constant throughout … it
reaches particular highpoints where moments are staged precisely to display the star
attraction’, pointing to the star entrance ‘as the most obvious of these’ and suggesting
that other forms of affective spectacularisation are also aesthetically in play. 6
Drawing on a vaudevillian rather than narrative perspective to analyse how these
Classical Hollywood movies are ‘organized to deliver pleasure to their audiences’,
Part Three argues that the other key objective of Fred and Ginger’s films was to
make certain that they remained attractions of interest throughout the star vehicle by
providing ongoing and incrementally more affective forms of pleasure to the
audience, delivering to them the entertainment satisfaction promised and expected so
that they were eager to return to the box-office to watch the stars’ next release.7

5

Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik, Popular Film and Television Comedy (London: Routledge, 1990),
98.
6
Paul McDonald, Hollywood Stardom (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 184.
7
Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003),16.
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Most important is that the provision of this satisfaction was constant and increasingly
engaging.

While Fred and Ginger may have given immediate pleasure to the

audience when they first appeared in a scene or performed a number, they had to
continue to do so for the entirety of the film if they were to hold interest and remain
appealing.

To achieve this, the studio drew on a vaudevillian model of

entertainment, in which the primary ordering framework was provided by variety
rather than narrative. Vaudeville’s aesthetic was based on offering a ‘package’ of
‘different acts’ or attractions that ‘builds towards a prime attraction’ to intensify
affect and keep the audience entertained. 8 As Robert C. Allen has argued, ‘The
relationship between vaudeville and film … remained closely tied into the 1930s’,
with vaudeville providing ‘a model in a general sense for the motion picture
industry’.9 The aesthetics of this model, the structuring principles of variety and of
building a performance, were certainly exploited by Classical Hollywood producers
and directors of the period. Twentieth Century-Fox’s Darryl Zanuck argued in
Variety in 1937 that star ‘vehicles must be varied’ to protect the popularity of a star,
while Paramount’s Cecil B. DeMille declared in a 1934 piece in Motion Picture
Herald that the ‘entire object of each motion picture is to hold interest through
cumulative effect’. 10 Chapter Six argues that each film is organised around an
aesthetic that affectively varies and builds Fred and Ginger’s presentation to ensure
the continual supply of new and more satisfying pleasures, renewing and confirming
the freshness of their attraction value for the audience and thus securing their repeat
8

Frank Krutnik, “A Spanner in the Works? Genre, Narrative and the Hollywood Comedian,” in
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business. This aesthetic operates at the films’ structural, performative and formal
levels.

Structural Variety and Building
Hollywood was especially sensitive to maintaining the attraction value of its stars.
As Variety reported in 1937: ‘Producers and stars themselves are doing everything
possible to conserve and prolong star popularity’. 11 To keep them fresh and
appealing, ‘producers relied on production variation’ by diversifying the star’s
character roles, sometimes through off-casting, and by varying the star vehicles
within which they appeared.12 Balio comments that in practice ‘this meant … the
same-but-different principle’.13 Certainly this was the case with Fred and Ginger’s
films where each film was broadly varied by alternating their roles from being the
sole starring couple in one film to them co-starring with another couple in the next.
In The Gay Divorcee they feature as the star couple, followed by Roberta where they
co-star with Irene Dunne and Randolph Scott, followed by Top Hat where they are
the star couple followed by Follow the Fleet which co-stars Harriet Hilliard and
Randolph Scott. As Pandro Berman, the producer on all of Fred and Ginger’s star
vehicles at RKO, said, ‘We worked with two formulas. We didn’t want all those
pictures to be alike’.14

‘In order to maintain the spectator’s engagement with a … narrative ninety minutes
or longer, the Hollywood film relies upon changes in scene and shifts in tone – in
Denis Morrison, “Funny Guys Last Longest,” Variety, 30th June 1937, 5.
Balio, Grand Design, 168; Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 387; McDonald, The Star System, 55.
13
Balio, Grand Design, 168.
14
Pandro S. Berman, quoted in Ronald L. Davis, The Glamour Factory: Inside Hollywood’s Big
Studio System (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1993), 185.
11
12
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short, upon regulated diversity’. 15 Within Fred and Ginger’s films ‘a variety of
entertainment forms’ is offered, ‘including a range of singing and dancing styles as
well as comedy in the form of both verbal “gags” and situational sketches’ through to
romance and drama.16 Most broadly the films are internally varied by alternating
between numbers and everyday scenes. The stars do not just sing and dance but also
perform light comedy, romance and drama.

These generic forms structurally

alternate with each other so that after one or two scenes of a particular form there is a
change to another. Rarely does a form occur for more than two to three scenes in a
row before it is varied. Mark Sandrich, the director on the majority of their films,
used to create ‘flow charts that meticulously broke down’ and structured the films ‘in
terms of locale, night/day, music/dialogue, and singing/dancing, resulting in’, what
Martin Rubin calls, ‘a kind of macro-rhythmic alternating pattern’ where they took
‘the shape of a vast checkerboard design’. 17 The Gay Divorcee begins with a
comedy scene in a Paris nightclub, which is followed by an impromptu dance
number by Fred, a comedy scene in a customs hall with Fred and Edward Everett
Horton, another comedy scene in the hall with Ginger and Alice Brady, and then a
romance scene in the same location between Fred and Ginger. Top Hat begins with a
comedy scene in a gentleman’s club, followed by a comedy scene in Horton’s
apartment between Fred and Horton, a song and dance number by Fred, and a
romance scene in Horton’s apartment between Fred and Ginger when they first meet.

15

Krutnik, “A Spanner in the Works?,” 23–24.
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This variation of genre forms characterises all of the films, not only putting Fred and
Ginger’s broad performative range of skills and talent on show but also ensuring that
the audience did not tire of them doing the same thing. 18

These genre forms themselves are internally varied in some way so that Fred and
Ginger do not perform the same thing within them. This is especially evident in the
numbers. At the broadest level they are varied by not always being a combined song
and dance number, but sometimes taking the form of a standalone song or dance.
The Gay Divorcee’s ‘Don’t Let It Bother You’ reprise is a standalone dance, ‘Needle
in a Haystack’ a combined number, ‘Night and Day’ a combined number, ‘The
Continental’ a combined number and ‘The Continental’ reprise a standalone dance.
Swing Time’s ‘Pick Yourself Up’ is a combined number, ‘The Way You Look
Tonight’ a standalone song, ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ a standalone dance, ‘A Fine
Romance’ a standalone song, ‘Bojangles of Harlem’ a combined number, ‘Never
Gonna Dance’ a combined number, and ‘A Fine Romance’ reprise a standalone song,

The numbers are also varied by their differences in style and tone. In Swing Time,
for instance, their ‘Pick Yourself Up’ number is a perky, exuberant, up-beat jazzwaltz, Fred’s ‘The Way You Look Tonight’ a soft, serious, sentimental love song,
their ‘Waltz in Swing Time’ a smooth, controlled, sophisticated swing-waltz, their
‘A Fine Romance’ duet a sharp, comic, tongue-in-cheek lover’s quarrel, Fred’s
‘Bojangles of Harlem’ a snappy, energetic, jazz-tap piece, their ‘Never Gonna

18

Though talking more broadly about overexposure through appearing in too many films rather than
internally within them as discussed here, James Cagney generally sums up the issue, saying ‘I feel an
actor wears out his welcome with the public if he appears in too many pictures. In other words, the
audiences get their fill, and turn in another direction’, quoted in Balio, Grand Design, 159.
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Dance’ a sad, poignant, dramatic ballroom waltz, and their ‘A Fine Romance’ reprise
at the end of the film a sweet, happy, heartfelt love song.19

This varietal aesthetic informs the films’ other generic forms that Fred and Ginger
perform, displaying similar shifts of style and tone. Comedy across Follow the Fleet,
for example, alternates between verbal and physical humour. An early scene set in a
boat launch between Fred and Scott, playing his navy buddy, features Fred making
witty jokes and remarks (Figs. 6.1 – 6.2). In a later scene between them in a locker
room, Fred sits on a crate exaggeratedly typing in rhythm and funnily punctuating his
performance by kicking the return lever with his foot. When Fred ignores Scott’s
request to move so he can get to his locker, Scott neatly and hilariously lifts the crate
with Fred still sitting on it out of the way (Figs 6.3 – 6.4).

Fig. 6.1 In Follow The Fleet, early scene is

19

Fig. 6.2 …characterised by verbal comedy…

Krutnik, “A Spanner in the Works?,” 23–24.
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Fig. 6.3 …whereas a later scene is marked by…

Fig. 6.4 …physical, almost slapstick comedy.

Similarly, in Fred and Ginger’s romantic scenes, the tone alternates between straight
romance and romantic-light comedy. When Fred and Ginger meet for the first time
in a ballroom hallway, the scene is wholly romantic: tears well in Ginger’s eyes and
Fred is emotionally affected by Ginger’s reaction to seeing him after so long (Figs.
6.5 – 6.7). The scene following this, where they sit at a café table to catch up, is not
so romantically emotional but light hearted and playful: their lines are peppered with
light comedy wisecracks from Fred and witty comebacks from Ginger (Fig. 6.8).

Fig. 6.5 In Follow The Fleet, hallways scene is
a purely…

Fig. 6.6 …romantic one with Ginger tearing up
and…
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Fig. 6.7 …and Fred also romantically affected
whereas their following…

Fig. 6.8 …café scene is characterised by lighthearted banter.

The films are also structured to ensure that their star performances continue to
provide newer, more interesting pleasures to the audience throughout the star vehicle
by ‘the building up of [their] characters and situations toward a climax’.20 As the
films’ key Fred and Ginger attraction events, the numbers are most obviously
organised like this, incrementally developing and escalating from the relatively
simple and straightforward to the more complex and virtuosic.

Bruce Block

comments: ‘Run any Fred Astaire [and Ginger Roger’s] … musical and you’ll see
visual progressions as the dance numbers build in their intensity’. 21 In The Gay
Divorcee, Fred’s tap reprise of ‘Don’t Let It Bother You’ puts some dancing on show
but, performed in a stop-start way and running for only one minute and twenty
seconds, it is a short and partial display of his talent (Fig. 6.9). Fred’s following
‘Needle in a Haystack’ number is a much fuller exposition of his talents. Including
singing as well as dancing and running at over three and a half minutes, it provides a
more coherent, complete presentation of Fred’s virtuosic dance skills and is an
entirely satisfying piece (Fig. 6.10). Fred and Ginger’s numbers continue to build

20

DeMille, quoted in “That Continuous Performance,” 25.
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through the film. At four minutes and thirty seconds, their ‘Night and Day’ number
is a minute longer than Fred’s previous performance (Fig. 6.11). More importantly it
features Ginger, who has not yet been seen performing. In addition to seeing her
dance for the first time, it includes the major, highly pleasurable attraction event of
watching them initially dance separately but then come together as a romantic couple
for the first time. Their next number, the film’s big white set extravaganza ‘The
Continental’, again improves on this. Fred and Ginger’s performances within it run
at five minutes and forty-five seconds in total, over a minute longer than their
previous number (Figs. 6.12 – 6.13). In addition to this, it features Ginger singing
for the first time, as well as them performing different dance styles. Following their
narrative separation in the film, the number also provides the added pleasure of
watching them reunite as a happy couple in song and dance. Finally, while ‘The
Continental’ is Fred and Ginger’s biggest and best number in the film so far, it is
topped by their shorter one minute and twenty-three seconds dance reprise of it at the
end of the film where, waltzing around Ginger’s hotel room, they suddenly and
spectacularly dance over its sofas, coffee table and breakfast table (Fig 6.14). It is a
show stopping routine that caps all their previous numbers, the film’s ‘prime
attraction’.
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Fig. 6.9 In The Gay Divorcee, numbers build
from Fred’s short ‘Don’t Let It Bother You’…

Fig. 6.10 … to his longer and more complete
‘Needle in the Haystack’…

Fig. 6.11
…to Fred and Ginger dancing
together for the first time in ‘Night and Day’
to…

Fig. 6.12 …‘The Continental’ where Ginger
sings and they perform one dance routine…

Fig. 6.13 …followed by another virtuosic dance
routine and then…

Fig. 6.14 ... their spectacular ‘The Continental’
reprise to top everything.

The film’s scenes are structured in a broadly similar way, taking key Fred and Ginger
display moments such as their star entrances and their meeting to provide an
escalating series of star pleasures. The first of these is the presentation of Fred on-
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screen for the first time. Shown in the film’s opening nightclub scene where he is
dining with Horton, Fred’s smooth, sophisticated, relaxed personae is put on show as
he makes witty comments to his friend (Fig. 6.15). While Fred has been shown in
the film, Ginger has not. This attraction event is presented in the customs scene
where Ginger arrives to help Brady with her belongings, putting on display her
youthful beauty and kind, wholesome persona (Fig. 6.16). The following customs
scene between Fred and Ginger builds on this. Bringing them together for the first
time in the film, both of their characteristic personae are presented as Fred wittily
tries to charm Ginger who properly, politely rejects his advances (Fig. 6.17). Key
moments like this continue to build through the film, as Fred and Ginger become
romantically closer. Following a car chase in the country, Fred tricks Ginger into
stopping so that he can woo her. The scene puts his clever, funny, charming persona
on show. Whereas in their previous exchange, only the decorous, wholesome aspects
of Ginger’s persona were evident, this scene puts the independent, feisty and equally
witty aspects of her on display as she rejects him again (Fig. 6.18). The major
attraction event of them becoming romantically involved is presented in the scene
where they meet alone in a deserted beachside pavilion. This builds on the earlier
scenes by displaying the wholly romantic aspects of their personae: Fred sincerely
rather than nonchalantly declaring his ardent feelings for Ginger, and Ginger being
softer and more receptive to him, eventually falling for him (Fig. 6.19). The plot is
written, of course, to break them apart – Ginger mistaking Fred for her co-respondent
and striding off – so that the film can further escalate the presentation of events.
Summoned by Ginger to her apartment because she thinks he is her co-respondent,
Fred attempts to charm his way back into her heart but is rebuffed. With the arrival
of the official co-respondent, Erik Rhodes, all misunderstandings between Fred and
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Ginger are cleared up, presenting them as a fully formed couple by putting on show
their wholesome, relaxed, open personae (Fig. 6.20).

This is the penultimate

attraction event. Before Ginger sings ‘The Continental’ and they sneak out of the
apartment to consummate their romance through dancing, it is made clear that
Ginger’s husband is yet to arrive on the scene and be convinced she has a corespondent so she can get a divorce and marry Fred to become a real couple. The
final scene in the film with Ginger’s husband officially delivers this. While he says
no to a divorce, Fred and Ginger display the superior wit of their personae, both
putting two and two together to realise that her husband has been cheating on her and
expose him so that they can finally become a true couple (Figs. 6.21 – 6.22). Their
union is joyously celebrated in their dance reprise of ‘The Continental’ at the end of
the film to bring it to its affective climax, which in the ‘vocabulary of vaudeville’
would be called a ‘Wow Finish’.22

Fig. 6.15 In The Gay Divorcee, the key
attraction events of Fred’s…

Fig. 6.16 …and Ginger’s first appearance in
the film…

22

Henry Jenkins, What Made Pistachio Nuts? Early Sound Comedy and the Vaudeville Aesthetic
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1992), 88, 79.
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Fig. 6.17 …are built on with their first meeting
followed by…

Fig. 6.18 …Fred falling for Ginger and trying
to woo her…

Fig. 6.19 …then their initial romantic union
(which is then broken)…

Fig. 6.20 …followed by their second romantic
re-union and their final…

Fig. 6.21 …overcoming of all obstacles to their
happiness which climaxes…

Fig. 6.22 …the film in their official, joyous
coupledom together.

Performative Variety and Building
Just as the films structurally vary and build from a good number to a better one to
eventually the best, in order to provide increasing levels of interest and pleasure
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which reach a satisfying peak, so the numbers internally follow a similar pattern.
With backgrounds in vaudeville and Broadway, Fred and Ginger drew on a variety
aesthetic that was performer-centred and ‘placed particular emphasis upon
performance virtuosity and audience response’.

As acts, their numbers were

constructed to ‘intensify affective experience and heighten awareness’ of their ‘skills
and expertise’, building ‘towards a “wow climax” which closed ‘upon a spectacular
moment to maximize the audience’s final response’. 23

The stars’ variety of

technique and feats of skill are carefully arranged in ascending order of virtuosity
and difficulty within their numbers to build towards a climatic dance moment which
caps everything else to end on an affective high. Fred and Ginger’s ‘Pick Yourself
Up’ dance routine from Swing Time, for example, begins with a simple short waltz
around the dance floor and display of some basic tap dancing steps. This is followed
by a more extended, complex and entertaining dance sequence involving spins,
skilful behind the leg toe taps and tap slams and a short waltz in which, strikingly,
they tap at the same time. Building on this, the final dance sequence delivers an even
more complex, elaborate and pleasurable display of Fred and Ginger’s dance talent.
As the tempo of the number quickens, they move effortlessly from one rapid fire
series of spins, tap steps and moves to another to eventually perform another waltz
combined with tap dancing, which is especially virtuosic and impressive because it is
longer and done in double-time. As Susan Ohmer notes, ‘Astaire mixed genres of
dances and incorporated stops and starts, sudden shifts in tempo, hesitations, and
bursts of speed. The stop-and-start tempo of “Pick Yourself Up” … continually
reenergizes the dance’ and, in the process, their star value as providers of
23

Henry Jenkins and Kristine Brunovska Karnick, “Introduction: Acting Funny,” in Classical
Hollywood Comedy, edited by Kristine Brunovska Karnick and Henry Jenkins (New York and
London: Routledge, 1995), 154.
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entertainment pleasure. 24 The sequence is then capped with a final breathtaking,
show stopping moment of dancing when Fred and Ginger unexpectedly and
thrillingly leap together over the dance floor fence and back to waltz and tap at speed
to the other side, where they again sensationally leap over the railing as ‘casually as
most people tie their shoelaces’.25

Fred and Ginger’s ‘Cheek to Cheek’ from Top Hat varies and builds in the same
way. It begins with simple waltzing, spinning and matching side by side dancing
combined with some small sweeping backward dips of Ginger by Fred, which they
subtly perform with increasing depth and flourish.

This develops into a more

complicated matching side-by-side tap sequence including single, double and
backward slide tap work which ends with two short waltz movements in which Fred
dips Ginger backwards close to the ground, the second dip being markedly deeper
and more dramatic than the first. In the following sequence they perform more
elaborate matching side-by-side dancing involving leaps, jumps, spins, crouches and
sliding movements to end on a short but ornate waltz which includes several spins,
spin outs and a unique backward and forward passing movement between them. The
final sequence features stylish leg movements and spins as they dance backwards to
the back of the set and then suddenly backwards again at high speed to the front
during which they execute an impressive jump and spin, demonstrating, as John
Mueller has noted, that ‘Astaire’s choreography is remarkably unpredictable, and he

24

Susan Ohmer, “1936: Movies and the Possibility of Transcendence,” in American Cinema of the
1930s: Themes and Variations, edited by Ina Rae Hark (New Brunswick, New Jersey and London:
Rutgers University Press, 2007), 174–175.
25
Megan Pugh, American Dancing: From the Cakewalk to the Moonwalk (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2015), 84.
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rarely repeats a major effect without varying it in some interesting … way’.26 This is
capped by the spectacular waltz which follows involving Fred lifting Ginger high
into the air three times to end on him dipping her backwards far deeper and more
dramatically than he has done before. Here, Fred and Ginger provide the audience
with ‘one of the common pleasures of moviegoing [that] derives from the feeling that
an actor is doing something remarkable’. 27 Moving from short, simple, routine
displays of dance technique and skill to those which are increasingly longer, more
elaborate and interesting to finish on the most virtuosic and spectacularly difficult
piece of dancing, the numbers provide sequences of dance within them which
incrementally build on each other, leaving the best to last and ending on a peak
moment of performance skill and pleasure. Or as Fred put it, they ‘should build to a
climax and stop!’.28

Many scenes are also designed to vary, build and finish on an affective high like the
numbers. Often offering a mix of different genre elements in the form of clever
word play, witty comments and jokes between Fred and Ginger or with other actors,
these scenes are scripted to build the dialogue to a punchline. As vaudevillian Brett
Page advised, in the construction of gags ensure ‘little laughs precede big laughs and
follow after, mounting into still bigger laughs’ and ‘choose your very biggest laugh
for the last’ to top all preceding gags.29

In Top Hat, Ginger complains about the

noise Fred has been making dancing:
26

John Mueller, Astaire Dancing: The Musical Films (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010), 57.
James Naremore, Acting in the Cinema (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1988) 26.
28
Mueller, Astaire Dancing, 18.
29
Brett Page, Writing for Vaudeville (Teddington, Middlesex: The Echo Library, 2007), 62, 65.
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Fred:

Hello, won’t you come in? I’m awfully glad you dropped in.

Ginger: I dropped up from the room below where I’ve been trying to get
some sleep.
Fred:

Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t realise I was disturbing you. You see
every once and a while I suddenly find myself dancing.

Ginger: Oh, I suppose it’s some kind of affliction.
Fred:

Yes, yes, it’s an affliction – St Vitus Dance.

Ginger: And it only occurs at this time of night?
Fred:

Yes, it only occurs at this time of night. As a matter of fact I
really shouldn’t be left alone.

Ginger: Yes, I see that. You probably should have a couple of guards
(exits room into hallway).
Fred:
I think you’re very unkind to make fun of me (leans on door and
watches Ginger walk down hallway).
Ginger: Oh, I’m sorry (keeps walking).
Fred:

I wish you wouldn’t leave (follows her to stairway).

Ginger: Why not? (stops).
Fred:

I think I feel an attack coming on (dances on the spot). You see,
there it is.

Ginger: So I see.
Fred:

There’s only one thing that’ll stop me.

Ginger: Oh, you must tell me what it is.
Fred:

My nurses always put their arms around me.

Ginger: Well, I’ll call the house detective and tell him to put his arms
around you (Ginger leaves and Fred abruptly stops dancing).
The scene builds from a baseline of brief drama at the beginning to romance to light
verbal and a touch of physical comedy at the end when Ginger’s parting line stops
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Fred dancing on the spot in mid-air. The lines move from Ginger’s quick comment
about dropping up from her room below to correct Fred’s opening line through to
Ginger’s final house detective punchline joke at the end. It also builds in the display
of Fred and Ginger’s personae, with Fred becoming increasingly fresh, cheeky and
wittily suave, and Ginger, initially polite and reserved, becoming steadily more
resistant, feisty and wry.

Where scenes do not build around dialogue, they do so around action. Fred’s train
station scene from Swing Time, centred on his trying to catch the train to New York,
develops by placing several obstacles in the way of his achieving his goal before the
train leaves without him. About to buy a ticket, Fred’s buddies appear to take back
the money he owes them. As they do, a train bell rings, announcing its imminent
departure and introducing a deadline and thus dramatic tension to the scene. With
some urgency Fred attempts to grab back the money, saying he’ll pay them later, but
he fails and they refuse. Passengers can be seen getting on the train and the station
master is heard calling ‘All aboard!’. Now desperate, Fred steals back his lucky
quarter in a last ditch attempt to catch the train by offering the ticket master to flip it
for a ticket. Increasing the tension, the train’s whistle can be heard blowing during
this exchange. The ticket master says no, the train starts to move and the conductor
hops aboard. As it pulls out, Fred runs after it but then past it to suddenly jump on
board a passing freight train instead to trump his buddies, climaxing the scene to give
it a surprising ‘Wow Finish’.30 In ways such as this, the films’ scenes are as carefully
engineered as the numbers to ensure they build either through dialogue or action or
both to end on the most affective, pleasurable high point possible.
30

Jenkins, What Made Pistachio Nuts?, 79.
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Formal Variety and Building
Formal techniques also contribute to the films’ aesthetic of variety to ensure Fred and
Ginger provide on-going pleasure. While these are used to spectacularise Fred and
Ginger’s presence in the films, the production values and devices of such elements as
set design, costume and camera and editing are also employed to affectively keep
them fresh and interesting by escalating their display. The numbers are generally
varied by being performed across different theatrical and everyday interior or exterior
settings. In Shall We Dance, ‘Slap That Bass’ is performed in a ship’s engine room,
‘Walking the Dog (Strictly Instrumental)’ on a ship’s deck, ‘They All Laughed’ in a
nightclub, ‘Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off’ in a park, ‘They Can’t Take That Away
from Me’ on a ferry and ‘Shall We Dance’ in a nightclub. These settings are
generally never used more than once. The art-deco setting of the ship’s engine room
for ‘Slap That Bass’ is novel, spectacular and obviously costly in its design and use of
materials, but it is seen and used only once. Where the film does make more than one
use of the same setting, the numbers are performed in different parts of it. ‘Walking
the Dog’ is shot on the ship’s open deck, while ‘(I’ve Got) Beginner’s Luck’ is shot
by the ship’s railing. ‘They All Laughed’ and ‘Shall We Dance’ are performed in the
same theatrical nightclub location but one uses the nightclub’s dance floor and the
other its stage. Formally varying the numbers’ settings has the effect of re-packaging
the repeat performance of Fred and Ginger singing and dancing to ensure their
attraction value remains fresh and interesting. The same approach is taken to the
films’ scenes, in which their performances are varied by placing the action in
different settings, from theatres, nightclubs and ballrooms to hotel apartments,
restaurants and lobbies to parks, ships, cars and planes. In Top Hat, the action begins
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in a London gentleman’s club, moves to hotel rooms, lobby and flower shop, to
London streets, riding stables, park and bandstand, back to the London hotel before
moving to Venetian hotel apartments, terraces, piazzas and canals. Once more the
settings are generally not repeated.

The flower shop, riding stables, park and

bandstand locations, for example, are seen only once. Where the same location is
used, performances are staged in a different part of it. When Ginger is seen for the
first time in the film she is in her hotel apartment bedroom being woken up by Fred’s
tap dancing above. When she is next seen in her apartment with Erik Rhodes, the
scene is performed in the lounge which has not previously been seen.

Set variety is also evident within the films’ individual numbers and scenes. The
engine room location for ‘Slap That Bass’ in Shall We Dance, for example, provides
multi-levelled spaces for Fred to perform on, from the flat open engine room floor to
its raised winding catwalk. The set has numerous large stylised machine elements
and engine parts, providing varied backdrops for Fred’s performance (Figs. 6.23 –
6.26). A similar variety is built into scenes. The set of Horton’s apartment hotel in
Top Hat includes two sitting areas in the lounge, one with two chairs and a table on
the left of the set and another with lounge sofas and a coffee table on the right. When
Fred and Horton discuss Fred’s bachelor status, the first half of the scene occurs on
the left-hand side of the set, the second half on the right (Figs. 6.27 – 6.28). While
flowing seamlessly into each other, the two set areas are carefully designed to provide
different backgrounds for their performances.
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Fig. 6.23
areas…

In ‘Slap That Bass’, different set

Fig. 6.24 …and set levels provide Fred with a
variety…

Fig. 6.25 …of different backgrounds to perform
against to…

Fig. 6.26 …ensure his routine is dynamic and
interesting.

Fig. 6.27 In Top Hat, different set areas provide
Fred with a variety…

Fig. 6.28 …of backgrounds to perform against
and remain interesting.

The settings for numbers and scenes also build across the films. As the numbers
become bigger and better, so do their sets. In The Gay Divorcee, the numbers
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develop from simple, spatially restricted and unremarkable sets to much more
generous and spectacular ones by the end. Fred’s ‘Don’t Let It Bother You’ reprise at
the beginning of the film is set in a modestly appointed art-deco nightclub and
performed on a small circular stage. ‘Needle in a Haystack’ is set in a traditional,
English-style hotel room with similarly limited performance space. The following
‘Night and Day’ number, however, is performed in the more complexly designed
beachside pavilion, with its sophisticated art-deco props organised around a much
larger, more expansive dance space. Their big, set piece number, ‘The Continental’,
is performed in a set design showstopper, including numerous multi-storied art deco
resort buildings gathered around a huge esplanade-sized dance floor accommodating
the army of dancers who also perform in the number. Building from one number to
another also occurs in Swing Time, progressing from the small, mundane, slightly
drab, everyday lounge of Ginger’s hotel room for ‘They Way You Look Tonight’ to
the enchanting spectacle of the snow covered, winter wonderland of an old farm for
‘A Fine Romance’ and finally to ‘the fabulous dance floor of the “big white set”’ of
the Silver Sandal nightclub.31

The film’s scenes in The Gay Divorcee formally build in the same way, progressing
from sets which are relatively conventional, spatially constrained and routine to those
which are not. The old-fashioned design of Horton’s London hotel room is echoed in
the following scene in which Ginger and Brady visit Horton for legal advice. His
office’s traditional wood panelled walls, dark, heavy furniture and leather upholstered
chairs denote an out-dated, bygone period and style. Leaving behind these mundane

31

Charles Affron and Mirella Jona Affron, Sets in Motion: Art Direction and Film Narrative (New
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University of Press, 1995), 144–145.
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sets, the film’s later scenes at the seaside resort become distinctly more modern,
expansive, streamlined and art-deco in design, from the open concourse area and café
with its stylised table and chairs to Ginger’s hotel suite, which is emblematic of the
up-to-the-minute, art-deco style with its clean, flowing, curvilinear lines and spaces
bringing together each room’s features and details into one white, unified, elegant
ideal of modern living. This process of building from good to better to best sets is
especially marked in Top Hat when comparing Horton’s hotel apartment at the
beginning of the film with the one in which Fred and Horton stay at the end. The first
is a chic, flowing, open, white art-deco set complete with stylish props and details.
Their apartment at the end of the film, set in a Venetian hotel, is even ‘whiter, bigger,
and more outlandishly decorated’ with vast swathes of floor space, towering ceilings
and luxurious and novel art-deco styled pieces of furniture.32

Fred and Ginger’s presentation is also varied through their costumes. Each scene
change is often accompanied by a costume change. In The Gay Divorcee, from the
opening nightclub scene where Fred wears a suave black dinner suit to the car chase
scene in the country with Ginger where he wears a casual grey sports coat and white
slacks through to the beach resort scene with Horton where he sports a grey suit,
boater hat and spats to the final scenes where he is outfitted in a sleek, black tuxedo
and white waistcoat, his costumes constantly change as the film progresses. In all,
Fred wears eight costumes in the film (Figs. 6.29 – 6.32).

32

Ibid., 145.
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Fig. 6.29
several…

In The Gay Divorcee, Fred’s

Fig. 6.30 …changes of costume ensure…

Fig. 6.31 …his attraction value remains…

Fig. 6.32 …fresh and interesting.

Ginger’s costume changes, of course, are especially noticeable. From the film’s
customs scene where she is seen for the first time in a fabulous flower patterned
dress, black blouse-style jerkin, striped gloves, clutch purse and jaunty beret (Fig.
6.33) to ‘Night and Day’ and the beautiful, flowing, highly chic, exposed shoulders
and back evening gown she performs in with Fred (Fig. 6.34) through to the ‘The
Continental’ and the striking art-deco patterned dress she dances in (Fig. 6.35) and
the chic, smartly tailored and accessorised jacket and skirt daywear outfit she wears
to dance and leave the hotel with Fred in (Fig. 36), Ginger wears nine different eyecatching costumes in the film. Costume changes from scene to scene in the films are
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one of the easiest but most visible ways of renewing Fred and Ginger’s star personae.
Every time they are seen they are wearing something new.33

Fig. 6.33 In The Gay Divorcee, Ginger’s…

Fig. 6.34 …numerous sophisticated…

Fig. 6.35 …glamorous and chic costumes…

Fig. 6.36 …help to renew her star value.

As with the sets, the costumes also sartorially build across the films. In Roberta, Fred
is shown at the beginning of the film wearing a tidy but everyday, serviceable grey
checked jacket and pants. As the film progresses his costumes become increasingly
smarter and stylish. When dancing with Ginger for the first time he wears a more
original and interesting outfit, consisting of a neat off-white shirt and tie, elegant pair
of black pants and snappy pair of black and white shoes. Later he wears a smart,
traditional formal single breasted black jacket and pants, white waistcoat, carnation
33

Peter Evans notes that in Top Hat Ginger has nine changes of costume whereas Helen Broderick has
only three. Evans, Top Hat, 98.
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and bow tie. He then sports a much more stylish and modern double breasted black
suit, pinstriped shirt and designer tie. This building from good to better costumes
continues until finally he wears a smooth, elegant, high class tuxedo with tails to
dance with Ginger at the end.

At the beginning of Roberta Ginger wears a gorgeous, chic, form fitting black outfit
with fur trim around the shoulders and waist and a black hat. Dancing with Fred in
‘I’ll Be Hard to Handle’, she wears a highly novel, form fitting one piece black and
white pant suit with flairs. Following this she wears a strikingly stylish off-white
dress and cape with a high neck, dark, fur trimmed sleeves, black gloves, belt and hat.
Ginger’s costumes continue to build in their novelty, glamour and style all the way
through the film to the stunningly simple but sleek, shimmering and very elegant
black evening dress she wears to partner Fred in their final big number together, the
reprise of ‘Smoke Gets in Your Eyes’.

Costume variety also takes place within numbers and scenes. ‘Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes’ begins with Ginger gliding in to meet Fred by the band wearing a long,
luxurious, black fur coat. As Fred sings to her, she turns and Fred takes her coat to
reveal the stunning black evening dress underneath. In the scene leading up to ‘Let’s
Call the Whole Thing Off’ in Shall We Dance, Fred wears a coat but eventually takes
it off to reveal his neat, tailored jacket and pants underneath. In Top Hat, Ginger
arrives back at her hotel room in the same riding outfit she wore in the previous
number, but then moves to her curtained bedroom area where she takes off her riding
jacket to return to the lounge and show the natty little dark grey waistcoat underneath
(Figs. 6.37 – 6.38). Though small and seemingly insignificant, such changes provide
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new and interesting pleasures which, attached to Fred and Ginger, help keep their
appearance on screen fresh.

Fig. 6.37 In Top Hat, Ginger arrives back in
full riding costume and…

Fig. 6.38 …removes her hat and jacket to
remain fresh and interesting.

In some cases, the provision of these different costume pleasures within scenes is
engineered to formally build to a climax where the whole costume is finally revealed.
The most notable example is in the scene from Shall We Dance when Ginger arrives
at her apartment to meet her manager (Jerome Cowan). Parading back and forth
before Cowan as he sits in a chaise lounge, Ginger is shown wearing a gorgeous,
shiny, glamorous dress with a fur jacket over the top which does not allow the whole
outfit to be seen. Two thirds of the way through the scene, Ginger takes the jacket off
to show the top of the dress, twisting and turning so that the front and back can be
clearly seen. As the scene’s action builds to the point where Ginger is about to
decide to retire from the stage, she stands portentously beside Cowan in long-shot to
show off the dress from top to bottom and then dramatically bursts forward to
descend the lounge stairs so the whole dress can be seen in action (Figs. 6.39 – 6.42).
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Fig. 6.39 In Shall We Dance, Ginger wears fur
coat over top of glamourous outfit…

Fig. 6.40 …which she eventually takes off to
show first the back of it…

Fig. 6.41 …then the front of it to eventually
climax…

Fig. 6.42 …with the whole dress being seen in
action.

Less obvious than costume display is the manner in which camera movement, shot
size and shot coverage are used to provide formal variety and, in some cases, also
contribute to the building of numbers and scenes. The choice to use long-shot
framing which also pans and sometime tracks to follow Fred and Ginger while they
dance is important. Rather than have to meet the demands of a static camera and
perform within the strict parameters of its frame size, the camera’s movement frees
them to move about the set and take full choreographic advantage of it. As well as
capturing and echoing the dynamism of their movement, the moving camera provides
a variety of different views of them and of the set behind. Their ‘Let’s Face the
Music and Dance’ number from Follow the Fleet is a good example, presenting views
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of the centre, left and right of the set and its different design aspects (Figs. 6.43 –
6.46).

Fig. 6.43 In ‘Let’s Face the Music and Dance’
as the moving…

Fig. 6.44 …camera follows Fred and Ginger’s
performance across…

Fig. 6.45 …the set it provides a changing…

Fig. 6.46 …background behind them.

Most often reserved for Fred and Ginger, the use of moving shots like this is evident
in the films’ scenes. In a scene in Raymond’s nightclub from Swing Time, Fred and
Ginger walk from the tables to speak to band leader, Riccardo Romero (Georges
Metaxa). As they walk left to right in a half circle through the nightclub, the camera
pans and tracks with them, with the background behind changing from windows and
chairs to patrons at tables to eventually a large curved set feature, stairs and the band
(Figs. 6.47 – 6.50).
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Fig. 6.47 In Swing Time, the camera tracks and
pans with…

Fig. 6.48 …Fred and Ginger as they walk
through the nightclub…

Fig. 6.49 …to set them against a variety…

Fig. 6.50 …of different backgrounds.

There are occasions where the camera formally contributes to the building of
numbers and scenes. In Fred’s ‘Slap That Bass’ from Shall We Dance, the camera
pans and tracks with Fred’s routine on the ship’s engine room floor. When he leaps
up the side of some machinery rather than take the stairs to the catwalk above, the
camera does not just tilt up and then cut to another shot as he jumps over the rail to
join him but cranes up with him. This not only signals the authenticity and virtuosity
of the leap but also visually echoes the rising action of the number. Similarly, when
Fred finally starts spinning along the catwalk as it snakes its way up to the top of the
engine room, the camera tracks and cranes up with him to amplify the increased pace
of his performance as well as matching his remarkable ascent to the upper reaches of
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the set’s cavernous space. Reaching the very top and spinning on the spot at great
speed, the climax of the number is formally marked and punctuated in the last couple
of spins with a cut from the previous shot’s loose long-shot to a tighter, slightly lowangle long shot.

Formal use of the camera like this in scenes is evident around the films’ main
attraction events such as Fred and Ginger’s first on-screen appearances and meeting.
Most often the shot sizes used to cover these key moments move from wide or long
shots to medium close-ups to intensify the drama of the moment. A typical example
is evident when Fred and Ginger meet for the first time in Top Hat. The shot of
Ginger opening the door to Horton’s apartment where Fred is dancing to complain
about the noise is a long two-shot (Fig. 6.51). This is followed by reverse mid-shots
of each as Fred stops dancing and says hello and a mid two-shot as Fred asks Ginger
to come in (Figs. 6.52 – 6.54). As she unhappily tells him she had been trying to
sleep in the room below, there is a cut to a medium close-up of Ginger and then one
of Fred explaining why he was dancing (Figs. 6.55 – 6.56), and then back to another
of Ginger as she passes comment and turns to leave. The shots are designed to
become increasingly tighter to convey a sense of ‘rising emphasis’, formally
enhancing the moment of peak spectacle and pleasure when they come together and
interact for the first time as a couple.34
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Fig. 6.51 In Top Hat, when Fred and Ginger
first meet…

Fig. 6.52 …increasingly tighter shots of each of
them…

Fig. 6.53 …formally helps to…

Fig. 6.54 …affectively spectacularise…

Fig. 6.55 …what is a key Fred and Ginger…

Fig. 6.56 …attraction event in the film.

Structurally engineered to be a hybrid genre form, alternating from numbers to
scenes and across them from one genre form or style to another through to
incrementally developing their performances from good to better to best, the films
develop Fred and Ginger’s presentation throughout to keep them fresh and build to
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an entertainment climax. Performatively, this aesthetic is echoed within the numbers
by their use of different dance styles and their increasing technical difficulty and
tempo. Within the scenes, it occurs in the different genre components, mobile
performances and the building of dialogue and rising action. Formally, this aesthetic
is also reflected in the films’ sets, costumes and camera work to further ensure Fred
and Ginger’s presence on screen is constantly renewed and their performances
enhanced. Organised around an aesthetic of variance and escalation in these ways,
Fred and Ginger’s attraction value and affective impact are not only maintained but
increased throughout for maximum effect, delivering them to the audience as the
consummate entertainers they are claimed to be.
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7

Intensifying Pleasure
The affective spectacularisation of Fred and Ginger discussed in Chapter Six, by
which the films renew and increase their star value through the aesthetic variance and
escalation of their star performances is added to by Classical Hollywood’s extensive
use of another aesthetic strategy. Paul McDonald has noted that there are ‘particular
highpoints’ in the Hollywood film designed especially to put the star on show, the
most obvious of which is the star entrance. Discussing this moment, he points to the
broader aesthetic that underpins the star vehicle’s construction, the primary goal of
which is to display the star to the audience for maximum affective impact. Calling
the market-built anticipation of the star’s performance in the film and their star
entrance a ‘game of anticipation/fulfillment’, he identifies that one of the key
aesthetic principles upon which Hollywood bases its provision of further pleasure to
the audience is delay. 1 Deferring or restricting the star’s presentation provides
Hollywood with a powerful mechanism by which to increase desire, heighten
anticipation and intensify the pleasure of their eventual display. Hollywood films are
designed to create a temporally controlled affective experience where they seek to
provide as much pleasure as possible to the audience. This aesthetic of delay has its
roots in vaudeville. Vaudeville bills were organised around a ‘“variety structure”’
and the creation of ‘“rising action”’ which built ‘toward a climactic act at or near the

1

Paul McDonald, Hollywood Stardom (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 184–189.
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end of the show’ to keep the audience affectively interested. 2 Crucial to this
structure was the delay in providing what the audience most wanted to see, the star
acts or attractions. Henry Jenkins suggests that in building the show, vaudeville
managers ‘evaluated the ‘emotional intensity and drawing power of each act’ so that
‘headliner performances appeared later in the program’.3 Frank Krutnik reminds us
that the ‘variety mode had a general influence on [Classical Hollywood] cinema’,
bringing to its films and exhibition practices not only the structuring principles of
variety and rising action but also the practice of delay to deliver entertainment
pleasure to the audience.4 As Mark Cousins comments, ‘Hollywood cinema … is
brilliant at the anticipation of seeing – the desire to see, the pleasure of seeing’.5
Marlene Dietrich sums up this aesthetic. Playing a showgirl in Destry Rides Again
(1939), the stage manager says to her: 'They're waiting for you, Frenchy’. Dietrich
replies: ‘The longer they wait, the better they like it’.6 Chapter Seven argues that the
Astaire-Rogers films are fundamentally organised around a principle of delay by
which key Fred and Ginger attraction events are withheld in some way to exploit the
audience’s desire to see them and intensify the pleasure of their eventual display.
This principle of delay works at the films’ structural, performative and formal levels

2

Brooks McNamara, American Popular Entertainments: A Collection of Jokes, Monologues and
Comedy Routines (New York: Performing Arts Journal Publications, 1983), 17.
3
Henry Jenkins, What Made Pistachio Nuts? Early Sound Comedy and the Vaudeville Aesthetic (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1992), 64.
4
Frank Krutnik, “A Spanner in the Works? Genre, Narrative and the Hollywood Comedian,” in
Classical Hollywood Comedy, edited by Kristine Brunovska Karnick and Henry Jenkins, 17–38 (New
York and London: Routledge, 1995), 23. Krutnik argues that vaudeville’s influence was not exclusive
to the early film period but extended into the Classical Hollywood period, saying that cinema often
offered a ‘similar program of diverse yet regulated attractions’. He points to the example of film
exhibition drawing on vaudeville’s format and structuring principles, saying that ‘the main act, the
principal feature, served to cap a program that included cartoons, shorts, newsreels, a support feature
or even live acts’, 23.
5
Mark Cousins, “Episode 2: The Hollywood Dream,” The Story of Film: An Odyssey, television
documentary series (UK: Hopscotch Films, 2011).
6
Destry Rides Again (Universal, 1939).
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to ensure that Fred and Ginger offer the most pleasurable affective experience
possible to the audience.

Structural Delay
Discussing the aesthetics of display with regard to the presentation of attractions in
the variety traditions of the fairground, vaudeville, early showmen exhibitors and
early cinema, Tom Gunning argues that through the use of what he calls ‘gestures of
display … presenting an attraction … could be dramatically intensified through
temporal manipulation’.

He identifies two gestures central to this: ‘announcing’

which signals to the audience that an attraction is about to be displayed and ‘creates a
temporal frame of expectation’, and ‘delaying’ which defers its display to sharpen
expectations further and create a sense of ‘growing anxiety as an event is announced
but withheld’.7 The Astaire-Rogers films have been structurally designed within a
similar

framework

around

‘gestures

of

display’

to

play

a

‘game

of

anticipation/fulfillment’ with Fred and Ginger’s presentation. 8 As James Harvey
observes, ‘In all the films we wait for the dances and songs’.9 The audience also
have to wait for the stars to appear, meet cute and eventually become a couple. Key
attraction events such as their entrances, the first time they meet, the first time they
dance together through to their solos, duets and final, big set piece numbers are
individually spread out across the films to be presented one at a time, in what Martin
Rubin calls ‘spotting’, in which such moments of display are positioned ‘at more or
7

Tom Gunning, “‘Now You See It, Now You Don’t’: The Temporality of the Cinema of Attractions,”
in The Silent Cinema Reader, edited by Lee Grieveson and Peter Kramer (London and New York:
Routledge, 2004), 45–46.
8
McDonald, Hollywood Stardom, 184.
9
James Harvey, Romantic Comedy in Hollywood: From Lubitsch to Sturges (New York: Da Capo
Press, 1998), 197.
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less relatively even intervals across a film’.10 While there are variations in the order,
placement and amount of delay of these events, each film is characterised by a
structure which presents them in a staggered, sequential way.11

This structure takes advantage of the fact that the audience’s desire to see these Fred
and Ginger attraction events has already been created before the screening. Previous
marketing, promotion and publicity in the form of press and radio advertising, movie
trailers, posters, newspaper stories, magazine features and fan magazines months and
weeks ahead of each film’s release have alerted fans to the stars’ upcoming
appearance, drawing them into the theatre where they can see the ‘more complete
(moving, talking) image’ of them. 12 Proclaiming their star status and reminding
them of earlier film successes, highlighting their particular personae and performance
talents and promising the pleasures of their display, the audience is already looking
forward to those moments in the films when they will be put on show.13 This desire

10

Martin Rubin, Showstoppers: Busby Berkeley and the Tradition of Spectacle (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1993), 83.
11
In Follow the Fleet, Fred makes his star entrance at the same time as he performs a song number
and in Shall We Dance both Fred and Ginger make their entrances while performing a dance number.
There is also some variation in the order and placement of attractions. In The Gay Divorcee, for
example, Fred performs before Ginger enters but in Swing Time he does not until after she arrives, and
in Shall We Dance Ginger makes her first appearance in the film at six minutes whereas in Roberta
she makes it at sixteen minutes. There are also variations in the amount of delay involved in the
presentation of these attraction events, some of them delayed by as much as thirty minutes, others by
as little as one to two minutes, and in some instances by only a few seconds. In The Gay Divorcee the
delay between Fred’s solo number and Fred and Ginger’s following first dance together is over thirty
minutes and in Swing Time the delay between Fred’s star entrance and Ginger’s is almost thirteen
minutes. In Follow the Fleet the delay between the beginning of the film and Fred’s star entrance is
less than two minutes and in Swing Time the delay between Ginger’s star entrance and Fred and
Ginger meeting for the first time is eighteen seconds.
12
John Ellis, “Stars as a Cinematic Phenomenon,” in Film Theory and Criticism, edited by Leo
Braudy and Marshall Cohen, 6th ed. (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 598–
599; James Donald, “Stars,” in The Cinema Book, edited by Pam Cook (London: British Film
Institute, 1985), 52; McDonald, Hollywood Stardom, 210.
13
Analysing RKO’s promotion of Top Hat, Peter Evans discusses some of the specific marketing
strategies and copy material that the studio advised cinema managers to use to promote the film in
RKO’s Advance Information Booklet, ‘Top Hat’, such as reminding the audience of Fred and Ginger’s
previous film successes – the ‘sensational dancing stars of Roberta’ – their special star status – the
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becomes further stimulated as the films begin, making any sort of delay in their
presentation important.

This extra-textually and intra-textually primed state of

anticipatory desire is affectively exploited by the films’ structure of presentation, the
staggered, sequentially separate presentation of each attraction not only allowing the
films to mete them out one at a time but also to delay their presentation so that their
display is withheld before being shown, creating what George Duckworth calls the
‘suspense of anticipation’ by which the audience knows that Fred and Ginger will
appear in the film, that they will meet, sing and dance and become an item, but not
when or how.14 Suspending the presentation of Fred and Ginger attraction events in
this way, the films are able to increase the desire to see them, heighten anticipation of
when that might occur and intensify the eventual moment of display and pleasure.

In The Gay Divorcee, all the film’s key events are delayed for this purpose. The
film’s first star entrance, Fred’s, occurs approximately three and a half minutes into
the film. Although a seemingly small delay it is an affectively significant one.
Wanting to gratify the desire to see Fred and Ginger as soon as possible and with
every unfolding piece of vision and sequence potentially offering that possibility, the
audience begins actively anticipating their appearance as soon as the film begins.
However, desire for their immediate display is frustrated by the film’s opening titles
and credits of one minute and fifty seconds, a montage sequence of nightime Paris
entertainment hotspots and shows of twenty five seconds, and then a nightclub

‘rhythm royalty of the screen – through to theatre employees wearing top hats ‘in a slightly jaunty or
cocky manner’ to not only promote the film but to also exploit Fred’s established top hat image to sell
the film to patrons, in Peter William Evans, Top Hat, 12–15.
14
George Duckworth, quoted in Steve Neale and Frank Krutnik, Popular Film and Television Comedy
(London: Routledge, 1990), 33–35.
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chorus girl novelty number of one minute and ten seconds.15

It is not until the end

of the novelty number that the camera tracks back through the night club to
eventually find Fred sitting at a table dining with his friend (Edward Everett Horton).
The repeated suspension of Fred’s appearance functions to affectively spectacularise
him by incrementally increasing the audience’s desire to see him and heightening
anticipation of its eventual gratification, making the actual moment of his display
highly impactful and satisfying.

Once Fred has been presented, attention turns to wanting to see him perform. As
soon as he makes his appearance, the expectation is that he will dance. He does, but
not before this attraction event is also withheld for approximately three and a half
minutes, deferred first by Fred and Horton’s play with some novelty finger puppets
on the table and some word play and then by an extended comic gag between them
and the nightclub’s waiters and proprietor about not being able to pay the bill. Only
towards the end of the scene, to avoid washing the dishes, does Fred eventually step
onto the stage to prove he is the famous American dancer, Guy Holden, and execute
a short impromptu number.

His much desired performance postponed, Fred’s

eventual display of his renowned talent is made a moment of high spectacle and
pleasure as he delivers a virtuosic rapid-fire tap routine.

15

Opening titles and credits where close-ups of stars and supporting actors were shown with a
superimposed name credit was in common use in 1930s Hollywood and, indeed, was used in Fred and
Ginger’s previous RKO film together, Flying Down to Rio (1933) to introduce its stars and them.
Notably, however, they are not used in the six star vehicles discussed, providing, as we can see here,
an important first device with which to withhold Fred and Ginger’s display in the film; Thomas
Doherty, “This Is Where We Came In: The Audible Screen and the Voluble Audience of Early Sound
Cinema,” 143–144.
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Once Fred has performed, anticipation starts building for the key attraction event of
Ginger’s arrival in the film.

Again, Ginger’s star entrance does not occur

immediately following Fred’s performance but is presented approximately two and a
half minutes later, delayed by a montage sequence of a ship’s journey, a customs hall
scene featuring Fred and Horton, and another customs scene featuring Ginger’s Aunt
(Alice Brady). Only then does Ginger arrive to meet Brady and make her star
entrance. As each scene and moment within it refuses the possibility of Ginger’s
display, the desire to see her builds incrementally throughout so that when she does
appear it is made a moment of intense spectacle and satisfaction as her star persona is
put on show for the first time.

Following Ginger’s star entrance, attention turns to the other promised key Fred and
Ginger attraction events yet to be seen. Most immediately, the audience starts to
anticipate seeing them meet for the first time. Following this, the audience begins
anticipating those other events not seen and are likely to see next such as Fred and
Ginger dancing together for the first time or a longer and more satisfying solo
number from Fred. From one attraction event to another, this pattern of desire and
withheld pleasure is repeated and continues throughout the rest of the film as the
presentation of its remaining events are structurally delayed. Following Ginger’s
entrance, their first meeting is delayed by approximately a minute and a half, Fred’s
following solo number by five and a half minutes, their first dance together by thirty
minutes, their following big set piece number by twenty-five minutes and their final
dance reprise at the end of the film by ten and a half minutes. All the film’s key
events are structurally delayed and all work to intensify the eventual moment of
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display to make it as spectacular and gratifying an experience as possible. A similar
use of delay operates across all six films.

The temporal manipulation of the audience’s affective experience of Fred and Ginger
through structural delay is organised in other ways to increase the pleasure they
provide. Gunning has argued that ‘the moment of display can be manipulated into a
scenario of suspense unique to the aesthetic of attractions. Founded on the moment
of revelation’ this moment ‘redoubles its effect of appearance’ by being announced
and delayed. It can also be momentarily revealed and then unexpectedly concealed
in what Gunning might call a gesture of ‘teasing’. 16 Offering only a brief and
tantalising taste of Fred and Ginger has the effect of redoubling the desire to see
them and increasing the anticipation of that moment, further intensifying the
audience’s pleasure when they are finally shown in full. What might be called the
structural teasing of Fred and Ginger attraction events like this occurs in some of
their star entrances. In Roberta, for instance, Fred makes his star entrance in the film
in a long-shot of him and his band disembarking from a ship (Fig. 7.1). However, he
appears for only three seconds, exiting the shot and not re-appearing again to be
shown properly for over thirty seconds, delayed by the camera staying on the longshot of the band disembarking for fourteen seconds (Fig. 7.2) and a comic gag
between the ship’s captain and the café owner for twenty seconds (Fig. 7.3).
Structurally, Fred’s presentation is teased. He is shown but then quickly withdrawn,
providing too brief a display of his star persona for any pleasure to be taken in it.
Unsatisfied, the desire to see him displayed again is sharpened as is the anticipation
of that moment. When Fred is finally shown for over a minute (Fig. 7.4), it is made
16

Gunning, “‘Now You See It, Now You Don’t’, 45, 47, 48–49.
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an especially gratifying affective experience, for what was tantalisingly offered but
then abruptly taken away is now satisfyingly provided for the audience’s pleasure.

Fig. 7.1 In Roberta, Fred’s star entrance is
structurally teased by showing him…

Fig. 7.2 ...but then unexpectedly withdrawing
him from display…

Fig. 7.3 …for a period of time to further
intensify and affectively…

Fig. 7.4 ...spectacularise his display when
shown again later.

Ginger’s star entrance in Shall We Dance is similarly teased.

She makes her

appearance in the film in a scene in which Horton snatches a flip book off Fred to
look at (Fig. 7.5). A cut to a close-up of the book’s cover shows a glamour photo of
Ginger’s face advertising her appearance at a French nightspot which Horton then
flicks through to display a series of animated photos of Ginger performing a
partnered dance routine (Fig. 7.6). This only lasts eight seconds before there is an
abrupt cut back to Horton and Fred, withdrawing the pleasure of Ginger’s display.
She is not seen again for another thirty seconds, structurally delayed by Horton
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interrogating Fred about her (Fig. 7.7), before he sneaks another look at the book to
finally deliver Ginger’s full star entrance for a satisfying forty five seconds (Fig.
7.8), first showing Ginger and her partner performing in the flip book (Fig. 7.9) but
then dissolving to their live performance (Fig. 7.10) and, after the curtain fall, a
scene between them where Ginger’s feisty independence is satisfyingly put on
display as she pushes her amorous Latino partner into a stage pond.

Fig. 7.5 In Shall We Dance, Ginger’s star
entrance is structurally teased by showing…

Fig. 7.6 ...her in a flip book but suddenly
withdrawing it (and her) from view and…

Fig. 7.7 …delaying her full entrance with a 30
second exchange between Fred and Horton…

Fig. 7.8 …who after Fred leaves has another
look at the book …
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Fig. 7.9 …to then put Ginger on full display…

Fig. 7.10 …for a satisfying 45 seconds.

The structurally teased presentation of other key Fred and Ginger attraction events
such as their song and dance performances is also evident. At the end of the opening
scene of Top Hat, Fred and Horton are about to leave the gentleman’s club. Fred,
standing on a wooden step, suddenly snaps out a couple of loud, rapid-fire tap slams
which lasts two to three seconds before abruptly stopping, providing a tantalising
taste of his talent that works to sharpen the audience’s desire and increase
anticipation in seeing a more complete and fulfilling presentation of his skill. All of
this is further heightened by Fred not performing properly until three minutes later,
towards the end of the following scene in Horton’s hotel apartment, delayed by
comic exchanges between them and Eric Blore, and then a conversation between
Fred and Horton.

In Follow the Fleet, both Fred and Ginger’s dance talent is teased across the first
third of the film before eventually being displayed when they perform their first
dance together. In the film’s second scene, Fred provides only a few seconds of
dancing in which he instinctively fires off some quick tap steps in response to a mock
vaudeville bugle call his navy buddies pull on him. Six scenes later in the film,
Ginger’s dancing is similarly teased when she also instinctively fires off some quick
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tap steps in response to Fred’s tin whistle bugle call to catch her attention. Not until
four scenes later are they both presented dancing together, performing a whole
routine which provides the audience with an especially pleasurable display of their
dancing talent because it has been delayed for so long through the film.

Performative Delay
The use of delay to affectively spectacularise Fred and Ginger is also evident at the
performative level of the films.

Actors’ performances are scripted and

choreographed to repeatedly suspend the immediate presentation of key events
through the use of a variety of performative strategies and devices. As Eileen
Bowser says, ‘Suspense is increased by means of the tactics of delay’.17 Such tactics
are evident in Fred’s star entrance in the opening scene of Top Hat set in a London
gentlemen’s club. Following a short scene outside of men in top hats, ties and tails
entering the club – a trademark of Fred’s persona which strongly implies the
possibility of seeing him – a wide-shot shows a large, spacious club room with
members sitting reading newspapers and a waiter carrying drinks (Fig. 7.11). The
camera follows him as he heads off to serve someone, suggesting that it might be
Fred. While the waiter’s action raises expectations of Fred’s imminent display it also
defers it: the old waiter’s slow, doddery walk from one end of the cavernous sized
club room to the other delays Fred’s likely appearance by approximately ten seconds.
Arriving at a table where two men sit reading newspapers, Fred’s expected
presentation is further delayed. One of the men’s faces is hidden by the newspaper
he is reading, teasingly suspending the appearance of the person behind it for a few
17

Eileen Bowser, “1911 – Movies and the Stability of the Institution,” in American Cinema of the
1910s: Themes and Variations, edited by Charlie Keil and Ben Singer (New Brunswick, New Jersey
and London: Rutgers University Press, 2009), 55.
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more moments (Fig. 7.12). Not until another five seconds have passed and the waiter
accidently disturbs them by clinking their glasses is the newspaper pulled down to
reveal that it is not Fred behind the paper (Fig. 7.13). The camera follows the waiter
leaving the table for a moment but then leaves him to track into a man sitting in a
wingback chair reading a newspaper (Fig. 7.14). The formally unmotivated, highly
directive nature of the track signals that this is Fred, but as the track settles on a longshot showing his gleaming patent leather shoes, neat fitting formal suit and lean,
agile physique, Fred’s full display is delayed by the same masking device used by the
man at the table. The newspaper Fred is reading also hides his face. Only when
coughing and sensing the offence he has caused to club members around him, does
he look from behind his paper to put himself on full display, but even this moment of
display is performatively, teasingly delayed by him. Fred uses the newspaper as a
slow reveal device where he only slowly peeks out and emerges from behind it bit by
bit to eventually put his whole face and sophisticated, carefree, charming star
persona completely on display. (Figs. 7.15 – 7.16). Scripted and performed like this,
the scene repeatedly raises expectations of Fred’s presentation but then postpones it
so that the desire to see him incrementally builds throughout the scene. When finally
gratified, Fred’s star entrance is made a highly spectacular and pleasurable attraction
event.
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Fig. 7.11 In opening scene of Top Hat…

Fig. 7.12 …performances written and staged…

Fig. 7.13 …to repeatedly suspend Fred’s…

Fig. 7.14 …display so as to make it much…

Fig. 7.15 …more affectively powerful and…

Fig. 7.16 …and pleasurable for the audience.

The key attraction event of Fred and Ginger meeting for the first time in the customs
hall scene in The Gay Divorcee is similarly scripted and performed. Here, again, the
scene’s ‘elongation of action and consequent heightening of audience anticipation’,
as Gunning phrases it, works to affectively spectacularise Fred and Ginger’s eventual
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display in what is a highly anticipated attraction in the film.18 Her dress caught in a
trunk, Ginger calls out to passing porters too busy to help. Fred hears her cries and
walks towards her. The expectation is that they will meet immediately. However, as
Fred walks up to Ginger, he unexpectedly continues past her towards some exit
doors. Nearing them, though, he turns around to look at her, stops and then
approaches to offer assistance. Again, the expectation is they are about to meet, but
they have only a very brief exchange in which Ginger asks Fred to call her Aunt
(Alice Brady), sending him back towards the doors to once more withhold the
pleasure of them meeting. Halfway there, Fred stops and walks back, asking Ginger
if she is American and telling her he is too. The expectation of their meeting is again
unfulfilled when Ginger reminds Fred to fetch her Aunt. A quarter of the way to the
doors, Fred stops and returns to ask if there is anything special he should tell her
Aunt. He sets off again, but only takes a single step before turning back and, leaning
on the trunk, says ‘You know, a third party might spoil this’ (Figs. 7.17 – 7.22). At
this point, as Fred tries to charm her, they meet properly, and Ginger’s familiar
wholesome, independent personality is put on display as she rejects his advances.
The expectation of seeing them meet repeatedly frustrated and toyed with by being
constantly postponed has the effect of ratcheting up the audience’s desire and
anticipation to ensure that when they do it is a highly affective moment.

18

Tom Gunning, “Crazy Machines in the Garden of Forking Paths: Mischief Gags and the Origins of
American Film Comedy,” in Classical Hollywood Comedy, edited by Kristine Karnick and Henry
Jenkins (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), 95.
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Fig. 7.17 In customs scene from …

Fig. 7.18 …The Gay Divorcee…

Fig. 7.19 …Fred and Ginger’s meeting…

Fig. 7.20 … is constantly performatively…

Fig. 7.21 …postponed to make it more …

Fig. 7.22 …affectively powerful when they do.

The presentation of Fred and Ginger’s numbers exhibit similar forms of performative
delay to affectively emphasise the eventual display of their talent. The ‘Let Yourself
Go’ dance number from Follow the Fleet, for example, is scripted and staged to
constantly interrupt and defer its performance. Set in the film’s ballroom location
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where management have announced a dance contest, Fred and Ginger take to the
floor with other couples. With neither of them having done any dancing in the film
yet, the expectation is that they will perform a number in the scene.

They

immediately execute some snappy footwork and spins together which look like the
beginnings of a dance routine, but then pull up short to discuss marriage plans. They
resume dancing to perform some more fancy footwork, as if they are about to break
into a full routine when they are interrupted by the contest judge tapping Fred on the
shoulder indicating they are out of the competition. Thinking he is trying to cut in,
Fred stops dancing to make some witty comments to Ginger. They continue dancing,
gently waltzing cheek to cheek, raising expectations once more that they are about to
perform. As they approach the edge of the dance floor, however, Fred’s navy
buddies whistle a vaudeville bugle call, causing them to instinctively start tap
dancing. Realising it is a prank, they stop dancing to glare at them and tell them off.
Laid bare in such moments of deferment, Andrew Klevan says, is the ‘anticipation,
and sense of suspension that is a common feeling while viewing musicals. Just
when, exactly, will the talk become song and the walk become dance?’19 Ginger
realises she should not be in the competition because she works there, and proceeds
to leave the floor. Fred says it is just as well because she probably could not keep up
with him. Ginger accepts the challenge and they start performing a dance routine.
(Figs. 7.23 – 7.28). The stop-start lead up teasingly withholds the promise of their
performance, progressively stimulating the desire to see them dance properly, so that
when they launch into the delayed number the audience is finally allowed to take
pleasure in the pure display of their dancing talent.
19

Andrew Klevan, “Internalising the Musical: The Bandwagon (1953),” in Film Moments: Criticism,
History and Theory, edited by Tom Brown and James Walters (London: BFI and Palgrave Macmillan,
2010), 12.
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Fig. 7.23 In Follow the Fleet, the scene…

Fig. 7.24 …is performatively designed to…

Fig. 7.25 …ensure that the beginning of Fred
and Ginger’s…

Fig. 7.26
…dance number is constantly
interrupted and delayed to…

Fig. 7.27 …build anticipation of their eventual
performance of the routine so as…

Fig. 7.28
...to make it more affectively
pleasurable when they do.

The choreography of their ‘They All Laughed’ dance routine from Shall We Dance,
for instance, exhibits a similar aesthetic of delay. Fred plays a classical ballet dancer
who secretly prefers modern dance, and Ginger a modern song and dance star not
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enamoured of Fred because she thinks he’s a stuffy high-art Russian ballet dancer.
Set in a nightclub following Ginger’s impromptu song, Fred is unexpectedly invited
out of the audience to perform a routine with her. Some fifty-five minutes into the
film, with Fred and Ginger having not yet danced together, seeing them united as a
dance couple is a highly desired attraction event. Initially, however, the actual
moment of physically dancing together is withheld while they perform solo, spatially
separate from each other. Fred performs a series of elaborate ballet-style moves to
impress Ginger, moving in and around her but keeping his distance. Unimpressed,
Ginger performs a short tap sequence across the floor towards Fred which also stops
short to maintain her distance. Fred accepts her challenge and performs a ballet
version, bringing him next to her. He suddenly switches from his ballet version to
tap, signalling that they can now properly dance together.

There is a further

performative delay as they stand next to each other, tapping in unison, and then tap
dancing around the floor together without making physical contact, performing as a
duo rather than as a couple touching and holding each other. Not until Fred takes
Ginger’s hand so she can spin like a top do they make contact. Once more, however,
this is not quite dancing together: they are touching but not holding each other. Only
towards the end of the number does this happen when they spectacularly waltz and
whirl around the floor as a couple, putting on show what has been choreographically
delayed for so long and delivering what is an especially pleasurable affective
experience, ending on what Jenkins would describe as ‘a note of peak emotional
intensity’ (Figs. 7.29 – 7.34).20

20

What Made Pistachio Nuts?, 79.
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Fig. 7.29 The ‘They All Laughed’ routine …

Fig. 7.30 …choreographically designed to…

Fig. 7.31 …defer Fred and Ginger physically…

Fig. 7.32 …dancing together until towards…

Fig. 7.33 …the end to increase pleasure of…

Fig. 7.34 …the moment when it finally occurs.

Formal Delay
More subtly, the films also exploit formal elements to delay and affectively
spectacularise the presentation of Fred and Ginger attraction events. While the event
is structurally shown, it is often further delayed by being only partially or not fully
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displayed, occasioning what Paul McDonald calls a ‘revelation within a revelation’.21
Often several elements are used. This is most noticeable in Fred and Ginger’s star
entrances. Fred’s star entrance in the opening nightclub scene in The Gay Divorcee
is delayed by choice of camera shot, framing and editing. The camera movement
introducing him begins with a static medium-long four-shot of a concession girl
selling novelties to a table of patrons, panning and tracking back with her but then
leaving her to find Fred at another table and ending on a close-up of his hand dancing
with a finger puppet.

Ostentatiously signposting with its unmotivated tracking

movement that Fred is about to be shown, it is a reveal shot that withholds what it
promises. By tracking backwards, it does not show what the camera is moving to
look at, so that Fred remains hidden from the audience for the duration of the track
(Figs. 7.35 – 7.37).22 Although only four seconds long, it subtly suspends his desired
presentation. The movement and framing of the shot as it reaches Fred to end on the
close-up of his hand further withholds his display. His head and shoulders can be
seen briefly as the camera tracks past into the close-up, but the shot becomes so tight
and compositionally unbalanced as to frame out the top of his head and provide only
a partial glimpse. Tracking past Fred like this teasingly denies a proper view of him
(Fig. 7.38), and this partial view continues as the camera tracks into the close-up of
his hand. (Fig. 7.39).23 The editing continues the delay, lingering on Fred’s hand for
eight seconds before cutting to the mid-shot that puts Fred on full display (Fig
7.40).24 A ‘sustained shot gives the cut a particular saliency, as the change of shot
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can be reserved for maximum effect’. 25 From the beginning of the track to its
finishing close-up, the audience has had to wait seventeen long seconds before seeing
Fred. Other production choices would have avoided this teased presentation. A cut
from the close-up to the mid-shot could have been made much earlier or avoided
altogether by tracking directly to the mid-shot of Fred. Already structurally delayed
by over three minutes and twenty seconds into the film, Fred could have been
presented simply by cutting from the static medium-long four-shot of the concession
girl and nightclub patrons to the mid-shot of Fred. None of this, however, would
have made the most of Fred’s star entrance. Instead, careful choices have been made
around the use of camera shot, framing and editing to further delay Fred’s promised
presentation just that little bit more. In doing so, the film formally wrings the most
out of his attraction value, ensuring that an affective peak of desire is reached to
make the moment of his full display especially powerful and pleasurable.

Fig. 7.35 In The Gay Divorcee though…

Fig. 7.36 …Fred is structurally displayed…
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Fig. 7.37 …in the film his full display…

Fig. 7.38 …is formally withheld through…

Fig. 7.39 …camera movement, framing and…

Fig. 7.40 …editing to further build his entrance.

A similar use of formal elements is at play in Ginger’s star entrance in Top Hat.
Performing his ‘No Strings (I’m Fancy Free)’ number, Fred tap dances loudly around
Horton’s hotel room. Suddenly the camera cranes dramatically down through the
floor to Ginger’s bedroom below to track in from a long-shot to a medium close-up
of her waking up in bed (Figs. 7.41 – 7.46). Again, the shot’s ostentatious movement
announces that Ginger is about to make an entrance. Edward Gallafent notes its
obtrusive, signalling function, saying that ‘the camera movement passes, with a
minimal dissolve, through the floor and ceiling, reminding us that one of the places
we are in is Hollywood, that this is a sound stage as well as a hotel’.26 The shot does,
however, delay the promise of her immediate presentation. As the shot cranes down
26
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through Horton’s hotel room floor and Ginger’s bedroom ceiling, it is three to four
seconds before she is shown. Beginning with a long-shot, the track which follows
also delays the star’s display for another five seconds before it finally ends on a
medium close-up of her. Lighting also plays a major role in delaying Ginger’s
presentation. As the camera tracks in, the bedroom is softly and darkly lit. The
room’s principal source of lighting comes from simulating moonlight from a window
on the right of frame, creating a backlight effect which puts Ginger in silhouette until
the track reaches a mid-shot, at which point the lights begin to fade up so that she is
fully lit by the time she is framed in medium close-up. Here, Ginger formally makes
a ‘double entrance’.27 The lighting works in concert with the crane and tracking
movement to ensure that her presentation is delayed for ten seconds. Simpler and
more practical production choices could have been made, but they would not have
allowed the film to construct Ginger’s star entrance as a delayed reveal.

Fig. 7.41 In Top Hat, camera crane and track…

27

Fig. 7.42
along…
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…down through floor to Ginger

Fig. 7.43 …with lighting work in concert to…

Fig. 7.44
withhold…

…signal but also teasingly

Fig. 7.45 …her star entrance so as to make…

Fig. 7.46 …it a highly affective moment.

Delay is also evident in the numbers. A subtle but effective use of formal delay is
employed in Top Hat’s ‘Cheek to Cheek’. Their dancing in the number already
performatively promised and teased as Fred sings to Ginger while they gently waltz
around a restaurant dance floor, anticipation of their dancing together properly
builds. This expectation is realised when, having slowly danced out of the restaurant
to be alone, Fred stops singing and they continue waltzing across a canal bridge to an
empty terrace to perform the number’s dance. As they do, there is a cut to a wideshot which pans with them. Once on the other side of the bridge there is a cut to a
long-shot to show the dancing more closely (Fig 7.47 – 7.50). This cut, however, is
delayed, with the wide-shot being held for ten seconds, longer than is required for the
audience to absorb the new location, situate where Fred and Ginger are and see what
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they are doing. The expectation that the film should have cut earlier than it does to a
closer shot showing them dancing is cued by the wide-shot’s pre-determined static
finishing position on the terrace.
performatively.

A cut is also motivated musically and

As they waltz across the bridge onto the terrace, the music

dramatically swells and crescendos before giving way to a softer, strings only
romantic melody which marks the beginning of the dance proper. Here, Fred also
spins Ginger away from him towards the centre of the terrace and frame. The
marked change in music in time with Ginger’s move into the centre of the frame
strongly suggests that this too is the point at which to expect a cut. Together, all
three elements telegraph that a cut is about to occur to the desired closer shot, but
instead the wide-shot continues for another six to seven seconds before eventually
cutting to a long-shot of the couple. As James Wong Howe says of such withholding
shots, the ‘audience expects you to cut … right away; but you don’t. That creates a
tension’. 28 Withheld is how skilfully and gracefully they dance together, how
sophisticated and romantic they look, Ginger’s spectacular satin and feather dress,
how gorgeous it makes her look and how fabulous it looks in action as she moves.
Formally made to wait in this way, these attractions are made all the more satisfying
to the audience when the film finally cuts to the closer long-shot and they are
allowed to immerse themselves in the pleasures of Fred and Ginger’s star
performance.

28
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Fig. 7.47 In ‘Cheek To Cheek’, the holding of
the…

Fig. 7.48 …the wide-shot for so long before
eventually…

Fig. 7.49 …cutting to the long-awaited longshot works simply but powerfully to
affectively…

Fig. 7.50 … spectacularise Fred and Ginger and
make their star performance highly pleasurable.

Whether structurally, performatively or formally, the films employ a principle of
delay to exploit the attraction value of Fred and Ginger. Structurally, the films work
to ensure that all key Fred and Ginger attraction events are presented in a staggered,
sequentially separate way across the films so that the audience must wait for them
one at a time. The films also ensure that once the presentation of an attraction event
is certain to occur, the scene leading up to it or the number itself withholds the
performative moment, often using formal elements to delay its presentation further.
This aesthetic of delay allows the films to take advantage of Fred and Ginger’s
attraction value and thereby intensify the audience’s pleasure in their eventual
display.
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Conclusion
The films have been designed to serve as star vehicles for Fred and Ginger. Their
primary function was to showcase those aspects of their star image and performance
that fans found appealing and enjoyable in the most effective, advantageous and
satisfying ways possible: Fred’s ‘manner, style, personality and terpsichorean
brilliance’ and Ginger’s ‘glamour, charm, personality, beauty and everything else
which tends to make her a great personage on the screen’.385 To successfully do so,
each film was carefully constructed formally, performatively and affectively to
spectacularise Fred and Ginger throughout, guaranteeing the visibility of their
presence on-screen, the display of their star traits and talents and the maintenance
and intensification of their attraction value to ensure continuing affective impact. As
Judith Mayne says, ‘the role of the star is the most visible and popular reference
point for the pleasures of the cinema’.386 Allowing the audience to easily drink in
their star personae and good looks, admire their dancing skills and virtuosity and to
take particular pleasure in those key moments of star display when they first appear,
meet or dance together, the films sought to deliver to fans an experience of Fred and
Ginger which was sufficiently gratifying that they would want to repeat the
experience by ‘plunking down a few coins at the box office’ to watch their next
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386
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featured appearance, thereby underwriting the studio’s production cycle and long
term economic stability.387

In analysing the commercial aesthetics of the films at both the general and specific
levels of their form and showing how they were principally constructed to ensure the
display of Fred and Ginger as stars to their audience, the thesis identifies the use of a
diverse range of approaches and devices. While the analysis is not exhaustive, it
provides a detailed account of how the films were formally, performatively and
structurally constructed as star vehicles. More particularly, it identifies the consistent
and repeated use of elements and techniques from one film to another across the four
year period in which they were made (1934 to 1937), revealing a set of standardised
aesthetic practices which were systematically and routinely employed by RKO to
showcase Fred and Ginger across all six films: for example, the closer framing,
paring back of mise-en-scène background detail and use of shallow depth of field in
their star shots, their withdrawal to separate performance areas and the withdrawal of
others from them, the structural, performative and formal delay of their key moments
of star display. In presenting this analysis, the thesis describes the basic production
vocabulary and grammar used to construct the films as star vehicles, or what
amounts to RKO’s unwritten production manual for the making of a Fred and Ginger
film, the primary aesthetic brief of which was to show them off to fans in the most
effective and pleasurable ways possible.
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More broadly, the thesis’s commercial-aesthetic analysis of how the RKO AstaireRogers musicals operated as star vehicles provides a model for the further analysis
and understanding of how other Classical Hollywood studios and their films might
have similarly functioned and been constructed. Given that all the major studios
built their production slates around the foregrounding of their stars, and that studios
were driven by the same economic imperative to successfully put them on show to
the audience, it is reasonable to assume that they constructed their films employing
similar basic display practices and devices.

The analysis of these films also

importantly provides a model for the examination of other genres. While the musical
appears uniquely open to construction as a star vehicle in the ways identified, the
analysis has taken account of not just the films’ musical numbers but also their
everyday scenes. It has shown that many of the elements and techniques exhibited in
the numbers to showcase Fred and Ginger, including the delay of key attraction
events such as star entrances and first meetings, spatial encirclement, separate
staging and performative parading, are also used in the scenes to comparable effect.
That these devices are used to put Fred and Ginger on display in their everyday
romantic-light comedy scenes suggests that they might also be employed in other
genres to ensure the display of their stars.

The attention-focussing and display techniques of separate staging, performative
parading and spatial encirclement, for example, can be observed in Rear Window
(1954). When Grace Kelly first appears in the film and visits James Stewart in his
apartment at dusk and gives him a kiss, she is only seen in close-up. She then steps
away from Stewart to separate herself so that she is the only point of interest. She
moves around the apartment switching on several lamps to illuminate herself and the
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haute couture dress she is wearing, parading across the room in long-shot to finally
stand in an open part of it which spatially encircles her to put her and the dress on
full display. The aesthetic strategy of withholding the star’s entrance to increase
pleasure in their display is evident in Warners’ The Adventures of Robin Hood
(1938).

Errol Flynn’s appearance occurs three minutes into it, with Olivia de

Havilland’s occurring seven minutes later. Flynn makes his star entrance galloping
in on a horse to save a young serf from being arrested for poaching. Shown in a
wide-shot he gallops from the background to the foreground. As he arrives in the
scene and is about to jump his horse over a fallen tree to land in the foreground so
that he can be seen more clearly, the moment is performatively and formally delayed
by him turning his horse camera left and trotting behind a tree and branches which
obscure him for several seconds before finally making his entrance. Other star
attraction events in the film such as Flynn displaying his swashbuckling-type action
skills and he and de Havilland meeting for the first time are similarly withheld.

The terms of the analysis also provide the basis for analysing and exploring
Contemporary Hollywood’s construction of the star vehicle. Many Contemporary
Hollywood films exhibit the same display strategies and techniques used by Classical
Hollywood to put their stars on show.

The aesthetics of delay, for instance,

continues to be commonly employed to spectacularise the star. In Predator (1987),
Arnold Schwarzenegger makes his star entrance in a helicopter landing on a beach at
dusk two minutes and thirty seconds into the film. His anticipated appearance is
peformatively delayed by his team mates as they bundle out of the helicopter,
blocking a view of him sitting in the back. When seen, semi-darkness and his
wearing of sunglasses formally and performatively withhold his full display. As he
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steps onto the pad, the film cuts to a silhouetted long-shot of the helicopter to delay a
satisfying view of him. This is followed by a tracking shot from behind as he gets
into a jeep, over-the-shoulder shots of him as he is driven along the beach, wideshots where he cannot be clearly identified, as well as cutaways of villagers and
helicopters which extend the action to further suspend his eventual display, so that it
is a minute before Schwarzenegger arrives outside the command post to get out of
the jeep to meet a general and be shown properly. This moment is subtly extended,
the ‘game of anticipation/fulfilment’ not yet complete.388 As he takes off his glasses
and walks to meet the commander he is still in semi-darkness. A good look at him is
also delayed by a tantalising five second cutaway of the general. Only then does the
film cut back to Schwarzenegger, showing him emerge into lighting that fully
illuminates him as he walks from a medium long-shot into a full close-up, where he
is finally spectacularly and satisfyingly put on display as the film’s star.

It is in such terms that the thesis’s analysis of the RKO Astaire-Rogers films offers a
template with which to examine how other Classical Hollywood genres were
constructed as star vehicles to showcase their stars.

It provides the basis for

exploring not only how widely used certain aesthetic practices were across the
industry, but also whether other strategies and devices were developed that were
more specific and unique to a certain genre. The template also offers the opportunity
to analyse how Contemporary Hollywood forms have been designed to put the star
on show, allowing for the identification of those aesthetic methods and techniques
established in the Classical Hollywood period which are still in use and tracking their
historical development and refinement.
388
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examination of the extent to which the commercial-aesthetic logic which
underpinned Classical Hollywood and the construction of the star vehicle continues
to inform Contemporary Hollywood and its product today.

The commercial-aesthetic analysis of these films has a wider significance for the
study of Classical Hollywood cinema, and in particular film studies’ widespread
adherence to a theoretical and analytical model which privileges narrative to explain
and understand its form. As the thesis demonstrates, narrative does play a part in the
star vehicle but it is not, as some have argued, Classical Hollywood’s ‘dominant’.389
Just as the elements of set design, lighting, costume, staging, camera and editing
have been organised to ensure the spectacularisation and visibility of the star, so too
have the films’ character roles and plots been designed to meet the same aesthetic
brief. This is not to deny the importance of narrative but to acknowledge that, along
with other stylistic features and techniques, it is at the service of star display in these
films.

This in turn acknowledges the wider historical, industrial and economic

realities of Classical Hollywood cinema as a business enterprise, where the principal
aim was the making of money and the star was the central commodity exchanged
with its audience for financial gain. Recognising that the Classical Hollywood form
was a commercial-aesthetic object which reflected this allows for a more complete
understanding of how it was shaped and how it functioned.
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